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1. The NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street. NW.. Lower Level, Washington. DC
20555-0001 1
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available are regulatory guides. NRC regulations In the Code of Federal Regulations. and Nu-
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ABSTRACr

Ths two-volunme Final Eonmental Impact Statement (FEIS) was prepared by the
Nuclear Regulatory Com ion (NR) In accordance with regulation 10 CPR Part 51,
which Implements the National ironmeal Policy Act (NEPA). Voume I contains the
assessment of the potential environmental impacts for licensing the construction and
operatlon of a proposed gaseous centfuge enrichment facility to be built In Caiornb
Paris, Louisiana, by louisiana Enery Services, LP. (LES). The proposed facility would
have a production capacity of about 866 metric tons annually of up to 5 weigt percent
enriched UFp6, using a proven centrifuge technology. Included in the assessment are
construction, bpth normal operations and potential accidents (internal and external events),
and the eventual decont ation and decommissoning (D&D) of the site. Issues
addressed Inlde the purpose and need for the facility, the alternatives to the proposed
acdon, potential disposition of the ta the site selection process, and enironmental justice.
The NRC staff concludes that the facility can be constructed and operated with small and
acceptable pacts on the publc and the environment The FEIS supports issuance of a
license to the applicant, Louisiana ergy Services, to authorize construction and operation
of the proposed facility.

Vohlme 2 of the FEIS contains Appendix B, Public Comments and NRC Response, which
provides copies of all letters received from agencies and the public commenting on the Draft
Enironmental Impact Statement (DEIS) Issued In November 1993. Appendix B also
Includes NRC responses to the comments
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Inb duction

ThS niro ental Impact Statement (ES was prepared by the U.S Nuclear Regulatory
Comnmissio (NRC) Office of Nuclear Materia Safety and Safeguards to assess the potential
evirpentl macts of licnsing the constucton and operation of a uranium enrichment
facility to be located in Co e Pa , LoWslia (the proposed action). Ihe proposed
facility will use the ce ge enrihment process, which is an energy-efficient, proven
advanced technology.

The facility, ClaIborne Enrichment Center (CEC)6 will be owned and operated by Louisiana
Energy Services, LP. (ES), which Is a Delaware limited partnership company. Thc EIS
was prepared In accordance with NRC regulation 10 CFR Part 51, which implements the
requirements of the National En ental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as amended. The
BIS analzes the potential environmental Impacts of the -proposed action and eventual
deconta on and decomssoning (D&D) of the facility, and discusses the effluent and
eninmenal monitoring programs proposed to assess the potential environmental impacts
of facility construction and operation. 'he EIS also considers a no-action alternative.

Prop oedAcdorn

The proposed action Is to license the construction and operation of a uranium enrichment
facility at the CEC near Homer, Louisiana, which will use the gas centrifuge process to
separate natural uranium hexafluoride feed material containing 0.71 weight percent 235U into
a product stream enriched up to 5.0 weight percent 23'U and a tails stream containing
apprimatel Q02 to 034 weight percent =U. Production capacity at design throughput Is
appratey l5 mlon separative work units (SWU) per year. Facility construction is
expected to require 6 years Construction would be conducted In three phases. Operation
would commence after the.completion of the Erst 05 million SWU capacity phase. The
facility i designed for 30 years of operation D&D is projected to take 7 years.

LBS estimates the cost of the plait, Including interest, property tax, and transmission
facilities to be approxmately $855 million. Escalation, capitalized Interest, contingency, tMMls
diposal decommisioning, and replacement centrifuges raise the total investment to about
$1.6 bllion. Revenm-from SWU sales Is estimated at $165 million/year. All values are
expressed in 1990 dollars.

Need for the Propsed Aedior

LES estimates that the proposed facility production represents about 17 percent of the
estimated U.& requirement for enrichment services in the year 2000. LS also estimates
that approximately 70 percent of the U.S. demand for enrichment services in 2000 is
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m ittd According, LES considers that the CEC would be a complementary and
competitive supplier for this service and would provide a means to offset both foreign
enrichment supplies and the more energy-intensive production from U.S gaseous diffusion
plants

The Impacts discussed in this HIS assum that the plant will be built and operated It
should be noted that the enrichment market in the future will continue to be highy
competitive. In particular, in May 1993, the US. and Russia reached an agreement on the
blending of Russian higy-enriched uranium (U) to low-enriched uranium (LEU) and
its aleto the US. Under the agreement, Rusa w supply EU with the equivalent of
92.1 mIllion SWE1s over the 1994-2013 period. Approimately 553 million SWUs per year '
will be supplied in the 1999-2013 period. Although the exact timing and impacts of the '
Russian supplies and other potential competition are uncertain, they are likely to result in
downward pressure on U.S. and world SWU prices. The potential price-epressing effect
of the Russian LEU Introduces additional uncertainty concerning the economic feasibility
of the CEC in the proposed time period. If the plant operates at substantially reduced
capacity, the associated economic benefits will be reduced.

No-Aefio Alfematvc

The no-action alternative Is denial of the license application for the facility, in which case
the proposed site Is assumed to revert to its former use.

vironmentay, the likely continuation of logging at the same rate as before would allow
a continuation of soi erosion, surface water contamination, and an imbalance of biological
diversity.

The local socioeconomic impact of the no-action alternative Is a continuation of the
depressed economic conditions in the area and a likely continued outmigration of skilled
and higher income workers State-wide, the Impact of the no-action alternative is the failure

* to obtain a minimum of 450 jobs per year during construction and 600 per year during full
operations (annual averages, including multiplied effects).

Nationally, the impacts of the no-action alternative are: (1) no change In the pressure on
other enricbment suppliers to maintain a competitive position in the world enrichment
market; (2) loss of an additional domestic supplier to reduce potential dependence on
foreign sources; and (3) loss of the opportunity to substitute an energy-efficient process for
the older gaseous diffusion process.

Envkvmenl bnpactm of Con Gbzl=

The construction of the CEC Involves the clearing of 28 hectares (70 acres) of recently cut
wooded area within a 179-hectare (442acre) site. These 28 hectares will be graded and will
form the controlled access area Several environmental protection measures will be taken
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to mitigato potential construction Impacts. The measures will Include controls for noise,
erosion and slumping, oil and hazardous material spills, and dust.

Tho potential impacts assodated with the construction phase of CEC are primarily limited
to surface and groundwater resources at the site. The grading activities may affect the
surface water runoff direction and flow rate, Surface water runoff will be directed to the
Hold-Up Basin which Is desined to prevent offsite migration of eroded soil to Lake Avaln
and Bluegill Pond. It is estimated that about 20 percent of the total current annual surface
water discharge to Lake Avalynwill be diverted to Bluegill Pond. Total suspended solids

i) In the Hold-Up Basin effluents should not exceed 20.8 mg/L. ThIs level is less than
half of the louisina Department of Eironmental Quality (LDEQ) standard for TS
Construction may also locally affect the recharge rate of the shallow aquifer directly beneath
the site by reducing infiltration of precipitation. Reduction of gromudwater recharge will
have effects on the site hydrology, which will be local to the site and very small. Impacts
of fugitive dust and emissions are also local and are not expected to significantly impact air
quality beyond the immediate area during construction.

Potential spills of oil and other hazardous, substances are unlikely to Impact the
enviroent, Sie only small quantities of these substances will be used or stored onsite.
The construction phase impacts on air quality, land use, transportation, and sociocconomics
are localized, temporary, and smalL The temporary Influx of labor is not -expected to
overload community seices and facilities, except possbly public safety. Construction of
the CEC Is expected to have generally positive socioeconomic impacts on the region. No
radioactive releases (other than natural radioactive materials, for example in soil) will result
from site development and facility construction activities

EAvmmal Impacrs of Qpeatio

The CEC design was lnfencsd by several local environmental factors In order to ensure
operational safety. The CE' is designed to ensure minimal impact on buildings from severe
weather (heavy rainfall and cylonic winds) and sesCn events.

Operation of the CEC would result in the production of gaseous, liquid, and solid waste
stream. Each stream could contain small amounts of hazardous and radioactive compounds
either alone or in a mixed form. Routine uranium releases to the atmosphere are estimated
to be 4.4 million Bq (120 pCi) annually. Radioactive releases will be at an elevation of
about 36.6 meters (120 feet) through one of the three stacks north of the Separations
Building.

L.quid effluents include stormwater runoff, treated sanitary and Industrial wastewater, and
treated radiologically contanated wastewater. All liquid effluents, with the exception of
storniwater, go through Outfall 001 after.treatment. Stormwater releases are routed without
treatment to the Hold-Up Basin and are released to Bluegill Pond at Outfall 002. These
outfls will be regulated by a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
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Permit and a Louisiana Water Discharge System Permit. Approximately 380,000 m3 of
stormwater Is expected to be released annually to Bluegil Pond. In addition, {t is estimated
at approximately 9,500 n3 of treated effluents will be discharged annually. Uranium is the

only radioactive oontinant expected to be released In the liquid effluent. The source
term for liqud releases is estimated to be at 1 million Bq (28 aCi) per year.

Solid waste that would be generated at CEC Is grouped Into nonhazardous, radioactive,
hazardous, and mxed waste categories. All these wastes will be collected and transferred
to authorized treatment or dispoal facilities offsite.

All solid radioactive waste generated is Class A low-level waste as defined in
10 CFR Part 61. This waste consists of industrial waste, filters and filter material, resins,
gloves, shoe covers, and laboratoxy waste. Approximately 1,100 kg of low-level waste would
be generated annually. In addition, annual hazardous and mixed wastes generated at CEC
are expected to be about 650 kg and 460 kg, respectively. Ihese wastes will be collected,
inspected, volume-reduced, and transferred to treatment facilities or disposed of at
authorized waste disposal facilities. Operation of the CEC would also result in the annual
production of approximately 3,800 metric tons of depleted UFj (DUF63 tails. The DUTF 6
would be stored onsite In clinders, and would have small impact while In storage. The
removal and disposition of DUF6 may Involve Its conversion offsite to U3 08 . TIke removal
of DUF6 from the site will commence within 15 years of initiating enrichment or after
production of no more than 80,000 metric tons of DUF6, whichever occurs first.

The assessment of potential impact considers the entire population surrounding the
proposed CEC within a distance of 80 kilometers (50 miles). The three individuals whose
exposure would bound potential impacts were assumed to be located 800 meters north of
the plant stacks at a permanent residence, 570 meters south-southeast of the plant stacks
at the edge of Bluegill Pond, and 6,500 meters south of the plant stacks at the northern edge
of Lake Clalborne. The atmospheric dispersion modeling predicted that the maximum
annual average air concentrations of radioactive and nonradioactive material releases would
occur appimately 800meters north of the plant stacks. Annual average air
concentrations for the Bluegill Pond and nearest resident locations are approximately
20 percent less than the maximum values.

Rdi~ologi mpact:

Radiological Impacts are regulated by the new NRC 10 CFR Part 20 which specifies a total
effective dose equivalent (TE) limit for members of the public of 1 mSv/yr
(100 mrem/yr) from all sources and pathways from CEC excluding natural background
sources. Further, CEC would be subject to the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA!s)
applicable standards In 40 CFR Part 190 which require that doses under routine operations
should not exceed 0.25 mSv to the whole body, 0.75 mSi to the thlywd, and 0.25 mSv to any
other organ from all pathways; and EPA's standards in 40 CFR Part 61 Subpart I which



require that no member of the public receive an effective -dose equivalent In, excess of
01 Sv (10 mrem/r) due to atmospheric releases

Potena radiolcal mpacts frm bpe on of theEC would result fo conrolled
releas of sma quantits of UF4 duig norma operations and reases of UF6 under

potbetic accident ondio. N or peraonal release ra to the atmosphee and
uac wts are expected to be less than 4AxlO'4Bq& (i20 pzCI/) and M161O' Bq/

(28 pCI/y)6 repctdlyEmated committed effective nnual dose equIvealt (CEDE)
to the maxzb*ly eposed adult Individual do to atmospec releases Is M0z1(Y:' SV
(&0z10O rem), whle annual populatin doses a estimated as 3.(xlO' peron-Sv
(30110 peso-rem). Atmospherc patwaydoseto thriical id, an t located
at the 800 metew rcw1esidec is estimated as Z4xW Sw (2Ax14A rem) per yar. Estimated
anal dose to the maally exposed adult didbl due to lquid rleases s estated
as &StiO7 Si (6.&1x rem). Ppp tion doses throgb the lquid pathway are estimated as
4WO person-S (4.9 person-rem) per year. An iht lo d at Bluegl Pond would be
the cical receptor for the ld pa y and re an eatd annul dose of
6. SI (6 4 rm). b. m-l annnal doso due tO y eimatd to be
2.16zll SI (A mreM) to the d a f CEC.
Doses etimated for normal operations are smll fatos of th 1 mSv (100 mrem) dose
(eclding poteatIl exposure to indoor radon of 2 mSy) that an average IndIdu receives

Inthe U.S. from natural b&amkrud ~adiaiN, and witbin regplator lIms

It is estimated tha innilmum potetlal uranum deposion fom airborne release for a
30-year period wvuld be about 7AX1G4 Bq/cm? (2AK1(4 pCI/ra2) which if dprsed thrugh
the upper centimeter (4 ) of the so the e=age uranium cncentraion would not
exceed 3.7x10 Bq/g (LOOz pCSi/). Smilalyq, If D tbu In the entire
30year volume of CEC liquid efflue were to accumulate In a nonece eter laye of
Bluegll Pond sedime the unum concenation would be lfiIOc Bilg (0.4 pCI/S).
GiveC the conservativ asumptons used In esthmating thbse vaus 1 these conenratms
are Isnflcant and their potential' impacts on th evmdronment and health are
InconseqetIaL AR dsh s throuh Onfafs 001 and 002 ill bo rgulated, d
dibars fom the seag treatment stem and yard drains wll b-monitored to minimize
potea releases of cominants. The potent impacts of liqId dihares to te
enonment are vey smalL

Text remwved under 10 CJR23M0.



Text removed under 10 CIR2390.
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Sevea de features and administrative procedures arc empqyed to minimize Pse
and liqd effluent rel and Wkee them within regulator limits.

Potei dlogcl Impacts of Operation of the CEC Include releases of inorganic and
organc chemicals to atmosphr and srface wates dring o operations. As a
conseqnce Of purg of connectr lines containig trace UP, atmospheric
r ses of hydrogen fluoide (ID) would our dig noral separaton operations. The
annual rflease rat is etimat s 65 g gin assoclated maximum ground lel
cwcentronof lf tlnI7m . As a consequenecf equipmendegreasigad laboatory
opedons it is onserva ly estimated th ap tel 8,640 kg of the

dhloroDuororbon (CF) soet Freon R-113 would be released from the $eparatons
Bulding stack ea year. Thsmount repree the total inventory of actual
releases, however, would be dctly lower. Assoated mAxnim ground level
conentatio Is estimated to be I&iW' rmug . As a consequence of ctifuge assebly
Opein armately 100IDg of &aetone ent and 400 kg of Freo R-113 would be
released to atmosphere each ye. Assocated lmumod level concentratons
of acetone and Freon R-113 are lWOx and 4XxI104  mgn, resective. In U cases.
estimated atMOSPherc concetradoS are sm frions of the Ameican Coference of
Gov net Iusti Hygients (ACGIH) time weihted avage (TWA) guilines for
the chamicaL Due to th EPA ban an c~C producn ih the U.S, LES has {detieed
Ax=arc 600 and 900 sers as potential substiutes fr Freon R113. Axarel* Is made up
of aiphatic ydrocarbon and has vey low toxic ffects on the aquatic rmen AxreI
components have low vapor pss that would lmit tme release of volatile organic
compounds. Thevefrej the expected impacts of use of this substiute arc relativy less in
magntude than CFPA

Nouradiologca Impacts faclude the nceae of surfaco wat discharge to BluegM PoW&
additional dcarge previosl drained to Lak Avabyi. lhb total anial dischae

to Bluegi Pond would be incseased to aprimately 389,500 m ompared to the CUrent
rage flow of 28U000 m3/yr of fte streaMm thatfo om luegifw in this

stream Is cuntl intermittent. Tbe expected ncrease avae fw resulting from CEC
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operation Is likely to decrease the intermittent nature of the stream. A reduction in the
elevation of the shallow and deep azqifers beneath the site Is expected as a result of facility
groundwater use and alteration of recharge patterns. The water supply for the facility wilM
be pumped from the Sparta Sand Aquifer via two onsite wells. Although pumping may not
be contimnous, there would be a potential for cone depression In the Sparta Sand Aquifer
water table in the vicinity .of the well The net decrease of the water table at the site
boundary may range from 0.03 to 12 meters for the 30-year pumping period. EIs change
is localized In nature and Is not expected to have any sgnificant effect on the regional water
supply. The alteration of the onsite recharge patterns may result In a reduction in the
shallow groundwater depth directly beneath the site. This effect Is not expected to be
observed at offsite well locations Potential releases of chemlcals to surface water and
groundwater resources during the CEC operation are very small with no'significant impact

The vegetation in the undeveloped wooded area of the site will continue to grow during the
operational phase, forming a complete forest system. Impacts on land use and the botanical
community wS not exceed those which occurred during construction. Generally, the
regrowth of the forest system will be associated with an Improvement in the blo-diversity cf
the terrestrial ecosystem of the site.

Noise generated by.the operation of CEC will be primarily limited to truck movements on
the road. The nobe at the nearest residence will probably increase; however, it may not be
noticeable. ihile the Incremental increases in noise level are small, some residents may
experience some disturbance for a short period of time as they adjust to these increases.
Noise related to the centrifuge systems is negligible and will not result in any disturbing
noise beyond their buildings. raisportation will increase during worker shift changes,
primarily on the roads leading to the plant site. It Is expected that the maintenanc of these
roads would also Increase.

The rerouting of Parish Road 39 will add approximately 120 meters (0.075 mile) to the road.
The relocation will add approximately 600 meters (038 mile) to the traveling distance
between Center Springs Church and Forest Grove Church. To prevent interruption in
servic the existing road will be maintained in service until the new road Is completed and
available for use.

CEC would have minor Impacts on local public services Including education, health services,
housing, and recreational facilities. The school system at ClaWbrne Parish has twice the
physical capacity necessary to provide for. the current student population. The increased
economic activity and demand for night services and the potential crime increase may
require additional public safety services. Although small, the potential public safety impact
may be the most- notable negative social impact of CEC operation. Health services,
represented by Homer Memorial Hospital, have the ability to handle an appimate 30 to
35 percent increase In patient load without any problems. CEC operation would increase
the demand for housing, thus stimulating new home construction, even though there is an
oversupply of lower quality and older homes.
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The benefits of CEC wMll mainly be in construction employment, operational employment,
and indirect employment related to both. The plant will employ an average construction
work force of about 200 per year for 6 years (275 per year over the peak 4 years of
construction) and an average operations work force of about 180. Average annual earnings
(including benefits) are estimated at about $37,000 for construction workers and $44,400 for
operations workers (1990 dollars).

Within the labor pool, there are numerous individuals with the basic skilis and experience
for the lower and middle range jobs at CEC LES plans to employ people in accordance
with the Louisiana Enterprise Zone Act This requires that LBS certify that at least
35 percent of Its employees: (a) are residents of the same parish as the location of the
business; or (b) were receiving some form of public assistance prior to employment; or
(c) were considered unemployable by traditional standards, or lacking in basic skills; or
(d) any combination of. the above. Adherence to the provisions of this Act should
significantly Improic the employment and Income prospects of existing area residents.
L esser qualified individuals in the area may obtain jobs in the cafeteria, administration, and
support services Other benefits to the area will stem from the normal economic growth
associated with large industrial projects In rural areas This growth includes the secondary
economic activity required to service and support the facility, the workers, and their
dependents. No additional manuffcturig acilities are expected to move to Claiborne
Parish as a result of CEO

At the higher-end, it Is less likely that technically qualified applicants can be found locally.
Economic migrants are increasingly likely to fill the available jobs. Residents are more
likely to fill the lower skill jobs. At the very upper-end (e.g, health physicists, chemical
engineers, etc.), Individuals wnll mostly be brought In from existing high-technology chemical
and nuclear facilities In other parts of the U.S. A significant amount of migration for the
hlgh-tectmology jobs can be expected.

Table S-1 shows the minimum estimated direct and Indirect employment- and earnings-
related benefits of CEC on the State of Louisiana. These estimates are based on the direct
effects of CEC employment and payroll expenditures. The actual benefits could be
substantially higher because of the very high absolute and per-worker construction
expenditures and plant revenues. The employment values are annual averages over the 2

6-year and 30-year construction and operations periods, respectively. CEC will also have
benefits in the areas of property values, tax revenues, and other areas.

Costs to Claiborne Parish and the region hosting the facility are expected to be minimal.
In general, no significant Impacts are expected in any local infrastrcture areas (e6g, schools,
housng, water, sewer). Costs will be diffused sufficiently to be indistinguishable from
normal economic growth.

Any adverse effects are most likely to fall Into three areas. First, the influx of direct and
indirect workers and dependents during construction and operations may temporarily strain
established social and community bonds and potentially increase crime. Such strains are not



Table S-1 Mnimum Estimated Annual Employment and
Earnings Benefits from CEC

ConstCton . Operatos

Dire Erss 'S Mio S80 Mio

EmplOYMnt 200 180

MUlld Eri $17.7 Mlion $170 Mion

Multiplied Employment 450 600a

v. unumsual and are part of.the normalprocess of adjustment when inidustrlal development
brgs an ifx of people to a riual area with a modest population and employment base.
These effects 'are'unlikely to be severe. Second, there may be some potential for

placement ol existing residents as property values rise; agabn these effects are licely to
be 'iall. Third, at the 'conclusion of the operations phase and the decontamination and
decommissioningphase, the reduction In direct and indbiect employment at CEC'may result
In socioeconomic dislocations In the area Although this effect Is not uniqe to CEC, it
could be pronounced because of the natUre of the CEC jobs compared to the existing
employment base.

Because the CEC facility Is capital-Intensivi and has low projected operating costs, once It
is built, It wil l lkelr be operated for its lifetime. Operatons would probably continue even
if the plont cannot cover its flied costs since operations would cover variable costs. Thus,
propert ax revenues (pbssibly at a reduied level) and employment for operations personnel
should still be realized

Decoabado and De fmkoforz

Decontanation and decommissioning of the facility at the termination of operations is
projected to take approximately 7 years. Potential adverse environmental impacts would
priari be the release of small quantities of uranium to surface water as a consequence
of decont ation operations. Releases and associated Impacts are expected to be of the
same order of magnitude or less than normal operational impacts. Decommissioning would
also result in release of the facilities and land for unrestricted use, discontiuation of water
and electrical power usage, and reduction in vehicular traffic.

Depeted Uranhwn Tais Dsposak

Enrichment operations at the CEC will generate about 3,800 metric tons of depleted
ur tails per year. LES proposes to store the tails onsite for up to 15 years, then ship
the tails offsite In preparation for appropriate conversion to a more stable form and
dis Currently, there are no conversion or disposal facilities In the U.S. for large
quantities of depleted uranium. Therefore, the NRC staff evaluated expected environmental
Impacts based on plausible strategies for offsite conversion and disposal. The staff projects



that the tails will be converted from fluoride to the more stable oxide form, and disposed
of in a deep geological facility or placed in long-term storage. The staff estimates that the
environmental impacts associated with such a strategy will be small.

Eomn&9dAhscs

The proposed site for the CEC Is between two communities, Center Springs and Forest
Grove, which consist almost entirely of African-American residents. The NRC staff carefully
considered the Issue of environmental justice; that is, whether the site selection process was
based on racial considerations, and whether the impacts of the CEC would have a
disproportionate adverse Impact on minority and economically disadvantaged populations
Ihe staff found no evidence that the site selection was based on racial considerations.
Furthermore, although the persons lving nearest the site are predominantly African-
American, the staff concluded that the proposed CEC will not cause any significant adverse
Impacts on nearby residents or anybody else; and therefore, there will be no significant
disproportionate adverse impact.

Conchuslon

In conclusion, analysis of the potential environmental impacts associated with construction
and operation of CEC indicates that adverse impacts are small and are outweighed by the
substantial socioeconomic benefits associated with plant construction and operation.
Concurrently, NRC has completed a safety evaluation of the proposed facility
(NUREG-1491), in which the NRC staff concluded that CEC operation will be conducted
in a safe and acceptable manner. The FEIS supports licensing for LES.
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FOREWORD

The information in this report will be considered by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff in the review of the license application by Louisiana Energy Services, LP,
to construct and operate a uranium enrichment facility to be located in Claiborne Parish,
Louisiana. This report documents the potential enviromental consequences of the
proposed action.
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ACRONYMS AND A1BBEVIATIONS

AA
ACGIH
ABA
ALARA
AUL
ANPR
ANSI
AP
AQCR
ASLP
BA
bgs
BNFIL
BOD
Bq
Bq/ml
BS
BTBX
BTU/hr
DICs

ICaF2

Ca(OH 2

C/kg
* CAA

CAB
CAM
CANT
CEC
CBDE
CEQ
CERCIA
CFC
CFR
CHP

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry
American Conference of Government Industrial Hygienists
Atomic EneWr Act
As Low As Reasonably Achievable
Annual Imit for Intake
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemakg
American National Standard Institute
Air Particulate
Air Quality Control Region
Atomic Safety and Uicensing Board
Bachelor of Arts
Below Ground Surface
British Nuclear Fuels
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
Becquerel
Becquerel per Milliliter
Bachelor of Science
Benzene, Tohlene, Ethyl Benzene, Xylene
British Thermal Units per Hour
Cesium 137
Calcium Fluoride
Slaked lime (Calcium Hydroxide)
Calcium Carbonate
Citric Acid
Coulomb per ilogram
Clean Air Act
Centrifuge Assembly Building
Continuous Air Monitor
Citizem Against Nuclear Trasb
Clalborne Enrichment Center
Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
Council on Environmental Quality
Comprehensive Environmental Respons Copensation, and Iaity Act
Chlorofluorocarbon
Code of Federal Regulations
Certified Health Physist
Curie



cm Centimeter
CO Carbon Monoxide
COD Cbemical Oxygen Demand
CGWA Clean Water Act
D&D Decontamination and Decommissioning
dB Decibel
DBA Design Basis Accident
DBE Design Basis Earthquake
DCF Dose Conversion Factors
DED Louisiana Department of Economic Development 4

DEIS Draft Envronmental Impact Statement
DOE U.S. Department of Energy
DOT U.S. Department of Transportation
DUF6  Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride
DU 305  Depleted Triuranlum Octoxide
eH Redox Potential
EIS Environmental Impact Statement
EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA Emergency Planning and Community Right-oKnow Act
ER Environmental Report
ESE East-Southeast
FDI Fluor Daniel, I=
FEIS FMnal Environmental Impact Statement
FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency
FNMC Fundamental Nuclear Material Control
FR Federal Register
ft Feet
f 3/sec Cubic Feet per Second
8 Gram
S. Gravitational Acceleration
gal/yr Gallon per Year
GAO U.S. General Accounting Office
GDP Gaseous Diffusion Plant
GEVS Gaseous Effluent Ventilation System
gpd Gallons per Day
gpm Gallons per Minute
OW Groundwater
H2 Hydrogen
HC HydroCarbon
HCFC HydroChlorofluorocarbon
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HEPA High Efficiency Particulate Air Filter
HBU Highly-Enriched Uranium
HP Hydrogen Fluoride
HMTA Haardos Materials Transportation Act
HP&S Health, PWcs, and Safety
HVAC Heatng, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
Hz Hertz
ICP Inductively Coupled Plasma
ICRP International Comion on Radiological Protection
NFL Intrnational Nuclear Fuels Plc
J/hr Joules per Hour
JIU Jackson Turbidity Unit
40K Potassium 40
kg Kilogram
kg/yr Kilograms per Year
km Kilometer
kV Kilovolt
1/sec Liters per Second
1/yr Liters per Year
tANW Louisiana and Northwest
LA Louisiana
lbs Pounds
LDEQ Loisiana Department of Environmental Quality
LDNR Loulana Department of Natural Resources
1ES Louisiana Energy Services
LEU Low-Enriched Uranium
LU Lower Limits of Detection
L1W Low-Level Waste
LNUP Louisiana National Heritage Program
LP&L Louisiana Power & Light Company
1pm Liters per Minute
LWD Liquid Waste Disposal
LWDPS Louisiana Water Discharge Permit System
m Meter
mb Magnitude
MBA Master of Business Administration
MBq Mega Becquerel
m/d Meters per Day
m3/yr Cubic Meters per Year
MCE Maximum Credible Earthquake
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MEA
mg
mg/I
mg/Yr
mgpd
MM
MOU
mph
mR/hr
mrem
rn/s
MS
MSL
mSv
MVA
MW
NAAQS
NaF
NaOH
NE
NEURP
NEPA
NESHAPS
NFPA
NH3
(NH4)2U20 7
NHC
NHPA
NMSS
NNW
NO0
NO1
NPDES
NRC
NWS
02
03
ORNL
OSHA
Pa

Master of Engineering Administration
Migram
Milligrams per liter
MIgrams per Year
Million Gallons per Day
Modified Mercalli
Memorandum of Understanding
Miles per Hour
MilliRoentgen per Hour
Millirem
Meters per Second
Master of Science
Mean Sea Level
MilliSlevert
Mega Volt Ampere
MegaWatt
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
Sodium Fluoride
Sodium Hydroxide
Northeast
National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program
National Environmental Policy Act
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
National Fire Protection Association
Ammonia
Ammonium Diuranate
National Hurricane Center
National Historic Preservation Act
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
North-Northwest
Nitrogen Dioxide
Nitrogen Oxides
NatIonal Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
National Weather Service
oxygen
Ozone
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Occupational Safety and Health Act
Pascal
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pa
pH
PLD.
PMF
ppm
PSD
psia
R
-RCA
RCRA
RCZ
REM
RIMS
SAIC
SAR
SARA
6ef
SDWA
SER
SNM
So 2

SOk
SPCC
SPF
STAR
STEL
Sv
SW
SWD
SWU
TEDE
~2h
TED
TO0C
TPH
TSA
TSD

TSP
TWA

PicoCurie
Measure of the Acidity or Alkalinity
Doctor of Philosophy
Probable M aximum Flood
Parts per Million
Prevention of Significant Deterioration
Pounds Force per Sqwuae Inch AIbsolute
Roentgen
Radiation Control Areas
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Radiation Control Zones
Roentgen Equivalent Man
Rteglotla InputCOutput Modeling SYStem
Science Applications International Corporation
Safety Analysis Report
Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act
Standard Cubic Feet
Safe Drinking Water Act
Safety Evialuation Report
Special Nudear Material
Sulfur Dioxide
Sulfur Oiddes
Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure
Standard Project Flood
Stability Array
Short Term Exposure Limits
Sievert
Surface Water
Solid Waste Disposal
Separative Work Unit
Total Effective Dose Equivalent
Thorium 232
Thermoluminescent Dosimeter
Total Organic Carbon
Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon
Technical Services Area
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal
Total Suspended Particulates
Total Suspended Solids'
Time Weighted Average
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U308 Triuranium Octoxdde
MU Uranium 235
23mu Uranium 238
UBC Uniform Building Code
UCN Ultra-Centrifuge Netherlands NV
UF4  Uranium Tetrafluoride
UP6  Uranium Hexafluoride
U02  Uranium Dioxide
U03  Uranium Trioxide
UOA Uranyl Fluoride (Uranium Oxyfluorlde)
UPS Uninterruptable Power System
USEC United States Enrichment Corporation
USGS United States Geological Survey
VYC Volatile Organic Compound
yd3  Cubic Yard
yr Year
uCi MicroCurle
.Ci/mI MicroCuries per Mlliliter
pg/I Micrograms per Itre
,pg/r

3  Micrograms per Cubic Meter
Pm Micrometer
pR/hr MicroRocentgen per Hour
'9Tc Technetium-99
X/Q Atmospheric Concentration per Unit Source



In accordance with 10 CFR Part 51, the applicant submitted, along with Its license
application (LBS, 1991), an Environmental Report (ER) on January 31, 1991. This ER and
subsequent revisions (LES. 1994a), provides background material for this EIS. In
conducting the required NEPA review, NRC representatives (the staff) met with LBS to
discuss items of Information in the ER, to seek additional information that was needed for
an adequate assessment, and to generally ensure that the NRC thoroughly understood the
proposed project. In addition, the styf sought information from other sources to assist In
the evaluation, met with State of Louisiana and U.S. Environmental Protectiot Agency
(EPA) officials, and conducted a public scoping meeting to help Identify the significant
Issues to be analyzed I depth. On the bais of these and other such activities or Inquiries,
the staff has made an independent assessment of the considerations specified in 10 CFR
Part 51.

That evaluation led to the Issuance of a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) by
the NMSS In November 1993. The DEIS was distributed to Federal, State, and local
governmental agencies and other interested parties for comment. A notice was published
in the Federal Regir (58 FR 62148) regarding the availability of the DEIS and inviting
public comment on the document. The public comment period scheduled to end on
January 10, 1994, was extended to January 25, 1994, by a second notice In the Federal
ftsItr (58 FR 68969).

After comments on the DEIS were received and considered, this FEIS was prepared. This
Includes a discussion of the questions and comments received on the DEIS (Volume 2,
Appendix B). Further environmental considerations were made on the basis of these
comments in combination with the previous evaluation.

This FEIS was made available to the EPA, people and organizations commenting on the
DEIS, and the public

12 The Applicant's Proposal

LBS has applied to the NRC for a license to construct and operate a facility to enrich
natural uranium to a maximum of 5 weigbt percent uranium-235 (=U) by the gas centrifuge
process at a site located In Clalborne Parish, Louisiana (LS. 1991). The facility, to be
known as Claiborne Enrichment Center (CEC), would be located appro
8 kilometers (km) (5 miles) northeast of Homer (Figure 1.1), nearsmall rural communities
known as Forest Grove and Center Springs.

The plant is designed to separate a feed stream containing the naturally occurring
prportions of uranium isotopes into a product stream enriched in the 235U isotope and a
tails stream depleted in the ZI5U Isotope. Ihe plant design capacity Is 15 million Separative
Work Units (SWLU) per year. At full production In a given year, the -plant will receive
approiately 4,700 metric tons (4.7 million kg or 103 million Ibs) of feed uranium
hexafluoride (UFJ, and produce 870 metric tons (870,000 kg or L914 million Ibs) of low-
enriched UP6 and 3,800 metric tons (38 million kg or 83.6 million Ibs) of depleted UF6 tails.
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13 Background Informatlon

In accordance with the Solar, Wind, and Geothermal Power Production Incentives Act of
1990 revision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (PL. 101-575), the type of uranium
enrichment facility proposed by LES must be licensed in accordance with the provisions of
the Atomic Energy Act pertaining to source material and special nuclear material.
Therefore, the primary bases for review of the application are the regulations of 10 CFR
Parts 40 and 70. In addition, by omm ion rder, the draft 'General Design Criteria" for
uranium enrichment, published In the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR)
for 10 CFR Part 76 (NRC, 1988a), and other special standards and instructions apply with
the same force as final NRC regulations. The Commission Order specifies that for the
purpose of siting and designing a facility against accidental atmospheric releases of UF&
health and safety criteria contained in NUREG-1391, Chemical Toxicity of Uranium,
Hexafluoride Compared to Acute Effects of Radiation," (NRC, 1991b) shall be applied. The
criteria include a limiting intake of uranium In soluble form of 10 milligrams and a limiting
exposure to hydrogen fluoride (HF) at a concentration of 25 milligrams per cubic meter for
30 minutes. Other NRC regulations which apply, according to their terms, include 10 CFR
Parts 19, 20, 21, 30, and 140. Other Federal and State requirements are identified in
Chapter 6.

LES, a Delaware limited partnership, consists of four general partners and seven limited
partners. The four general partners are Urenco Investments, Inc.; Claiborne Fuels, L P.
(a subsidiary of Fluor Daniel, Inc.); Claiborne Energy Services, Inc. (a subsidiary of Duke
Power Company), and Graystone Corporation (a subsidiary of Northern States Power
Company). The limited partners are Louisiana Power & iUght Company; BNFL
Enrichment, Ltd.; GnVY; UCN Deelnemingen V. B.; Calborne Energy Services, Inc; Le Paz
Inc.; and Micogen Limited M, Inc.

There is opposition to the facility. The organization Citizens Against Nuclear Trash
* (CANT) opposes facility licensing A formal adjudicatory hearinrg by the NRC Atomic
* Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) will be held. The FEIS and the NRC staff's Safety

Evaluation Report (SER) (NRC, 1994), will provide the foundation of the staff input for the
ASLB proceeding Parties in the proceeding are CANT, LES, and the NRC staft After this
hearing is completed, the ASLB will issue its decision on LESTs license.

bThe staff has recently completed an SER for the CEC (NRC, 1994). This SER was
published as NUREG-1491 in January 1994. As part of the safety review for the facility,
the staff reviewed the Emergency Plan, the Fundamental Nuclear Material Control Plan,
and the Physical Security Plan. The acceptability of these plans is documented in the SER
and is not discussed in this EIS.

14



1A Need for the Proposed Action

Because existing world eiilcment capacity Is projected to be adequate to meet demand for
the foreseeable future (General Accounting Office, 1991), the need for this ficility lies
prlmarily ithe need for an additional market competitor in the U.S, rather thain a need
to Increase world or US. enrichment capacity. By the year 2000, the U.S. requirements for
enriched uranium are expected to increase slowly to 8.91 millIon SWUs (Table 1.1) (Energy
Resources Interatonal, 1991). Premature reactor sbutdowns would affect the demand for
enriched uranium, however, at this time it is not possible to quantify this effect. As of 1990,
the US Department of Energy (DOE) supplied approximately 89 percent of the national
purchases of enriched uranium. Within the same year, Eurodif of France supplied
apprImately 4 percent of U.S purchases, while independent brokers and traders provided
the remainder. However, LES projects that by 1996, U.S. customers will have committed
to purchase only about 40 percent of their enrichment requirements for the late 1990s
tthrough contracts with DOE (LES, 1992f). Thus, 60 percent of these requirements remains
uncommited. ApproxImately 70 percent of the requirements In 2000 are uncommitted.
Within the US, LES believes that termination and expiration of long-term contractual
commitments for enrichment services between DOE and commercial utilities provides an
opportunity for a competing company to successfully enter the market. Figure 12 shows the
projected U.S. requirements for enrichment services and the committed and uncommitted
portions of these services. The production from this proposed facility would represent
appro y 17 percent of the estimated U.S requirements for enrichment services In the
year 2000. LES, as a potential domestic supplier of enrichment services, would be directly
competing with the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC), which now operates the
DOB enrichment facilities, and with foreign suppliers.

There are three important reasons why CEC could be an effective competitor to the U.S.
Gaseous Diffusion Plants (GDPs) over the long-term. First, the GDPs are more than
40 years old and In need of extensive maintenance and upgrades. Second, the GDPS use
about 50 times as much electrical energr per SWU as CEC will use, Also at high
production rates, unit electric costs for the GDPs rise even further and electrical.efficiency
fails. Enrichment Is the largest cost component in producing nuclear fuel and electricity (for
the US. diffiusion plants) is the largest cost component of the enrichment service. Third,
the three 'coal-fired plants that supply the GDPs are In a category identified In the Clean
Air Act (CAA) Amendments of 1990 for substantial reductions in air emissions. The
Investments necessary at these plants could result in Increases in the cost of power to the
GDPs. LBS output could lessen U.S. reliance on these energy-intensive plants.

:yI 1993, the U.S. and Russia reached an agreement which provides for the US to buy
Russian low-enrched uranium (LEU) blended down from higl-enriched uranium (HEU).
Under thX May 1993 agreement, Russia will supply LEU with the equivalent of 92.1 million
SWUs over the 1994-2013 period (152586 million kg LEU with 6.0386 SWUs per kg)
(Nucleonics Week, 1993). Ten percent: of the LEU, or approxmaitely 1. million
SWUs/year will be supplied in the 1994-1998 period. Ninety percent of the LEU, or
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Table 1. World Enrichment Services Requirents, Mld-Range Projectlon in
Millions of SWU (Copyright 0 1991 by Energ Resources International, Inc.)

Wald
Westerm Central ftcuding

Year t Europe Far East Europe Other RUssIa Russia Wold

1993
1994

1995
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1999
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8.75V6
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8.91
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10.28
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10.69
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12.66
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4.8
4.8

4.

5.07
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5.48
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6.12
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6.23

6.46
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6.78
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7.10
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7.01
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7.42
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Lis
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L76
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0.3
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L20

1A4
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L71
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25.13

25.8

2627
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26.87

27.74

28.16

28.56

2890
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29.73
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31.77
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3228

32.79

33.60

3423

34J03
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34.67

35.06

3519

35.75
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3S.75

3621
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5.29
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5.29

5.30

S5.

5.60

5.69
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5.87
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6.06

6.16

625
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6.43
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6.62
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6.90

6.96
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7.04

7.06
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7.13

7.18

30.20

30.74

30.70

3021
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3L56
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3L47

3237.

3334
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34.77
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41.15
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Table LI World Enrichment Services Requirements, MId-flange Projectloe in
Millions of SWU (Copyright 0 199i by Energy Resources International, Inc.) (Continued)

Wordd
Western C

Year US EuropcP Far Enat Europe Other Russa Raus Worm

2024 1L74 1243 7.54 2.78 227 -376 7.08 4384

212S 1207 252 751 300 2.02 37.12 711 44.23

2026 1224 141 7.56 218 9 3718 7.07 4425

2027 23 11.86 7. 2.72 236 36. 7A. 43.97

2028 123 128 7.69 3.04 28 . 37.52 7.09 44.61

2029. 1239 2 788 3.01 22 37.75 71S 4490

2030, 2. 1247 781 286 2.41 37S 721 44.89

* Ilubth ftscc P1tud to ls a d Pinst pzaapafbt, Ed =Ydes savhinp
b Dcna dud-.S. nz etUOov Ce SPprltay 1 MlMIe SWUe yepy

IC rq ette cyct adtped & wt =ad ios f aud=4 Mb = fL

a mately 553 million SWUs per year, will be supplied in the 1999-2013 period. Mds
latter period coincides with the first 15 years of production Erom CEC It also coincides with
the largc uncommitted market for SWUs around the turn of the century.

In qantitative terms, the Russian LEU to be supplied during the 1999-2013 period
represents about 15 percent of projected world demand and more than 50 percent of
projected US. demandL The Russian LEU also represents almost half of all uncommitted
-world demand during the period. The Russian supplies are about 3.7 times larger than the
CEC output during the coincident 1S-year period. USEC will acquire the Russian LEU at
a 1994 base price of $82.10 per SWU (Nucleonics Week 1993).

In 1992, LBS acknowledged the possibility of foreign HEU-to-LEU conversions depressig
the market, but believed that Its view of the need for SWUs would not be affected. In a
letter to the NRC dated April 30,1992, lBS stated that it believed that *the most likely
possibility would be that the nations Involved would reserve some of this material for naval
propulsion reactors and release the rest, if at afl, over a period of years In a manner so as
not to disrupt commercial production. It has also been mentioned that such material might
be used to replace more expensive DOE GDP capacity, resulting In no net gain of marketed
production! LES, 1992f).

The Energy Policy Act of 1M (RI 102-486) stipulates that USEC should seek to nimize
the impact on domestic industries in selling the LEU. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 and
the U.&-Russia agreement anticipate that domestic competition will exist and should not be
adversely affected by the HIEU agreement
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USEC has not explained how It will market its combined Russian and American LEU
production. Russian LEU combined with scheduled SWU output at existing U.S.
enrichment plans would oversupply the US. market. Implementation of the US.-Russia
agreement might, as LES notes, allow the U.S. to consider shutting down one of the two
currently operating GDPs.

f licensed, LES would become the only private producer of enriched uranium in the U.S.
Several utilities and others, In commentng on the DEMS, supported the addition of a
domestic source of enriched uranium to compete with USEC

L5 Scoplng Process

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 51, NRC utilized a scoping process td identify significant
Issues concerning this proposed proJect. On June 28, 1991, the NRC published In the
Ederal Rtgister (56 FR 29727) a Notice of Intent to prepare an Environmental Impact

Statement for the construction and operation of the proposed CEC and to conduct a scoping
process. The scoping process also Included a public scoping meeting which was held In the
Homer High School cafeteria on July 30, 1991. The scoping process is summarized in a
separate report (NRC, 1991a), available In the Public Document Room in Washington, DC,
and In the Local Public Document Room In the Claiborne Parish UIbrary In Homer,
Loisiana. The major issues raised by the commentors at the scoping meeting included
environmental consequences, socioeconomic Impacts, local emergency response capabilities,
waste disposal, safety, and the roles of the NRC and State of Loisiana. Meetings have also
been held with State of Louisiana officials and EPA Region 6 officials.

1.6 Status of Actlons by Federal and State Agencies

The only regulatoxy action required from the NRC is the licensing decision on the LES
application to construct and operate a uranium enrichment facility near Homer, Louisiana.
In addition, LES must obtain all necessary local, State, and Federal permits and licenses

prior to the initiation of various stages of construction and operation of the facility. This
Includes certification under Section 401 (a)(1) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and approval
to construct CEC In accordance with requirements of National Emissions Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS) in 40 CFR Part 61.07. The National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) application to the EPA and the waste water

sch permit with the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (LDEQ)
approvals are shtil pending. LDEQ has recommended rerouting of Outfall 001 around
Bluegill Pond. The air emissions discharge permit application was filed on June 30, 1992,
with LDEQ and is still pending. EPA NESHAPS approval is also still pending.
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2.0 PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNAT[ES

This section describes the alternatives considered In this PEIS, Induding the no-action
altenative (loense denfal) and the proposed action to issue a license to LES for the
coscon and operation of the Clalbomne Enrichment Center (CEC). Alternative
uranium enrichment technologies are discussed briefly but eliminated from further
consideration. The sting aproach and activities pursued by LB are presented in order
to evaluate the reasonableness of the applicant's approach.

2.1 No.Actlon

Ihe no~action alternatie Is the denial of LBSs application. Under this scenaio, LES
would not receive a U.S. Nuclear Regulktoxy Com(ision R) license to construct and
operate the cec, therefore the fility could not be bullt. As owner of the land, LES could
sell or perhaps lease the property for possible agricultural, timbering, or other Industrial
uses. Under this alternative, Parish Road 39 would probably not need to be relocated.

2.2 Alternative Enrichment Technologles

LBS proposes to use the gas centrifuge enrichment process for the CEc However,
alternative enrichment technologies could be considered for this facility, such as gaseous
diffailon technology, which involves the pumping of gaseous uranium hexafluoride (UPF)
through difusion barriers resulting in the gas exiting the barrier slightly enriched In the
isotope .U. The gas that does not pass through the barrier is depleted in 2U. The
diffusion barriers and their associated compressed gases are staged (similar to the staging
of centrifuges) to prouIce higher enrichments of practical value. This technology, developed
i.l the'194Os and 1950s In the US, was used for the enrichment plants built In the US..
Higher energy consumption, 'Increased capitl cost requirements, and no environmental
advantages, characterize this technology. The amount of electrical energy.required to
produce one separative work unit (SWUI) is approimately 50 times higher than the energy
required for centrifue technology.

Another alternative technology Is laser enrichmenL This advanced version of the
enrichment technology. Involves the generation of uranium metal vapor, which. is then
exposed to light of a specific wavelength from a laser. This light selectively excites specific
uranium Isotopes, allowing electrons to be stripped from the excited isotoe. As a result,
vapor-phase ions are created, which can be separated from the rest of the uranium vapor
In a magnetic field. This technology, when developed, could have both environmental and
economic advantages, although these advantages have not yet been proven on a commercial
basis. Also, since this technology utilizes uranium metal, one or more production facilities
would be needed to support the process. One facility would be needed to convert uranium
in yellowcake form to uranium metal which would be used as feed material, and the other
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facility would convert the enriched uranium metal into a form that could be utilized by the
fuel fabricator.

Because of the high amount of electrical enerW required for gaseous diffusion and because
laser enrichment Is not comme available and would require construction of support
facilitles, neither of these technologies were considered acceptable alternatives and were
thus eliminated from further consideration.

23 Proposed ActIon

The proposed action is the issuance of an NRC license to construct and operate a
13 million SWU/yeu uranium enrichment facility at the CEC near Homer, Louiian The
facility will be used for enriching natural UP6. containing 071 weight percent of 23U, into
a product stream cont tg upo5 weight percent 2m U and a tails stream containing 02 to
034 weight percent LU. L Is planning a phased construction of three Identical units,
each with a capacity of approximately 03 million SWUs per year. This capacity Is based on
operations at an availability of 100 percent or 8,760 hours per year. Approximately
4,700 metric tons of UP, will be processed annually when CEC is In full production,
generating approximately 866 metric tons of low-enriched uranium and approximately
3,830 metric tons of depleted uranium tails (DUFP.

The total estimated time required to construct the CEC is 6 years. The CEC would be
constructed In three phases 'Each phase would result in a 0.5 millioni SWU unt, with the
first unit beginning operation prior to the completion of phases 2 and 3. If licensed, LBS
would receive a 30-year construction/operation license. Deconttion and
decommissionig (D&D) of the CEC is expected to take 7 years. Direct capital cost of the
CEC Is estimated to be $855 million (in 1990 dollars), exclusive of escalation, capitalized
interest, contingency, or replacement centrifuges (LES, 1992h). Decommissioning is
estimated to cost $518 million (in 1996 dollars), of which almost 94 percent is for disposition
of tails, In 1990 dollars, decommissioning is estimated to cost $409 million. Th total
investment, including direct construction, interest, escalation, capitalized interest,
contingency, replacement centrifuges, decontamination, and deco ioning Is esdmated
at $1.6 billion (1990 dollar).

The following sections discuss LES's site selectionprocess, construction and operation of the
CEC, and D&D. Section 23.1 describes the LES site selection process; Section 2.32
addresses construction of the CEC Section 2.33 addresses operation of the C Section
23.4 addresses the waste management systems; and Section 2.33 addresses D&D of the
CEC These sections discuss the nature of the actvities associated with ;ach phase of
facility life, the resources required for support, and the wastes that would be generated.
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23.1 the LES Site Selection Process

UIbi section describes the process that LES utilized to choose a site for the CEC The NRC
staff did not participt in the LES site selection process. However, the NRC staff believes
that the approach used by LES was reasonable. The site that was ultimately selected by
[ES, and for which an NRC license Is sought for the construction and operation of this
proposed facility, was the LeSage site near Homer, Louisiana. Other alternative sites
considered by IBS are not alternatives available to the NRC, and are therefore not
alternatie actions for the purpose of this BS

LBS followed a three-phased screening process to identify a suitable site for the CEC The
three phases were: (1) identification of candidate regions, (2) determination of potential
areas, and (3) selection of alternative locations and sites. For each phase, LBS used a set
of economic, technical, soci, and environmental criteria.

In the Initial phase of the site selection process, LBS Identified key characteristics of the
proposed facility and the site:

* The enrichment facility is best characterized as a specialty cbemical plait;
It takes in a particular chemical feed, processes It, aid yields a producL

* 'Ihe facit requires a medium-szed site (Le., hundreds of acres), but not
a: large site (Le., thousands of acres). Most of the land would be used as
a buffer zone, not for buildings.

* The facility requires good road access for trucks bringing in feed material
and shioing out product material. Feed and product are not expected to
be moved by rai or air.

* The facity requires an adequate, reliable supply of electrical power.

* The facility requires a source of workers capable of operating the plant
efficiently and safety.

* "Me durability and reliability of the process is dependent on being located
in an area that exhibits minimal seismic activity.

* The facilit should not be located in an area that experiences severe winds
or tornados.

* In order to prevent damage to expensive equipment and to obviate the
need for flood-proofing of the site, the site should not be flood-prone.
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* The fcity should be developed In a locale where It would be considered
an asset to the community.

2.%L1 Candidate Reglons Screening Leel

For this level of evahAIon, LES followed abroad approach to Identify geographical regions
within the US. suitable for the proposed site LBS defined this phase as the coarse
screening process for regions. Th siting criteria used for this coarse screening phase are
outlined below:

* Tho location should be within the service district of one of the LES utility
sponsors. Siting of the facility in or near the service area of these utilities
would promote local community acceptance of the project and provide a
pool of knowledge of local and regulatory Issues. Figure 2.1 Identifies the
service area of the electric utility sponsors of LES.

* Tho location should be near expected major feed supplies and product
receivers Shorter trnportation distance Is an important business and

m tal crterion because it contributes to cost contaiment,
Increases the margin of safety, and reduces potential eniomnmental
consequences In other words, the shorter the distance for travel, the less
likely an accident would occur, and the cheaper the shipment would be.
Domes , U 6 feed Is obtainable from plants i Oklahoma and Minois.
(The facility in Oklahoma was shut down after the LES site selection
process was completed) The enriched UFP may be shipped to Hanford,
W gton; Columbia, South Carolina; Wimington, North Carolina;
Windsor, Connectict; Lynchburg, Virginia; or Hematite, Missouri. (The
facility in Connecticut has been shut down.) Two 966-km (600-mile) ramdi
from both the centrold of the feed material sources and the centrold of the
product destinations were considered and are presented In Figure 2.2 The
Intersection of the source boundary and the destination boundary was
defined as the most favorable transportation region.

* The likelihood of nawal forces (winds and earthquakes) should be
minimal in order to reduce the cost of facility construction and operation.
For reliable operation of the centrifuge technology, an effective peak
acceleration of less than 049 rn/s or 0.05 gravitational acceleration (8.)
was chosen. his maximu permissible acceleration value was based on
input from the centrifuge machine mamfacturr. Thus, the facility should
be located i an area having less than this g ratng. The anticipated
effctv peak g, throughout the US. is presented in Figure 23.

* The facility should not be located In an area with severe storms that could
cause loss of power, flooding, and wind damage to buildings and cenitrge
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machine. Those regions of the country with peak straight-line wind speeds
less than or equal to 31 meters per second (m/s) p70 miles per hour (mph)]
were Identified as being favorable areas (Figure 2.4).

The location should have a favorable business climate exemplified by
communities with large labor pools available and States having right-to..
work laws.

The location should be In a region with moderate climate to ensure safety
and reliability. The movement of feed material to and product from the
enrlchient facilitywill be via roadways. Areas with severe winter climates
are less desirable because the presence of ice and snow could disrupt the
movement of personnel and equipment and reduce the margin of
transportation safety.

Three regions were identified based on investor utility service areas: southern Minnesota,
western North Carolina and South Carolina, and northern and southern Loisiana
(Figure 2.5).

Siting in southern Louisiana was less desirable because this service district is located in an
area where there Is a higher frequency of hurricanes and tornados and a greater potential
for flooding. Southern Minnesota was eliminated from further consideration for business-
related reasons and because of the severe winter weather and annual peak straight-line wind
speeds In excess of 31 m/s (70 mph). The North Carolina and South Carolina utility service
areas were removed from consideration because the effective peak acceleration of
earthquakes exceeded 0.49 MM/s (0.05 gi).

Northern Louisiana was selected as the candidate region because it possessed the most
favorable combinaton of environmental and business characteristics:

* Louisiana Power and light (LP&L), an LBS partner, serves areas in
northern Louisiana.

* Northern Louisiana is within the zone that is attractive for transportation
of feed and product.

* Northern Louisiana is an area of low seismic activity (iLe., < O05 g,.J
Seismicity studies that include northem Louisiana Indicate that the area is
one of the lowest seismic risk areas of the U.S. for near-field shocks (high
frequency of vibration) and distant events (low frequency of vibradon).

* Northern Louisiana is within the zone that experiences a peak straight-line
wind speed less than or equal to 31 mis (70 mph).
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* The state of Louisiana actively pursues new Industry, and this attitude is
evidenced at all levels of government - Federal, State, and local. The
government of the State of Louislani has adopted a number of pro
aimed at attring new businesses into the State. Qualified new
manufacturing businesses are exempt from ad valorm taxes for 10 years.
This amounts to a savings to LES of 64rtely S million. Under the
Enterprise Zone concept, qualfy*lzg businesses can be exempted from State
and local sales taxes and may be elwge for certain tax credits. The
Freeport La Is available to reduce certain taxs or delay their payments.
Moreover, the Louisiana Department of Economic Development (DED)
pays for certain pre-employment training of workers.

* LouIsiana features a warm, humid, sb ical imate with only occasional
snowlls, thus minimizing the possibility of weather-related interruptions
In operation.

* Louisiana has right-to-work laws in effect

23.2 Candidate Commmnities Screenng

The coarse screening prosess that led to choosig the northern Louisiana region was
followed by a two-phased intermediate screening process. The first phase called for
identifg commities In northern LusiDana that met the candidate region screening
criteria. The second phase focused on the selection of the final community. In the first
phase, communities in northern Louisiana that were located within 72 km (45 miles) of
Interstate 20 were solicited by LBS for thelr interest In being th6 host site for a new
m ufng facity. Thbe Louisiana DED provided assistance in contacting appropriate
conimunity leaders. The counites were requested to nominate potential sites for a
proposed chemical facility using the following ctiteria

* The Sze of the site had to range from 121 to 404 hectares (300 to
1,000 acres), preferably shaped In a square configuration

* The site had to be singularly owned and available for sale.

* Locations with no operating oil or gas wells were preferable.

* Good road access to the site was desirable.
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Twenty-one communities responded with offers (Fgure 2.6). Each of these candidate
communities were visited for visual inspection by site selection personnel Of these 21
communites, 12 communities were eliminated using the following screening criteria:

* Tho site bad to be within the LP&L service area.

* Commides with cxsting major industrial facilities were avoided.

* Tho community needed to have a strong manufacturing mentality that was
conducive to new industry.

* The site had to have stable soils not prone to subsidence.

* Properties having operating oil or gas wells were avoided.

* Flood-prone properties were avoided.

* Communities with active, cohesive leadership that would consider the pint
an asset were desired.

* Construction of the site had to be compatible with existing land use.

* large urban areas were avoided.

Table 2.1 illustrates the specific reasons for elimInating 12 communities. The nine
remaining candidate communities In northeraLoulsianawere Wlnnsboro, Oak Grove, Delhi,
GIbsIand, Columbia, Ringgold, Arcadia, Homer, and Minden.

The second phase of the intermediate screening process involved a comparative evaluation
of the nine remainig candidate communities using the weighted score method. Ths
decisio-making methodology defined criteria as either rmust or wants. It an alternative
did not meet the 'muste criterit was eliminated. The remaining alternatives were scored
on how well they satisfy the "wants" criteria.

The "mustW criteria were:

* LP&L had to be able to provide at least 22 megawatts (MW) of electrical
power using redundant feeders.

* The site had to be located at least 32 km (20 miles) from a nuclear reactor
or other nuclear fhel facility and at least 8 kcm (5 miles) from a military
munitions depot or large chemical facility that makes or stores hazardous
materials.
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Table 21 Resons Why Candidate Communtiles wre Eliminated During Frst Phase
of the Intermediate Screening Pmcess (LE 1994a)

Community Reason for EllmInatloa

Rayvit
Tallula
.Bastrop
Rtmton

SpringH

Plain Dealing

Oilcity
Armistead

. Farmerville
Lake Pro.dence

Poor SR configuraton

Unstable soils; flood-prone
E 8stng lre paper miDl-

Academi communkty not matufacturing oriented

Existi large paper mill

Not lWi LP&L sve area

Urban area; bhh land costs
Not within LP& serm area

Not whia LP&L senvic are3

Not witin LP&L serv aea; flood-prone

Ladm a cohesive leadersip groip not manufacturing oriented

Unstable soils flood-prone

-I

II

* Thc site had to be located within 72 kin (45 miles) of Interstate 20.

* The site bad to be free of documented fault zones and have stable soil
suitable for an industrial site.

"Want? were those criteria deemed desirable for an alternative to meet. LES site
evaluation personnel assigned a weighting factor for each "wantt that ranged from I to 10,
depending on the factor's relative importance. Then each community was given a score
from 1 to 10 on how well the community sated the "WanL" The community selected is
the community which had the highest total score. The "ants! or desirable criteria were:

* local support conducive to operation of the facility

* an active and cohesive community leadership to facilitate development of
the site

* availability of technically-trainable personnel

* located in an area where LES would not have to compete with other
industrial facilities for employees or community services

* a livable community for the local workers

I
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• located within a reasonable drwVg or mmuting distance to a
metropolitan area

* a community with a manufacturing mentality

* mninhal land cost

* located in an area where mannance servioes are already available

* a site where financial incentives are offered

AB nine candidate communities met the miust" criteria. Total scores were essentially the
same for all communities with the'three highest scores for the Homer, Winsboro, and
Delhi communities, respectively (Table 2.2). Homer was selected because it was the
highest-rated community, with Winsboro as the backup.

23.13 Potential Sites Around Homer, Lousana

Six potential sites around Homer, Louisiana were identified for further evaluation
(Figure 2.7). These sites are hereafter referred to as the Prison site, the Emerson site, the
LSage site, Baptist Children's Home, the Gladney site, and the King site. Eight selection
criteria, Including one must" criterion, were used to analyze and compare these sites in a
final screening process. The eight selection criteria were:

* low flood risk (a "mus" criterion); above 10yr floodplain

* the preference of community leaders

* condition of the State highways that access Interstate 20

* low population within a 3-km (2.mile) radius

* at a distance of at least 8 km (5 mIles) from insttutions such as schools,
hospitals, and nursing homes

* total cost of land

* site having an approximate square shape

* topography promoting efficient site drainage

The results of this comparative analys using the weighted score method are presented in
Table 23. Only one of the six potential sies, Baptist Childrenfs Home, was eliminated for
failing to pass the 'must" criterion. The three sites that had the highest total scores were
the LeSage site, the Emerson site, and the Prison site, respectively.
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Following his phase ot the fine screening proes ihe three higbest-rated sites were
examined further to complete the selection pmeess. In this last phase, LES performed
prellminazy geotecal Investigations at the three sites and collected environmental and
sthe-spec characteristics information to aid in determining the preferred site that was most
acceptable for the LES proposed actio.

The information collected was used to assess the following.

* swtability of site for construction and operation

* extent of potential remedial actions needed

-* grading requirements and corresponding costs

* electric power connection costs

* previous land uses at the. site

* proximity of the site to national and State forests, wetlands, ildlife, and
areas of scenic, historical, or archaeological sificance

* LP&L estimates

* site preparation and gradh* costs

* preliminary geotechnical evaluation results that will determine the
suitability of the site for construction and operation

The results of the assessments were incorporated Into the analysis performed in Table 23
and the resulting weghted score analysis is provided in Table 2.4. All three potential sites
were adequate sites for a dating the proposed falcility. However, because it received
the highest total score rati the LeSage site was proposed by LES for the construction and
operation of the CEC

Many Individuals who commented on the DEES noted that the proposed CEC site is
adjacent to two minority communities. Some commentors alleged that LES deliberately
chose the site for this reason. TIe NRC acknowledges that the proposed site Is near two
minority comunities, however, the staff found no evidence to support the allegation that
LBS chose ihe ite for is reason .Frther discussion of environmental Justice Is included
in Section 42.7.4., Althiogh other criteria and methods could be used in a selection
process, the NRC istaff concludes that .e LBS approach for selecting the site was
reasonable.
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Table 2A Weighted Score Analysis of Three Preftrred Sites Near
Homer Community During the nal Screening Process

(LES, 1994a)
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2.32 Site Preparation and Construction

The construction of the CEC will take place over 6 years and the ficility wM be fully
operational in 7 years. The construction activities have been categorized into the areas of
site development, fility construction, and utility acquisition. During the construction
phase, LBS plans to employ mitigating measures to minimize noise, air, and water pollution
(LPS 1994a).
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232.1 Site DevelopmentI

Site development for the CEC involves the clearing of small trees and brush in the area of
the facility, and the movement of soils (cutting, fillng, and grading) to prepare a suitable
surface for the CEC and its foundations. This site development, which will modify the local
topography and influence future runoff from the site, will involve the use of earthmoving
equipment

The CEC site Is approximately 179 hectares (442 acres), but only about 28 hectares
(70 acres) of recently cleared, mixed regrowth pine and hardwood forest land will be directly
affected by the construction activities. This area, which will be ceared and graded, will
constitute the 'controlled access aream' Ihe controlled access area is defined in NRC
regulations, 10 CMR Part 73, as the area that Is learly demarcated, has controlled access,
and affords Isolation of the material or persons within It. The area where the buildings are
to be constructed will be leveled to an elevation of about 99 meters (m) [325 feet (ft)] above
mean sea level (MSL). In addition, the area will be graded so that all of the area under
construction will be drained to the Hold-Up Basin, which will be located just upstream of
Bluegill Pond (Figure 2.8). The Hold-Up Basin will trap suspended material in the surface
water runoff during construction.

Also associated with site development, Parish Road 39, which connects the neighboring
communities of Forest Grove and Center Springs, will be rerouted to pass to the west of the
plant area. LES has indicated that this relocation will be performed by the Claiborne Parish
Police Jury (LES, 1994a). Approximately 5.7 hectares (14 acres) of timberland will be used
to relocate this road. The existing Parish Road 39 will not be closed until the relocated
road Is fully constructed and open. This action will not lead to relocation of residents or
communities.

Figure 28 shows the area that will be cleared during the construction phase and the location
of the Hold-Up Basin. It also shows the planned location of the new Parish Road 39.

The site earthwork will occur over a S- or 6-month period. Up to 21 pieces of earthmoving
or earthworldng equipment and S pieces of support equipment may be used during this
timeframe (1ES, 1994a).

The amount of material to be removed (cut) from locations on the site is very dose to the
amount of material that must be added (filled to other areas of the site. The estimated
amount of material to be act Is 310,409 m3 (406,000 yds3), while the estimated amount of
fill material is 327,229 m1 (428,000 yds3). Additional fll will be secured from offsite sources.

The number of construction and operating personnel needed during the early years of the
project has been estimated by LES and is presented in Table 25.
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Table 25 Projected Personnel Requirements During Construction
and Operation of the CEC (LES, 1994a)

Averpge.
Number of Averae Nuer ToW

ConsWructlon of Operaons Number of
Prsonnel Pesonne Personn

Year R deququde Rqird

1 25 0 2S

2 150 10 160

3 30D 120 4O

4 400 145 545

5 250 IS0 430

6 80 lo 260

7 0 18D 18D

Enviromental protective msures to be taken during the construction phase ([ES, 1994a)
Include the following:

* Noise reduction measures will b Implemented, such as using mufflers on
construction equipment, using tree-lined fringes, and performing
construction activities only during daylight hours.

* Erosion and slumping will be minimized by developing and following a soil
and erosion control plan. This plan will involve the use of internal and
external diversions, incremental dearing, temporamy and permanent
grsg, mulching and matting, silt .fences, sediment traps, and check
dams.

* SpIlls of hazardous materials will be minimiz by developing and
Implementing a Spill Prevention and Control Plan that will Idenif
sources, locations, and quantities of potential spills, and response plans for
potential spills. The Plan will identify specific individuals responsible for
both Implemening the plan and dealing with regulatory authorities.

* Dust generation will be minmized tbrough a comination of measures that
are applicable to specific construction sions, such as wetting dirt roads
.and deared and graded areas and spreading construction areas with water,
using co ent methods for sandblasting or similar operations, covering
truck bodies when transporting potenial dusty material, promptly
removing dirt or other dusting material from paved roads, and promptly
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re-vegetating or covering bare areas once earthnoving activities have been
completed

Chemical contamination potential will be minimized since LES does not
plan to use herbicides, growth retardants, or chemical sprays during
clearing operations.

2.3.2 Plant Design and Layout

Tho CEC will be designed and constructed to consider site-specific factors and to meet the
design criteria specified In the NRC regulations for uranium faciliides (10 CFR Part 76)
advance notice of proposed rulemaking (NRq 1988a). Thes criteria Include the
characteristics of Design Basis natural phenomena events. The CEC Is designed to minimize
impact to buildings from rainfall; cyclonic wind storms, such as tornados and hurricanes; i
lightning; and seismic events.

Construction of the buildings at the CEC Is scheduled to begin in parallel with site
preparation. LBS has stated that construction precautions will be instituted to minimize
envir tal Impacts (LES, 1994a). The major buildings to be located at the CEC are:
the Separations Building, where uranium will be converted to liquid and gaseous forms,
enriched, and then recovered to solid form; and the auxiliary buildings where uranium will
not be handled In gaseous or liquid forms (FIgure 2.9). The Separations Building Is
designed to withstand the following Desigp Basis Tornado:

* Design Wind Speed (gust) 210 lcn/hr
* Design Wind Speed (fastest-mile) 180 1km/hr
* Radius of Damaging Winds 70 m
* Atmospheric Pressure Change 1915 Pa
* Atmospheric Pressure Rate 958 Pa/sec

None of the auxliary structures are designed to withstand these parameters since failure of
thseo structures will notjeopardize CC operational safety. he CEC buldings incorporate
Standard Building Code precautions to protect against lightning The CEC area averages
2.1 lightning flashes/km2 annually.

The Separations Building is designed to withstand the Design Basis Earthquake. The
Design Basis Earthquake for the CEC site and vicinity has a peak bedrock horizontal
acceleration of 0.45 n/sO (0.046 g.) and a peak vertical acceleration of 032 m/se (0.033 g,).

Tle gaseous effluent vent stacks will be 36.6 m (120 ft) In height and are designed to
withstand the wind and differential pressure effects of the Design Basis Tornado and the
DesIgn Basis Earthquake. In addition, the Switch Yard is located away from the
Separations Building to eliminate potential serious Impacts as a result of any failure.
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A floor plan of the Separations Building is given in Figure 2.10. The Separations Building
will comprise the following areas:

* The centrfuges and the actual enrichment process will be located in the
Cascade Halls. There will be two assay units per Plant Unit, and seven
cascades per assay unit. Each Cascade Hall will house a single assay unit.

* Waste will be collected and treated, equipment will be decontminated,
laboratory analysis wil be performed, and health physics services will be
housed all in the Technical Services Area (TSA).

*All uranim will enter and exit the building through the Cylinder Handling
Area, which will be located in the southeast corner of the Separations
Building. W itn the area, measuring about 39.6 m by 6.5 m (130 ft by
54 ft), an overhead crane will position feed cylinders onto a rail
transporter, put them in temporary storage, or place them on a weigh
station.

* The UP, Handling Areas are where: 1) the natural UF6 will be cold
purified, heated to a liquid and hot purified, vaporized, and fed into the
centrifuge emichment cascades;2) the enricheduraniumwill bewithdrawn
from the cascades and desublimed (converted from the gaseous state to
the solid state); 3) the depleted uranium will be withdrawn from the
cascades and desublimed and the contingency dump system will be
maintained; and 4) the product UF6 will be sampled.

* The Auxiliary Areas will be located on the south end of each Plant Unit.
Each Auxiliary Area will contain the plant cooling water system, the
machine cooling water system, the spray cooling water system, the hot
refrigerant system, and the cold refrigerant system.

* The Electrical Distribution and Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
(VAC) Equipment Areas will be located between the Cascade Halls and
the UP 6 Handling Areas. The electrical distribution and management
equipment will be located on the ground level, and the HVAC equipment
wil be located on the second level.

; .1

* The Product Blending Facility will be located in the common area of the
Separations Building and will measure approximately 213 m by 27.4 m
(70 ft by 90 ft). This area will be used to blend the contents of. two
cylinders to adjust the MU content.

* The Utility Area will be located near the southeast corner of the building
between the Cylinder Handling Area and the Auxiliary Area supporting
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Plant Unit 1, and will contain storage vessels for demineralized water, the
refigerant supply system, the plant and Instrument air system, the hot
water system, and part of the gaseous effluent vent system.

The Separations Building will be about 141 m by 229 m (463 ft by 751 ft) and about 13.7 m
(45 *t) high. The buildInS wil be constructed of precast/prestressed concrete columns and
beams Poured-in-place concrete toppings will be used on the roof surfaces. T'e roof over
the Cascade Hals will have a 5-centimeters (cm) (2-In) concrete topping, while the roof
over the Cylinder Handling Area, the Utility Area, and the Product Blending Aica will have
a total roof thickness of 163 cm (6.5 In) of concrete. The roof over the TSA will be topped
with 5 cm (2 in) of concrete.

The external walls of the Separations Building, with the exception of the TSA, will be solid
precast/prestressed concrete panels that are 20 cm (8 in) thick. T'n two external walls of
the TSA will be precast/prestressed concrete panels IS cm (6 in) thick.

The structural steel to be used in the Separations Building will be fabricated and erected
In accordance with the American Institute of Steel Construction Code of Standard iEctles
The welding of this steel will be performed by welders who are certified according to the
requirements of the American Welding Society Structural Welding Code and who use
procedures qualfed In accordance with the same code. Thc reinforced concrete structures
are designed to meet the requirements of the American Concrete Institute, Building Code
RcQuitements for Reinforced Concret& ACI-3M8-89.

The auxillary buildings to be located at the CEC include the following:

* The Centrifuge Assembly Building will bh located north of the Separations
Building and is where centrifuges will be assembled and mechanically
tested prior to installation in the Cascade Halls inside the Separations
Building.

* The Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch Building Is where emptj cylinders will
be received and tested and where full cylinders containing either feed,
product, or tails will be inspected, weighed, and then dispatched to
processin customers, or storage. The Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch
Building wil measure approximately 30.5 m by S13 m by 10 m (100 ft by
50 ft by 33 ft) high. The building will have a braced-steel frame enclosed
with insuated metal siding.

* The Office Building and Security Station will house both the ility office
staff and the searity staM The office portion of the Office Building and
Sety Staon will be about 305 m by 38 m by 7.6 m (100 ft by 125 ft by
25 ft) high, while the security portion of the building will be about 7.6 m
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by 10.7 m by 3.7 m (25 ft by 35 ft by 12 ft) blgh The building will be a
steel-framed structure with parapet wals.

* The Standby DIesel Generator Building will contain two diesel generators
that will provide emergency backup power to the CEC and to the
associated day tanks, switch gear, and control panels. The building will be
-- roximately 228 m by 122 in by 7.6 m (75 ft by 40 ft by 25 ft) high.
The building will be constructed of precast concrete panels and will have
a roof constructed of concrete T-beams.

* The Pump House will be located between the two proposed water wells.
It willmeasure about 14 mby 1L.9 mby3.7 m(46 ftby39 ftby 12ft) high
and It will contain pumps for. suppyng firefighting water and potable
water, as wel as a water treatment system.

- The Sewage Treatment Plant will be located in the southeast corner of the
Site It will be used to treat the facilitys wastewater and then discharge It
through the NPDBS outfalL

These auxilay buildings are designed ;o meet the requirements of the Southern Building
Code Congress International, Inc, tadard Bilding Code.

Construction of the buildings at the CEC is expected to start in 1995. Conston
equipment and materials will arrive at the site by truck. During the peak construction
phase, the applicant has estimated that daily traffic will consist of the following:

* five tW ten trips to obtain construction materials (wood, concrete, structural
and sheet metals, piping, etc.)

* five to ten rips of supplies (paint, oil, fuels; cleaners, valves, hoses,
conduits, pipes, wire, cable, etc.)

* two to three trps of tools and equipment (welders, chain hoists, scaffolds,
drills, wrenches, ladders, etc.)

* five to ten trips of concrete trucks during periods of concrete placing
*I

* five to ten trips of ht duty trudks (vendors)

In addition, during the peak construction phase (1997 - 1998) it is expected that 300 to 400
private automobiles owned by construction workers will access the site and 145 operational
personnel wil drive tothe site. Most of the trafflc will be coming toward the site in the
morning (between S am. and 7 am.) and going away from the site in the evening (between
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4 p.m. and 6 pJm.). Trafflc patterns to and from the site are expected to be equally
distributed east and west on Highway 9.

23.23 tUMI 7 Acquisition

Two major utilties are required to operate the CEQ electricity and water. Twenty-two
MVA of electricity will be required primary to operate the centrifuges, uranium gas
compressors, cylinder heaters, refrigerant compressors, and water pumps. LP&L will run
two 115-kilovolt (MV) overhead power lines into the site. The first will come from a
substation located near Hayiesville, approximately 19 km (12 miles) northwest of the CEC,
and the second will come from a substation located near Berice, approximately 27 km
(17 miles) east of the CEC. The right-of-way areas for the Haynesville power line and the
Bernice. power line are estimated to be approximately 58 hectares (143 acres) and
86 hectares (212 acres), respectively.

Water wll be supplied to the site and will be used for drinldng plant and machine cooling,
and firefighting. Water will be supplied by two wells planned to be drilled Into the Sparta
Aquifer. Only one well will be operated at a time during normal operations, but both wells
can be operated simultaneously, if necessary.

23.2A Resource Requirements and Waste Generation

In addition to the eciupment and shipments that will be associated with the construction of
the CEC, some resources will be used and waste will be generated

During construction, a variety of materials and resources will be used. Estimated quantities
of severa of these resources are listed in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6 Estimated Quantities of Resources Used
During Construction (LES, 1994a)

Estmated Quantity Used
Rurca During Construction

Water 2,7,7 lters (600,000 gallons)

Concrete 30,5 rn3 (4000 yds)

Stel 4,300 kg (5,00 tos)

Aluemium 4,5,00M 0 kg (SA0 tons)

Fue% Gasortne 56782 liters (150,0 gplons)

}uci D 681,374 liters (18D0 gallons)

Oil 7,571 litrs 00 galons)

iM soil 17,000 m3 (22000 vWsA
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Wastes expected to be gented during construction will condIst of nonha dous; materials
such as scrap lumber, paper, and pacling material. hese wastes will be disposed offifte
n man approved manner a a landfill. Construction activities are estimated to generate an

average of 3X058 (4,00D yd) noncompacted, comallonal waste annmally. Table 2.7
pristats inated am of hazardous waste that may be gereted during construction
actvties Whch Mnulde moving dIr operation of heavy equipment, and stallg bulidin
and eqalpment Sources of is pe of waste ar pabits, solve, battdies, =rcz vapor
Ughts, and pesticides.

Text removed undse 10 CFR2.

MEarg t ahd disposal of these wastes wiil be bandied by a staff of two people who are
proess trainedto dentify, store, and trnnsportwastes; are auditvendors; conduct spill
cle n intain hnvatories; prepare annoal reports; and Interface with State regnatoiy
agences. LES Wm disse of abro waste in accordanc with State and FederI

reqireent (ES, 19944}

233 Description Of OPerOtOn

The CCwil produce vaious grades of lowcnribed lwIum (rnging up to $ weig
percen 2U s the as cntrCMUe process. - Te CEC *M COnvet naIUr uranium
hea ride (V fed (0.71 weght perent "U Into enriched uranium product32 to
S wlgtpc WsU) and epleted raim talls (noinafly 0.2 to 0.3 *elght percent"4

tCems, the gas cetrifuge process involves the trander of gaseous UF, nder
vacuum ( pt for te hort distance where It I3 pres urized within the autoclave) from a
feed cylinder, throg the cen cascades whee the enrichment ocurs, and Into
product and tall clinders. Te feed cylinders containing natural uranlu in ibt' form of
solid UF6 are heated to produe pias. Vacum -p are used to uove the e nriched

;ranium and depleted uranium trugb the c fuge cascades and into Jbe pnoduct and
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tail cylinders, as appropriate, where the product and tails are allowed to cool to form solid
UP6.

The major steps In the operation of the CEC are: feed receipt and storage, feed
purification and vaporization, enulchmen product and tails removal, product blending,
product storage and shipping. and tails storage. A flow diagram depicting the uranium
enrichment process Is presented In Figure 2.1L.

As shown in Figure 2.10, the Separations Building will have three Plant Units. Each Plant
Unit will house feed, enchme and product and tails withdrawal proceses, and will
contain the units proces beating and cooling equipment. Each Plant Unit will be able to 2

operate Independently of the other two Plant Units, while interconnections between Plant
Units will provide redundancy. Blending, samplin, waste management, and laboratory
equipment support all three Plant Units. Within each Plant Unit, the enrichment function
is divided Into casades and assay units. A cascade Is a rrangement of multiple
centrifuges which can provide a selected 2U product assay. A cascade comprises
approximately 1,000 centrifuges. Seven cascades are grouped Into an assay unit and two
assay units are located in each Plant Unit. Thus, the CEC will comprise 3 Plant Units,
6 assay units, and 42 cascades; and will contain a total of approximately 40,000 centrifuges.

In addition to the process steps, the Centrifuge Assembly Building (CAB) is also briefly
discussed.

23.1 Feed Receipt and Storage

Thn CEC will receive solid UP6 containing approximately 0.71 weight percent mU under x

paital vacuuam in 122-cm (48-In.) diameter carbon-steel cylinders. he feed cylinders will
contain up to 12,512 kg (27,560 Ibs) of UP6 and are constructed In accordance with
ANSI-N14.1, an internatonay-accpted standard for the design, fabrication, and testing of
cylinders used to transport and store UP6 Feed cylinders will be delivered by truck to the
Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch Building, where they will be unloaded by a 23-metric ton
(25-ton) cne, Inspected, and weighed. After the integrity and physical inventory of each
clnder has been verified, a mobile transporter will move individual cylinders to the Product
and Feed Storage Area for temporary storage. Ths storage area will hold approximately
187 feed cylinders, which is equivalent to a 6-month supply of feed. Feed cylinders will be
stored at ambient temperatures on concrete blocks and will be spaced one every 123 m2

(132 it2). The CEC will be equipped with an unloading dock. crane, pressure testing station,
cylinder evacuation station, and a 23-metric ton overhead traveling crane for loading and
unloading road vehicle An office will be provided for checking the identity of cylinders
and for processing supporting c nta

When feed material Is required in the Separations Building, a mobile transporter will move
feed cylinders from the Product and Feed Storage Area to the Separations Building. A
cylinder containing UF6 will be transported only when the feed is in solid state and at
temperatures below 533.9 C (1290 F).
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2333 Feed Purification and Vaporization

in the Separations Building, a crane will place the cylinder on a cradle and load the cylinder
and the cradle onto a rail taporter. The rail transporter will travel the length of the
Separations Building on rails and deliver the cylinder and cradle to a feed autoclave. An
autoclave is a horizontay-mounted, cylindrical vessel, fitted with a door and internal piping,
which Is used to heat, liquify, and vaporize UF6 Internal autoclave piping will connect the
cylinder to the balance of the enrichment system. Bach autoclave will be provided with
process control and safety protection systems which monitor and control cylinder and
autodave temperature and pressure. Each feed autoclave will be equipped with a weighing
system that allows continuous monitoring of the quantity of UF6 contained in the cylinder.

Feed cylinders will be placed in autoclaves for UP6 purification and feed gas generation.
Before the UP6 Is Introduced into the Enrichment System, the UP5 must be purified by
venting the cylinders to remove light gases such as oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen fluoride
OD). Ths will be accomplshed in two purification stcps. The initial step is called cold
purification and will involve venting the cylinder while the U 56 is solid (ambient
temperature). During cold purification, the feed autoclave door will be left open to
automatically disable the feed autoclave heater and prevent inadvertent heating of the
cylinder. The vented light gases will pass through a desublimer and chemical traps to
remove uranium and HP before being released to the Gaseous Effluent Vent System
(GEVS). The desublimer will be a steel tube in which UP6 is condensed from the vapor
state to the solid state or vaporized from the solid state to the vapor state. The change of
phases is produced by passing cold or hot heat transfer fluid through coils wrapped around
the desublimer tube. This purification process is repeated until the desired purity Is
achieved. The GEVS will provide final assurance of contmnant control by filtering the
vent gases through HEPA and activated carbon filters before releasing the gas to the
atmosphere.

The second step is called hot purification and will involve heating the UFP cylinder until the
contents have been liquefied. The UF6 will be liquified by heating the exterior of the feed
cylinder with hot air within the autoclave. The temperature of air will be controlled to
maintain specific cylinder pressure as the UF6 liquifies. The cylinder again will be vented
to the desublimer to remove light gas contaminants which may have been trapped in the
solid UP,. Wplcally, only one hot purification cycle is performed for each cylinder. Once
the desired ptirity has been reached, the feed cylinder vent valve will be dosed and the
cylinder will be maintained in a standby mode with the UP 6 still in the liquid state.

After feed purification, a valve in the line from the cylinder to the cascade will be opened
and gaseous UF6 will flow from the cylinder to the cascade. The UF6 feed cylinder
temperature and pressure will be controlled during the feed cycle. The UF6 gas will be
above atmospheric pressure when it leaves the cylinder, but will be passed through a motor-
operated pressure reduction valve located inside the autoclave. UF6 pressure will be
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subatmospheic In the feed lines outside of the autodave. When the contents of the feed
cylinder are nearly removed, another feed cylinder Inside another autoclave will be brought
online to supplement the decreasing flow of UF6 from the original feed cylinder, thereby

ntaing a continuous feed flow to the E-nrichment System.

When the feed cylinder is almost empty, It will be Isolated from the feed header. The
Odtder will then be vented to the purification desublimer to evacuate as much residual UF6
(cylinder heel) as possible. After removal of the residual UF& the cylinder will be allowed
to cool.

When the desublimer reaches its UP6 operational ll limit, it will be heated by, freon
supplied by a hot refrigerant system to sublime the trapped UF6 for gaseous trafer and
collectton in a feed purfication cylinder. The gaseous UP6 recovered will be desublimed
by spraying the cylinder with cool water at 4 `C (39 TF). Cooling water will be supplied by
a spray cool water system.

2333 Enrichment

The Enrichment System will receive natural UF6 (Le, 0.71 weight percent mU) from the
feed systE tnd separate It into the product and tails streams using the cenutrge process
It will furnish product streams ranging up to 5.0 weight percent 23SU and tails streams
ranging from 020 to 0.34 weight percent "SU.

In each of the three CEC Plant Units, UF6 will be fed at subatmospheric pressure from the
feed aoaves through feed headers to two assay units, each consisting of seven centrifuge
casc. UP6 will be fed into each centrifuge near Its axis. Centrifugal force will cause the
heavier 238U isotope to move toward the wall of the centrifuge, which will effectively
Increase the 215U concentration near the center. A counter current flow produced by an
axia temperature gradient will help move the enriched gas fraction to the Product Take-Off
System tube. A control valve will regulate the flow of the product, thus ensuring a proper
level of enrichment.

The nominal separative work capacity of the CEC is 15 million SWU per year. At this
limiting level of separative work, the CEC may produce a given quantity of product UP6 at
low 'U enrichment or a lesser quantity of product UP6 at a higher 2U5 eUidmept.
Nominal flow rates for the low (maximum flow) enrichment case are presented in Table 2.8

233A Product and Tais Remcnval

Product Removal

Enriched gaseous UF6 will be continuously withdrawn from the Enricbment System by the
Product Take-Off System and transferred to product cylinders in the UP6 Handling Area.
A train of vacuum pumps, Installed in two stages, will control the withdrawal of the UF6
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Table 2.8 Maximum Nominal Continuous Flow Rates (LES. 1994a)

ians unit 1 Plant Unit 2 Plant UnIt 3

AssayUnlt A B C D - F

Product aywt% 2D is 2.S 2 23 2is

Fced1g/h 135 117 117 17 17 117

Product, kg/b 30 20 20 2 02
WM k &' w Ws 97X

TailskXu 205 97 g 7 97 97 97

product from the Enrichment System. The first stage will compress the gaseous enriched
UF5 from the centrifuge cascade primary pipe,. haders through a secondary pipe header.
Tho second stage will compress the gaseous UF6 from the secondary pipe through a tertiary
pipe header. The compressed gas will then be transferred to product cylinders where it Is
desublimed (solidified) by indirect air cooling. In each of these process steps, UF5 gas
pressure remains subatmospheric

A set of five product cylinder stations will be dedicated to each assay unit to receive the
enriched UP6 product, but only three cylinder stations will be used at one time. The piping
between the second stage vacuum pump and the cylinder stations will be heat traced to
prevent blockage due to UF6 desublimation. Valves located on the pipes will be enclosed
in hot box to negate blockage.

Each product cylinder (30B type cylinder) has a maximuwm U 6 capacity of Z282 kg
(5,02O Ibs) qynder weight and pressure will be continuously measured during the takoff
process by on-lna Instrumentation systems. Light gases which enter the Enrichment System
concentrate at the product removal station. Ihe product cylinder will be periodically vented
though a desublimer-vent gas trap system to remove the light gases from the product
cylinder.

Tags Removal

The Tals Take-Off System will provide continuous withdrawal of depleted UP5 from the
chment System The tails streams will be tranderred to the UF, Handling Area by two

stages of vacuum pumps. In the UF6 Handling Area, the tails will be desublimed into
122-cm (48-inch) diameter cylinders, and then water cooled. The Tails Take-Off System wil
rarely produce gaseous effluents; however, any effluents (light gas impurities) will be
transferred to the Feed Purification Subsystem for processing, then out to the GEYS.
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Cascade Dum Systems

A secondary function of the Product and Tails Take-Off Systems will be to provide a rapid
means of evacuation of UF6 from the centrifuge cascades to avoid damage to the centrifuges
produced from abnormal operating conditions, such as high or low temperature, high
pressure, or loss of drive to the centrifuges.

Dumping of a cascade to the Product or Tails Take-Off Systems will be effected through by-
passing the cascade terminal control valve, allowing elevated flow rates of UF6 to the
product or tails cylinders. In the event of loss of electrical power or instrument air, dumping
of the cascades to the Product or Tails Take-Off Systems will not be possible. In this case,
the contents of the cascades may be routed to the Contingency Dump System through
vacuum pumps operated from an Uninterruptable Power System (UPS). The Contingency
Dump System will be comprised of multiple trains of NaF adsorbent beds, surge vessels, and
vacuum pumps. One train of contingency dump equipment will be provided for each
cascade. When the cascade gas Is vented through this system, UF6 will be bound to the NAF
adsorbent, and the remaining light gases will be released to the GEVS.

233SU Product Blending

The Product Blending System will provide the means by which the contents of two product
cyinders can be mixed to gie a final product of the desired IsU enrichment. The system
will consist of two autoclaves containing the donor product cylinders selected for blending,
plus five receiver stations that house receiver cylinders. Four of the five cylinders will blend
products, while the fifth will receive the heels from the donor cylinders and the contents
from the desublimer.

Blending will be achieved by melting and vaporizing the UF6 In two donor autoclaves, then
transferring the desired amount of each assay to air-cooled receiver cylinders. Mass
measurements will be used to achieve the desired mixture. Unblended heels will be
collected In a heels cylinder. This process will yield intermittent radioactive gaseous effluent
strearas that will be filtered and vented through the GEVS.

23iU6 Product Storage End Shipping System

The Product Storage and Shipping System will serve as a storage area for the sampled and
blended product cylinders. The Product Storage and Shipping System will consist of the
storage area with reinforced chocks for holding cylinders, mobile cylinder trasporters, and
a sipping dock in the Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch Building. A scale and crane will be
located in this building. The product cylinders will be.stored on chocks In the outdoor
storage area. Cylinders will not be stacked, and adequate clearance will be provided for
mobile carrier access. A cylinder will be retrieved from storage with a mobile cylinder
transporter and then conveyed to the shipping dock where it will be weighed. An overhead
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cranm will load the cylinder onto a truck for shipping. No effluents of any kind - solid,
liquid, or gas -will normally arise from this area.

233.7 Tails Storage

Tails ylinders, containig solid UP 6 under vacum, will be carried via mobile transporter
to the Tails Storage Area (TSA) (Figure 2-9). Thbis outdoor storage area will be located
south of the Separations Building and will provide spacing of 12 mn (129 f) per cylinder.
The cylinders will be supported by reinforced hardstand chocks. The cylinders will not be
stacked and will be adequately spaced for loading and unloading needs.

233.3 CentriUlge Assembly

The Cectrige Assembly Building (CAB) will be used to assemble, inspect, and
mechanically test the centrifuges prior to installation in the Cascade Halls of the Separations
Building. The CAB is divided into three specific areas: the storage area, the assembly area,
and the buiding office area.

The storage area will be used to receive centrifge parts. Delivery of these materials will
be by truck, with the components stored inside standard land/sea containes Once on the
unloading platform, a 9-metric ton crane will unload the materials from the land/sea
containers. The containers will then be stored in designated areas of the storage area.
Ceanliness in the assembly area will be controlled by passing the containers through
airlocks.

The assembly area will be used for final assembly, testing, and inspection of the centrifuges.
The centrifuges will be assembled using six workstations and a central work pit. Once
assembly Is completed, the centrifugeswill be transported through an airlock corridor to the
Separations Building.

The building office area will be used to contain the main personne entrances to the
building as well as entrances to the assembly storage and assembly workshop. Also included
in the building office area will be basic office space, a conference room, a break room, a
storage room, and a change room. The change room wil provide an area where occupants
can dress In protective clothing, as required.

2f.3 Transportation of Feed and Product Materals

Feed and product materials will be transported to and from the CEC by truck. The feed
and product will be transported to the CEC in 48X or 48Y tpe cylinders that are loaded
to a maximumweight of 12,501 kg (27,560 Ibs) and carried two at a time on a flatbed truck.
There will be approximately 187 feed cylinder shipments or 374 feed cylinders each year.
The shipments are expected to come primarily from Metropolis, MInois. wbich is about
800 km (500 miles) from the LeSage site.
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The product material of the CEC will be transported in 30B type cylinders. A flatbed truck
will transport two product cylinders at a tine from the site to fuel fabrication facilities
[ES, 1994a). Each product cylinder will hold as much as 2,280 kg (5,020 Ibs).
Apr ely 380 product cylinders are expected to be shipped from the CEC each year
after filscale operations are underway. The locations expected to receive the enriched
uranium product are the commercial fuel fabrication filities in the US. that are located
in Richland, Washington [3,380 km (2,100 miles)); Columbia, South Carolina [1,300 km (800
miles)]; Wilmington, North Carolina [1,600 km (1,000 miles)]; Ljinchburg, Vrghina [1,800
km (1,100 miles)); and Hematite, Missouri [900 km (560 miles)).

It is expected that proodmatey 107 metric tons of UF 6 feed and product will be
transported weekly in specially designed and fabricated cylinders.

In addition' to the uranium shipments to and from the CEC, there will be some
transportation of other materials to the CEC to support the processing operations.

233.10 Decontamination System

The Dnamiation System is designed to remove radioactive fontamination m
materials and equipment for reuse. All decontinaon processes will be performed in the
Decontamination Workshop of the TSA. Eq ent disassembly may generate Fomblin Oil,
hydrocarbon oil, freoi, and contaminated solids Components will also be degreased as
necessay. The Vapor Reco-, ,:-tem se"Pt legreaser units.using Freon R-113, and
solvent distillation will be prov" -d to minimi Freon R-113 releases and solvent use.
Solvent residues will be collected and transferred to the Liquid Waste Disposal (LWD)
Syst Deco ination will be accomplished manually or by immersion into a citric acid
bath. Also,. CEC will have a Contamated Laundry System to collect, clean, dry, and
inspect clothing and materials used in the Radiation Control Zones (RCZs). Waste*ater
from the washer will be transferred to the LWD System. The dryer in the Contated
Iamndry System will be vented to the TSA HVAC System ductworL

23.311 Utilization of Resources

In addition to uranium, the following resources will be utilized: electric power to operate
the centrifuges; water that will be used for potable water supplies, cooling water makeup,
and the Fire Protection System; nitrogen that will be used for purging and venting the
various lines before UF6 Is added; and diesel fuel that will be used, when necessary, to
power a standby diesel generator. Other chemicals will also be required to increase the
enrihment process efficiencyy and to decontaminate tools and equipment.

lddy Electricity will be supplied to the CEC by two 115-kV overhead distribution
lines coming from the LP&L grid system. Ihe CEC will fnmcdon at a peak operatng load
of 22 MVA when at full capacity. The average annual energy consumption for the plant Is
esimated to be approximately 17 million kilowatt hours.
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Water. A well water system, designed with redundancy, will supply the utility and potable
water system. Water will be treated and stored. To protect against contamination, the
potable water system will be segregated from utility water using backflow preventers. It is
estimated that CEC will use an average of between 27 and 38 im3 of water daily.

Nitrogt Nitrogen will be used for purging, blanketing, and dying vessels and lines in the
CEC to make sure that uranium does not react with tramp moisture In the system and get
deposited on surfaces. Nitrogen will be stored onsite in a 38-ni (10,000-gallon) cryogenic
(low temperature) storage tank.

D-esel Fued Diesel fuel will be used to power two standby diesel generators In the event
of a power outage at the CEQC Each diesel engine will be able to produce approximately
1.5 MW of electrical power. Diesel fuel will be stored onsite in two 38-m 3 (10,00-gallon)
aboveground tanks.

Sodium Hdroxdd Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) will be used to adjust the pH of the
wastewater from the decontamination facility. NaOHwi be brought to the CEC In solution
form. Releases of NaOH would damage the vegetation in the immediate area of an unlikely
spill. Tho Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requires the weight reporting of a
release of NaOH in excess of 450 kg (1,000 Ibs). The estimated inventory Is one 208-liter
(55-gallon) drum of 50 percent NaOH solution (approximately 300 kg).

Sodium uorldes Sodium fluoride (NaF) will be used to remove UF6 from cascades In the
event of a total loss of power. NaF will bo transported to the CEC in powder and pellet
form Releases of NaP could cause damage to vegetation in the Immediate vicinity of an
unlikely spill and to animals and humans if ingested. The estimated inventory of NaP onsite
is about 5 mn (170 ft) (approximately 13,000 kg). EPA requires the reporting of NaF
release in excess of 450 kg (1,000 Ibs).

Citrc Acd Citric acid (C6Hs0 7) will be used to decontaminate equipment. It will be
transported to the CEC In granular form. Spills of C6H&07 may lead to pH reduction of
water solutions; and if sufficient amounts are released, it could damage vegetation in the
immediate area of a spill.

Chlorofluoro ons ). CFCs were to be used to cool water and air at the CEC and
to improve the enritbment process efficiency. They were also to be used as solvents for
degreasing equipment. Freon R-11 had been selected as the refrigerant to be used at the
CEC and Freon-113 as the degreaser. However, CFCs will be banned from production
starting January 1, 1996, because of their adverse effects on ozone In the upper portions of
the atmosphere. Although LES does not intend to use CFCs, firm substitutes have not yet
been Identified. LBS indicated that at the present time, HFC-134a appears to be one of the
more promising substitutes for Freon R-11 (LES, 1994a). Th potential substitute contains
no chlorine and has been recommended by EPA as an appropriate replacement for Freon
R-11. Axarel 6000 and 9000 series cleaning agents have been Identified to replace Freon
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R-113 as a degreaser (LES, 1994b). Axarel° Is a product that contains aliphatic
hydrocarbons that are not ozone-depleting substances. Since there are no direct connections
between the CFC systems and systems containing UF& no changes in radiological effluent
,of the CEC are expected to occur (LES, 1994b).

2.3A Waste Management System

Operation of the CEC will result in the production of gaseous, liquid, and solid waste
steams. Each stream could contain hazardous and radioactive compounds either alone or
in combiaton. s section presents brief descriptions of the sources and quantities of the
waste streams and of the systems used to treat these streams prior to release to the
environment.

23A.1 Gaseous Waste Management

Gaseous streams that would be released to the envinment during normal operation of the
CEC include Iexhausts from the general purpose HVAC systems serving each of the
buildings and the exhaust from the process off-gas or the GEVS serving equipment in the
Separations Buildcing Of these systems, only the Separations Building 15A and the GEVS
would be expected to release radioactive compounds to the environment. The GEVS uses
five parallel air pre-filters, five HEPA filters, and five activated carbon filters (impregnated
with potaislum carbonate) for final effluent cleanup. Normal ventilation air and potentially
contmi gaseous effluents will be released to the atmosphere at an elevation of
36.6 'meters (120 feet) through -the main stack (Plant Unit 1) north of the Separations
Buildi The GEVS will be sampled for radioactivity, online monitoring will be performed
for HF, and the GEVS would be shut down when the alarm sounds. CEC fs also subject
to the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS) requirements
Identified in 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart L Minor amounts of chemically hazardous
compounds, including acetone and freon compounds, would be released to the environment
from RVAC systems serving the Separations Building and the CAB. According to the
Federal Clean Air Act (CAA), C1C emissions will not be classified as a major source
generator as defined in the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) regulations. CEC
however, is required to apply for. an air quality permit from the LDEQ, according to the
State Environmental Quality Codes and to EPA under 10 CFR Part 61.

The TSA HVAC system services the Decontamination Worlshop, the Contaminated
Workroom, and the laboratory equipment that might produce small quantities of airborne

. The HVAC system servicing these areas will use a once-through design with
HEPA filtration as well as standard paticulate filters and activated carbon filters to control
releases to the environment Gaseous 'radioactive material released from separations
equpment, such as autoclaves and desubliiners, would be collected In the GEVS. The
GBS will include a pre-filter, a HEPA filter, and a carbon bed absorber for removal of
uranium and fluorine compounds prior to release to the atmosphere through one of the
three exhaust stacks. The HVAC systems serving dean areas of the Separations Building
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and all areas of the CAB and the Cylinder Receipt and Dispatch Building will release
ventilation air to the atmosphere without filtration of the effluent stream.

23aU and =U will constitute the critical radlouides for gaseous pathways. Average source
term releases to the atmosphere are conservatively estimated to be 4.4 MBq (120 ,Ci) per
year (LES, 1994a). Urenco experience in Europe, on the other hand, indicates that uranium
discharges from gaseous effluent vent systems are less than 10 grams per year or 1 MBq
(28 ACi) for facilities with similar designs and throughput. Therefore, 4.4 mBq is a very
conservative estimate and will be used In all calculations By using the higher source term,
NRC has estimated the atmospheric uranium concentration to be approximately
4.810'1 Bq/&' (13x10-3 pCi/ml) and 6x101 Bq/m3 (1.6x1' aCi/ml) for the maximum
onsite and offsite receptors, respectively. These estimated concentrations are very small
hacdons of the 10 CFR Part 20 regulatory limit for release to restricted and unrestricted
areas. The 10 CFR Part 20 regulatory limit for soluble uranium in air is 1.11x10s Bq/m3

(3x1lO 1C/ml).

Estimates of the potentially hazardous materials released to the atmosphere are presented
in Table 239. The radiological components and the bulk of the trichlorotrifluoroethane
(Freon R-113) would be released from the Separations Building while the methanol and
acetone would be released from the CAB. In addition to these major release points, minor
quantities of fugitive vapors would be released from the backup power systems. Since CFC
production will be banned In the U.S starting January 1, 1996, LBS has Identified Axarel
6000 or 9000 series cleaning agents as potential substitutes for Freon R-113 (LS, 1994b).
These compounds are made up of aliphatic hydrocarbons or esters with low vapor pressures
that would minimize the emissions of volatile organic carbons to the air. Although these
compounds are not considered hazardous In terms of the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA), they are listed in the Toxic Substance Control Act.

234.2 Llqud Waste Management

Liquid waste streams released from the CEC will include stormwater runoff, treated sanitary
and industrial wastewater, and treated radiologically contaminated wastewater. Estimates
of the annual quantities of released materials in liquid effluent streams are presented mi
Table 2.10.

A process flow diagram of liquid effluents is provided in Figure 2.12. The destination of the
liquid waste stream releases is Bluegill Pond. The point of release is represented as Outfall
001 in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) application
(ES, 1992e). The LDEQ, however, has indicated that it plans to ask LES to relocate
Outfall 001 and discharge below Bluegill Pond (LDEQ, 1994). The Yard Drain System will
collect stormwater from the yard and building roofs via drains and will be routed through
a Hold-Up Basin and released to Bluegill Pond at Outfall 002 without treatment. This
outfl Is also addressed In the NPDES application. The rate of discharge from the system
will be controlled to minimize erosion around Bluegill Pond and in Cypress Creek During
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Table 2.9 Estimated Annual Atmospheric Emissions from the CEC (LES, 1994a)

Emissions Component

Vetilation System Disdharge
Trdluorotrifluoroetbw (Fro R-113)
Methanol
Perchlorethylene

Acetone,

Hydrogen Fluoride

Uranium cm compo )

Laboratory Mateias (water, acid)

Combusticn Products

Estmated Annual
Quantity Released

13 x 1C m3 (4.6 x 110 0 scf)
8,640 kg (900 )'

15 kg (33 Itx)

l0kg (22ls)

123 kg (270 Ex)

378,541 fiters (100,000 gallons)
6.4 kg (14 rs)

946 liters (250 gallons)
Trace

I7 r I& J/hr f78 r In7 BRT/hr)
. ow zu W s

A Astitute for FRen R-113 will be used but has not yet been Identified
b 120 pCi of uranium was used in the NRC atmospheric anaysis

Table 2.10 Estimated [Aquld Discharges from the Sewage
Treatment System at the CEC (LES, 1994a)

Estimated Annual
L[quld Waste Constituent Quantity Discharged

Biocide 3.6 kg (04 mg/i)
Corrosion Inhibitor 3.6 kg (0.4 mOA
Wore 95 kg (s mg/)
Fluorine 1 kg (!cn2/mg
Detergnt Tram
Toxic Lab Chclkas and Misceos Solets 91 kg (< 1 mg/i)
Uranium 95 (<0o.001 m/)

*OEsdbreda row Is 9,W4&V Item

the construction phase of the CB= the Hold-Up Basin will be used as a sedimentation
control device. A water level of approximately 6 m (22 ft) will be maintained in the Hold
Up Basin, except during periods of light rainfall, when the level wil likely be lower. Ibus,
LES may be classifiedhe discharge rate will be controlled by the discharge standpipe. An
emergency spillway will be provided to prevent breaching of the dam during unusual storms
(IES, 1993a). During the operational phase of the CEC, no water accumulation would be
expected in the Hold Up Basin during periods of little or no rainfall. The sanitary and
industrial wastewater streams would be processed in the Sewage Treatment System, while
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the radiologically contaminated streams would be processed In the Liquid Waste Disposal
System (LWD) and then in the Sewage Treatment System. Under normal operation, it is
estimated that 9,SOO i 3 of treated liquid effluents will be discharged annually to Bluegill
Pond (BS, 1993a). In addition, ap tel 378,000 m3/yr of stormwater would be
released to Bluegill Pond via the CEC HoldUp Basin.

The radiologicalw contaminated liquid streams generated In the Separations Building will
be comprised primarily of spent deconamation solutions, liquids from floor drains, liquids
from laundry drains, and evaporator flush water. Uranium is the only radioactive material
that is expected to be found in these wastes. Estimates of the quantities and radiological
conttion levels of these waste streams are presented In Table 2.11. Radioactive
elements would be removed from the wastewater In the LWD using a combination of
precipitation, evaporation, and Ion exchange. All effluents that are potentially contaminated
with uranium will be collected In collection tanks located ii pits to contain and recollect any
spills or overflow. All effluent collection tanks will be isolated, mixed, and sampled for
uranium content prior to transfer to the dryer feed tank. lhe contents of the spent citric
acid tank and some laboratoxy solutions will be pretreated prior to transfer to the dryer feed
tank. The pretreatment will consist of rasing the pH, by adding potassium bydroide, to
precipitate the uranium compounds. The precipitate will be collected by recirculating the
solution through the LWD centrifuge.

The precipitate winl be collected and transferred to the Solid Waste Disposal System (SWD),
and the liquids will be transferred to the collection tanks. Liquid waste will be pumped
through the dryer feed filter to the dryer feed tank in batch form. The dryer feed tank will
have a capacity of 19 m3' (5,000 gallons). Peed to the dryer will be via a recirculation loop.
The dryer will be a wiped thin-film evaporator that separates the liquid Into a water vapor
stream and a solids stream In one step. Solids will then be collected in drums for disposal.
lBpfcal disposal packaging will be a carbon steel drum inside a High Integrity Container.
Distillate will be collected, mixed, and sampled for uranium. If the uranium content of the
condensate is greater than 5 percent of the 10 CFR Part 20 limit for release to unrestricted
areas, the batch iill be retained for further processing which may include deminneralization.
The treated water will be transferred to the Sewage Treatment System and the concentrated
radioactive solids will be removed and then disposed of as low-leviel radioactive waste.

Liquids from the nonradiologically cont ed floor, HVAC systems, and sewage drains
from the CEC buildings will be combined with the LWD System effluent and transferred
to the Sewage Treatment System. The Sewage Treatment System Is designed to handle
between 23 and 32 m3 dafly and it will use a ciblaton of aeration, settling, filtration, and
hlorination to produce a purified water stream and a iludge waste stream Treated water

from the Sewage Treatment System would be released to Bhuegill Pond and the sludge
disposed of as sanitary waste. The discharge of nonradiologial pollutants will occur in
accordance with the a strativ limits of CEC operation and the limits established In the
CECs NPDES permit e haracteristics of daily discharges of pollutants are listed in
Table 22. Nonradiological substances that may be discharged in the liquid efluent include
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Table 2.11 Characteristics of Radlologically Contaminated Iquld Waste
PrIor to Treatment (LK, 1994a)

Urandu Uranium Resufflug
Volume Content Concentaton, Quantity

Source M/r) /yr) (m of rWaste

LadryDrins 68300 0.11 0U5 Dryer

Floor Drains 17410 0.01 0_5 X0 kg

LWD Drjer Mu Water 94,600 0.2 024 Uranivn

Laboratory Drains 70,0 0.0 0.13 1 kg

1a2a5 Rise 0 0.86 70.0
Water

Spent Decontamination and 1200 363 3600 Precipiato
Laboratory Solutions 227 kg

UranhulL:
36 kg

1Pretreated to remove uranium prior to processing in the dryer.

the various laboratory chemicals listed in Table 2.13 and oil and grease. The administratve
limit of uranium in the liquid waste streams released to Bluegill Pond Is 0.55 Bq/l
(1.5x1' puCi/ml) which is 0.5 percent of the 10 CFR Part 20 limIt

Radiologically and nonradlologically contaminated nonaqueous liquids will be produced In
small quantities by CEC operation. These liquids will include lubrication oils, solvents,
laboratory chemicals, and miscellaneous liquid materials. Tho miscellaneous liquid materials
will include heavy oils and heat transfer fluids, ethylene glycoL and freon. The expected
annual volume of radiologically contaminated, nonhazardous liquid is 100 liters of
hydrocarbon ol Annual volumes of liquid mixed waste are estimated to Include 25 liters
of acetone and 600 liters of laboratory chemicals. Both classes of these liquids will be
contaminated at trace levels with uraniumh Estimated annual volumes of nonradlologicall
ont d liquids include 3,400 liters of oils, 80 liters of Freon R-113 (substitute not yet

determined but equivalent volume expected), 15 liters of methanol, and 10 liters of
peichloroethylene. Nonaqucous liquid wastes will be collected at the point of generation
and transferred to the waste storage area section of the TSA. Properly packtaged and
labeled shipments of these materials will be transported offsle for treatment or disposal at
authorized failities.

.1

-7
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Table 2.12 Expected Pollutant Concentrations In
to SUce Water ([ES, 1992e)

Daily Discharges

MaxImum Average Dally

Parameter Daily ConcentratIon ConcentraDen

pH 65 7.0-75
BOD 30 mg/ 10 mgl

COD 70mg/I 35 Mg/

TOC ms In lowg

US 5 mg/ .2 mg/

Ammonia 5 Mg/ 3 mg/

Carbon Ttrachloride 0.001 jei ND

Total Resdal Chorine 0.9 mg/L 0.6 mg/i

FReal Coliform 1S colonies/lOG ml 7 coloniCs/100 md

FRoride cS mg/l <mg2

Surte 155mgfl 1D m/o

Oil/Grease 0.05 mg/ 01 m9/

Aluminum <0.1 g £01 mg/I

Lzad <LS MA1 sO3 M4l

Mercuy <0.03 MAl 4M) MA

ND - Not detcdable.

23A.3 Solid Waste Management

Solid waste generated at the CEC will be grouped into industrial (nonhazardous),
radioactive, hazardous, and mixed waste categories. In addition, solid waste will be fiurther
segregated according to the quantity of liquid that is not readiy separable from the solid
material. The solid waste management yem will be a set of facilities, administraie
procedures, and practices that provide for collection, temporary storage, processng and
disposal of categorized solid waste in accordance with regulatory requirements. All solid
radioactive wastes generated will be Class A low-level wastes (LLW) as defined In 10 CFR
Part 61. LES epects to use the Central Interstate Compact faciit In Nebraska for disposal
of LLW (LES, 1994b). Although the facility is not currently operational, it should be
available by the time LBS would need to dispose of radioactive waste. If the site is not yet
avaIlable, LES might need to temporarily store the waste at the CEC until the site is
available.
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Textremoved under1 CIOFR 2.390.

Industrial waste, incuding miscellaneous trAs fifters and filter material, sIM ad pap
will be shWpped offite for compactio and then sen to a licensed wase laudfilL (EC Is
expecWed to produce approimatey 20 g nmal trash annually (S 1994).

Radioactive waste, wh will be comprised of contaminated filte oly sludges, resins.
equigon, wipes, and niscllaneous ntam ted tsh will be collected in labeled
containen in eac Radiaton CAontrol Area and transferred to the Radioactive Waste
Storp Area for inspection. Suitable wate will be volume-reduced and all radioactive
wast dposed of at a lcened LW ds f y LLcaton ois, solvents, sludes
boratoiy was4 and mIscellanous wastes containng hazardous material, cither alone or

in combinaton with low levels of uranium contaminatn, will be generated at the CEC
ltes wasteswill be collected at the point of generation, trnfte to th Wate Storage

Area, Inspected, and classified The oily dudge generated fsrom wxoycry of used Pornbli
Oil may be reduced In volume or my be sodifed In drums using Portland cement Saong
wh a binder and then shipped out for diposal to a licensed LLW disposal facility.

Estimated quantities of Industrial solid wate that would be disposed of at a commercial
landfll are presented In Table 2.14. E-ilsatis of the qatities of hazardous waste are
presened In Table 2.15, and estimates of the quantities of low-Wve radioactive aid mbed
wastes are presented In Table 2.16. Ue hazdous waste generated by the CEC rill be
transferred to a hazardous waste disposal firm LES has not selected a secific company,
but Ohre are uently fnirms that serve Cklbomre Parish and they Should be able to
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Table 2114 Projected Quantlties of NonradloactIve SoUd Waste Generated
at CEC Dining Operation (L3S, 1994a)

Waste Estimated Annual Quantity

Reins 0.60 m3 (21 ft3)

Silica ge o.0. 3 (<1 )

Activated alumina 272 kg (600 Is)

OilM 3,407 liters (900 gallons)

OU fters 45 kg (100 lbs)

Ai filtes 2,94S kg (6,500 Ibs)

Activated carbon 23 kg (50 Nbs) p

Salt 23 kg (52 s)

Scap metwl 1,993 kg (4,400 Ibs)

Trash 19,479 kg (43,000 Ibs)

Mfiscellaneous wet solids 55 kg (120 Tbs)

Sewg sludg 5,896 kg (13,000 lbs)

Table 2.15 Projected Quantities of Hazardous Waste Generated
at CEC During Operation (LS, 1994a)

waste Estmated Annual Quantity

Hadous trs 454 kg (1,00 Ibs)

Sovent sudge 68 kg (15 Is)

Soltnt (Frcon R.113) 76 liters (20 gallons)

Lab and other waste 91 kg (200 Ibs)

Methaaol 15 kg (33 3)b

Pcredmthykw 10 kg (22 Ibs)

accommodate the CEC hazardous waste. As for mixed waste, a firm in Tennessee has
Indicated that it could accommodate the yp of mixed waste that would be generated at
the CRC (LES, 1994b). Transportation of all wastes will be in accordance with 49 CFR 107
through 49 CFR 400.

LES estimates that the CEC will generate 1,110 kg of RCRA hazardous wastes per year
(about 650 kg/yr of hazardous and 460 kg/yr of mixed waste). This is an average of
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Table 2.16 EstImates of Low Level.Radioactive and Mixed Waste Generated
at CEC Annuall During Operatloil (LES, 1994a)

Radlolagical Waste Mind Waste

Quantity Uraiu Quatw Uranium
WasteTYpe () (k. (-k) ()

ciivated Cabon 680 55 4s 0.5
Acilyted MIna 160 1.8 -

Venta Filter= 840 0.5

D Resi 136 Om -

Waste frcdpit 200 36 -

Drr Conctrte 180 2-0

So&et PEcey Slud- - 115 S
Labortory Waste 115 U 70 L8

Trash 7.,2 10 230 OS

Scrap Metw 130 tac -

Fomb 0Oil Recovery Sludgc 25 0.5

Dry wates ar in kg. Mixd waste Includes 60 pecent water, conmon nonhaardous laboratory
chemil raium, and small amounts of hazardous chenicals Haro=us chemicals Include
ho*cpter (60 kg), carbon ttradioride (9 k, carbon dsufid (2 kg), chomium compounds
(0.5 kg), aceton (05 k, and traces of n-hea and 11,2 trifluoro-lA2,2 trichioroethane

92S kg/month. Under Federal reguIations, a facility that generates less than 100 kg/month
is conditionally exempt The State of Lmlslana, on the other hand, has a stricter regulation
and facilities that generate less than 100 kg/month gre classified as small quantity
generabs Thus,'I may be classified as a small quantity generator. In general,
generators are allowed to store hazardous wastes for 90 days without a permit (Louisiana
Administrtive Code Thle 33.v 105 (D)(2)). Small quantity generators are allowed to store
wastes for 180 days. provided the total amount never exceeds 1,000 kg/yr. If a small
quantity generator hai to ship wastes farther than 200 miles, the waste can be stored for up
to 270 days. LBS plans to ship rdous and mied waste offsite within the allowed
timeframe, therefore, no permit should be necesary.

23AA Pollution Prevention and Waste Minization

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 reinforces the U.S. EPA's environmental management
priorities The highest priority bas been assigned to preventing polution through reduction
and reuse or reccling.
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CEC Incorporates several waste minimization systems in its operational procedures that aim
at conserving materials and recycling Important compounds. All Fomblin Oil will be
recovered and none will be routinely released as waste or effluent. Fornblin Oil is an
expensive, highly fluorinated, inert oil selected specially for use in UP6 systems to avoid
reactions with UF6 Also, the CEC Refrigerant Supply System will Incorporate a high
efficiency two-stage vapor recovery unit to minimize the discharge of refrigerant to the
environment IThe degreasing unit will be equipped with a vapor recovery unit and 2

distillation still to minimize release of degreasers. LES will also have a Decontamination
System designed to remove radioactive contamination from equipment and materials, which
allows some equipment and material to be reused rather than treated as waste.

In addition, the CEC process systems which handle UF6 will operate entirely at
subatmospheric pressure which will prevent outward leakage of UF6. UF6 cylinders will be
transported only after being cooled and the UfP is in solid form to minimize potential risk
of accidental releases due to mishandling.

CEC is designed to mininize the usage of natural and depletable resources. Closed-loop
cooling systems have been incorporated in the designs to reduce water usage. Power usage
will be minimized by efficient design of fighting systems, selection of high-efficiency motors,
and use of proper insulation materials.

23.A4 Disposition of TahIls

The depleted UF6 (DUF6) exiting the separation cascades will contain approximately
0.2 weight percent 3U and could be a potential resource. However, because there is
already a large supply of this material and a limited market, the tails may eventually require
long-term disposal. The CECs possession limit for the tails will be 80,000 metric tons
(88,200 tons) of DUF6 or the amount of DUF6 produced during 15 years of CEC operation,
whichever is les Thus, no later than 15 years after commencement of CEC operations, the

* transportation of DUF6 offste for disposal will commence. Due to the reactivity of DUP6
with water, the tails will be converted to a more chemically stable form before disposal at
an offsite facility (LES, 1992b). From the standpoint of potential long-term stability In a
geologic environment, the DUF6 will most likely be converted to U308. This section
provides a summary of the conversion process from DUF6 to U308, representative of
expected conditions The potential impacts of the conversion process and disposal of U30J
are summarized in Section 42.17, and detailed assumptions and analyses for both steps are
presented in Appendix A.

Conversion of DUF6 to U30O can be accomplished in a two-step chemical reaction process.
In the first step, DUF6 Is reacted with steam at elevated temperatures and converted to
Uranyl Fluoride, UO%2 and HF. In the second step, the UOF byproduct is reacted with
hydrogen (Hi) and oxygen (C2) at elevated temperatures to produce U3 8 . The DUF6
generated at the CEC will be transported to the conversion plant in Type 48G cylinders,
each containing up to 12.7 metric tons (14 tons) of DUF6.
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The DUF6 will be vaporized In an autoclave and then fed to a hydrolysis reactor. The
U02 F2 will be separated from the steam and the BF byproduct in porous metal filters and
then fed to a converion reactor. The solid U30g generated In the conversion reactor will
be separated from the effluent gas In porous metal filters and will then be loaded into
drums for trinffer to a disposal facility. Assuming a 20-year operational period for the
conversi6n. plant, the l)UF6 feed rate would be approximately 5,700 metriv tons/yr

.(6,28 tons/yr), which would be equivalent to a U30 production rate of 4,545 metric tons/yr
(S,000 tons/yr).

The gases exiting both the hydrolysis reactor and the conversion reactor will contain HF
which then must be managed either as a byproduct or as waste. To be conservative, the HF
is assumed to be managed as waste. In this case, a scrubber system comprising spray towers
and packed towers in series could be used to recover HF. The HF absorbed into the
alkaline scrubber solution would contain very small quantities of uranium and would be
precipitated as calcium fluoride (CaF2) in a series of mixer-settler tanks. On a dry basis, the

m um ranium content of the CaP2 precipitate is estimated to be 0.05 Bq/g (1.4 pCi/g).
It is estimated that approximately 3.4x10' 7 liters/yr (9.(x10" gallons/yr) -of liquid from the
scrubber system will be released to the environment To be conservative, It is assumed that
all of the uranium entering the scrubberjsystem will be released in the liquid effluent. Thus,
the liquid release source term would be approximately.9xI0S + Bq/yr (52x103 Ci/yr). The
primay sources of release to the atmosphere will be the scrubber off-gas and dust from the
product load-out system. Approximately 3.8x1D+ Bq/yr (1.0x10 5 Ci/yr) and 2.9XIW7 Bq/yr
(7.Bx10 CS/yr) are estimated to be released to the atmosphere in the scrubber off-gas and
the dust from the load-out system, respectively.

23.5 Decontamination and Decommissioning

The CEC site and facilities will be decontaminated and decommissioned at the end of
CECs useful life of operation. The building shells and site will be decontaminated to the
level where they can be released for unrestiicted use. All radioactive waste will be removed
for offiste disposal in licensed, LLW burial grounds. All hazardous waste will be treated or
disposed of in authorized offistefcilities. Following decommissioning, all of the CEC
facilities and site are expected to be released for unrestricted use (LES, 1994a and 1993a).

The CEC Is designed to minimize the generation and storage of radioactive and hazardous
wastes and to minimize the contamination of equipment and structures. The
decommissioning plans will be implemented usingproper management and'health and safety
programs (LS, 1994a). In addition, ISM will conduct Its operations to minimize the
generation of wast*, minimize contamination of the CEC, dispose of wastes as they are
generated, keep records of spills or other unusual occurrences involving the spread of
contamination and maintain as-built drawings of all buildings. This will facilitate the
eventual D&D of the CEOC
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LBES (1994a) has identified decommissioning activities and estimated the required
decmmissioing cost (Table 2.17) Current plans call for the removal of all of the process
equipment (e&g, centrifuges and process piping) and the equipment, that provided direct
support to the enrichment equipment (e.g., refrigerant and chilled water systems) Plans
also call for the construction of two decontamnion structures that will be housed within
the existing facilities to avoid unnecessary expense, Estimated tlme for installation of these
new structures Is approximatel I year following shutdown of the CEC Ihe first structure
will be for the decontamination of centrifuges and the second will be for the
decontaminaton of larger, non-routine pieces of equipment. ment that is
decontaminated to below NRC limits may be reused or sold as scrap. All salvaged scrap
that contains a significant amount of aluminum along.with smaller amounts of steel, copper,
and other metals may be sold. Based on. Urenco deco slonig experience In Europe,
approximately 88 percent of the aluminuim delivered to the smelter was suitable for resale,
while the remaining slag was disposed of as nonradloactive waste However, the salvaged |
scrap must meet the NRC release criteria that will be In place at the time of
decommissioning.

Any tails remaining at tle site will be removed during the decommissoning phase. Any
contaminated portions of the CEC will be decontaminated to levels required by NRC
regulations at the time of decontamination. In general, D&D is divided into several steps.
Ihese steps are:

(1) Sem Cleanini This involves the removal of UF6 to the fullest extent possible,
evacuation of the enrichment system, and purging with nitrogen.

(2) Dismantling. This involves catting, disconnecting, and disassembling all components
of the Enrichment System. MTis is a laborious, intensive process and requires several
precautions to ensure that cutting and removal operations are balanced with the
resultant decontamination and disposal requirements.

(3) Decontaminail This is the dceanup step. Procedures for decontamination will be
developed to minimize worker exposure and waste volumes. LES will incorporate the
decommissioning experience gained in Europe in this step ([ES, 1994a). All
recoverable items will be decontaminated and made suitable for reuse, consistent with
NRC limits. The primar material requiring disposal may Include the centrifuge rotor
fragments, trash, and residue from the effluent treatment systems. The surrounding
soils and sediments are not expected to require decontamination; but their status, as
well as the status of the facility, wil be detepnined by a final radiation survey prior
to license termination.

Wastes will primarily consist of normal industrial trash, nonhazardous chemicals andfluids,
.small aaots of bazardous material, and radiQactive wastesLhb.radioatlvQ wastes will
contain largely crushed centrifuge rotors, trash, and citric cake (uranium and metallic
compounds precipitated from citric acid decontamination solutions). LES (1994a) has also
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Table 2.17 Estimated Costs and Duration of Decontamination and Decommissioning
(D&D) Activities' aES, 1994a) .

cost
($ &Milons,

In 1996 lgme
D&D ActV Donlars) (Years)

Characefi CEC facility and site 022 o0o

NRC staff review of facility/sie charcterixato O. 0.33

Devop detaid comsslong plan and submit to NRC 0.22 O0, (a)

NRC staff review and appvoal of d Fun 0.05 33

Idle time betwe cessation of operations and sat of 100 G0

De a Faciit Inst&aio, System Ocaning. 2310. 4.00
Dismanta .& Decontamination

D&D of Detanaon Facility 9 b)

Sale/Saae of -Dectam d Equipment M0.0 (b)

Radioacte Waste Disposal 40 (b)

HaWous/Mlzed Waste Disposal 0.10 (b)

Tals Dipsition 485306 (c) (b)

IES Fia Radia Survey and NRC Cma-rmatozy Sarvey 15 125

ConfipgnCY, 350 N/A

TOTAL 518.34 7.1

For rlated formaio refer to She de g zn pan contained In the CEC Lcmese
A4ppfCedw (LE- 1994c)i

(a) Incudes 4-month ovelap wit NRC review of the characteaion pha
(b) To e peformed aln with ismantling ando
(c) Tails disposal costs are estimat to be $16175 million per yar of tails productio.

made a preliminary estimate of the volume of radioactive waste that will be produced during
the D&D phase. LBS estimates that D&I) would generate approximately 100 mo of
radioactive waste ([ES, 1994a) during an anticipated 7-year period. This estimate is based
In part on the equipment decont tion experience of Urenco at its European plants.
Radioactive waste will ultimately be disposed of at licensed low-level radioactive waste
disposal facilities. Hzardous waste will be disposed of at licensed hazardous waste disposal
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facilities Nonhazardous and nonradioactive waste will be disposed of in a ma
consistent with good disposal practices

As shown In Table 2.17, LES has estimated that the total cost of D&D, based on 1996
dollars, Is approximately $S18 million, with most of these funds (94 percent) being required
for the disposal of the tails. Costs are based on converting UF 6 to UJ30 with subsequent
disposal in a licensed facility. Funds to cover tails disposition will be set aside during the
operating lifa of CEC and will Include an estimated $16.2 million per equivalent year of tails
production. LBS will be required to review and revise the CEC decommisioning fiuds,
including DUP6 disposition, at least every 5 years and adjust the decommissiog fuding
mechanism appropriately (LES, 1994c).

2.4 ConclusIons and Recommendations

Based on the evaluation In this EIS, the staff has concluded that 1lcensing -LS for
construction and operation of an enrichment facility In Claiborne Parish, Louisiana will not
result In a significant Impact to the environment. lhe staff has not Identified any mitigating
measures beyond those proposed that should be implemented. However, the staff does
recommend changes to the enironmental monitoring program. The following
recmmendations will serve to enhance the monitoring program:

1. LBS shall establish an action level of 1.85x10r4 Bq/g (0.005 pCi/g) for gross
alpha (uranium) in vegetation. Section 53.1.

2. LES shall sample the receiving water streambed sediment for gross alpha
(uranium) as part of the sediment monitoring. Section 53.1.

14
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3.0 THE AFFECIED ENVIRONMENT

3.1 General Site Description

The area of Qaliborne Parish, Louisiana is located in the Pine Hills subprovince of the north
central portion of the Gulf Coastal Plain-physlographic province. It is situated 80 km
(50 miles) northeast of Shreveport in the gently sloping, tree-covered hills of northern
Louisiana, near the Misatchie National Forest lands (Figure 3.1). The proposed site has an
area of 179 hectares (442 acres); approximately 28 hectares (70 acres) will be developed for
the Qalbmae Enrichment Center (CEC). The remaining area will remain in a natural state
with no projected industrial use. Parish Road 39, a paved road crossing from north to south
near the middle of the. site, provides easy access In addition, State Route LA 2 nms
eastward from Homer to Lisbon and Bernice, crossing LA 9 at the western outskirts of
Homer. Both IA 9 and LA 2 provide access to US. Highway 79, which is a connector to
Interstate 20 West by way of Minden. LA 9 provides a connection to Interstate 20 East,
which is directly south of the site. Interstate 20 runs east to west approximately 30 kan
(20 miles) to the south of the proposed site. This provides a good transportation route for
trucks. Also, the Homer Municipal Airport is only about 8 km (5 miles) from the proposed
site. WTe Center Springs community is located app ate 0.5 kmn north of the site and
the Forest Grove community is located approximately 32 km (2 miles) to the south.

The proposed site is mainly a wooded lot with gently rolling bills. It is approximately square
in shape with a flat central area- The area to the west of Parish Road 39 has recently been
deared of most vegetation, leaving stumps approximately 15 cm (6 Inches) high. The
vegetation over the remainder of the site Is thick, consisting mainly of pine forests with some
scattered oak trees and underbrush.

-TheM sippI River runs to the east, and the Red River is located to the west of the area
surrounding the site. These rivers and their feeder streams flow south to the Gulf of Mexico
in broad, steep-sided, flat valleys. The mean elevation of this area is approodmately 30 to
45 m (100 to 150 ft) above mean sea level (MSL). The proposed CEC site is located on a
small drainage divide at approximately 85 to 100 m (280 to 320 ft) MSL in the western
portion of the Ouachita River Basin. Major surface water bodies on the site consist of small
intermittent streams and two manmade lakes: Bluegill Pond and Lake Avalyn (Figure 3.2).
Local drainage from the site flows west and east into several small streams and creeks that
eventua flow into Lake Qalborne to the south or Bayou DIArbonne to the east.

3.2 Geology, Solls, and SeIsmology

32.1 Geology

This section presents the general geology of the proposed CEC site and vicinity, Including
a summary of the geologic history of the area and a description of the soils found at the site.
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Figmue 32 Major Surface Water Bodies at the Proposed CEC Site
and Samplng Locations
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A discussion of the seismicity of the area Is also presented, including an assessment of
historical seismicity and potential hazards resulting from future seismic activity.

3.2.1 Regional Geology

The geology of northern Louisiana reflects the deposition of sedimentary rocks throughout
the Mesozoic and Cenozoic eras. Figure 33 shows the generalized bedrock geology of
Louisiana, and Table 3.1 provides a composite stradgraphic section of Louisiana. Strata
were generally deposited in deltaic and near-shore environments and consist of Intermittent
and discontinuous lenses of marine and nonmarine sands, silty sands, and clays. The p
development of this stratigraphic sequence began with carbonate deposits In the Late
Jurassic System and continued with deltaic clastdc deposits, carbonate reefs, salt basis, and
lagoonal sediments In the early Cretaceous System. -The remainder of the Cretaceous
System was marked by deposition of clastics and extensive chalk and marl sequences. A
sequence of deltaic sands and shales was deposited in the Tertiary System. As a result of
sea level fluctuations, Pleistocene and more recent deposits generally le unconformably on
the Tertiary sediments.

Geologic strata found in the vicinity of the CEC site are, from youngest to oldest,
Pleistocene terrace and alluil deposits and members of the Eocene Claibome Group,
including the Cockifeld Formation, the Cook Mountain Formation, the Sparta Sand, and the
Cane River Formation (Figure 3.4) The Claiborne Group lies conformably on the Carrizo
Sand. The Carrizo Sand overlies the Paleocene Wilcox Group which lies on the early
Paleocene Midway Group. Beneath these strata exists an additional 5,500 m (18,000 ft) of
sedimentary ro&c deposited since the formation of the Triassic basement rocks.

The CEC site lies on the middle Tertiary Cockfleld Formation, which is covered in some
areas of Claiborne Parish with Pleistocene marine terrace and recent alluva deposits. At
the site, however, Pleistocene terrace deposits are not found; they are presumed to have
been eroded and incorporated Into alluvial sediments (Law Engineering, 1990a,
LES, 1993a).

The Cockffeld Formation consists of an upper nonmarine and a lower marine unit that are
primarily composed of fine-grained sands with some silts and clays. Layers of siderite
present In the lower marine unit create local perched water tables that are manifested as
seeps and springs in exposed hillsides (Law Engineerig. 1990b). The Cockffeld Formation
les conformably on the Cook Mountain Formation, which consists predominandty of silty
clay beds with occasional sand units. The silty clay Is gray, brown, green, or blue; either
glauconitic or lignite with thin layers of ferrugous sltstone. The sands are discontinuous,
mostly green or gray layers less than 9 m (30 ft) thick. Tle Cook Mountain Formation
contain marine fossils, which in addition to the green sands, distinguish it from the
overlying Coceld Formation and the underlying Sparta Sand.
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Table 3.1 Composlte Stradlgraphic Sectilon of loulslans (Pope, 1980)
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Ihb1e 3.1 Composlte Stratgrqpblc Section of ulslusana (Pope, 980)
(Contlnued)
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Table 3.1 Composite StratIgraphic Section of Louisiana (Pope, 1980)
(Continued)
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32.L2 Local Geology

Geotechnical investigations conducted at the proposed site confirm that sediments
encountered within 30 m (100 ft) below ground surface (bgs) are the Tertiary Cockfield and
Cook Mountain Formations with some recent alluvi deposits adjacent to local drainages
(Westinghouse, 1989; Law Engineering, 1990a; and LES, 1993b) The upper nonmarine unit
of the Cockfeld Formation is generally found in the highest elevations In the northern area
of the site. The lower marine unit, generally found at elevations ranging from 285 to
300 MSI, lies conformably on the upper green silty clay of the Cook Mountain Formation.

Beneath the Cook Mountain Formation lies the Sparta Sand which, in the vicinity of the
proposed sit, is composed of layers of very fine to medium sand with interbedded silty lay
and clayfrom 150 to 210 m (500to 700 ft) thick. The Sparta Sand is the principal aquifer
in north-central Lounana, with well yields as high as 6,800 liters per minute [1,800 gallons
per minute (gpm)J lhe Sparta Sand overlies the Cane River Formation, composed mostly
of green glauconitc silt and cay that act as a confining layer between the Sparta Sand and
the underlng Wilcod-Carrizo Aquifer. Site stradgraphy, starting with the Cocklield
Formation, Is presented In Table 3. Stratlgraphically, all geologic units are present from
the middle Tertiary Cockfield Formation through the Jurassic Louann Salt nhe depth to
the top of the Jurassic Louann Salt is estimated at approximately 4,900 m (-16,000 ft) MSL
Tho ibclmess of the salt in the vicinity of Homer is approximately 610 to 760 m (2,000 to
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Table 3.2 Stratigraphy at the Proposed CEC Sito (Law Engineering 1990b)

Formadon Elatton (m ML*)

Coclld Fornation + 107

Cook Mountain Formation + 94

Caizo FormatIon - 226

Witou Group - 290

Midway Gup - 381

Naca Fwomaon --68

Saratoga Formation -741

Eg% Ford Formation * 881

Tuscaloos FormatIon - 893

Riuk Formatio -n0

Ferp$ako PImaM.M -1,341

Rodcssa Formation .1,463

Jamc Formation

Pisan Formation -1,701

SO1g Formatdo -1,737

Hassatan Formation .1,774

Cotton Yage1c Groua -Z728

IL. - meaq n S vkd

2,500 ft), which puts the Triassic basement rock at -5,500 to -5,640 m (-18,000 to 18,500 ft)
MSL (Law EngIneerin& 1990b).

As shown in Figure 3.5, the proposed CEC site lies on the JYArbomnn Platform (as kown
as the Claiborne Platform) between the north flank of the Louislana Salt Basin and the
southwest flank of the Monroe Uplif. The subsurface stradgraphy consists of nearly
horliontal sedimentary rocks with a slight southwesterly dip. No structural faulting Is
evident at the surface of the site; however, faulting related to subsidence and uplift of salt
basins and salt dome intrusion occurred In mid-Tertia time to the southwest. Tho site lis
on the northeastern flank of the Homer Dome, alio knoivn as the Darley High (LES,
1993a).

The faulting that ocacrred as a result of uplift of the Homer Salt Pfllow has displaced
bedrock to the southwest several hundred feet (OLS. 1994a) The Sparta Sand has been
displaced upward and is exposed at the surface In this area. Geologic investigations In the
Immedate vicinity of the site indicate that none of the strata deposited since the Tertiary
have been displaced by faWlting (law Engineering, 1990b).
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As a result of the depositional processes operating throughout the Mesozoic era (Anderson,
1979), sIgnift oil and gas deposits are found throughout Louisiana. The nearest oil fields
are the Homer Oil Field, 11 kin (7 miles) to the southwest; the Haynesville Oil Field, 19 km
(12 miles) to the northwest; and the Lisbon Oil Field, 14 km (9 miles) to the southeast of
the proposed site.

Imere are 31 active oil/gas wells within an 8 km (S mile) radius of the CEC site. The
nearest oil and gas well Is located Z75 m (90 ft) south of the southwest corner of the
proposed site boundary (Conolly, 1990). The well Is drilled to a depth of approtey
2,900 m (9,400 t). Preliminary Investigations Indicate that a drilling fluid pit edsted near
the welL The Loulsiana Department of Natural Resources (LDNR) has classified the pit
as closed, however, no documentation exists to certify that the pit was closed properly. The
operator of the well has been cited by LDNR for discharging "nonazardous oil field waste
or oil field brine, directly to a surface drainage. Soils, surface water sediments, and
groundwater in the vicinity of this well were analyzed to determine if pollutants from the
well have migrated to the proposed CEC site (LES, 1994a) Samples were analzed for
benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, xylene (BTEX), total petroleum bydrocarbons (11, and
priority pollutant metals (Shipp, 1989). Tbe results Indicate that no BTBX or metal
compounds were detected above regulatory limits. However, one surface water sample
contained silver at 0.06 mg/I, which Is slightly above the regulatory limit of .05 mg/l. TPH
were detected:in soils and sediment samples. In the area of the oil and gas well,
concentrations of TPH range from 20 to 104 parts per million (ppm), indicating that
*contants may be migrating onto the proposed site from the oil and gas well (Shipp,
1989; LES, 1993a).

There are four distribution pipelines within the 8 km radius of the CEC None of these
pipelines cross the site (LES, 1993a). The closest to the site is a pipelin8 that transmits
natural gas. The closest point Is located approximately 600 m (2000 feet) southwest of the
TSA. A 15im (6-in) gas crude oil transmission line Is located approimately 143 kn
(.8 mile) north of the CEC site.

Other mineral resources In the vicinity of the proposed CEC site include salt and associated
sulphur deposits found in the salt domes. However, no production of salt or sulphur Is
presently ongoing In the North Louisiana Salt Basi Other minor geologic resources
include lignite and iron ore In the form of glauconite and deposits of construction materials
such as sand, gravel and limestone. Currently, market demands for these resources are

.. small (Law Engineering, 1990a);

Analyses for naturally occurring radionuclides in Louisiana soil, Including potassium (40K,
cesium ('Cs), uranium ('t) and thorium (13X), indicate that radionuclide
concentrations can be correlated with soil suborder (Merrniweather, et aL, 1988). The lowest
concentrations of naturally occurring radionuclides in the State are found in the Udults soil
suborder, at the proposed CEC site.
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322 Solils

The soils found at the proposed site, developed from the weathering of the Cockfield
Formation, are of the Giead and Simbuta soi associations (Law Engineering, 1990a).
Figure 3.6 Is a soils map of the site, indicating the presence of the Sacul-Wolfpen-Darley soil
unit (Kilpatrick and Heniy, 1989). Tis unit generally consists of gently sloping to
moderately steep, moderately well-daned soils that have a loamy, gravelly, or sandy sur&ce
layer and a claycy or loamy subsoil. The predominant soi series found at the site are the
Sacul and Wolfpen series. Other soils Include an area of Angie series soil in the center of
the site, a small area of Darley series soil in the southeast corner of the site, and an area
of the luka-Dela Complex soil downstream of Lake Avalyn.

The Sac! series soils found at the site generally have a clayey subsoil, low permeability,
high shrink-se potentia, and low strength for roads. T'he Wolpeh series soils are found
on broad ridgetops and uplands and have low shinkswell potential. Cutbanks in this soil
are not stable and are subject to slumping. In general, Angie series soils are gently sloping
and moderately well drained. They are characterized by high water content, low
permeability, claycy subsoil, high binklwell potental, and low strength for roads. The
Darley series soils consist of gravelly file sandy loam. Ths series is rsimila to the Angie
series soils except for the generally greater steepness of slopes and the presence of ironstone
layers. The luka-Dela seuies soKs, found in level floodplains of major streams, are subject
to frequent flooding from stream overflow.

32.3- Seismology

The proposed site is located in the Interior Salt Basin seismotectonic region (Figure 3.7).
Tbis area has historically experienced minimal seismicity and the region Is generally
considered aselsmic. The Uniform Building Code (UBC) Seismic Zonation Map places the
site in Seismic Zone 1 (Figure 3.8), which is characterized by minor damage from distant
earthquakes. A historical list of earthulakes occurring within 320 km (200 mil) of the
proposed site Is provided in Table 33. Tbe largest. recorded earthquake in the vicinity of
the site occurred in 1911; it had a magnitude of 4.6 at a distance of 169 km (105 miles).

The estimated Modified Mercalli (MM) ground-salng Intensity from this earthquake was
VIL In addition, 10 other magnitude 4.0 through magnitude4A earthquakes occurred within
320 km (199 miles) of the site with MM Intensities of TV to VL

Historical data also indicate that several large earthquakes with epicenters located at great
distances may have been felt at the site (Law Enginerig, 1990a). The New Madrid
earthquakes of 1811-1812 may have produced Intensity VII shaking at the site. Other large
earthquakes occurring near Memphis, Tennessee; Charleston,- South Carolina; and
New Madrid, Missouri may have been felt at the site. A probabilistic seismic hard
analysis was performed by Law Engineering (1990a) to determine. the probability and
magnitde of maximum ground acceleration at the site as a result of seismic events. The
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bme 3.6 Mp of Soila the Viiiy of CEC Site (Kipaick and Hew}, 198)
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Figure 3.7 Map of Selsmotectonic Regions In the Vicinity of the Proposed CEC
Site (Law Engineering 1990a)
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Table 3.3 Hlstorical Earthquakes Occurring withln 320 I=m (200 miles) of the Proposed
CEC'Site (IES, 1994aV-.

Felt
latItude Ldngftde Distance Area Intensity

Year Date Tlme N W (kcm) Mlagitude (kt) (10)

1886 Jan 22 16:38 30.40
1891 Jan 8 6.00 3170
1898 Jan :35 34M
1905 Fcb 3 0:00 3050
1911 Mar 31 M6:7 34.00
1911 mr 31 1:10 33.80
1918 Oct 4 9t21 35DO
1927 Nov 13 1621 32.30
1930 Oct 16 12:30 3430
1930 Nov16 12:30 3430
1934 Apr 11 17:40 33.90
1936 Mar 14 17:20 34.00
13 Apr 26 5:42 34.20
1939 Jon 19 2B43 34.10
1940 Docc2 16 33.00

41 Jun 28 18:30 3230
1947 Sep 20 210 310
19S2 Oct 17 15.48 30.0
1956 Apr 2 16:03 3420
15 Mar 19 16:37 32.6D
1957 Mar 19 17:41 32.60
1957 Mar 19 22:36 32.6D
17 Mar 19 2245 32.60
l958 Nov19 18:15 3050
1960 May 4 16:31 34.20
96.1 Apr 26 7.05 34.60

1961 Apr27 3:00 3460
1961 Apr 27 S:O 34.6D
1961 Apr 27 7:30 34.90
1963 Fcb7 2018 34.40
1964 Apr 24 1:20 3138
1964 Apr 24 7:33 3142
1964 Apr 24 7:47 3138
1964 Apr 24 17 348
1964 Are 24 12:54 3130
1964 Apr 26 3:24 3155
1M Ap 27 21:50 3130
19 Apr 28 0:24 3150
1964 Apr 28 Q:30 3
1964 Apr 28 21:18 31.63
1964 Apr 30 21:30 3120
1964 May 2 6:34 3130
1964 May 3 3:24 3130
1964 May 7 20:01 31D20
1964 Jam 2 23:00 3130

92.00
9520
90.
9L10
9110
920
9L1D
9020
92.70
92.80
9550
95.20
9350
9260
94.0
90.8
926Q
93.70
95.6D
.94.70
94.70
94.70
94.70
9L20

.92.110
95.OD
951D
9500
9530
92.10
9381
931
93.80
93.79
93.80
93.78
93.80
93.80
9382
93.80
94.00
93.80
9308
94D0
94.00

287
244
295
315
169
129
296
267
164
163
262
243
159
145
97

213
110
312
286
163
163
163
1i3
310

* 176
271

271

314
192

8m
176

169

162
188
168
179
155
206
188
18
206
178

2.5 II
3.8 VI
3.1 IV
35 V
46 259 VI
35 16 IVYV
4D 207 .V Y
3A 21 IV
2.5 n
33 2331 V
3.6 21 v
3A 5 V
3.1 IV
4A 171 V
3.1 IV
3.0 mrnv
33 -IVV
31 IV
35 13 V
4.0 12 V
25 8 m
25 8 m
-25 8 li
32 202 v
38 IV
3.8 16 m
3. II
3.0
4.1 52 V
3.4
33 V
3.6 IV
3.3
3.2 IV
3.0
33
32 IV
3.1
33 2D72 V
3.4 8 VI
3.0 -m
3.2
3.0 v
32 V

v

W - Wes N-North
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. Table 33 HstorIcal Earthquakes Occurring within 320 km (200 miles) of the Proposed
CEC Site (LES, 1994a) (Continued)

Felt
Iatltude Lometude Distance Area Intensity

Year Date Thug N W OM) MAbgntde (ki) (lo)

1964 Jun3 2:27
194 Jm 3 937
1964 Aug 16 11:35

967 Jun 4 16:14
1967 Jun29 13:57
169 Jan 1 23:35
193 an a 911
1973 May25 14.40
1973 May25 14:42
173 No 18 10:03
1974 Feb 15 22:32
1974 Feb 15 223S
1974 Feb 15 22:49
1974 Dci 13 5:03
1975 Jan 2 9.19
1971 Ju 2 23(29
1977 Nov 26 4:18
1973 Sep 23 7134
1981 Jun9 g 46
198 Nov6 12:36
1982 Jan is 23
1982 Jan 18 2:32
1982 Jan 19 439
1982 Jan 20 14:01
1982 Jan 21 0:33
12 Jan 21 13
1982 Jan 21 15.45
1982 Jan 22 23:54
1982 Ja 24 3:22
1982 Jan 27 23029
198 Febl 9.55
1982 Feb l 72S
1982 Feb 12 5:32
192 Feb 24 19:27
198 M 1 0:12
1982 Apr21 21:17
1982 May 31 17:49
12 May31 1M21

* 1982 Jun 30 16:22
1982 llS 4:13
1982 Sep 27 10:22
198 Nov 17 19:00
1982 Nov 21 16:35
1983 Jan 19 2:30
18 Mar 30 4:15
18 Oct 16 19.40
1984 Sep 27 13:30

310
31.00
31.40
335S
3355

3390
3390
35M
3404
34.07
34.03
34A49
3490
34.56
34.39
3396
3199
32.02
3523
3519
35.18
35.14
35.18
3S.1
3517
35.25
35.22
351
352
35A9
35.27
35.29
3520
MS8

3521
3520
3534
35.22
3522
35.20
3525
3528
35.20
3024
3525

9390
94.00
93.80
90.84
90.31
92.69
9Q60
9034
90-80
94.70
9298
93.02
93M4
91.86
9030
94.17
9291
9192
9432
9526
9523
92.23
922S
9248
92.25
92.21
92.14
92.29
912
9224
9223
922S
92.29
925
9211
9124
9225
9223
92.13
92.2
92U
9207
920C8
92.16
92.1S
9339
9221

172
226
178
214
217
241
246
234
234
288
133
137
132
211
299
221
173
159
157
233
274
270
269
269
269
270
270
275
274
.m
270
270
278
281
274
269
m
271
289
274
277
276
21
282
273
292
277

3.1
3.6
3.0
43
40
4.4
3S
3.4
32
3.1
35
3A
3.3
3.1
3.
3.6
3.1
3A
32
32
3.4
33
35
3.S
42
3.5
3.8
3.7
43
32
3.6
3.6
30
3-9
41
3.5
3.9

3.3
33
3.0
32
3.5
3.9
32
3.3
3.4

142

155

Iv

rn-vIV
VIVl
v
VI

m'U

*9

mI
m

41 V

r1-mVIu-n
IV

v
V

2.6IV
Iv
* I

Iv
V

v

: V
lv

IV

m
IV

W - West N - Noat
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approach was based on an evaluation of the seismic source zones, or seismotectonic regions,
that might potentially affect the site. The selsmotectonic regions within 320 km (200 miles)
of the site include:

Interior Salt Basin Region
* Gulf Cot Region
Central Texas Region

*OuacHta Region
eWIchita-Arbuacde Region
*Reelfoot Rift
*New Madrid Fault Zone
-Ceral Stable Region
'Mississippi Embayment

A probabilistic seismic hazard analysis was performed to compute the return periods, or
probability of recurrence, of specific horizontal andcvertical ground acceleration at the site,
based on the expected occurrence of earthquakes In each seismic zone. The results are
expressed in maximum or peak acceleration and converted to effective ground acceleration,
which Is more representative of damage associated with sustained acceleration over a period
of time. Estimates of peak and effective ground acceleration for 100-, 500-, and 1000-year
recurrence intervals were developed by Law Engineerg and are presented in Table 3A
(law Engeerng, 1990a).

Table 3A Estlmated Ground Acceleration at the Proposed CEC Site
(UIS, V994a)

PeakAcceleratlon Effectin Acceleration
Retd= PEeriod in Rock in Rock

(rem) (cm/s2 [&1) ( wm/ [Cal)
_otal Vertia THarizontal vatcad

100 17 (0.017) 12 (0.012). 12 (0O12) 8 (0.0

45(04) 32 (0033) 32 (033) 22 (01)

.1000 63, W 4S(0.4 .44(.045) 2 2(OM)

- - gatationd acceleratito

The results of the analyses for the 50-ear recurrence interval indicate that four seismic
source zones are responsible for 90 percent of the seismic hazard at the site the New
Madrid Fault Zone (28 percent), the Ouachita Region (23 percent), the Interior Salt Basin
(22 percent), and the Reelfoot Rfft (19 percent). Similar results were obtained for the
100- and 1000-year recurrence intervals. These results suggest that the greatest hazard to
the site is represented by moderate- to large-sized earthquakes occurring at distances of
100 km (60 miles) or more from the site (w ngineering, 1990a).
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In addition, it Is evident from Tabl! 3A that the largest peak vertical acceleration (45 cm/s)
and the Largest peak horizontal acceleration (63 can/s) would result from the 100-year
event. The design basis earthquake (DBE) is used by Louisiana Energ Services (LES) to
represent the level of seismic hazard, or peak acceleration In rock, at a site associated with
earthqakes with a retum period of 500 years Because several seismic source zones may
potentially affect the site, tree DBEs were developed for the proposed CEC site. near-
field, mid-field, and far-field earthquakes. Characteristics of these DBEs are provided in
Table 3.5.

Table 3.3 Characteristics of Three Design Basis Emartquakes (DBEs) hr the
Proposed CEC Site (LES, 1994a)

Distance Horizontal SeISMI
fM St ACCelCtJralD Sorc

DBE (b m O mll) (cra/ 2 rom) Zone

Near-fidd 4.3 IS (93) 4 (014 interior
SaIt Bashi

Mid-fild 57 l0 (16S) 40(4 OUaChit
Region

Pa6fld &7 356 (221) 220(0122) New Madzid
Fault Zone

mb -magkh

In addition to the DBE, the Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCB) Is used by LBS to
represent the largest conceivable seismic event that could occur In the site tectonic region.
in 1989, Westinghouse computed the MCE based on the MM intensity of the 1811-1812
New Madrid earthquakes. Using the relationship between the MM and the magnitude of
an eathquake developed by Richter in 1956, Westinghouse estimated the MCE to be a
magnitude 5.7 event for Caiborne Parish. The MCE can be used, in tu, to compute the
expected peak ground acceleration (Houser, 1970; Nutti and Herrman, 1982).. Based on
these methods, the peak ground acceleration for a magnitude 5.7 MCB is 1.96 mr/s or
02 gravitatIonal acceleration (g,) with a recurrence interval of 500 years
(Westinghouse, 1989).

An additional estimate of the expected maximum ground acceleration was obtained from
two sets of seismic zone maps developed by the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction
Program (NEHRP). One set of maps is similar to the UBC map provided in Figure 3.8 and
Indicates the site has an effective peak gravitational acceleration of 59 cm/s2 (0.06 g,). nhe
other set of NEHRP maps, based on a recent United States Geological Survey (USGS)

I.
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study, gives a maximum ground acceleration for the site of approximately 39 cm/s1 (0.04 g)
for the 475-year return period, and 59 cm/s0 (0.06 g,) for the 2,300-year return period.

The apparent discrepancy between the MCE peak acceleration (196 cm/s1, or 02 go, for
S00 years) and the NEHRP maximumo aeleration (39 cm/s2, or 0.04 go for 500 years) Is
most likely due to the conservative nature of the relatiop between earthquake magaftude
and ground acceleration used to compute MCE peak acceleration; the ground accelerations
predicted by this method have been shown to be greater than actual observations. In
addition, the method of predicting earthquake magnitude based on MM intensity has been
shown to be conservative; the method tends to overpredict earthquake magnitude.

Further analysis of the seismic hazard potential, Including the development of vertical and
horizontal response spectra used to estimate ground motions at the site, was performed by
law Engieering (199X). The response spectra were calculated based on the estimated
near-field, mid-field, and far-field DBEs, and the ste-specific seismic data from downbole
seismic surveys, boring logs, geotechnical measurements, and geophysical logs from nearby
oil fields. The site-specific seismic data were used to determine the amount of damping or
amplification of seismic waves that would be produced by soils at the site.

The results of the response spectra analysis indicate that at seismic wave frequencies below
15 Hertz, the large far-field event dominates ground motion considerations. At seismic
wave frequencies above L5 Hz, the mid-field event dominates. The results also indicate
that, in general, the soil characteristics of the ste result in amplification of the amplitude
of seismic wave frequencies less than 5.0 i, and reduction, or damping, of seismic waves
at higher frequencies (Law Engineering, 1990a).

3.3 Hydrology

The hydrology of a site Is characterized by Its surface water resources and groundwater
resources. A description of the surface water resources present at the proposed ste,.
Including streams, ponds, and lakes, is presented in Section 33.1. The subsurface water
resources are discussed in Section 3.32, including characterization of the shallow
groundwater and the Sparta Sand Aquifer, which is the major source of water in Claibotne
Parish.

3.3.1 Surface Water Resources

The proposed site is located In the western portion of the Ouachita River Basin as shown
in Figure 3.9. The surface water resources of the site and vicinity include small streams
that flow east and west from the site and two manmnade water bodies, Bluegill Pond and
Lake Avalyn (Figure 32). Surface water that flows from the site to the west and norhwest
discharges to Cypress Creek. Cypress Creek flows southwest for a distance of 7 km
(45 miles) prior to Joining Beaver Creek, which flows south into Lake Claiborne. Lake
Claaborne was created for industrial development and recreation by the damming of Bayou
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DArbonne In 1966. Lake Avalyn outflows through an overflow standpipe exiting
downstream of the earth dam.. Surface water flowing east from the site forms the
headwaters of McCasland Creek, which eventually discharges into the Middle Fork of Bayou
D'Arbonne, a Louisiana Natural and Scenic State Stream (Emmer et al, 1983). Outflows
trom Bluegl Pond combine with an unnamed stream that flows onto the site from the
soutb, then to the west. Ths stream forms a trlbutaiy of Cypress Creek, which then flows
southwest Into Lake Clalborne. As shown in Table 3.6, the stream on the site are generally
Intermittent but have recorded flow rates up to a few liters per second. Flow is generally
greater n onsite streams in January than in July and Angust. In August 199Q the
downstream reaches of both McCasland and Cypress Creeks were 'observed to be dry
([ES, 1994a). The proposed CEC site is located approximately 5 km north and upstream
from Lake Clalborne. The elevation of the proposed site Is approximately 98 m (324 ft)
MSI, which is approximately 42 m (140 ft) above the elevation of Lake Claiborne, 55 to
56 m (183 to 185 ft) MSL In addition, dams constructed for flood control are constructed
to control the release of water downstream from the dam. Therefore, Lae Clalborne was
not constructed to control floods upstream from the dam that forms the lake.

As shown in Figure 3.10, Bluegill Pond and Lake Avalyn have surface elevations of 84 m
and 90 m (275 ft and 297 ft), respectively. The Drainage Basin area of Bluegill Pond is
apprimate hectare (2.6 acres), and Lake Avalyn is approximately 68 hectares
(170 acres). Depth surveys of these two lakes Indicate that the volume of Bluegill Pond is
about 22,000 m3 (780,000 fP') and the volume of lake Avalyn is about 113%300 ms
(4,000,000 ft) (LES, 1994a an4 1992a). Discharge from Bluegill Pond was less than 28 liters
per second (1 ft/sec) in both January and May of 1990. Discharge from Lake Avalyn was
measured at 68 liters per second (2.4 ft3/sec) in January 1990, and at 47 liters per second
(L65 fe/sec) in May. 1990. Both Lae Avalyn and Bluegill Pond receive water from
precipitation runoff and groundwater discharge.

Sediment samples taken near the dam in Bluegill Pond were found to be dark brown to
black cohesive clays rich in organic matter. Upgradient sediment samples collected near the
inflow of Bluegill Pond were less cohesive and contained larger amounts of organic matter
such as leaves. No chemical analyses of these sediments were conducted. Sediment samples
taken at equal intervals -along the center of Lake Avalyn revealed -the existence of hard,
dark gray clays dosest to the dam, which grade progressively into softer grayish brown muds
with increaing amounts of organic matter at the inflow of the lake (LES. 1994a)..

a *. .

Aatcal data from water samples. taken in the Lake Avalyn Drainage Basin and the
Bluegill Pond Drainage Basin are provided in Table 3.7 and Table 3;, respectively.
Analyses of unfiltered water samples taken from Bluegill Pond indicate the presence of
metals and other constituents at or below regulatory levels (IBS, 1994a, 1993b, and 1992a).
Similarly, analyses -of unfiltered samples from Lake Avalyn indicate that constituents were
eithernot detected, or were detected at or below regulatory levels. Specifically, antimony,
beryllium, nickel, nitrate, nitrite, selenium, silver, and thallium were not detected in any
water;'samples n -the Lake Avlyn Drainage Basin.
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Table 3.6 Estimated Surface Water Flow Rates In 1990 for Streams within the
hnmedlate Vicinity of the ProposWd CEC Site (LES, 1994a)

Dscag (lter/see) ._

January Ma Joby
Surfuc Water Location 1990 1990 1990

lake A nva Drainage Basin

Southe fw to Lake Avaln 17 4.5 NB

DiWhae from Lake Avln 68 47 2

BlueSMl Pond Dragj Basi

Total flow into Bluegill Pond 13 11 NH3

Diharg from Begil Pond 19. 14 N3

F1P in thlfta from souwest crner of 40 16 NP
LS propet to CEC ste

Plow at the southwest ropety boundary after 54 NH 6
cnfluenc of BluegM Pond diharg
with the tutary rota the soathw

Plow In tbutay on northwesa cr of LES proew y 9 NE NP

I

i I
I

t

. I

I ;

NB - no cS*Xs
N? - no,. MdWJ14 =ndrg waw x *

Water samples taken by LES in May 1990 (Table 3.9) Indicate that both lakes were
thermally stratified, and samples analyzed for dissolved oxygen Indicate that the lake
bottoms may become somewhat anoxic In the summer (LSs 1994a). In January, the pH
of Lake Avalyn was low (53) and may hae resulted from reduced photosynthetic activity
during the winter and the presence of pine needle litter in and around the lake. The low
alkalinity of both lakes indicates that they have litde buffering capacity. High turbidity
readings in Bluegill Pond Indicate a large amount of suspended solids, most likely due to
the recent deforestation In this Drainage Basin (LS, 994a).

Additional water quality data (LSS 1993b) for lake Avalyn and Bluegill Pond were
generated between 1991 and 1993, and are presented in Table 5.9 and Table 3.10,
respectively. Tese most recent water chemistry data indicate that lake Avalyn tends to be
addlc, thus its buffering capacity is limited. The pH values were below tho regulatory
standards for the State of Louislana (pH = 6.08.5). The lake bottom is nearly anaerobic
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Figure removed under 10 CFR 2.390.
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Ta1-ble 3.7 Waler Ch mlt~ of Lake at the CEC Site frm MUV to Ai u st 1990 (LES, 1993a)
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Table 3.7 Water Chemlstq of lakes at the CEC SIte frum May to Augst 1990 (OS, 193a) (Coutinued)
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Rve eu(i ) a" f7 7 72 n A ? 7* so as * 3 "
war. -gm 40ot 4t 4Gm 40M cm -G 0M "om

-a46011 gm qm 461 Wm 40M 4 1 1ean 4dt 0 a ft0
- de4" 4 404 4 4d4 e4 404 4dU q4 404 M4

002I am? O2flOMS 0eaa am am am OM1
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Table 3.5 Ph~yskwkeaumca1 IPammimx of Lake Avalya and BluwgIli Pond (LESs 1993a)
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Thble 3S Water Chernlstry Data for lake Avalyn (LES, 1993b)
Specfi Conductance Dlssolved Oygen

at Tempeature (C) PH m oscm) (ma)

Surfce Bottom Surface Bottom Surface Bottom Surface Botom

6/91 30 23 2.8 43 105 2S.0 53 0
9/91 31 29 S3 45 163. 345 75 05

12/91 is 13 5 52 41S 44A 101 7.8

3/92 16 12 4.8 46 34.8 340 8. 37

6192 28 27 5.4 4.7 J$7 2Q3 Ss 31

9/2 28 27 SA 4.7 17 2D3 Ss 3I

12/92 10 9 42 .43 153 175 102 101

3/93 is 13 4.9 4.5. 1. 15.8 10.0 6-A

6193 28 24 4.9 5. 20 57. .64 1A

Table 3.10 Water Chemlstry Data for BluegMll Pond (E, 1993b)

Total Hardness Total Suspended Solds
Date (mJI as CaCO) . Sles /I (mg .

12/30/92 7 5 2.6
11/13/93 6 7 4.0

01/27/93 6 6 46

02/11/93 5 . . 4 -

*02/24/93 6 3 5S0

03/10/93 4 6 4.8

03/14/93 6 4 3.6

04/12M . 6 3 . 62

04/26/93 6 6 16.2

OS10/193 6 4 L6

0S/24/93 s 5 3.

06/07/93. 7 . 3 . 16
062M93 6 3 3.2

. . . I .

In ery smmer, as evidenced by the low values of dissolved oxygen meement Ihese
observations are similar to those detected in 1990 Cable 3.7), indicating the occurrence of
lake t c .-
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BluegM.Pond water Is characterized as being soft, with an average tptal hardne of 6 mg/I
as CaCO, Total suspended solids (TSS) are generally less than those reported In 1990
(lable 3.8). An exception is the measurement taken on April 26, 1993, when TSS reached

- 162 mg/l (LES, 1993b). Sulfates in Bluegill Pond are considerably below the loisiana
water quality standard for the Lake Claiborne region, 15 mg/l.

According to Westinghouse (1989), the Army Corps of Engineers determined that a small
area of wetlands exists on the proposed site. Tis area is located In the northeast comer
of the site, downstream of the Lake Avalyn dam. The soils map (Figure 3.6) identIfies this
area as luka-Darley sofls, which are subject to frequent flooding (Kilpatrick and Henry,
1989).

Flood hazard boundary maps were developed by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FMA) as part of the National Flood Insurance Program. These maps were
evaluated to determine if the CEC would be located in or near a floodplain and, therefore,
subject to flood hazard. FBMA developed flood hazard boundary maps for all of Claiborno
Parish, except for those areas designated as 'areas of minimal flood hazarcL Because the
proposed CEC facility Is located in one of these areas, no flood hazard boundary maps
could be evaluated for this area. Thn nearest mapped flood hazard area is located
approx~mately 52 kmi (3.2 miles) to the southeast of the southern bounkdary of the proposed
facility, along the shore of Lake Claiborne. Therefore, It was, concluded that the proposed
CEC facility would not be located In or near a flood hazard area.

The largest surface water body in the vicinity of the site is Lake Claibome, which is used
extensively for recreational purposes, including swimming, boating, fishing, and water skig
Although not presently used as a source of public drinking water, the lake could be a
potential source of drinking water In the future. The two main streams draining from the
site are Cypress Creek to the west and McCasland Creek to the east. Human use of these
streams was not documented, although it is likely that children in the area may usa these
creeks for recreational purposes In addition, livestock raised by resident$ living along the
downstream reaches of both creeks may use the creeks as sources of water (LES, 1994a).
Iue to the intermittent nature of these creeks, it is probable that water usage is limited.

333 Groundwater Resources

The hydrogeology of the proposed CEC site can be desrled In terms of the regional
aquifers found at and in the vIcinity of the site, as well as the local shallow acifer. Alist
of the hydrogeologlc imits at the site Is given in Table 3.11L The regional ifers in the
vicinity of the proposed site are, from deepest to shallowest, the aquifers In the Wilcox
Group, the Caizo Sand, the Sparta Sand, and the Cockfield Formation, Th, Wilcox Group

* and the Carrizo Sand, which are hydraulically connected, are referred to as the Wilcox-
Carrizo Aquifer. The Cane River Formation, a clay confining layer, separates the Wilcox.
Canizo Aquifer from the overlying Sparta Aquifer. The Cook Mountain Formation is a
predominantly silty day that acts as an upper confing unit for the Sparta Aquifer. The
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Table 3.11 Hydrogeologlc Units Identified In the Vicinity of the Proposed CEC Site
[.ES, 1994a)

Hydroglogic
aMOd Epoch Group Fonraton Unit

Quaternary Holocene and Terrace and Terrace and
PleisoceneAh~vi t ~ ial Deposis lluia

CocIed Cocffmd Aquifer
orwmation

Cook mountain Confining lIye
Formation.

Clalborne. Sparta Sand Sparta Sand
Aquifer

Eocene Cane River Confining layer
Formation

Tertiar Carrizo Saud

Witcox-CaInZO
Wilco Undivided Aquifer

Paleoccen Undivided Conffnlzog lAycer

m onrlnig layer below Wicox-Caruizo aquifer also includes units of Cretaceous age.

Cockeld Aquffer, which lies above the Sparta Aquifer, may contain groundwater under
water table conditions. Finally, uplaid terrace and allmial deposits that overlie the
CodckfieId Formation may contain groundwater under water table conditions, but are not a
regionally continu6us aquifer.

The primary source of water fo 'Calborne Parish is the Sparta Sand Aquifer (Westinghouse,
1989). The population supplied with drinking water from the Sparta Sand Aquifer Is broken
down In Table 3.12. lWcal well depths in this aquifer generally maige from 122 to 198 m
(400 to 650 ft) bgs. Pumping rates are reportedly as high as 6,814 liters per minute
(1,800 gpm) near West Monroe, lnuisi The elevation to which water would rise i wels
(the potentiometric surfice) In the Sparta Sand Aquifer Is shown in Figure 3.11. The map
Idicates that groundwater In the Sparta Sand Aquifer generally flows northeast from the
proposed CEC site. Also evident on the map are several major cones of depression created
-by water supply pumping centers at'1owatdons hsub as El Dorado, Arknsas and Monroe,
Loaisana. Snider et aL, (1972) reports extensive lowering of the potentiomeiric surface of
the Sparta Sand Aqufer. Table 3.13 presents the hydraulic conductivity of several areas of
the Sparta Sand Aquifer. As indicated in Table 3.13, the aquifer -has generally high

ydiraulic conductivity and transmisidty, providing large supplies of groundwater.
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Table 3.12 Number of Persons In Clalborne Parish, Lou~lsans Supplied with Water
from the Sparta Sand Aqufr LFS. 1994a)

Populatlon Seed

WaterSystema. Nmber ot Peopb Pecntage oo Total

Atd Water Supply 450 2%

Rayucsoo Watr Supply 6,400 29%

Homer Water Supply 7,275 34%

Lsbon Water Supply 700 3%

South dalboM o Water System 3000 14%

Pinn Hill Water Supply S1W 2%

Wade Corectioual Center 540 2%

Central Calborne Water System 1,200 6%

Norton Shop Water System 155 1%

Summedleld Water System 750 3%

Midl Fork Water Supply 480 2%

Rlambin-Wal!= Water Supply 240 1%

Total tor Clalborns Parlsb 21,700 100%

'AD of s systemh obtain their wter supply groundwater.

In the vicinity of the proposed CEC site, water Is obtained from both shallow wells In the
Cockeld Formation and deeper wells In the Sparta Sand Aquffer. The locations of wells
nsed in the Sparta Sand Af ifer nearest the site, and used locally as drnling water
sources, are shown in Figure 3.12. Local domestic wells are generally shallow (5.4 to 22 m
[18 to 72 ftJ bgs) and produce water from discontinuous sand lenses In the Cockfleld
Formation. LES conducted a door-to-door water use survey within a 32 km (2 mile) radiu
of the site. Forty of the 51 Ind!iduals contacted actually responded. Of these, 13 residents
indicated they had shallow water supply wells. Eleven of these wells are currently used for
household purposes, gardening, and livestock watering. During the NRC scoping meeting
on July 30A 1991, in Homer, a local resident Indicated that at least 40 private water wells
within 5 miles of the sit were In use for domestic purposes.

A prelymla survey of the site (Westinghouse, 1989 and LS 1993b) revealed that at least
three open water wells exist on the site: two near Lake Avalyn and one in the southeastern
corner of the site. However, no Information was available on the date of Installation or
.depth of these wells. Samples taken from one of the abandoned wells located within 0.5 km
(3 miles) of the gas well near the southwest corner of the site showed no presence of
cominants (LES, 1994a).

I

"I
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Figur 3.11 Map of Potentiomnettic Surface of ihe Sparta
and Aqfilfr(Raqs,1984)
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ab! 3.13 Pldranullc Parameters of the Sparta Sand Aquifer as Reported
by Various Sources

Hydraul~ Conduftivt

value valuab
gpd/Lo fl/do source Ame Considered

Ran 2W -7W tm 2ao7 - IM SinIdcrtt A (19 Unim Parlhb
Avmrgm -400 Avmgm 50

22M ->750 30 - :1001 Ryals(1982) Vicb*iyf Sims

450- 500 60 -67 pay= (1968 vladq Oyf Sh

350 -78 M7~s Wea Logs Wta 7.2 kmofsit

aTo Cm to Cm pase~d m/s -gpd/f 2 x(4.72 x T)
~Tocavcttomtcrpcrdy: /d -ft/d x(3.048z1ff)

T7amsmbsMty

Vabl nx?
gp'dle tla Sourc Area ConsIderd

7,000- AM,000 Ulm2100 Sndaert A. (197) West Monr=

100,000-150,00 13,000- 20,0 Pay=e (1968 Vlcfniy of SROs

ISM000 29,D 2X 30- 4,00 Nelso & HesbWs Vicniy of sits
(198"

41,00- 45,00 3,50-, 6,030 wen UoP Withn 7.2km Of
Sato

T'o covet to cabie meter per secn& m2/s - gpd/ft x (1.438 x I&W)
bTo = tto c~m dspdar d.m 2/d - ft~jx (9.= 0z1IT)

i i

'3

Detailed Information about shallow groundwater characteristics at the site was gained fom
soil borings and well Installation during three site bydrogeologic Iwnestigations (Figure 3.13)
(Westinghouse, 1989; law Engineering. 1990b, add LES, 1993b)* The first~set of borings
was performed I uly and August of 1989, rangisgin depth from 13 to 23 m (43S to 7S ft)
(Westinghouse, 1989). These borings were performed to obtain data that could be used to
characterize the suitability of soils to support loads, suitability of onsite soils for use as
structural fil and g sue and subsurface conditions that may impact construction.
A second set of borings was performed In March and April of 1990 (Law Engineering
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* Water Wells Instaed In the Sparta Sand Aquifer

* 37 kilometers

20 nautical miles

Figre 3.11 LotIon of Water Supply Wells Installed In the Sparta Sand
Aquifer In the Vlxilt4 of the CEC Site (LES, 1994a)
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Fi9ur 3.13 Loctfons of Soil Borings and Groundwater Monitoring Well
at the Proposed CRC Site (LES, 19.94a)
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1990b). These borings rdd In depth from 7.6 to 30 i (25 to 100 ft) and were used to
determine the following subsurface characteristics:

-static and seismic load-bearing capadty;
*sultablity of excamted soils for fil and
-nature of geologic formations undering the site.

Temporary plezometers were installed in four boings at representative locations across the
site to determine the groundwater elevation.

An additional seven monitoring wells were installed at the site during the last week of
July 1990. to collect and anaye aquifer material and groundwater samples (LES, 1994a).
The wells were screened in the first encountered saturated zone. Geologic samples were
analyzed for density, porosity, moisture content, and total organic carbon. Groundwater
samples were anayzed for physical parameters and inorganic chemicals.

Figures 3.14 and 3.15 illustrate groundwater contours at the site, based on groundwater
elevation measurements taken in April 1990 and August 1990, respectively. As seen In these
figures, the shallow groundwater follows the local topography and discharges to local surface
water bodies. As illustrated in Figure 3.15, the center of the ste, where the facility will be
located, is a drainage divide and recharge area for local shallow groundwater which flows
to the northeast and southwest from the divide. Perched water conditions (locally elevated
water tables resulting from impermeable day lenses) were encountered in 9 of 13 test pits
at depths of 1.8 to 3.0 m (6 to 10 ft) (Law Bngneerin&g 1990b). Discharge from these areas
to groundwater seeps, which Is evident in.hllsides on the site, also occurs vertically
downward into the saturated zone.

Average linear velocities (V) of groundwater between onsite monitoring wells installed in
the shallow aquifer were computed using Darcs Law:

,K I dbi

where:
V=average linear. groundwater velocity (ft/day)
K=bydradlic conductivity (ft/day)
N=porosity (M)
dh/dI = hydraulic gradient (ft/ft) (Le., the elevation difference in the water table
between two points over a distance)'

The average linear velocities (ie., groundwater flow rates) were computed using averages
of measured values'of bydruicconductivity and porosity in each well and are provided In
Table 3.14. Flow rates were computed assuming that the two wells in the first column of
the table are hydraulically connected. While this assumption may not be accurate for all
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Table 3.14 Parameter Values Used to Compute Groundwater Yelodtles In the
Shallow Aqulfer Beneath the Proposed CEC Site (LES, 1994a)

Average
Uydauft DIffeneo h Dstance Av0e Flow Time

Condadhy, Average Water 1aMw Between Linear Between
KE Porosit4, Elaidon, db Wellsd Veociy Welb

Wdls (ftday) N (%) (U) dl () V (lyr) (yor)

Al-Bl Q4 40.2% s9m 1950 3.0 65S

Pl-Bl L75 42.8% 15.1 2000 3 177

El-Bl 0.5 45% 16.05 2600 25 1037

Al-Dl 04 373% 527 1050 18 573

Al-1 0.54 375% 4803 1800 3.4 531

ElC 0.254 423% 40. 2250 4.0 s6

1C 504 40.1% 39.9 168S 32.4 52

bC*W to Me=tu M X 305

of the pain of wells, it provides a method of determining a range of average groundwater
flow rates In the shallow aquifer. These flow rates were used to esdimate potential travel
times for groundwater to migrate from the proposed CEC to both Bluegill Pond and Lake
Avay. As shown in Table 3.14, groundwater flows most rapidly from the center of the site
to the southwest and northeast For example, estimates Indicate that It would take 52 years
for groundwater to flow from the site to Bluegill Pond (Le., between wells F1 and ClO and
17J years for groundwater to flow northeast from the site to lake Avalyn (i.e, between
wells Fl and B1). On the other hand, the slowest groundwater flow would most likely be
from the center of the site to the northwest or southeast along the topographic high running
through the center of the site.

Results of chemical analyses of shallow groundwater at the site are provided in Table 3.15.
Background levels of metals In unfiltered samples are below regulatory limits: beryllium (up
to 0Q010 mg/I), arsenic (up to 36 mg/I), cadmium (up to 1.4 mg/I), chromium (up to
94 mg/I), copper (up to 62 mg/I), lead (up to 45 mg/l), nickel (up to 96 mg/i), and zinc
(07 mg/i). Unfiltered samples Indicate the presence of zinc (0.006 to 0.011 mg/i), cadmium
(0.44 to 1.1 mg/I), and copper (3.0 to 17 mg/l). Sulfate concentrations ranged from 53 to
83 mg/l. Th 83 mg/I concentration exceeds the current State of Loisiana numerical water
quality criteria of 15 mg/l for the Lake Claiborne Region. The Louisiana Office of Water
Resources has indicated that the sulfate discharge concentration will be limited to 250 mg/I
(LDB, 1994). Additional samples of the Sparta Aquifer (IES, 1993b) were taken at the
request of the LDEQ and are provided in Table 3.16 These results showed that sulfate
measurements were consistently above the 15 mg/L, but below 250 mg/I

i

. .
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Table 3.15. Ckinea Data from Undtltered Saples Collected from Onsite
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Table 3.16 Sulfate Concentrations and Hardness of the Groundwater In the Sparta
Sand Aqulfer (LES, 1993b)

ssmpfhz Dab sultat (mgi rdk (mg/ as CaCO3)

12//92 23 5

01/1393 22 3

01/27/93 22 4

02/11/3 21 6

02/24/93 22 7

03/10/93 20 3

03/24/93 21 3

04/12/93 20 4

04/26/93 21 6
05/10/93 21 3

05t24/93 22 4

06/07/93 23 5

06/22/93 25 3

Avgm 22 4A5

I:

3A Clmatology and Meteorol2

341 Climatology

The climate of north-central Louisiana is transitional between the subtropical humid climat
of the Gulf and the continental climates of the Great Plains and the Midwest. The raral
terrain Is characterized by gently rolling hills allowing unobstructed air flow to the site from
any direction. During winter, masses of moderate cold air move periodically through the
area, causing ice storms and freezing rain. Snowfall and prolonged cold spells are unusual,
and annual measurable snowfall is rare. Annual rainfall totals over 127 cm (50 In) and
occurs primarily as moderate to hea rains usually associated with thunderstorms, especially
In spring and summer, October Is the only month that averages less than 8 cm (3 inches)
of rainfall. Summer months are quite warm and humid, with afternoon temperatures above
30° C (90' F) and afternoon humidity in the 60 to 75 percent range. The average annual
temperature is 18.6° C (65.4' F

Hurricanes dissipate over southern Louisiana and do not pose a severe wind damage threat
to the area. The hurricane winds are usually not destructive, but flooding can be expected
near the site. When Hurricane Andrew struck the area on August 26, 1992, winds were
reported to be near 59 m/sec (11S knots) at landfalL About 3 1/2 hours later, winds had
died to 41 m/sec (80 knots), and the hurricane was downgraded to zi tropical storm after

I
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9.5 hours with winds of 26 m/sec (50 knots). The storm downgraded to a tropical
depression after 21.5 hours, as winds calmed to 30 knots (15 m/sec or 34 rmph)
(NKC, 1992). The distance traveled by Hurricane Andrew at the time it was downgraded
to a tropical depression Is approximately the same distance that would be covered If the
storm traveled directly to Homer. A wind Speed of 15 m/sec would not be sustained
because the force of the storm would be expended near the coast and additional energy
would not be available while the storm was moving over land.

Limited climatological data for the site are gathered in Homer, more complete data are
gathered at Shreveport, which Is the closest National Weather Service (NWS) station.
Temperature and precipitation Information for Homer Is shown in Table 3.17; additional
dimatic data from Shreveport are shown In Table 3.18. Data for pan evaporation and wind
movement gathered at the Red River Research Station, Louisiana, and Calhoun Research
Station, I luisana- are shown in Table 3.19. These sites, located 72 kam (45 miles) southwest
and 89 km (55 miles) east southeast (ESE) of Homer, respectively, are shown in Figure 3.16.
The average soil temperatures for these two sites and for Monroe, Louisiana, located
121 km (75 miles) ESE of Homer, are shown In Table 3.19.

3A2 Winds and Severe Storms

Thunderstorms are common In the vicinity of the site, occurring during all months of the
year. Shreveport data show that an average of 55.9 thunderstorms occur each year, with the
summer months having a higher frequencyT Cable 3.20). Severe storms causing snow
a mlaton of 2.5 cm (1 in) or more are infrequent, occurring 0.6 times per year from
November to March; over half occur in January. Although the storms are infrequent and
the snow or ice rarely remains on the ground more than a few days, the impact to the area
is much more severe than in most of the continental United States due to lack of equipment
and experience to deal with such conditions. The heaviest rains in this area of Louisiana
are associated with very slow-moving tropical depresslons. Hurricanes may have heavy rains
associated with them In coastal locations (for example, Hurricane Andrew rained
ap xately 25 em (10 In) on a near-coastal Missippi town), but usually degrade into
fast-moving tropical depressions Inland areas rarely get more tham a couple of inches
during ofie rainfall

High winds are most frequently associated with thunderstorms. Hurricanes can cause high
sustained winds, bit these are rarely of destructive force. Tornados are not particularly
common, they are constrained by the forest cover, large amounts of water in rivers and lakes
(which moderate extreme temperatures), and rolling hills around the site. The probability
of both high straigbt wind and tornadic winds striking the site was estimated following the
guidance In NUREG/CR 3058 (NRC, 1983). The area-intensity relationship of a tornado
was developed based on tornados occurring In an area between 300 N. and 350 N. latitude
and between o9r and 96a W. longltude (Figure 3.17). The area-intensity relationship is a
function of the areal extent of the mead damage path versus wind velocity. An occurrence-
Intensity relationship was developed based upon the 632 tornados that occurred In an area
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Table 3.18 Sluret Ctmatlogeal Dati (NOAA, 1990)

RlATV HUMDiTY DAY }EWAVY PO
._ M POSS ( Y c Om) -

MONTH 06 o SKCY COVER * SU Day)

JAN 77 83 63 6S a 5o
PEB 76 83. 59 ,8 .63 5 22.
MAR. .7S .83 56 54 63 58 , A'
APR . ' '7 56 a C2 59 .2
MAY 83 90 59 a 6 . 64 Os
IUN 84 90 S8 59 54 71 05'
JUL 83 90 57 S8 53 74. 03
AUG - 82 91 55 57 S1 73. . 03
*SEP .82 91 '7 61 S1 , 69, _
ocr, s .89 - 54 62 4 . 0 23'
NQV so as 53 66 55 58 2.7
DE _1 S- a -
TMW 5 __ _ 67 _ 53 29
YEAR 80 87 __ 60 57 63 . 19A
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Table 39 RegVal Eva WW MWvemnt, aud Soll Tempraturs (NOAA, 1990)
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Figure 3.16 Locatlons of Major Meteorological Sites Near CEC

bounded between 9? and 9ST W. longitude and between 310 and 340 N. latitude
(36,000 square miles) from 1950 to 1987. Ts is equivalent to 16.6 tornados per year in an
area the size of Indiana. There is no significant statistical difference in frequency of
tornados between the area bounded between 92 and 95' W. longitude and between 31 and
34' N. latitude and the area bounded between 92' and 940 W. longitude and between
32? and 34' N. latitude (McDonald-Mehta ngineers, 1990).

Straight wind speed was based upon maximum annual wind speed data obtained from both
Shreveport End the Barlkdale. Air Force Base. Data were corrected to a standard
meteorological tower height of 10 m and then converted to fiatest-mile wind speed. The
fastest-mile wind speed probabilities from this data (Table 321) were combined with the
tornado data (Table 3.22) to obtain an overall wind speed probability data set.
Meteorological tower heights at both locations were about 6 m (20 ft), as opposed to the
standard height of 10 mu. As a result, the reported wind speeds are lower than obtained at
a standard tower height due to friction with the ground, vegetation, and structures.
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Table 3.20 Characteristics of Wind and Frequency ot Thunderstorm
at Shreveport Louls a (NOAA, 1990)

MONU M SNOWOR 1CD
SIED 1MAN DI EIN S DDEC GUST 7UDR GR AI

_______DIRETIG (74PH (DEGREE) (MPH) SWORMS THAZ(4CM

JAN I3 5 37 220 41 U 3

FM SO? S 48 2n 49 17 a

MAR ltU2 S 41 290 Ss .. .

APR 93 8 52 280 63 5 0Q0

MAY S _ 39 280 . 7.1 a

JUN 7 S 37 to 5s 73 0

JUL 7. 8 46 290 66 8w0 0

AUO 9 S 3 250 .49 - 0

SEP 73 ENB 44 W 33 40 O

OCT 7A SSB 35 310 41 27 0

NOV 6 . 38 29S 47. MO .

DEC 9.0 S 37 140 64 2.2 01

YEAR 84 U 5 283 . 66 553 O4A

'cTo mnt to mdee par se mr/sc - mph 0.44
b r* 1963
'Iliovalm sisbewc= 0.l and0.OM

a

I:
I:

Tab!e 3.21 Fastest-Mie Wind Speed Probabiltles (McDonald-Mehta Engineers, 1990)

Annual rnbt Wmnd Speeda (n/see) rpe oWind

1:10 23 Stralght

km10 27 Straight

L. W 32 S. 9

1:3,b00 34 StraiS, T=nado

1:10,000 51 Tornado

1:10,0 73 Tornado

1:1 .000 0 100 Tonado_

'Reprcsentb a 2second gsL
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Table 322 Frequency of.Damaging Tomados (McDonald-Mehta Eng neers, 1990)
Mean Area MedIan ind

Number o Dama=geab Sped
F-Scale Tornados hectarts(acrs) (m/sec)

Pik 1& damap - wind speeds 40.72 mph. 103 4.6(115) 25
Some damago to chimneys and TV antenns
occurs branches broken off trees Od trees with
holiow insides break and fbn_

ft Moderata amge - 73.21 mph. 256 562 (39) 41
Beginning ot hicanb spees Surtace of roofs
peeled o14 window broken; trailer houses arn
pushed or tumcd over; trees on soft ground arm
puhd over, some trees mappe&

P2: Considerabe damag - 3157 mphL 14 216 ( 60
Roofs torn oftf houes, leaving stog wals
uprlgb weak structurs and outbuildings
destroed; tra homes are demolished; cars
blown of Ighwy.

P3: Swevr damagp. 158206 mph.. 74 537 (1316) S
Some mrl buildings completely demolished; roofs
and somo wafls torn off welconstucted buSldings
tran overturned; cars lifted off the ground and
roiled; most trecs upx d or snapped; block
structures oftcn levele&__ ___

P4 Dcvastating mge - 07-260 mph 9 1264 (31W) 104
Wellconstuded houses levld; strOtures with
weak f datons ld, torn, and blown awy
some distance trees debarked by fI* dris;
gavel and sand fly in wind; cars blown, rold,
and dcstcyed; larp missiles geerateA

F* Incredible damage - 261-318 mph. 2651 (662) 129
Strong- ed houses led and carried
considerable distance to disinteatm steed
rdeord concrete structures badly damaged;
automobiles Py100 Yards or omo

' Reorted tornados In 195087 Priod within latitude 31 - 3W N. latitude and 92 - 95 W. lontd
b Mean area of dnage due to tornados from1 70 to 19D with 30 - 3S latiude and 91 - 96 W.

ogitud.

I

I'

II

Ii
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343 Meteorology and Dispersion

The meteorological fiactors affecting dispersion and, consequently, the ambient air quality
are related to wind speed, atmospheric stability, and mixing heights. There are no
meteorological stations In the immediate vicinity of the site, however, three sites are
reasonably close and suitable for use In terms of meteorology. Ihese sites are Shreveport,
Loisiana, which Is arimatel 72 km (45 miles) west southwest (WSW) of the site;
Monroe, Louisiana, which is pproimatel 92 kn (57 miles) east southeast (ESE) of the
site; and El Dorado, Arkansas, which Is approximately 56 km (35 miles) northeast (NE) of
the site (Figure 3.16). Temperature and precipitation data measured from these three sites
are provided in Table 323 and Table 324, respectively. These data show the regional trend
of increasing temperature and precipitation from north to south and from west to east. The
differences between the data for thes stations and the Homer station are negligible,
demonstating similar climates for all four dtes.

The frequency that wind blows in a particular direction or at various speeds Is usually
represented graphically with a wind rose." Wind roses for the three sites and a nighttime
wind rose for Shreveport are provided in Figures 3.18 through 3.21. The wind roses for all
three sites are very simiarl, but the wind at the El Dorado site Is less sable than the wind
at either Shreveport or Monroe, which have virtually identical stability classifications. Both
Shreveport and the proposed CEC site are located on high hills. There are no intervening
geologic features or Iarge bodies of water capable of affecting the weather between the two
sites. El Dorado's meteorological data should be excluded frbm consideration because both
the city and the meteorological station are located in a valley, typical of southern Arkinsas.

The valley temperatures are often lower than temperatures in surrounding areas due to
shade during daylight hor and radiational cooling at night. This creates inversion layers
at different altitudes thh the predominant mining layer. Because the Shreveport station is
closer to the proposed site, it Is most appropriate to use meteorological data from this
station (Ethridge, 1992).

The wind speed and direction were measured at heights lower than the standard 30 m
(98 ft) at all of the sites; many of the stations experienced Interference from buildings.
Thus, the wind speeds reported were.lower than would be reported by a standard
meteorological tower. Other effects of the lower heights Include increased frequency of
reported calmsand fewer sibfts In wind direction.

Shreveportfs meteorological stitlon location descripdon was as good or better than any other
site. In August 1988a standard meteorological tower was put into service. A ind rose
for 1989 (Figure 322) shows fewer calm periods (7.61 percent versus 12.92 percent) and
higher wind speeds, as expected.

Noe t t ind roses ore for Sye=r of =Yface whd t 'EPA ha shosm that me ts tte
jundffescefn Syp=r of do, cndifevM tough dyc=rs of record ore dfferntfor Ase ue
ft ofld not be cauiddrd Ot Ome oonclons dmmn s mupea
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Table 3.24 Means otReglonal Predpitatton In Ineles (NOAA, 1990; bNOM, W4(b);
"NOAA, 1984(c)] Based on 1951-1980 Averages

ShmveOum LA _ DeuS .t',IMB Altr" LA

M -MA > - -- -> - - R - -
0 .0 1 ' 0 .5 *

- _ - -^ -- - -.- -J -

IAN, 4. 10i 0.9 S 9V2 4.74 PAS U 11.9 7 4.34 I I.O 4.6 7

MM I 6 L1? 0.5 44 3 4.m 9.M 0.4 6.0 6 4_4 IO 0i 3.? 6

MM 5.77 7. 0CS 43 9.41 OA 5.0 7 5.21 .0 0 3Jo 7

4.71 11.9 T w IIA i. 1V S 0.0 W. 6 4. _ 0. _ . 6

MAYt -6. 31.71 T T 8. 4.79 9.57 0.0 0 7 5. s A 0 6

1M 5.54 17.11 C. 0. Is 5* 150 0.0 .. 50 5 0. 0.0 5

ZoI. .5 9PM 0.0 O 7.9 3 1 9 0. 0.0 3 4* t .0 0.0 6

AO 2M O 3 0 0 7 0.0 2.6 6.49 0.0 00 W S

:- -2s -! -. QO 6.- -J O - - - -D -D -

OCT 2.6 12.6 0.0 0.0 6. 3. 6 3.1 0.0 * 0QO 4 2 * 8.19 0.0 0.0.

O. .77 1031 T 1.3 32 W 13.05 0.0 0.7 QS .97 W OS 0. 0.0 S

5.3? 10.O" 03 5. 9.1 4.6 1. OA 3 6 4.34 1W Q 20 5.0 6

A s14t 97.1 4" 1J 6" 2. 11.9 6 49 6I IA 67 6_ 6

a To e vm rtto e sel,31eterw cm - Inx2.4
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Shreveport

Jcnuiry I -Ocombee 31t 7 PM-7 AM

N

.
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' : .Indle direction
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CALw wInd la bluwly.

Figu 3.19 Nigttlme Wind Rose for Shrevport, Louisiana (198441988)
(NOAA, 1990)
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Onshore airflow from the Gulf of MudCoo caues southerly winds to prevail most of the year.
Cold fronts cause northerly flows. The percentage of time wind blows in a certain direction

: during eacti month of the year is shown In Tale 325. Table 3.26 shows the annual
percentage of time that wind blows at various wind se. (Note: These reported speeds
are lower than actual cle to poor measurement locatidri) Due to the strong directdonality
of the wind, some stability classification methods may show significantly more stable
atmospheric conditions thas other methods. Because the site recelves more insolation than
most sites nationwide and has high humidity, the site would be considered to have less
stability (more dispersion) than many other sites with similar factors. Table 327 presents

'the Stability Array (STAR) data for a 5-year period (1984.1988) at Shreveport, Louisiana.
These data demonstrate frequent stable conditions, although this may result In part from
collecting the data at a low tower height. However, any modeling of the dispersion of
potants would overestimate the impacts on nearby receptors, and actual exposures would
be less than those indicated by the model.

Mixing heights and controlling Inversion layers typically have large diurnal variations.
.T1ble 328 shows the seasonal morning and afternoon mixing heights and wind speeds at
Homer, Louisiana (Holzworth, 1972). Summer has the greatest m ng heights and lowest
wind speeds of any season in the afternoon, while sring has the greatest morning mixing
helghts. The mixing heights and wind Wpeeds are fairly typical of the Interior United States.
Pollution episode conditions are defined by the National Air Pollution Potential Forecasting
Program as he combinationof: (1) mixing heights under 1,500 m (4,900 ft); (2) wind
speeds under 4.0 misec (89 mph); and (3) no significant precipitation. Holzworth's maps
show that Shreveport, the closest meteorological station to the site to have upper air data,
reported 13 pollution episodes lasting at least 48 hours and 32 pollution episode-days during
the S-year period from 1960 to 1964 (Holzworth, 1972). Fall pollution episodes
predominated, with no episode lasting more than S hours. Spring afternoons appear to offer
the best dispersion combinations of mixing heights and wind speeds, whereas autumn
morningsseem to have the worst.

3AA Mr Quality

C n Parish Is located In the Shreveport-Texarkana-Tyler Air Quality Control Region
(AQCR), AQCR 022. The AQCR Is better than National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for total suspended particulates CSP) and sulfur oxides (SOJ, The AQCR is
either not characerized or is better than NAAQS for ozone (0,), nitrogen oxides (NOJ,
and carbon monoxide (CO). The NAAQS are shown in Table 3.29, and air quality data for
Loulsana is presented in Table 3.30. It-should benoted that the TSP values shown In
Table 3.30 reflect TP values prior to redeffniWg TSP to be limited to particulate matter less
an 10 micrometers (ard) in diameter. The change hi definition was due to studies that

showed adverse health effects were caused by only the smaller particulates (Le., respirable
size). In 1987, data fpr Shreveport showed a highest geometric mean TSP concentration of
31 micrograms per cublc meter (g/me) (EPA, 1989), which is well below the 53.47 value
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Table 3.25 Shreveport, Loulsiana Montly Wind Direction Frequencies, Percent
(Department of Commerce, 1979)

MAN FB MAR APR. MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCr NOV DEC

N 5 7 6 4 4 3 2 4 8 7 7 4

NNE 6 6 5 3 4 3 3 4 10 8 6 6

NB 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 6 5 4 4

MENE 4 *4 5 4 3 4 3 5 8, 5 5 4

B 3 5 4 4 4 4 3 5 7 5 4 3

MM 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 9 8 5 6

SE 7 8 8 9. 11 10 11 11 10 10 7 9

SSB U 8 10 1 15 2 12 12 9 10 u u

S 14 13 13 17 17 I1 16 13 8 l0 23 U

SSW 6 6 7 4 6 13 13 10 4 4 5. 6

SW 2 3 3 3 5 6 8 7 2 3 3 3

wSW 2 3 3 3 3 4 6 4 2 2 2 4

W 4 3 3 4 3 2 2 3 2 2 1 4

WNW 8 6 6 S 4 2 2 2 2 4 6 8

NW 8 8 7 S 4 2 2 2 2 6 8 7

NNW 8 7 7 6 4 3 2 2 5 6 .9 7

CALM 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 S 6 5 4 3

I

ii

Table 326 Percent of Thme Winds Blow at Each Wind Speed In Shreveport, Loulsiana
(LES, 19.92t)

Sftbft Wind Speed (rn/see)
cim

Ls 23 43 6 8 93 iz hta

A 026 102 0o. 0.00 on00 0.00 1O28

B Li8 4.17 296 O. 0.00 0.00 131

C 0.34 4L13 8.84 120 0.03 0.00 1454

D 0.89 71 249 O4 01 13 44.70

B 0.00 7.35 7.26 o. 0.00 0.00 14.61

*P 152 1218 8O0 .O0 O 00O0 13.70

0 2. 0.00 00 00 moo 0.00 285

TOWat 7.0 3AS7 39M 13.66 1.4 0.14 10040

I

I
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Table 3.27 Shreveport, Loulsana Stability Aray fbr 19844988 OiM, 1994a)

MAXRMTJM VflND SPE IN KNOW ~_ __ _

d5 25 43 68 95 25

CLASS A N 0JQ00424 . . .

N 4N E 0 .0 0 2 4 0 . 0 3 9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.00022 17 °

0..00 2 0. . 0 m .

sm .m ODO

B . 0 3 3 0 0 2 _ _ _ _ _ i_ _ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' _ _ . _ _ I

S . 0 6 : . oo 0.000 4 . . ._ ... . .

S S E 0.00O D " 0 .0 0 0 S 5 ____ ___S 0Q00666 x0m9 _ . ... .

WSW 000424 OMOM0. .. _ _ _

W Om ' omns=

.NW 000m O.0 . .. _ _ _

NW 0_04 0400m0456 -

Nofte soee Z er wh
. Dare was IAn ato dI m (20 ft) ftfl th e smdmn 10 m 328O ftortfh m~ft b IOf* lower iepmfe wftd spedm to coreof to rne
per secom& MAi - kw& x:051
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ra& 3.27 Shreport, Loilana Stiliy ArmXy ir 194W988 (LES, 199i) (Caunued)

_MAXU4A WM SPEED IN 10NO0

Wdo. 4.3 6. 9.5 125

CLASS B N 04 __

,M 0AM67 0.00163 278

NE. 0 C63 0

ENE 0007S OD000936

owl00=7 0.01450.0757 _______________

ESE A01129 0.0020 001.24

SEB 00011 0O CAM666

SSE 0.001204 0028 0001552

S - 0195 OLD" ODOM

SSW 0.00941 0.001757

SW 0.00054 0 n 023__

WSW O.l017 002648 00780 . ___

W OD0017 a0.02 01780
WNW 0.0 n 0 0X0662

NW 0.00639 beW _,_

NNW _ 00}00790 00015 O0X0036 ._ _

NotW BlW*k 4, reqpwadzar v a
'Data wa takA at 61 as (20p) mTermdwa Bw eonawd lons (28ft) id& remb l s~al;v tow aqosud %ad qco4 tA Awd to maW
P Uucond nsV, - kwox as5
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Note: Blm* 5poes irpepnwe Wv bWhI
'Dat wms take at 6.1m P2OP) rmheFanh the 5rdard 10m (32.8ft), whkch tmufts In sffghtly'lmwer repot d x~n peftdr to ccmvef to nmnz
per mmdon rni - Anotx 0.51



Tnhbe 3.27 ShUvepor4 eLonn Stabl4 Artay far 19418 (LIA 19,4a) (Cbinued)

_____ ______MAXIMUM WIND SPEWD IN XNSNOW _

WdS ,__LS 25 43 6* 9.5 2w-

CLASS D N 0X11" 007M 0018 0.02648 000

NN__ 0.0082 0.050 am016 010045 01000= 0 00002

NE 0Q00W 0.003972 0.00901 0.05 0.00002____

___ 0A00775 0.004452 0.009429 0_02 0.0005 __

00.0 005 0a.0X16 o0m.

ES 0.01_ 0XL7876. 00 OD01849 0 1 000045

SE OD= ow 0U.1713 0 00623 010 0 000=

SSE 0017457 0.20045O 0.202 O0707 _ .00136

S 1i"6 001047 06 02461 0.001735 0000114

SSW 00 00515 0008744 0.7 O

SW 0.00087A 0.003652 0.0630 0.01W00036 _ _

WSW 0fJ(ff5 0.0062 0.035 0.02 0.00031 0.0009

W 0020s a 005 0M ob0o

WNW 0 00023 0 Oa0 000 000 06

NW 0_00058 0 001 011 04015 a-Owl

NNW 0. 0.0 0.0071W 000803 - .76 _ .001

NoA g k apaw waWu tah"..
aawas tak at WS 41 i (20 ft) aoutw h UA atedaid l ns (328P ,deb rw]ts In 5Zy low iravpodad i-4A to awd to incw

perwoad Cuelasex1
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Table 3.27 S vport, ultaIna StnbMty ArM f br 19S4.1988 (LS94n) (Vonflg d

._ _ '___ MAXIM MWIND SP~ eDlS RN -I~ ~ __ _

Wind SCte T 9 1
____o .''- ____

. 5 1 25. 43 6B8 9.5 X

5LAS 1E N 0a0 oive . .. .

0NO02397 ' 0M173 .

_ _ _ _ _ _ 0 . 0 90 0.0 0 2 4 4 2

SE _ _ _ _..QOf3013 _am_

ES!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0. 0 0 7 0 7 0 .0 6 4 3 . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _

S E .__ _ _ ._ 0 .0 9 0 .0 0 294 5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SSE 0o. 74 0 40 . . ..

. .. . ..O .,-

SSW _ _'M219 0 972 _ __

SW M M.0045 o0o. 0
WSW 0.00 001415
W 0v.000785 0.00m 7 a __ __

WNW 001643 0004406 _ _ _

NW M.0 712 0. 5 . . ..

NNW 0 0 64 0.003424 ._ ._ . . ..

Notc: B *e

p& erkn MA - knoit x 051



TIVdd 3.27 Sbmepoxt Loauislaa StaolIty AhM for 1984.1988 ([ZS, 1994) (ConIbuwd)

Wad Scn
__ 25 43 63 9.5 12X

CLASS F N Om 04_063

NN 0092 0 _ _ X

En 001119 O4AMM _________

ME _ _ 04)0 00_
-SE AM O"

SSE _ _0421 0W_ ____

S O04842 0.17853
SSW 0.001780 04D07o

S., 0.045 0000___ __ _ .__ _.__

VSW GAO"=000m
WSW 0.004344 0406780

Ww - Qo035 __ _

WNW 000113 0.00_ _

NW 04048 0X04977 7____

* ,- _ __-_-_ _.

Noe Wank Rao rgpweBa we wA
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Table 3.27 Sbreport, LIslana StabMty ArMm fbr 19M8-8 (S, 994a) (COmlhmed

._ MAXMM WD SPEW IN KNOW
W Ind S ectoT1 5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9 32 .

1. 25 4S e 6s 93 s

CLASS 0 N 000240 _0___

NN'0.001802 7 __

Nit 0001612 =2- _ ._ __ _ __ _ _ :
_ _M O_ _0327 l

SS. l _M.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _. 0 2 5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ .__ _ _ _ _ _ _

E S 0 .0 0 8 8 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

S S B~~~~~~ _ ____________

S W _. 0 4 7 __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

WSW 0 ; . ____

W 0S t1 8 __X 7_ . , .

* W N W 0 . 0 5 6_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

row oni ..

Note BUlmk ipow I '7ettw voh
D ata w" t at 6 1 m O ) ra e tan 1w 5 fdU Jm (32Z8.t?1 rcsntn I gb lower porre d ,peed; io oor to nea
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Table 328 Seasonal M D8ng Heights and WInd Speeds at Homer, Louisiana
(Hokwor 197

Morning Afteoon

MJ nZ Hedat Wnd Speed MiXg Heigt Wind Sped
Mete) (rn/see) (Mes) (rn/sec)

Wintcr 500 6.0 1,00A 5S

Spns 550 6D 1,400 7.0

SU500 4=0 100 5D

Fai 40 45 1,400 5

Annual 5.0 1400

I!

1

Table 3.29 National Prima and Secondax7 Ambient Air Quality Standards

Polutua Av=&&M= Fdrnq. Seonda

SOc Annual Ar& Mean .S0 pg 3

24 Hours 365 pg/M3

3 Hows 1,300 ym3

TSP Annual A& Mean 50 pz 3  50 pg/m 3

24 HoUws 150 P/ 3  150 im 3

Omno (0) 1 HDu 235 /m3  235;j/m3

NOX AnralAX an 100 M/M 3  100pg/nm3

ILad 3Months 1p g/rn 3- 1. Sg/m3

co 8 HOs 10 m8/ra3

I Hour 40 mg/mn3

shown In the table. Thus, although Shreveport was I nonattainment for TSP in 1985, due
to the change in definition of TSP, it Is now in attainment for all air pollutants (EPA, 1992).
Dn to the good air qality In the region, there are very few monitoring statis in northern
lozuana none are close to the sitea

.
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Tabte 330 Lonlslans Air Qualfty pg/rmn) (E3:A, Ms35)

Pereentie
Ardtmetdc Geometc

Site Pollut Year Malnmm Avrap Mean 95
Momoe TsP . 194 151 57 5239 SO 102
Homer 9TSP: 1984 8047 44.M1 .44 Z
Sbreport TP 1984 107 58 53.47 55 95
BatonuAgm TP . 1934 104 S7 54.07 55 .88
ShLveporL 1934 043 0.14 0.43
Batonu Lead .194 . .63 . 0.23 265
Baton Roug Cmao Monodde 94 1130 570 300 2,100
Mono Saf Dio dde 1984 123 8 5.06 3. 31
Shrport Solftr Dvade 1934 L26 8 5.19 3 26
Baton Roug Sulfur Dloide 1984 582 16 7.60 5 S 8
Baton Rovge . Nitrogen Doxde 1934 62 34. 3219 32 40
Mom-de Nitro Dioxide 1984 72 37 33.72 32 43
Sevept Ntr n Dlodde 1934 94 36 27.5 30 44
Monmo . zone .1984 0.Q103 0042 .O04 . Q039: Q074
Shvepot OMn 1934 0.109 0.041 0.04. 0037 0079
Baton Rougp Ozoee 1984 0.161 0.047 0.04 .04! 0O93



3. Blotle Resources

Ths section provides a baseline description of the blotic resources and the terrestrial and
aquatic communties at the proposed CEC site, prior to ay disturbances associated witb the
construcon or operation of the CEC Prior environmental disturbances not associated with
the CEC and their effect on the site's ecology are considered when describing the baseline
codTons he baseline conditions descrbed are those that existed after extensive
timbering, which occurred In the spring and early summer of 1990.

Ivetores of the flora (Rhodes, 1990), avfauna (GoerM, 199 and 199Gb), and aquatic
commUnities (Davs, 1990b) at the proposed CEC site were performed. The anial species
at the site were assessed by comparing them with species typical of other southeastern mixed !
forest systems (Bafley, 1980). For each major community at the proposed site, the plant and
animal species that comprise the community are Identified, and their distriution and
relative abundance are discussed Based on these Initial assessments, Important species were
Identified (NRC, 1975a). The following criteria were applied to Identify important species:

(1) Tho species is commercially or recreationally valuable.

(2) The species Is threatened or endangered, as defined In the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (PRL 93.205).

(3) The species affects the well-being of one or more important species |
Identified using Criteria 1 or 2.

-(4) The species is critIcal to the structure and function of the ecological system
or is a biological indicator of radionuclides In the environment.

The important specdes aro futher described by their interrelationship with the environment
at the sito, Including their habitat requirements, life histoiy, and population dynamics. Pre-
existing evm tal stresses that may have impacted the ecological integrity of the site
and affected important species are also Identified.

Terrestrial and aquatic communities are addressed In the following three subsections
Section 31, whIch dissses the botanical communities; Section 352, wbIch discusses the
terrestrIalwldldfe communities; andSection 353, which discusses the aquatic commuits
Threatened and endangered species and critical habitats that may be present at the site are
Identified in the discussions of each community.

3.51 Botancal Communitles

The botanccoimntis present at the proposed CEC site generally reflect the range of
plant communities that lHe In the Wester Hills subprovince of the Gulf Coastal Plain
physlograpbic province (Evans et. alt 1983). This region was covered at one time primarily
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by mixed pine and hardwdod forests, and some areas of the region still reflect this forest
- structure. However, forestry and agricultural practices have changed the vegetative

cmm es of most of the region.. Currently, pines, primarily lobloll (Piius taeda) and
short leaf (Pbw pakatds) pine, are the dominant species on most forested upland sites
within the region. Alluvial forests dominated by mixed hardwood species occur In the
bottomlands along the drainage ways and streams that dissect the region.

A botanical survey was conducted at the proposed CEC site In June 1990 (Rhodes, 1990),
and five distinct plant communities were Identified fgure 323). These are, In order of
their prevalence at the site:

(1) upland mixed forest-recent harvest
(2) upland mixed forest-several years since harvest
-(3) upland forest-pine-dominated
(4) upland mixed forest-mature
(5) bottomland hardwood forest

The following qualitative terms are used to describe the degree of prevalence of each
species:

* Domfnar± the most prevalent species within a given vegetative community based on
coilderations of biomass -(qualtatively determined by the number and
size of individual specie). A ommity may have one or more dominant
species or no dominant species.

* Commo a specks that has a high probabity of being noted at any random point
within a specific vegetative community.

* Moderate: a species that may or may not be.observed at any random point within a
specific vegetative community, but may be located with a limited amount
of searching.

* Scattered: a species that occurs .onl a few times within a given vegetative
community, or a species that Is abundant in only one or two localized
areas.

3S.L1 Upland Mixd Forest-Recent Harvest

Upland mixed forest Implies a miture of pine and hardwood that is not subject to
Inundation by water at any time. Most of this area was clearcut during late winter through
early summer of 1990. Recently harested upland mixed forest Is the dominant vegetative
coamnunity onthe proposed CEC site, occyig 61 percent, or about 110 hectares
(271 acres), of the total land area (179 hectares [442 atresD of the LES property. As shown
in Figure 3.23, the majority of the recently harvested area lies west of Parish Road 39,
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Figure 323 Principal Vegetative Communities at the Proposed CEC Site
* (LES, 1994a)
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dominating the entire western half of the LBS property. ie -emaining portion lies east of
Lake Avalyn.

Numerous species of herbaceous plants occur throughout the recently harvested upland
mixed forest. Many of these species are invaders suchbas panic gs (Dkhdiion sp.),
dogfennel (E&paforid capiLlj1iun), fireweed (Eechftes Ideracifofla), partridge pea (Cassia
sp.),tick trefoil (Deodm sp.), dewbery and blackberry (Rubas p.), grape (ids p.),
dovewid (CrOon capt), and lespedezea (Lespedezea sp.). LES (1994a) has completed
a detailed list of the botanical species present In the recently harvested upland mixed forest
at the ste and theirrelatve abundance.

35.12 Upland Mxed Forest-Several Years Since Harvest

The plant communities associated with the upland mixed forest-several years since harvest-
areas differ dightly from those In .the forested areas Most of this area probably was
harvested around 1980 or earlier, but some areas may have been haivested as recently as
1985. Vegetation In the older cut areas is dominated by sweetgm (Liqzddabarsryadjk)
and lobloly pine (P=s wada). Red maple (Acer nbnan), American beauty bery
(Caicpa ameican), and persimmon (Dispyros vbinziz) are also common. Vegetation
in the younger cut areas is dense, comprised of a variety of woody and herbaceous species.
A few small logg roads and small clearings also exist In the area- Precviosly harvested
upland mixed forest occupies about 17 percent, or30 hectares (75 acres), of the total land
area of the IES property. As shown in Figure 3.23, all of the formerly harvested upland
mixed forest lies east of Parish Road 39, primarily south and cast of Lake Avalyn.

The botanical speies present In the formerly harvested upland mixed forest at the site,
along the roadsides, and Incleafings of this area, along with their relative abundance, are
listed by LES (1994a).

3.5.1.3 Upland Forest-Pine-Dominated

Loblolly pine (Pin=s taeda) is the doinnt species In the pinedominated upland forest
area The hardwood species present in the mixed upland forests of the site also occur here,
but In much smaller mumbers. The forest is well developed; future sucobssion should not
change the composition to any extent. Caupet grass and dogfennel are common In this
environment Very few ;herbaceous plgbits occur on the thatch-covered floor of a pine-
dominated forest; the herb and vine lsg refers only to roadsides and eared areas. Pine-
dominated upland forest occuples about 16 percent; or 28 hectares (70 acres), of the toa
land area of the LBS property. As shown inFigure 323, the pine-dominated upland forest
ccurs east of Parish Road 39 and west and north of Lake Avalyn.

LBS (1994a) lists the botanical species present in the upland pine forest at the site and their
relative abundance.
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3AL4 Uplana Mixed Forest-Mature

Ia th mature upland mixed forest,. Loblolly pine (Pou taeda), southern red oak (Qua=
abcata), and red map!e (Acer nbnum) dominate the overstory, but white oak (Quemw alba),
black gum (&ra syfra), and water oak (Quenigiu) also occur frequently. Tha
understozy of this forcest Is much sparser than In the mixed forests that were harvested within
the last 10 years (discussed above). Mature upland mixed forest occapies about 4 percent,
or 7 hectares (18 acres), of the total land area of the LES property. It is not known if this
area is to be timbered in the near future. This thin strip of forest that occurs near the
western border of the LES property represents the most mature stand of timber.

LES (1994a) lists the botanical species present in the mature mixed upland forest at the
LBS site property and their abundance,

351. Bottomdand Hardwood Forest

Bottomlnd hardwood forests include all forested areas subject to Inundation by floodwater
for. up to 3 months each year. Consequently, botanical species that adapt to wet
environments predominate the plant community. Common trees of the bottomland forests
at the site include red maple (Acer mbnnm), sweetgum (LqUdamba sowuckia), black gum
(Nymsa , common alder (4Ob semnda), and blue beech (Capfnw caro a)
Common herbaceous species include partridge beny (Afithellape), lady fern Odovfim
J*ilf-femna), false nettle (Rohmeda cylddca), and poison ivy (Rhu txdcodendron).

Bottomland hardwood forests are the least prevalent plant community on the site, occupying
about 2 percent, or 3.6 hectares (9 acres), of the total area of the LES property. These
forests, which are limited primanly to small areas adjacent to Lake Avalyn and Bluegi
Pond, also line the larger draiges at the site.

*he botanical species present is the bottomland hardwood forests at the LES property and
their abundance are listed in LES (1994a).

3.1.6 Important SpecIes

Based on. communications with the UA. Fish and Wildlife Service (Nichols, 1990) and the
L ouisana Natural Heritage Program (LNHP) (Martin, 190 and Lester, 1992), no Federally
endangered or threatened botanical species have been identified on or near. the LBS
property. However, the LBS property contains a number of commercially valuable timber
species that ar considered important species. The timber species that occur most
frequently on the proposed CEC she (Le, those identified in the previous section as being
dominant or common) are listed in Table 33L

Several rare State plant species have been documented within a 24-km (15-mile) radius of
Homer, Lousana. These could be present at the site, although they were not described
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Table 3.31 Commercially Important Timber Species- CommonlY Identlifed at the
Proposed CEC She (LES, 1994a)

Common Name .Sentic Name

Sweetgum Lkddambar Wv~fapa
Whte Ash Frnzmw cmswz
Oak Q q
Rled Mpale Acernrbrm
Back Chemry 'nw arod
Blak Gum M qudc

Lobdo Pine ' ' ' ait eda

during the site botanical survey conducted in lJme 1990 (Rhodes, 1990). These species are
listed in Table 332 along with their State assigned by the LNE. However, these
species are not endangered or threatened as defed under the Edangered Species Ac, nor
do they meet aby of the other criteria of imprat species as defne In NRC Regulatory
Guide 49; therefore, they are not selected as important species for the CEC site (NRC,
1975a).

Table 332 Rare State Plant Species Potentially Identified at the
Proposed CEC Site (LES, 1994a)

- isan Natura Harlng
Program

Common Name (IN )
Common Name Scentfic Name Rankin

LmAs Ylo Star4= . yi koM ... SU
*EVenIg P.mrt Oejwtlli Me S3

Dw-Tozgue Wcguss Panfcwn cndmI S

' Bloodrot ' - Sargfw~ c aoded 52

Trium 2Wln recWIMtum SU

Su- * o sah inva in thet Sate, but smta eInL
S1 MifykncWlaM Satbecus of cae= mrlty (Ene or fcwu n~rracr o fw mbtman

WwktuamSt or sc) cc became of other factor inkig It especialy Winezable to eallpatlon froM the
5iate.:

£2 Imperied In the State becaue f arty (6 to 20 =czeces or fw ealla komduah oracr) or
becms of ose fact obSai It vywihneablc to atpatim

* tw orww, (ie l to 200 cc;.rcnee

351.7 PreEstng En~irmentul Stresses

Preexisting environmental stresses on the botanical co nities at the proposed CEC site
c'oonsist of timbering (including 1990 clearcuttlng) and grazing. TImbering has had the
largest effect on vegetation at the site; 61 percent of the total land area of the site had been
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clearcat In 1990, and 94 percent of the total land area has been timbered In the past
10 years. Thibering alters the composition, structure, and function of the plant community.
Th general forest communities are more productive and have greater stability and structural
diversity than the herb- and shrub-dominated communlites which occur as a result Of
timbering. The result of timberng, particularly decarcuttirg, Is a movement of the plant
communty to earlier stages of succession. Heavier degrees of cutting, as well as exposure
of mineral soil, initiate earlier stages of succession. All vegetation has been removed from
a 4h-bectare (1-acre) area Just south of the small onsita pond, exposing the mineral soil.

Cattle on the site graze in the upland mied forest and In the pinedominated upland forest
east of Parish Road 39. Grazing maintains herbaceous-dominated communities
characteristic of earlier stages of succession; woody species, characteristic of later stages of
succesion, are not established extensively in grazed areas. Ibis patternwas apparent In the
grazed areas at the site, which were interspersed with small clearings dominated by
herbaceous plants. The forests established in the pasture areas indicate that grazing began
after forest species were established, or that grazing has not been Intense or extensive
enough to inhibit forest regeneration across the entire area.

The roads constructed at the CEC site also constitute a pro-existing environmental stress.
The open areas associated with the roads (Le, vegetated areas without canopy cover) often
support herbaceous species different than those present on the forest floor. Ts pattern
was apparent near roads in the upland mixed forest areas that were harvested 5 to 10 years
ago (Rhodes, 1990).

3.3 SpecdesEnvlronment Relationships for Important Species

The abundance and distribution of commercially important imber species at the proposed
CEC site depends upon the Interaction of these species with their envionment s
interaction ieflects in the successional processes oC within the botanical community.
As a result of pre-existing environmental stresses, particularly timbering, the successional
stages of several of the forest communities at the site have been altered, moving toward
earlier stages of succession Over time, however, these communities will progress toward
the more productive, more stable, and structurally more complex forest communities that
they were before timbering Because of this continual change, the baseline plant
communities used to evaluate potential Impacts of the CEC will change constantly.
Therefore, any predictions of potential impacts of the CEC must necessarily consider the
natural successional processes that will occur at the site.

Based on a knowledge of the existing plant c unities at the site, as well as a knowledge *'

of the pretimbering plant communities, the species composition of future communities at
the site can be predicted. For the plant communities Identified at the site, the probable
successional sequence of plant species Is discussed below. The effects of succession on the
abundance and distrnbution of commercially important timber species at the CEC site are
also discussed.
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As discussed previously, the idpland mixed forest-recently harvested vegetative community
is comprised of a variety of herbaceous speies, many of them (e.g, panic grass, dogfennet,
fireweed) termed invader species. because they exhibit the ability to quickly colonize
disturbed areas. These species will continue to thrive over the next few years In the recently
disturbed areas. In areas where the mlneral soil has been exposed, these and other invader
species probably will dominate the plant community for a longer period of time. As this
vegetative community matures toward a forested system, these invader herbaceous species
will no longer be present; other herbaceous and woody species better adapted to the
changing conditions In the developing community will begin to dominate.

Young woody plants typical of these slightly later stages of suecessfon already have begun
to appear in less disturbed parts of the cdearcut area. Among these are sassafras (Sarsafi
albimd ), sweetgum (LkqUdabai4Wcfu7a), winged ma (Rhus copalina), persimmon
(D yos bghda), and loblolly pine (Pinu taeda). These species should dominate the
new forest In the less disturbed areas for the next 5 to 10 years However, as the new forest
matures, commercially important timber spees are likely to become dominnmt. In addition,
several oaks (Qu&zs pp.), white ash (F hdma ame ), red maple (4cer rubrum), and
other woody species that have sprouted from existing root systems will make an immediate
Impact upon the new forest.

The upland mixed forest-several year since harvest - community is dominated by sweet
gum (LWqdabar syncdj7a) and loblolly pine (Pow ae ). These commercialy
important timber species probably will remain the dominant species as this forest reaches
maturity.. Common species at the maturity stage would Include red maple (Acerubnwm),
southern red oak (Quasfakca), bitteraut hickory (Caiya cniformn), white oak (Queu
alba), black gum (Msa sylAwca), mockernut hickory (Caya tomentosa), and water oak
(Quac ntm). The greatly-thinned understory will, be represented primarily by such
species as hop hornbeam (Ostiya vhfdma), American holy (lf& opaca), Indian cherry
(Rhamncam1vdnana), wax myrtle (Mydca oenfe), and flowering dogwood (Comusfiorida).

The pine-dominated upland forest communit is currently dominated by the. loblolly pine
(Pns taeda). Pine regeneration is much stronger in this forest area than in any other
portion of the proposed CEC site. s well-developed forest is unlkely to experience
succession that would change the species composition to any significant extent.

The mature upland mixed forest community represents the most mature stand of timber on
the LBS property and provides an example of the forest composition west of Parish Road 39
before the dearcutting. Although some changes In composition might occur, succession in
the recently clearcut areas may proceed toward the species composition currently observed
in this mature upland forest. It is unlikely that succession will significantly modify the
species composition in this mature forest.

The species composition of the bottomland hardwood forests is determined by the
hydrologic conditions of the area. Species that are adapted to withitand periodic inundation
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have a competitive advantage over species better adapted to drier, upland condiftons
Consequentlys red maple (A4c. mdum)n sweetgum- (Lfqdambrar 5tyrla)N black gum
(15ssatyzd ca), common alder 4kbsuhm ),andbluebeech (Cawpf&cao ana) are .
the common woody spedes i the bottomland hard*ood forest on th LES property. Given
the current species composition, It Is unlikely that succession will result In significant changes
in the species composition of the bottomland forests at the site; the understozy will probably
thin as the forest mature.

j

3.5 Terrestflal WIIdI Communities

The wdlife species on the LBS property are most likely typical of southeastern mixed-forest
systems, with a few exceptions According to Bailey (1980) white-tailed deer (Odooof

a, eastern cottontail (SIaguflddn), raccoon (fkicyon totor), red fox (Ndpe,
fiv), and gray fox (Uroyon cbmoargenteu) are common mammalian species in most
southeastern mixed-forest systems If deciduous trees are present on uplands, fox squirrels
(Scium nf) are likely to be common; gray squirrels (&iwSs cwva47) are more
common along Intersecting drainages where mature, nut-producing trees are present
Common game birds Include wild turkey (Meeagds gallopavo), bobwhite quail (Cothum
v ), and mourning dove (Zealda mamaru) Common song birds Include Carolina
wren (Thyoehomw kdovtmu), ruby-throated hummingbird colubdb), blue Jay
(Cy zncacita crtata), hooded warbler (PWisna cihin), and tufted titmouse (Pamw blcolo4
Reptiles Includ6 forest snakes such as cottonmouth (4glfdhdon phcvowN), copperhead

g&Od contoa*)4 rough green snake (Opeodys aedvW) coachwhip (Masdcophfr
fagdhun), and speckled lcogsnake (lampropis gei)W Other animal include a variety
of turtles and skunks (Bailey, 1980).

Th partiular species compositon of the wildlife community at the site Is a direct fhncton
of the type, quality, and quantity of available habitat. Factors such as the age of the timber
stands, the percent of deciduous trees, the presence or proximity of openings witbin the
forest, and the presence of bottomland forests directly influence the species composition at
the site. o on the particular habitats that exist at the site along with Information
on the regional and local distribution of wildlife spdcles and species-specific habitat
preferences, can be used to Identify the wildlife species likely to occur at the proposed CEC
site. The mammals, birds, amphibians, and reptiles known or expected to be present on the
CEC site are discussed below.

3.52.1 Mammals

The mmalian species common or known to occur at the site Include beaver (Castor
c m ), gray squirrel (Scdu, caroil sis), raccoon (Proyon lotoi), least shrew (Cyptodh
pmava), red bat (Laduw boreais), eastern cottontail (Sihlau ji aUs), opossum
(DUh), and whitetailed deer (Odocoiteuvbgina). The species listed are
those IdentIfed by the LNHP (Martin 1990) as having been in thef watershed that Includes
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the town of Homer, In Calabome Parlish, approximately 8 km (5 miles) from the site. No
site-specific field survey was conducted at this time to identify mammals at the site.

LES (1994a) attempted to qualitatively estiate the distribution and abundance of each
mammal species potentially inhabitg the ste. These estimates were based on
knowledge of the species-specific habitat preferences and the current composition, structure,
and extent of the vegetative uniies at the site. The distribution and abundance of at
least some of the manmmalian species may change in the future, as the succession of the
vegetative communites of the site continues, or as the vegetative communities are further
affected bay development of the area. For example, gray squirrels probably are not currently
abundant at the site because a large percentage of the ste's mature, nut-producing trees
(such as oaks and hickories) that provide this species' food were removed during the recent
cearctting. However, the number of gray squirrels Is likely to Increase In the future as the
mixed hardwood forests of the site regenerate and nut-producing trees mature. Minks can
be found in the bottomland and along drainage ways; however, because of their large
foraging range, the population of the species may be sparse. The gray fox and red faw may
occur at the site, however, the whole site probably can support only one or two foxes.

3.5.22 Birds

From the Checklist of North American Birds (American Ornithologists' Union, 1983), 177
bird species were selectively chosen as those lik to live in or visit the region. Of these,
approximately. 96 species are likely to be summer residents and 78 may nest on the site.
Approximately 93 of the 177 species 4re probable winter residents of -the site. The IBS
Identifies In great detail the bird species that may occur on the site along with the migratory
and nesting status of each (1993b).

Three site-specific avian surveys were conducted during January 1990 (Goertz, 1990b) and
another survey was conducted In Aprl 1990 (Goertz, 1990a), to verify the presence of
particular bird species at the site. (The January survey was conducted before the
dearcutting occurred, and the April survey was conducted after the majority of the timber

-harvesting bad been completed.) A total of 65 species were identified during these surveys;
40 of these species were identified during the January survey and 51 were identified during

-.the April survey.

A breeding bird census also was conducted as part of the April survey (Goertz, 1990a).
Breeding birds were identified for three of the five principal vegetative communities on the
site: 1) upland mixed forests-several years since harvest; 2) mature upland mixed forest;
and 3) upland mixed forest-recently harvested. In ill, 198 territorial males of 41 species
were identified for the site. The greatest number of territorial males was found in the
upland mixed forest, which had not been harvested for several years; a large number of
terrtorial males was found in the mature forest; and only four territorial males were found
in the recently harvested upland mixed forest. The mature forest had a greater number of
nestling species than either the recently harvested area or the upland mixed forest, which
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has not been harvested for several years. Based on the total number of territorial males,
it was estimated that.approxdmately 160 nests occurred across the surveyed portions of the
site (see Table 333 for a breakdown of the numbers).

Table 3.33 Breeding Birds Identified at the Proposed C1C Site (LES 1994a)

Upland Mid Foret Mibir . Upland MiEd
(-raI YWM since UPad Mind Forst (Recaenty

nes) Forust Hanest

Nuber of Teit Matos . 20 73 4

Numb of Nestg Spdes 20 34 4 :

3323 Amphibians and Reptiles

LES lists and Identifies the amphibians and reptiles potentially Inhabiting the site (1993b)
The species listed are those identified by the LNHP (Martin, 1990) as having been In the
watershed that Includes the town of Homer, located In Claiborne Parish, approxiiately 8
km (5 miles) from the proposed CEC site.

The distribution of amphibians at the site correlates closely to the availability of water.
Bluegill Pond, and Lake Avalyn provide permanent or breeding habitats for a variety of
amphibian species, including spotted salamander (4mbystoma maardtum), northern cricket
frog (Aais crqptan crepitans), eastern narrowmouth toad (Gastrophine carlb,), bullfrog
(Rma catesbefan), and southern leopard frog (Rana sphnocepha). Swampy areas In the
bottomland hardwood forests of tho CEC site may provide permanent or breeding habitats
for dwarf salamander (Ewycea q and upland chorus frog (Pseudcds teata
ferlum), and streams of the area may support populations of northern dusky salamander
(Demon onupftmc Pus) and bronze frog (Raa datam).

The water present at Bluegill Pond and Lake Avalyn determines or influences the
distribution of lome of the reptiles at the site. For eaple, any snapping nules (Che~ka
sentba setpemina), red-eared sliders (Chyewtys saipta elegan), eastern mud turtles
(zMnosenwn submbnum submbrnn) and stinkpots (Stezotuns odornz) living at the site
are likely to be confined to Bluegill Pond and Lake Avalyn. The distibution of
diamondback water snake (Neodla dzmbif era) and western cottonmouth 4kihtrodon
p&scivorous lucostoma) also are determined by thb presence of water (Conant, 1975). The
distribution of the other reptiles at the proposed CEC site is not influenced significantly by

* the presence of water.



3.52A Important Species

No Federally- or State-listed endangered or threatened species have been Identified at the
proposed CEC site (Lester, 1992 and Martin, 1990). Moreover, no unique communities are
known to exist on the LBS property. Information from the US. Fish and Wildlife Service
(Nichols, 199Q) Indicates that the CEC site Is located within the historic range of six
Federallyendaigered wildli species (Table 334). None of these species have been
recorded within a 24-km (15-mile) radius of Homer, Louisiana (Martin, 1990).
Furthermore, based on information regarding each species' historical occurrence in the area
and species-ecific habitat regqirements, it is highly unlikely that any of these species would
inhabit the site. If they did, they would not use-the site to any significant degree. Recent
clearcutting at the site probably would discourae habitation by any of these species.

Table 334 Federally.Endangered WildIife Species Whose Known or Historic
Dhisribution Encompasses the CEC Site (Goertz, 1990a)

Common kame Sdenc Name

F-id& Fauli Fels conwolonof

simo Qw ,'' Muwnahs bomra

Bacbman's Warbler Vennw badWma

Ivory-WMcd Woodpecer Canwphfspupddals

Rod-dccd Woodpecker P,. ldes boreais

EBaUdEak Haiacetus Iuwcocphaas

Desciptions of the existence of these dx species are as follows:

* Florida panther (Feis cornrolo i): The existence of the Florida panther has not been
iconfirmed in Louisiana recently (Taylor and Hoenlke, 1993). Further, the lage
expanses-of wilderness area 'necded for survival are not provided by the habitat on or
surrounding the proposed CEC site.

. Eskimo curlew (NlumensFo boeas): The Eskimo curlew was once a common inlgrnt
in Louisiana. However, its presence, In the State has not-been confirmed since 1889
(Lowery, 1974). Only eight members of this species have been recorded on the range
since 1959 (Nichols, 1990).

* BachmaR's warbler ( Venvora bachmani): The Bachman's warbler has been verified
In Louisiana less than 12 times since 1889 (Lowery, 1974), although there have been
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several unconfirmed sightings elsewhere In the State (Nichols, 1990). Most authorities
agree that if the Bachma's warbler still exists, it Is probably limited to locations in
South Carolina (NIchols, 1990).

* voy-billed woodpecker (Campephldu pndpaclpl)l. The ivory-billed woodpecke is
probably extinct across Its entire range (Nichols, 1990). lIft does exst, it Is believed
to require extensive mature stands of lowland hardwood forest that have not been
disturbed by cutting. This condition does not exist at the CEC site.

* Red-cockaded woodpecker (Pcokes boroas): The Red-cockaded woodpecker requires
open stands of mature pines with a minimum ago of 60 years (Parker and Dixon, 1980).
Pine stands of this age do not exist on the CEC site because of recent and historical
timbering on the property.

* Bald eagle (Ha~aeets leuoepiht): Inland, the bald eagle typically inhabits areas
along freshwater lakes and rivers. There are many records of this spedes throughout

isiana, including all areas in northern Louisiana where large lakes are present. The
bald eagle may Inabit Lakeo Claiborne, located approximately 8 lan (S mites) sout of
the CEC site, although its existence there has not been recorded by the UNHP (Martin,
1990 and Lester, 1992). It is considered unlikely that the bald eagle would use the site
due to a lack of appropriate habitat (to, large water bodies) on the site. Possibly, the
species is transient in the site area, given the dose proximity of the site to a potentially
suitable habitat at Lake Claiborne.

In the absence of endangered or threatened species that inhabit the site or that use the site
to any significant degree, the important wildlife species at the site are selected based upon
their recreational or commercial value (NRC, 19175a). Table 3.35 lists the recreationally or
commercially important wildlife species potentially present on the proposed CEC site.

Of these species, white-tailed deer and rabbit are the principal game species and raccoon
Is the principal firbearer in northwest Louisiana (Taylor and Hoenke, 1993). Therefore,
these three species have been selected as Important species for the CEC site. The other
listed species, less important recreationarly or commercially in this portion of the State
(Taylor and Hoenke, 1993), are not considered important species. No other wildlife species
are considered Important species for the site. Further endangered species consultationwi
not be required unless the scope or location of the proposed project is changed, or project
construction has not been Initiated within 1 year. If project construction has not been
initiated within 1 year, followup consultation must be accomplished prior to making
expenditures for construction. If the scope or location of the proposed work is changed,
consultation must occur when such changes are made.
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Table 3.35 Recreation or Commercially Important Wildlife Species
Potenfialy Present on the Proposa CEC Site

(American Ornithologists' Unions 1983, and Taylor and Hoenkx, 1993)
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3S1.2 Specles-Envlronment Relationships for Important Species

The abundance and distribution of whltieled deer, cottontail, and raccoon at the proposed
sie depend upon the interaction of these species with their environment. These interacdons
are defined by each species' habitat requirements, life bistory, and population dynamics.
The speciesenvironment relationships for the three important terrestrial wildiife species are
described in the following sections.

3S.S.1 White-ftiled Der (Odoed&eisfthdam)

Habitat Requtirments

The Ideal habitat for White-tailed deer in the sothbeast coastal plain (including the CEC
site area) may be large blocks of dense cover within forested areas having limited tree
canopy cover (to ensure understory food production) and common sources of fresh water
(Short, 1986).

Deer browse on a variety of woody deciduous plants and some coniferous plants. Lobloily
pine/hardwood habitats, such as those at the CEd site, support a wide variety of plant
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species used as forage by deer. The plant species used as food by deer in northwest
Laulsilana along with the abundance of these species on' the CEC site, are listed In
Table 336

Table 3.36 Plant Species Used as Food by Deer In Northwest Louisiana
(Ialor and Hoenke, 1993)

Usag and Abundance at
Common Namo Scientie Name Patabillt? CEC SlMlO
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Smaller Trees and Shrubs
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Am= Qu== SpI. H D-S
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vudes as cat at Mffe mes of die yas: U * usand ypabbita nfow&.

b Do ad:munCCMMa;m mo ,;ate5ascanca &

:1

V

Water availabity does not appear to be a limiting factor for deer populations, given the
presence of Bluegill Pond, take Avalyn, and a few small drainage ways at the site
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* Estimates of adequate cover are less precise. .Hailow (1984) lists swamps and dense
honeysuckle (Lonicm spp.) thickets as suitable cover, for white-tailed deer. This cover may
be available on the 110 hces (272 acres) of the site that have been recently cn.
However, the amount of cover will increase as the vegetative community of the recently
timbered area develops, probably within S years.

Space requirements for deer are based on consideration of typical population densities and
home range areas of deer as well as the cariyiig capacity of the habitat Pine/hardwood
habitats in northwest Llusiana could support one deer per 20 hectares (50 acres) (St.
Amant, 1959). Based on this conservative estimate and adsuming that all habitat on the LES
property is suitable, the site could support a maximum of approximately. 10 deer. Short
(1986), on the other hand, estimates that at least 100 acres/one deer of contiguous habitat
is required before white-tailed deer will. live and reproduce in an area Using this
assuption, the CEC site could support approximately five deer.

White-tailed deer typically reach sexual maturity at 18 months, although some females may
mate as yearlings (DeGraaf, 1987). The breeding season Is pproximately November
through Pebruary, and the gestation period is k6 months (Burt, 1976). Average litter size
is two young.per female per year. Fecundity rapidly increases from 18 months to 3 years
of age, then levels off between 3 and 6 years of age (Begon, 1986). Young typically stay
with their mothers for about a year..

White-tailed deer are a gregarious species and usually travel In small groups. During the
summer and fall, family groups consisting of a doe and her fawns are common. Yealings
sometimes join these family groups in late falL In winter, groups of 25 deer or more are
common (Burt, 1976).

3.522 Eastern Cottontail (Syf1ausf s)

Habtat Requirements

Eastern cottontails are found in a wide variety of disturbed, successional and rnstional
habitats which are often characterized as bun type perennial grasses with an abundance

--of well-distributed escape sites. (Chapman, 1982). This species avoids dense -woodlands.
Rabbits arc herbivores which use a wide variety of plants as food, mking food of little or
no consequence I their distribution (St. Aiant, 1959). .Conersely, because of the
cottons suceptbility to avian and mammalian predators, cover is one of the most
mportant habitat requirements for this species and may be a limiting factor In rabbit

populaton growt Cover often consists of dense, thorny, low-growin& woody perennials;
however, brush piles in cut-over woodlands also provide shelter (Chapman, 1982). Given
these general cover-type requirements, It is probable that the vegetative co its of the
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* CEC site provide adequate, cover to support cottontail populations. The recent timbering
at the site has probably Increased the amount of available cover for this species.

If cover and other hbttrquirements are met, local populations of cottontails may
occasionally reach deniisof eight animals per acre, but typical population densities are
considerably lower (Chapman, 1982).

In Louisiana, cottontails breed'every month of the year, peak breeding season begins in
February and continues through September (St. Amant, 1959). 1ndivIdual females produce
up to 4 or more litters per year, and the total number of young produced per year per
female Is 25 or more (St. Anmant, 1959). However, moitality among the young Is high and
the number of offspring reaching maturity probably does not exceed 20 percent (St Amant,
1959). Young disperse at about 7 weeks of age and reach sexual maturity in 2 to 3 months
(DeGraaft 1987) Most females breed the Omrs spring following birth (DeGra4f 1987).

Age and breeding status of individual members control, to a large degree, cottontail
population. Cottonitails do not maintain territories. Home ranges of different age and sex
classes overlap broadly during miuch of the year, particularly during the late fall and winter
when cottontails tend to concentrate In areas offering the best combination of food and
escape cover (DeGraaft 1987).

33.2.5 Raccoon (Prvcgwn loto,)

Raccoons inhabit wooded areas interrupted -by fields and water courses. This species Is
relatively scarce In dry upland woodlands, especially whre pines are mixed with hardwoods
and in southern pine forests Kafmnann, 1982). Raccoons at -the CEC site are probably
limited to areas near Bluegill Pond'and Lake Avalyn and In bottomlands along drainage
Ways.

Raccoons are omnivorous, opportunistic feeders. Animal matter is their major food Item
In spring and early summer, and vegetative matter Is their primary food Item at'other timses
of the year (DeGraat 1987).' Fleshy fruits,- Including wild grapes (TFds spp.), cherries
(Thiaw spp.), and persimmons (Diopws spp.) are important summer foods; acorns
(Qiua= spp.) and other nuts are important foods in the fall and winter (Kaufinana, 1982).
Each of these food items Is found at the CEC site.

Raccoon matinj generally occurs from January to March, peaking in February (Kaufinanni,
1982). Gestation Is 9 weeks and birth occurs In April or May (Burt, 1976). A female
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produces one litter per year, ranging in size between two and five young (DeGraaZ 1987).
Approximately one-half of th feales breed as yearlings; the others breed when they are
2 years old (DeGraaf 1987). Young stay with their mothers until the fall (Burt, 1976). The
most common social group for raccoons consists ot a mother and her young of the year
Kaufmann, 1982). These animals do not. appear to be territorial, and Individual home

ruges overlap broadly at times. Individual home ranges generally are in the range of 40 to
100 hectares (100 to 250 acres).. Popilation densities range from 1 to 5 raccoons per
40 hectares (100 acres) (KaOfmann, 1982).

3.52.6 Pre-Exlsting Environmental Stresses

Timbering operations representithe priar pre-etng environmental sress on the wildlife
community of the site. As discussed earlier, timbering alters the composition, structure, and
fimction of the plant community. This In tar alters the composition, structure, and f&nctio
of the associated wildlife community.

The most probable result of the clearcutting on the site Is a shift from species associated
with mature forests to those associated with scrub-shrub or young forest habitats. For
example, the populations of forest Interior bird species such as hairy woodpecker (Picoldes
villosus), yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzs ameims), acadian flycatcher (Empldonz
virescens), and red-eyed vireo (Mwo olaceus) probably have decreased as a result of the
recent cuttin whereas those of forest edge-associated species, such as rufous-sided towhee
(P o eytrophthals), song sparrow (Melospiza melodia),. and American goldfinch
(Cardueis t&s) probably have Increased. Mammals such as gray fox (which prefer mature,
open forests) and gray squirrel (which prefer forests with mature nut trees) probably will be
negatively affected. Conversely, cottontail populations at the site may have increased as a
result of the recent dcearcutting that created open areas with heavy brush. White-taled deer
populations probably will benefit from increased food In the clearcut areas after cover is re-
established. Raccoons, who are not typically found in dense forests, also may benefit from
the recent dearcutting.

Any anges In the wildlife community as a result of.the dcearcutting are likely to be short-
term; speces distribution and.abundance are likely to return to previous levels as the
vegetative communities of the site approach pretimbering conditions. Thus, it Is possible
that populations of the Important species at the site will increase over the next several years
following clearcutting, but eventually will decrease as the forest matures.

No other environmental sress on the terrestrial wife community (e.g., disease, dhemical
pollutants) has-been suspected at the proposed CEC site.

3.S.3 AquatIc Communities

Aquatic habitat on the LES property consists of Lake Avalyn in the northeast corner,
Bluegill Pond In the southwest corner, small streams, and a small wetland area near the
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Lake Avalyn overfow discharge point Both Lake Avalyn and Bluegill Pond are ed
and receive drainage from the surrounding area

Onsite surveys were conducted In January (Davis, 1990b) and May of 1990 (Davis, 1990a)
to Wdentd the aquatia oran1sms In Bluegill Pond and Iake Avalyn. This Information has
been used in conjunction with information on species habitat preferences and species found
within the region to Identify species that may Inhabit the CEC site The plant and an Jal

components of the aquatic environments at the site are discussed below.

3.31 Plants

The phytoplankton of both Bluegill Pond and Lake Avalyn is domInated by yellow-green
algae (Cuysophyta). Blooms of Synura and Dlnobryon, species of yellow-green algae,
comprised 91 percent of the phytoplankton in Lae Avalyn and 82 percent of the
phytoplankton in Bluegill Pond. Synura grows well under Ice; the abundance of this algae
during the January survey may have resulted from the Iced-over conditions in both the pond
and the lake for 2 to 3 weeks In December 1989.

The macropbytic community of Lake Avalyn is much more abundant and diverse than that
In Bluegill Pond. Smartweed (fopomun sp.) was the only macrophyte found in the water

of Bluegi Pond, whereas 11 species of macrophytes were Identified In the water of Lake
Avalyn. Horned pondweed (Zanlhpah ) was the most common macrophyte In all
surveyed areas of Lake Avalyn; smartweed, marsh purslane (Ludwiga pakw*), and nrsb
(uxcs repen) were locally common in selected areas of the lake.

Because the phytoplankton and macrophbyte communities of the small onsite streams and
the small wedand area near the Lake Avalyn overflow discharge point were not sampled,
the species composition of the aquatic plant communities In these areas Is not known.
However, mahy of the same species of macropytesa that were found in Lake Avalyn could
occur in these other aquatic habitats, particularly in the small wetland area. The
phytoplankton communities In these areas may be reduced from those observed in the pond
and lak because phytoplankton In lotic (runningwater) systems are generally less abundant
and less stable than those In lentic (still water) enviionments (Goertz, 1990b).

3.533 Animals

The fish species Identified during the onsite aquatic survey, as well as by the Louisiana
Department of:Wildlife and Fisheries, were typical of small warm-water ponds in northwest
Louisiana (Taylor and Hoenke, 1993). Some of the fish species listed (i e, spotted bass
[Mropfen n a and alligator gar [acteus spaftdaD are more likely to Inhabit
larger lakes or streams. Although they potentially may occur at the CEC site, they are
unlikely.
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Invertebrates consist of zooplankton that live In the water column and benthic (bottom-
dwelling) species. The zooplankton communities In both Bluegil Pond and Lak Avaln
were smaller and less diversified compared to those in similar waters of Louisiana The
lower densities of some species of zooplankton may be attributed to the time of sampling
(witer m.orning). Protozoans, capepods, cladocerams, and rotatarians form the dominant
groups of.zooplankton in Bluegill Pond and Lake Avalyn (Davis, 1990b). Tbe benthic
species collected were ypical of those found relanvWel undisturbed enironments.
Mayflies and dragonfly lamae were identified as well as catfish, caddiiles, and snails.
Invertebrates In onsite streams and in the small wetland were not sampled. Probable
Inverebrates In these environments Include copepods, crayfish, and Insects.

Fish species belonging to the families Cnowwrhde (e.g, sunfish, bass, crappie) and
clad (catfish) tend to dominate small Impoundments, such as those on the CEC site.
Of the 11 species of fish that were dentified In Bluegill Pond or Lake AvaS were
centrarchids no otherfamily had more than 1 species represented in the sampled waters.
No catfish were collected from either Bluegill .Pond or- Lake Aval, but this could be
because the deeper waters that catfish prefer during winter months were not sampled during
the te suIVY.

Tne onsite streams and small wetand area were not ismpled for fish. However, common
fish in these aquatic environments are probably limited to sxfller species such as
mosqultofish (Gmbusia cods) and darters (Eth toma B7ace).

353.3 Important Aquatic Species

No Federally-threatened or endangered aquatic species inhabit the CEC site area
(Nichols, 1990; Martin, 1990). In the absence of endangered or. threatened species at the
ste, the important aquatic species at the site were selected based on their recreational
value. Important game fish In northwest Lausiana ponds and lakes, including those located
at the CEC st Include bass, crappie, catfisb, and sunfish (Taylor and Hoenke, 1993). Each
of these species groups is considered Important at the site. For the purposes of this
document, the representative species from the bass genus is the largemouth bass
(Mrooptes sabnoides), the genus crappie Is represented by the white crapple (Pomoxs

a ), catfish ar represented by the channel catfish (ktalou punctatrs), and the
sWUfih genus Is represented by the bluegill (Leponh maavcrdus). Bluegill are known to

. be in both Bluegill Pond and Lake Avyn. Although other seces have not been observed,
they could be present In these waters..

353A SpecIes-Environment Relationships for Important Species

Species-environment relationships for the four Important fish species at the CEC site are
described In the following sections.
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3.5M Largemouth Bas (Alkwpfew sabmogds)

Habitat RMulIrements

takes are the preferred habitat of laigemouth bass although they also live in large slow-
moving rivers The optimal habitat would consist of lakes with extensive shallow areas to
support submerged vegetation, yet deep enough to successfully overwixiter bass. Flooded
vegetation is a necessary habitat for fry. Both Bluegill Pond and Lake Avalyn are deep
enough to overwinter bass. However, Lake Avalyn may provide better bass habitat due to
a greater amount of flooded vegetation. Food preferences vary with lifestage: adult
largemouth bass feed primarily on fish and crayfish, Juveniles consume mostly insects, and
fry feed mainfr on microcrustaceans and small Insect (Stuber et aL, 1982b).

Largemouth bass are sensitive to changes in water quality paramteters Growth of
largemouth bass is reduced if dissolved oxygen levels are less than 8 milligrams per liter
(mg/I); distress may be evident at levels of 5 mg/l, largemouth bass also are Intolerant of
suspended solids and sediment. Moderate to high levels of suspended solids (25 ppm or
greater) may interfere with reproductive processes and reduce growt Largemouth bass
require a pH between 5 and 10 for successful reproduction, although the species can tolerate
short-term exposures to pH levels of 3.9 to 105 (Stuber et -aL, 1982b).

Eopulatfon Jbnamfcs

Largemouth bass are a long-lived species, and largemouth bass up to 15 years of age have
been recorded. Largemouth bass mature and spawn as early as their second year (age I)
In southem portons of their range. Spawning generally begins in the spring and occ In
low-velocity [<030 m/sec (< 1 ft/sec)] waters at depths between 0.15 to 7.6 m (.5 to 25 ft)
The optimal temperature for spawning and incubation is approximately 20 C (68 F)
(Stuber et al, 1982b).

333.4 White CrappIe (Pomoi) amubi)

Habitat RequCrements

White crappie Inhabit freshwater lakes as well as low-velocity pools and overflow areas of
larger river The species thrives In lakes and reservoirs greater than 2 hectares (5 acres)
in sizz. Thus, wbite crappie are likely to be more abundant in Like Avalyn than In Bluegill ;
Pond. The availability and quality of both food and cover are important habitat
characteristics that Influence the distribution of white crappie within a given aquatic
environment, however, the quality and quantity of food may be one of the most important
limiting factors. Adult and juvenile white crappie forage in open water and feed almost
exclusively on fish. Fry first feed on copepods, rotifers, and algae, switch to a varlety of
zooplankton as they grow larger, and finally switch to insects as they mature
(Edwards, 1982).
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White crappie can tolerate dissolved oagen concentrationis as low as 33 mg/,A but a
concentration of S mgg/l Is probably tge lowest limit at which optimal growth and survival
occur. White crappie prefer moderately turbid waters, but the best growth occurs in clear
waers, e, <50 Jackson Trbidity Unit (flU). Black crappie (Pomas ntwa cuIar),
however, ustally predominate in clear waters where they coexist with white cappie
(Edwards. 1982).

EgM~atlon lbmamfcs

White crape have an average lispan of 7 to 9 yea. Individuals generally mature
between their second and fourth years (ages I to II). Spawning occmu during March to July
when water teratures readi 13 C to 14° C (SS' F to S7' F); peak spawning ocurs at
watertemperatures of 160 C to 200 C (61° F to 68° F). Nests are typically constructed on
substrates of clay, dirt, or gravel near inundated vegetation (Edwards, 1982).

3534A3 Channel Catrish (rda)xmpwdcat)

Habital EMbemqtrents

Channel catfish occur over a broad range of habitats, but are most abundant In large rve.
In lake environments, channel catfish favor sand, gravel, or rubble substrates over shoals and
deep, protected areas. Optimal lake habitat for channel catfish appears to be large, fertlle,
warm le with clear to moderate turbidities, and abundant cover of logs, boulders, and
cavities. Diet varies with age class. Youngoftheycar catfish (age 0) feed predombiantly
on.plankton and aquatic insects. Adult catfish are opporainistic feeders and are able to
locate suitable food in a variety.of habitats. Adult catfish feed on insects, detrital and plant
materal, crayfish, and mollusks (McMahon and TerrelL 1982).

Growth is greatest in dear waters with dissolved oygen levels greater than 5 MSg/L
Dissolved oxygen levels above 7 mg/l are optimal for survival and growth of channel catfish
embryos and larvae (McMahon and Terrell, 1982).

Population Dynamics

C catfish are a long-lived species. Age at maturity is variable, but southern channel
catfish generally mature In their sIth year (age .V) Channel catfish spawnIn late spig
snd early summer. Males buld ad guard nests I cavities, burows, under roks, and In
other dark, secluded, protected sites (McMahon and TerreLl, 1982).
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3.53A4 Bluegill (ommb maAv w)

Habitat EMuirements

Bluegill Inhabit dear, warm pools of streams, lakes, ponds, and sloughs; within thes
habitats, they usually inhabit shallow waters with vegetation (Nlering, 1985). Optimal lake
habitat is characterized by fertile waters with extensive littoral areas (220 percent of total
lake surface area). Dluegills are opportunistic feeders and alter their diet according to fbod
availability. Fy feed primarily on zooplankton and small Insects. Juveniles and adults feed
primarily on zooplankton, aquatic and terrestrial Insects, and some plant material (Stuber
et aL, 1982a).

Optimal growth and reproduction occur in clear to moderately turbid waters Bluegill can
tolerate dissolved oxygen levels as low as <I mg/l for short duradons, but optimal levels
are >5 mg/i. Optimal pH is in the range of 65 to 8.5 (McMahon and Terrell, 1982).

EMpuation, Dvamics

Bluegills generally live to between 1 and 4 years of age, although an age of 11 years has
been recorded. Individuals generally mature In their second or third year (ago I or II).
Bluegills are repeat spawners, and the spawning may extend from spring through summer.
Nests are built In quiet, shallow (1 to 3 m deep) waters (Stuber et al, 1982a).

33.53 PrelExistng Environmental Stresses

Timbering operations represent the primary source of preexisting stress on the aquatic
communities at the CEC site. The dcearcutting may have resulted ia increased erosion In
timbered areas, resulting In an Increased sediment and nutrient load to both Bluegill Pond
and Lake Avalyn. This can cause Increased turbidity and siltation in these aquatic
environments The potential for Increased turbidity and siltation Is greatest for Bluegill
Pond, as the clearcutting in th surrounding area was more extensive and severe than in the
area surrounding lake Aval. A comparison of turbidity measurements collected from
Bluegill Pond prior to the cdearcutting activities In January 990 (Davis, 1990b), and after
dearcutting In May 1990 (Davis, 1990a), suggests that the pond has been altered byithe
timbering operations Turbidity In January was appr ly 8 JTU, whereas In May it
Increased to 48 JTU. Turbidity In Lake Avalyn, however, remained essentially unchanged.

Increased turbidity and siltation can have varying effets on the growth, reproduction, and
survival of the important aquatic species at the CEC site. For example, moderate to high
levels of suspended solids may interfere with reproduction and growth In largemouth bass,
whereas moderate turbidity levels are favored by white crappie. Bluegills reproduce and
grow optimally in dear and moderately trbld waters, and thus may be less affected by small
changes In turbidity. In general, increased siltation may result in a decreased number of fish
spawning sites, particularly for nest building species such as those selected as important for
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this evaluation. An increase.in organic matter in Bluegill Pond or Lake Avalyn could result
In Increased biological onyg& demand as bacteria use oygen while they decompose the
organic matter. his, In turn, results In lowered dissolved oxygen concentrations within the
water column and decreases the number of gilled species. Average dissolved oxen levels
were substantially lower In post-timbering (May 1990) samples (Davis 1990a) than in pre-
tierg (January 19) samples (Davis, 1990b) in both Bluegill Pond (3.1 vs. 9.0 mg/l)
and Lake Avalyn (2.8 vs. 83 mg/O). This decrease may have resulted from increased organic
load to these waters because f timbering. However, the lower oxygen levels could reflect
the higher level of biological activity typical of these ponds during wmer months of the
year, or may result from higher temperatures alone.

3.6 Socioeconomic and Local Communlty Characteristics and Services

The following sections describe the social, economic, and community characterics of
lalborie Parish. The town of Homer has been emphasized due to its proxit to the

proposed facility location. Forest Grove and Center Springs are clusters of homes located
near the Forest Grove Church, to the south of the CEC site, and the Center Sprirgs Church,
to the north of the site. They are not defined political subdivisions and do not have distinct
boundaries, elected officials, law enforcement, or tax authority. In almost all cases, impacts
are not limited to these two nearby communities; thus, they are not singled out.
Socioeconomic Impacts will be distributed throughout Claiborne Parish and beyond.

3.6.1 SocIal ActIvities and Organizatlons

There are 37 social clubs and organizations in the town of Homer, these groups are listed
in Table 337. In addition, Claiborne Parish supports 52 Protestant churches and 1 Catholic
church.

3.62 Public Senivces

3.621 Generil Education

There are 9 local public primary and secondary educational facilities within a 20-mile radius
of the LES.site, with an overall enrollment of 2,932 students (Speer, 1992). Table 338
details the location of public educational facilities, enrollment, number of faculty members,
and student/teacher ratios. Tbere are also twoprivately supported secondary schools in the
area; Clalborne Academy. north of Homer and Mt. Olive Christian School near Athens.

Expansion of the Qalborne Parish School system Is not currently planned, nevertheless, the
Parish Schools could absorb an influx of up to 300 new students without disruption (Speer,
19). One hundred siy-nine students graduated during the 1991-1992 academic year.

Louisiana Technical University, the dosest university to the proposed site, Is located in
Ruston, approximately 50 km (30 miles) from the site. The University has a total
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Table 337 Soclal Groups In Homer, Louisiana
(Blased on Homer Chamber of Commerce, 1991)

Cub/Organzadon
-

_

.

American i

American ein Awdillary

BOY Scout Troops

Busness Wome's Etenio Club

Ctizens Aginst Nuclear Trash (CANM)

MIaDbow 8ass Busters

Cliborno Education Association

Cblbo Parish Bus.Operators Association

Clab o Parish Chapter Louisiana State Medical Socey
Auiar

Caibor Prish Idustrial Development Foundation

clabon Parh Miisterl Allince

Criterion Club

Daughters of the American Revolution

Delta Kappa Gamma

Eastern star

Esthe Grand Chapter OBS.

Et i Homemakers

Forest Grove Hutng Club

Fiends of th Library

Homer Chamber of Commerce

Homer Flower & Garden Club

Homer Golf aCub
Homer Li1 alub,

Homer-Myfleld Schol Reunon

Homer Memorial Hospital Guild

Homer Public Suppt Grp

Homer Town Councl

Ladies Day Weekly Country Cub

Lak Clalbore Promotdon Association

Mrha Chapter #0 O.

Masonic Lodgo

Mildred Bevill Muic Club

NAACP Clalbore Parish

Retired Teachers of Claibor Parish

Succth LIdP #80

Whit Rose Club

Women's Department Club

'I
!1

:

enrollment of 10,38Q The faculty consists of 398 full-tIme and 29 part-time professors.
Degrees offered are Associates, Bachelors of Arts and Science (BA and BS, Mdstr of
Science (MS), and Doctor of Philosophy (PhD.) In a range of subjects (Petersods Guides,
1992).

Grambling State University, located approxiately 50 km (31 miles) souiheast of Homer,
has a total enroftient of 6,485. Ibe, faculty consists of 262 full-time and 20 part-tdm
professors. The University offers Associate and Bachelor of Arts and Science (BA and
B.&) degrees (Peterwn's Guide, 1992)

a'
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Table 3.38 Calborne Parish School System Breakdown (Speer, 1992)
* ." .'. ;'' ' '' '' ' Capadty

Number of Number of Teacher
Sdiool and L''fo GradeLvel SmdeiI FacdW Ratio

At Hig MO Sdiool K-12 237 19 12:1
Athens LA, ..-.zK -. 4 357 29 121

HaYesvMC 5-8 31D 18 17:1
It.HihSchool
Haynesille, LA

Hayevm Hih School 9-12 239 s18 13
Hapeswille, IA

Homer eentary Shool K4 567 31 1&
Homer, LA

Homcr Jr. gh Schol 5-8 434 26 Al1
Homer, LA

H6= m Alg Schoal 9-12 . 280 24 ml
Homer, LA

Pinview High School . -12 218 20 Wi
Mbon, LA

Sumrfed HtihShoo K-12 290* 20 14:1
Summerficld, IA

Northeast Toisina University is located In Moo, approxImately 100 km.(60 miles) from
Homer. "here are 11,189 students enrolled, and the faculty consists of 428 full-time and
56 part-time professors. The Uniersit offers Associate and Bathelor of Arts and Sclencm
; (BA and BS) degrees (Peterson's Guide, 1992). ,

In addition, there are six college campuses wit n 88 km (5S miles) of Homer.-

. 1 South Arkansas University, Magnolia, AR
2. South Arkansas Uniersity, E Dorado, AR
3.. - Southern f Uniersy of Shreveport.
4. Louisiana State Unhversity, Shreveport CampUs
5. Centenaiy College, Shreveport -.

6. Bossier ommuniy College, BossierCty
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162.2 Public Saty

Fire protection In Homer is provided by the Volunteer Fire Department. Homer maintains
five firetrucks and one emergency unit. Haynesville fire protection consists of 20 volunteer
firefighters and three firetrucks. The town of Lisbon has a Volunteer Fire Department
consisting of 40 firefighters, four pumping trucks, and four tank trucks. Table 3.39 provides
a description of regional police and fire departments.

Table 339 Local and Regional Police and Fire Protection
(Clccarelli, 1994; Pueb, 1994; Featherston, 1992; Moreland,

1992; and Walker, 1992)

Vehicles dUmcks
Tol Deputies, and (Patrol and and
Po*ce Other Unmarked EUmec

TOunnh OMers Employees can) Firefvghers vehicles

Home 9 - 4 26 6
Hayncivi 7 4 20 3

- . 40 8

Cla.ow 21 14 -

The Claiborne Parish Sheriffs Office has a total of 21 employees, andmaintains 10 patrol
can and 4 unmarked vehicles (Moreland, 1992; Ciccarell, 1994). The number of employees
has remained relatively conslant since 1988, but is about to increase slightly when it hires
iwo more employees this year (Ciccarelli, 1994 and U.. Department of Justice, 1993) In
addition to the Parishs resources, the Homer Police Department has nine full-time officers
and four polibe vehicles (Pueh, 1994. The Haynesvillse Police Department has seven fall-
dmo officers and four vehicles.

According to local police, the area experiences drug-related crime, including 'crack cocaine
dealing, and drug-related burglaries, thefts, and robberies. Duig periods of higher-than-
average crime, police resources (almost unchanged since 1988) appear to come under strain.
Budgetary constraints have imposed hiring freezes, and have even resulted in the d
of police employees (Walker, 19). The hiring freeze, however, was lifted this year and
two officors were added to the police force (Mills, 1994). The combination of flutuating
and/or rising crime rates and limited resources should not be viewed as unusual, but rather
as part of a nationwide problem Table 3A0 compares reported offenses in the Parish to
those In rural communities across the country; The table shows that although the crime rate
In Clalborne parish is no higher than averago, wide fluctuations do occur (e.g., there were
five murders and two forcible rapes In 1991, but none in 1992). Tho sheriff of Claborne
Parish, who has law enforcement jurisdiction over the CEC site area, does not believe that
there are any parclar crime problems In hbisur cdon. He beleves that the department
could handle any changes In crime patterns associated with the CEC (Oakes, 1993).

I
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Table 340

f'
'I

,, (

Crime Types In Coalborne Parfsh vs U. Rural County Avger 1991.992
(US. Department of Justce, 9M and Cccarelll, 1994)

ThM of aime TO Number .o OM Khmm OfftOn per 100,000 nhb

clalbone Parsh U. Rrl C mado ParMs tM RAr a
TOWl Awner

1991 ,1992 199 1992 1991 1992 ' 9919
Murder and Non-NegNgnt 5 O 1,3 1,4 28.7 O0 S 55 5S1
Manslaugher

Fordb Rapoe 2 0 5,734 6,25S 115 0.0 23 25A
RoPb4. 3 2 3,766 3,824 17.2 1 15.3 15.5
Agavated Asamut 27 31 38679 .41,i07 1551 178. 157.1 167.0
Bu ; 119 106 175,952 168,27S 6M79.0 71471 6w3.
L n 17 20 2,9 27 10169 1,149.1 1068 10M3
MotorW Vcle Thft 8 11 29,534 27,844 46.0 6 20. 113.1
Arson .. 0 1 4,S10 4,337 0.0 5.7 183 176

Tol Number oViolent and 341 351 S22,468 S15,48 195.2 2016.7 2,1222 2,0925
Picmtl of0 a

b TOW Popjh is 24,6t900
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3.63 Health Services/Facilities

There are two health clinics and two pyscians with private practices in Homer. The
Claiborne Family Medical Clinic is a modem health facility with a staff of four physicians

Homer Memorial Hospital is staffed with 175 employees, 6 family practitioners, and
3 specIlst part-time, as needed. The hospital has 57 beds and the capability of handling
30 to 40 padents over the daily average. lhe North Claiborne Hospital in Haynesvlle was
dosed In 199t There are no future plans to reopen this hospital (Toggles, 1992). The
Homer Hospital now serves .the entire Claiborne Parish.

Five dentists have practices In Homer. Two nursing homes are located in the area,
Claiborne Manor and Presbyterian Village (Toggles, 1992).

362.4 Housing

Local records are not maintained on the amount of housing available, prices, or vacancy
rates. The following information is derived from a review of the weekly journals published
in the Homer-Haynesvillo area for the time periods April 25,1991, and May 14, 1991, from
Johnson Real Estate located in Homer.

Homes available for purchase in Homer and surrounding regions of the proposed site
consisted of approximately 57 single-family homes and four mobile homes Ca Advertiser,
IF21 and The Guardian Journal. 1991 The price range for these homes was stated to be -

S15,000 to $100,000, with an average of $57,500 based on these values. Home prices, after
declining in 1991, have rebounded to some extent; however, prices are still below the peak
they reached In 1989. More homes and apartments are available for rent than in 1991
(Johnson, 1M).

In 1990, housing statistics showed a total of 7,513 imits in Claiborne Parish. Of these, 6,065
werg occupied. Seventyfive percent, or 4,575, were owner-occupied. The remaining
25 percent, or 1,490, were occupied by tenants. The occupancy rate at that time was
81 percent (Department of Commerce 1992a and 1992b). Percent change in housing stock
from 1970 to 1980 was 193; from 1980 to 1990, this change was 6.7 percent. Between 1980
and 1986, seven building permits were issued for private homes in Claibore Parish
(Department of Commerce, 1988).

3.623 RecreatIonal Facilities

Lake Claiborne is located approximately 64 km (4 miles) south of the town of Homer and
appImately 8 km (5 miles) southwest of the proposed facility site. The State of Louisiana
maintains lake Claiborne State Park at the southern end of the lake. The State park
consists of over 242 hectares (600 acres), providing facilities for 87 campsites, 100 picnic
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sites with tables and grills, hlldng trails, boating, swimming and fishing The park also
maintains a public boathouse and launching points, rest rooms, and a concession stand.
During Fiscal Year 1991-92, 44,024 people visited the park (Kent, 1993).

The Kisatchie National Forest Is located appImatel 8 kim (5 miles) north of the
proposed facility location. The Dogwood Trail provides access to the forest, Mt. Zion
Cemetery, the Antioch Fire Lne, and a hiking trai to the State Line.

Kisatchle National Forest-Carney Lake is located approximately 15 miles north of the
proposed site. Both of these forests have sites available for hikling, caping, fishing,
swimming, boating (Carney Lake), and huntin No records are available of the number of
national forest visitors. Nevertheless, the Kisatchie National Forest Carney Lake is a
popular area and generally maintains a high level of visitor use. The Donogue State Park
was dedicated in 1933 as a memorial to Governor Donogue of Arkansas. A National
Geological Survey Point and a monument to Hucy P. Long are located in this park.

Claiborne ParishIs listed in 'Field and Stream' magazine as one of the top parishes for
hunting and fishing In Louisiana. The Clalborne Parish economy is based in part on Its
natural resources in terms of oil production, logging, and outdoor sports. A filming
commission has been formed in Haynesville to market the natural features of the Homer-
Haynesville region (Ruston Daily Leader, 1990 and 1991).

There are three hunting lodges In the Homer-Haynesville area. Southern Expeditions,
located In Haynesville, Is situated on 525 hectares (1,300 acres) of woodland. The lodge
offers deer and quail hunting The Buraham Plantation Bed and Breakfast, also located In
Haynesville, Is an 1890s victorian house ivith a 65-hectare (16-acre) pond stocked for
fishin, The Tall Timbers Bed and Breakfast and Hunting Lodge located in Homer, similar
to Southern Expeditions, also offers fishing-

3.62.6 Transportation

Roads. There are three State roads and one Federal hiway located within 8 km (5 miles)
of the proposed facility location. The road systems in the area of the proposed facility
location are Parish Road 39; State Roads 2, 9,39, and 149; and Federal Hihway 79. Parish
Road 39 provides accessto the CEC by linking It to State Road 9 (to the north), and to
State Road 2 (to the south). Table 3.41 provides a description of traffic volume on these
transportation routes. Parish Road 39 has the least amount of traffic. -

The traffic counts taken at sites determined by the State Department of Transportation
represent the averageb traffic flow. The local State of Louisiana Department of
Transportation and Development Office has not detected any significant traffic volume shift
since 1991, when the last precise measurement was taken (Reed, 1992). Furthermore, no
road construction has taken place In or near the vicinity of the proposed CEO site since
1991 (Le 1992).
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Tab!e 3.41 Tramfc Volume fbr Impacted Road Systems
(LouisIana State Department of Transportation and Development1 1990)

Road Trame Volum pw Day

Stato Road 9
3rd and4thStreets 6,40

- CUYmit.s 2760 .
- &ManandS2ndStrects 10,20

Stato Road 2
- U. 79 and 9 Z13
- Bastdof9 1,770
- WestofS79 6U0 7

Stat. Road 149
. S ofthe CRYmit 1,570
- 3rd andMain 1,830

Federal Hlghwa 79
. Souith of CyLimitandd 97
- Nozth of 3rd Street 9.380
. Norh City Il*- 3160

Parhh Road 39
- South of Stat. Road 9 (afwaydown to State Road 2) 190
- North of Stato Road 2 (Way up to StatRod 9) 210 1,

RalSeiceL The Louisiana and Northwest (L&NW) Railroad is located approxiatel
13 km (8 miles) southwest of the proposed facility location. heo L&NW Is used for freig
transport and has a maximum track capacity of 143,000 gross kg (315,000 gross pounds) for
car and lan& Tho ony train scheduled per day travels In each direction every other day.
Each train averages 18 cars (White, 1992).

Alt Senrvic The Homer Aviation Airport Is located approximately 8 km (5 miles) from
the proposed facility. The airports only runway, originally intended to measure 1,200 m
(4,000 t). was built 980 m (3,200 ft) long. The State and local governments plan to extend
the length of the runway to its proposed length sometime In the near future. No scheduled
flights run from or to the alrporL Privately-owned planes are the primary users of this
airport; however, there are also State and other official flights related to the Wade
Correctional Facility. Tho airport maintains one fuel supply and two hangars used for
repairs and storage (Nogle, 1992).

The town of fynesville also has a small airport used for privatelyowned planes. There
is only one runway, 910 m (3000 ft) Iong, and no hangars There are no scheduled fligfits
from or to the airport, and no need for DAl-time staff (Crocker, 1992).
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The Monroe Airport, approxmately 97 km (60 miles) from the proposed site, is a minor
ommei arport receg L-Express, Northwest Aftlink, American Eagle, and Delta

fights. The airport consists of thre rways msuring 2288, 1,524, and 1,524 m (7,507,
5,000, and 5,001 ft). Tbere Is a control , on-field fuel supply, and repair facilities.

The Ruston Airport, located 72 km (45 miles) from the proposed site, has no commercial
f nghts a i mantains one 1,200-m (4,000it) nmway, eight hangas, an on-field fuel supply,
and minor repair ficilities.

El Dorado Airport, located in El Dorado, Arkansas, ApproxImately 48 km (30 miles) from
the proposed site, receives one commercial atline: ne Star Airline. The airport consists
of three runways; one at 2,000 m (6,600 ft), and two at 1,200 m (4,000 ft). The airport also
maintains 14 gars, an on-field fuel supply, and repair facilities (Ierrell, 1993).

The nearest major commercial carrier airport is the Shreveport Regional Airport located
in Shrevepork Louisian (Homer Chamber of Commerce, 1991).

ftblic Transmtatn. Homer does not maintain-a city bus system. Three interstate bus
carriers schedule stops In Homer. Trailways Bus Une, Contnentl, and Greyhound. No
taxics operate In Homer.

Postal rvIoes. Interstate common carrier services are Morgan lime DC, Steve D.
Thompson, and Overnight Tkansportation. Spedal parcel services are provided by Airborne,
Emery, Federal Express, Purolator, and the United Parcel Service (Homer Chamber of
Comerce, §91).

3.62.7 Utlities and CommunIcatlons

G Electrical power is supplied to Clalborne Parish by theCajun Electric Power
Cooperative, Inc. The local distibutors are the Clalborne, Electric Cooperative, Int., and
Louisiana Power and lEght (U&L).

Iatral Gas and 011. Natural gas for Clalborne Parish is provided by the Arkansas-
Louisiana Gas Company. The local distnrbutor is the .Louislana Gis Service Company.

r in . The current water supplyin Homer and Haynisvllle Is abundant TWo
n wells provide all of Homers water requirements; one has a 2,270 liters per minute

(pm) or 600 gallons per minute (gpm) capacty, and thecsecond handles 760 1pm (200 gpm)
(Moek, 1994). Normally, the larger capadty well Splies the entire and the er
well is kept as an emergency standby source. Two new wells have been drilled and will be
onlire inearly 1995. The first newweS has a apadty of 2.650 lpm (700 gpm); the secom4
which replaes an older failed well, has a capacity of 1,890 1pm (500 gpm). Water from
these two wells will be piped to a water treatment plant, now under construction,- that will
treat3,4101pm (90 gpm) and store any additional flow I underground storage tanks. All
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of the wells access the Sparta Aquifer, which would also feed CEC3swater supply wells. A
small mnmber of homes In the vicinity of the site obtain their water supply directly through
their own wels, which tap shallower water beds. Peak consumption for Homer and
Haynesville Is 3.8 and 3.0 million liters per day (or 1.0 and 0.8 mgpd), respectively. Water
storage capacity for Homer and surroudings is 7.6 million liters (2.0 million gallons) and
for Haynesville capacity is 2 million liters (0S million gallons). Although Lake Claiborne
could be another surce of water, the current and foreseeable cost of treating the water J
would be probiltve vh-a-vir the relatively low volume demanded (Moek, 1992). The
Sparta Aquife's water level has dropped only slightly over the years; it Is expected to meet
water demand fr many years (Moek, 1994). However, If future water demand exceeds the
Sparta Aquifees supply, lake Claiborne could become an important source. The Homer
water and sewer departments are funded solely by revenues from customers based on usage.
These departments service approximately 1,781 customer accounts (LES, 1992h).

The Sanitary Sewage Sistem for the town of Homer provides for the entire community. e
system capacity is 5.07 mIilion liters per day (134 mgpd), and the present load Is2.9 million
liters per day (0.0 mgpd). The city does maintain a storm sewer system. Solid
waste/garbago Is disposed locally in a sanitary landl (LES, 1994a).

Oommuncatdon& ~Homer receives two weekly newspapers: 'The Haynesville New and
'Tho Guardian JournaL No radio or television programs broadcast locally. Several
regional radio stations can be received In Homer. Five television channels can be received
without cable, which provides an additional 18 channels. South Central Bell and Cenbury
provide telephone service. Telegraph service Is provided by Western Union (Homer
Chamber of Commerce, 1991).

3.7 Demography

3.7.1 Populatlon

The populattoa of Claiborne Parish has been stable for the past 20 years. For the years
1970, 1980, and 1990, the population of the Parish was 17,024, 17,095, and 17,405,
respectively (Department of Commerce, 1992b). The local labor pool available to CEC
includes seven Louisiana parishes: Blenville, Bossier, Caddo, Claiborne, lincohn, Union,
and Webster. Detailed demographic information Is provided on these parishes
(LES, 1994a)- Tho broad labor pool (Figure 3.24) includes these seven parishes, phls eight
additIonalLousanaparishes (Caldwel%,De Soto;JacksonMorehouse, OuachiLt,RedRiver,
*Richand, and WInn) and nine Arkansas counties (Ashley,, Bradley, Calhoun, ColumbIa,
Lafayette, Mlller, Nevada, Onach~ta, and Union). These parishes/coundes are within
2 hours drivn time of the faility "ES, 1994a). Population density for Clalbmne, Parish
was 60 persons per square kilometer (23.1 persons per square mile) in 1990 (Department
of Commerce, 1991). The incremental and cumulative populations within 80 km (50 miles)
of the CEC site (LBS, 1994a) are presented in Table 3.42. These data were derived from

. the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Demographics Data file (LES, 1994a).
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Figure 3.24 Counties and Parishes Proiding Lal Labor Pool for CEC

In aaiborne Parish, ethnic composition Is 53A3 percent white, 46.09 percent black,
0.16 percent American Indian, 0.07 percent Asian, and 0.23 percent Hispanic (plus
0.01 percent 'other). More than 20 percent of the population in the seven-Parish area is
over 55 years of age. About 41 percent is 22 to 54 years of age. About 12 percent is 16 to
21 year of age. In Claiborne Parish, about 27 percent of the population is over 55 yea
of age, and about 47 percent Is between 18 and 54 years of age. Figures 3.25 and 326 show
the estimated population and population distributions for the region within 8 km (5 miles)
of the proposed facility. These population estimates were based on an actual household
count An average of 2.83 persons per household was estimated (LB, 1994a). The
population Is estimated to grow 28 percent above 1990 estimates by the year 2035 (LBS,
1994a and 1993a) able 3A3). .The nearest residential neighbors are located about 475 m
(0.25 mile) away from the plant stacks (Table 3.44). The dosest major population center,
Shreveport, Is 80 km (50 miles) to the southwest (Figure 3.16).

Tbles 3.45, 3.6, and 3.47 show population, employment, and labor force data for the CEC
labor supply area This area comprises the seven parishes (including Claiborne) surrounding
the LES site. The column labeled 'school dropouts on Table 3.46 shows the fiumber of
residents 16 years of age or more who have not graduated high school.
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Flgure 3.25 aEsmated Population for 1990 within 8 km (E miles)
.. . .of the CEC Siti AES 1994a)
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of the CEC Site (LES 1994a)
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Table 3A3 Estimated Population-WIthin 8 Klometers (5 Miles) of the CEC Site
-.Between 1990 and 2035' (Adapted from LES, 1994a)

SedWrKumber JI990[ 2000 _2010 2020 I. 2030 _203
. , .

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

11_~,25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

v ~ . 35
36
37
38
39.
40
41
42
43
44

20
17
9
3
0
.0
.0
0
6

:0
0

0
12
,.9
6
0

20
22
6
0

.6
23
26
32
.3
0
3
9
9.
3
0

. 0
17
6

.32
0

23
0

.0 .
49

. 23.-
9

40

22
19
10D
4
0
0

.0
0
7
0
0

.0
0

14
10
7
0

22
14
7
0 .

.7
26
29
35
4
0

.4
10
10
.4

.0
0

19
.7
35
0

26

.0
54
26
10
44

23
20
it
.4
0.
0
0
0

14

I

* 0
.0
o

14

7
0

23
14
7
0
7

27
30
37
4
0
4

11
11
.4

.0
2D
7

37
I 0

27
; a

56
27
11
46

24
21
11
4
0
0
0

0
0

.0
0

is
8

a

0
24
is
S
0
8

31
.38

4
0
4

1S,

4

0
21

31
.0

0

.29

28

.48

25
22
12
4
0
0
0
0
B
0
0
0
0

is
12
8
0

25

8
0

29
33
40~
4
0
4

12
122
4
0
0

22
8

40
0

29
0

61
K 2 9

.12-
S-

26
22
.2
4
0
0
0
0.

.0
0
0
0

16
12
8
0

26
16

0
8

30
33
41
4
0
4

122
12
4
0
0

22
a

I 41
0

. .. 30

0
62
30
12
o1

S - U S S S -
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* Table 3A43 Estlmated Population Within 8 Kilometers (3 Miles) of the CEC
Slt Between 1990 and 20-5 (Adapted from LES, 1994a) (Continued)

Sector Nmnber 19 2000 2010 2Q20 2030 203

45 3 4 4 4 4 4
46 3 4 4 4 4 4
47 9 10 11 U 12 12
48 0 0 0 0 0 0
49 0 0 0 0 0 0
SD 17 19 20 21 22 22
51 12 14 14 15 15 16
52 26 29 30 31 33 33
53 9 10 11 11 12 12
54 6 7 7 8 8 8
535 is 17 18 18 19 19
56 3 4 4 4 4 4
57 is 17 l8 13 19 19
58 29 32 33 35 36 37
59 3 4 4 4 4 4
60 0 0 0 0 0 0
61 0 0 0 0 0 0
62 3 4 4 4 4 4
63 0 0 0 0 0 0
64 29 32 33 35 36 37
65 0 0 0 0 0 0
66 0 0 0 0 0 0
67 0 0 0 0 0 0
68 6 7 7 8 8 8
69 17 19 20 21 22 22
70 0 0 0 0 0 0
71 29 32 33 35 36 37
72 34 38 39 41 43 43
73 244 266 278 290 302 309
74 289 315 329 343 358 366
75 213 232 243 253 264 270
76 51 56 58 61 64 65
77 6 7 7 8 8 8
78 20 22 23 24 25 26
79 0 0 0 0 0 0
SW 1170 71 171 171 171 171

Toal 2694 28S8 290 3007 3084 312M

* Based on an estimated populaion of 18526 persons i Raibo Parish In 1990 and an avemag
of 2.83 prsos pa house To calculaig tho number of perso based oan 2.83 pen Per
hoseold, if th cacated valu was a fcon, thenat fracton was ronded upward (La,
17.18 wud bo reported as 1

b SeW FIgT 3.25 or sector W dentifCation
Includes 1167 inmats at th Wade Correctional Inst1ute

19

: i

i
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Table 3A4 Nearest Resident Within Each Compass Polnt Sector
Dircon Ditn from Site Boimdnq to Naet Resdent

N 0.30 480
NNE 0- 026 418

NE 0.43 690

mm 156 251,

E 3.00 4830

ESE 1 3*0'

SE 1A8 238D

SSE 139 2240
S .. 5M 900

SSW 161 2590
.SW 3.74.
WSW L75 2820
W 1.3 182D

0.NW O7 1400

NW O. 048 770

NNW OA3 690

3.7.2 Employment

Employment in Clalborne Parish and the surrounding parishes is generally low-wage and
low-skilL Per capita earnings for residents of Calaborne Parish Is about $5,800 per yea
(Loulsiana Tech. University, 1992). Surrounding parishes earn somewhat higher wages,
although only Caddo Parish exceeds $9,000 per year. The average for the broadly defined
LES labor market is only about $8,500 per year compared to a national average of almost
$1,800. These figures (particularly the Claorne Parish figures) make this region one of
the poorest in the United States as measured by per capita earnings.

In terms of aerage wage structure, the LBS region is at about $19,700 versus a national
average of about $23,300 (uaiana Teci. UnversIty, 1992). t factuiring employment
a corts for about 10 percent of the jobs in Clalborne Parish.

-Table 3A7 sbows that the composition of the work force In the construction categories
ne~ded for CEC is comparable to the makeup of-the overall population. However, the
labor for all sMills may not be available from the. labor poo (LES, 1992h). .For the seen-
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Table 345 PopulatIon, Employment, and Labor Force Data for the LES Labor Supply
Area (Clalborne, BIenvlle, Incoln, Union, Webster, BossIer, and Caddo Parishes), 1990

Part 1. Labor Force Data, by Race and Ser for Selected Skill Categories (Louisiana
Department of Employment and Training, £991)

.
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4,14?
un
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Table 346 Yopulation, Employment, and Labor Force Data for the LES labor Supply
Area (Clalborne, Bleve, Lincoln, Union, Webster, Bossier, and Caddo Parlshes), 1990

Part 2 . Populatlon, Employment, and Labor Force Data tbr Selected Age Groupings
(Ldulsana Department of Empioyment and Training, 1991)

AgV Total
L-bor Total Total S l

PaIh 262 22-54 55+ Forcm fployed Popul.on Dmpou

C =aiborn. 1-789 6,003 5,04 7,100 6,550 17,40S 6,020

Btlo 1,50 5,7 4, 6,76 6,104 5,979 5,475

incoa A8 14,963 7,504 17,623 17,019 41,745 6,813

Unos 2,073 7,714 5,491 8, 7,512 20,690 6,682

Wbs 4,496 16,32 10,689 1,388 14716 41,989 12X3

Bossr 10,798 39,34 11 3,575 33,030 86,08 14,074

Caddo 26,60 1732 54,77 118,065 248,35 54,354

Totals 58,316 1938 9616 2U,298 197,381 472449 105336

aI . :

I

Padsb area, nales mAe up over 80 percent of the workers In the required construction
categories (Louisiana Department of Employment and Training, 1991) Unemployment in
the Parish and In the State was about 8 percent recently (Louisiana Department of Labor,
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Table 3A7 Population, Employment, and Labor Force Data for-the LES Labor Supply
area (Clborne, Blenville, Uncon Urion, Webster, Bossier, and Caddo Parishes), 1990

Pan 3 * Population, by Race andaSex and by Parish (Lousiana Department of
Employment and Taning, 1991)

Ratos, atios,
Mae: Fmate

White White Miot Minority Tot Total White to White to
Pads Mae FemaUe Male Female Male Female Minorit Mbnort

CUlai= 4,4 4,804 3,874 4,3 8,299 9,107 114 12

envi,449 47 4 37M 794 82 13 131

13,20 AM 7,686 8,168 20,806 20,99 L71 56

Unimn 7,084 7,SID 2,861 3,234 9, 1,744 2AS 232

Webster 29 14,57 6.219 7,327 2016 21,864 2.24 1.8

BosIer 34,326 34,176 8,331 9,255 4Z,67 43,431 4.12 3.69

cadd 72,443 806 433 51,0 116,356 131,896 1.65 1O5

TotaWs 149,754 158,710 76,129 87,56 225,883 246,266 197 L81

1992). Minority nemployment Is mbnmaly SO percent greater than white unemployment.
This relationship is consistent with national figures.

3.7.3 EconomIc ConditIons

Total personal income in Qalborne Parish rose S.5 percent from 1986 to 1990, from
$172 million in 1987 to $194 million in 1990 (Department of Commerce, 1992a). Tax
revenues In the area in 1990 were $3,29O,0000 The assessed property value in th e parish In
1992 p a recovered from a decrease In average property values from 1990 to 1991.
Table 3A8 shows per capita income, which includes social security, interest and dividends,
and transfer payments. Thus, these figures are considerably higher than per capita earnings
as defined in the previous section.'

3.8 Land Use'

Eight km (5 miles) of predominantly wooded lands surround the proposed facilit. Forested
land In the are consists pifinarily of deciduous forest and mixed evergreen/deciduous forest
land.. Agrtirually, the land Is predomn y used for pasture (frue 3.27).
A*A oxImhte 370 hectares (920 acres) 'thin the 8-km (S-inle) radius are designated for
agricultural use, including six cattle ranches. The dloest beef cattle ranch is located
appromatel 24A km (1.5 miles) west of the proposed site, and the remaing ranches are
found 4.8 km (3 miles) east 6.4 km (4 miles) east, 6.4km (4 ziles) south, 7.2 km (4% miles)
southeast, and 8 km (S miles) southwest of the proposed site. The largesi of the ranches
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Table 3.48 The Calculated 1988M92 Total Personal Income and Per Capita Personal
Income for Clalborne Parish (Department of Commerce, 1992a)

TohtaI1emod~a Tnema Vet eai1M pnmwia Inem"

Nil Of cData,--

aaMbosM Pad 133 18 1 - S3 10,6 1OAI 110 - 47
In Sstil

Is~w
US1A

Nb&MeupoNM 13U37 1740 14,549 - A1 10,M 10,586 IlSSS _ ._,
Loulsi (199-Sd)

maitains a herd of 68 head of beef cattle (LES 1994a) No major crops are produced
within 8 km (5 miles) of the facility location.

Te northern end of Lake Claiborne Is nonforested wetland habitat A forested weedand
habitat Is found north of this area, approximately 3.2 km (2 miles) south of the proposed site
location.

Land Is used for residential purposes west and southwest of the proposed site. Residential
areas are more densely populated near Homer and along lake Claiborne within 8 klm
(5 miles) of the proposed site. Also residences along State Highway 9 are within the 8-km
(5-mile) radius (B 1994a). The Center Springs community ies about half a kilometer
to the north and the Forest Grove community, approximately 32 kilometers south of the
site. The NRC staff is not aware of any conflicting plans, acts, or policies for the land use
of the proposed CEC site.

Northwest, west, and southwest of the proposed facility location are commercial and public
servic tpes of land use. The Wade Correctional Institute is located approxImately 6 km
(4 miles) north northwest (NNW) of the proposed sit The usually fuill facility has a
capacity of 1,167 inmates (L1S, 1994a).

Tirtno active oil and gas wells and four distribution pipelines are located within an 8-km
(5-mile) radius of the site (LES, 1994a), comprising the only industzy located in thevlicnity
of CEC There are several limited outcropping of iron on the CEC sitm LBS has no plans
for utizing this resource now or in the future (LES. 1992d).

nere Is no future land use plau or zohing at the CEC site. CEC site Is outsid Homefs
jurisdiction and In the Parlsh's jurisdiction. Claibomo Parish has no planned or conceived
future zoning changes in terms of jurisdiction, rules, or procedures (Dane, 1994).

ljJ

i I

Ij
..
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Figme 3.27 Land Use in the Vlicity of the CEC Site
(Louisiana Geological Srvey, 1982)
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3.9 Noise and TrafMc'

3.9.1 NoIse

As tpical of fields and forest land, the site under present conditions is qulICL TWo nearby
roads contribute substandally to the noise In the area, but the level of noise from light
traffc 1s not normally a problem. The site does occasionally experience high levels of noise
during daylight hours due to the harvesting of trees. These levels sufficient, to Irritate
nearby observers, will not always be attenuated by distance or structures since cutting occurs
up to the edge of the property. Mues nonroutine operations may occur enough to bother
people. However, long-term hearing loss in residaents is unlikely as workers exposed to less
than 80 decibels (dB) for 8 hours every working day have not shown higher hearing loss than
nonexposed persons (Lord et aL, 1980). Temporary hearing loss, or auditozy fatigue, for
workers or close observers not wearing ear protection would be expected Auditory fatigue
normally dissipates in a few hours.

Noise Is a subjective term for unwanted sound pressure waves Measuring the magnitude
of sound is fairly eay, but determining the level of noise Is not. Various activities and
perceptions help determine acceptable. levels of noise. For example, a student may be
bothered by a pencil tapping on a desk during a test, but this noise may not even bo
perceived during recess. Sound is conveniently measured using decibels (dB), and
measuremens are properly given as a decibel value and a distance from the source of the
sound (because the sound decreases with distance). Thi scale closely approximates the way
humans perceive sounds.

No noise survey has been conducted at the sites but knowledge of the site and activities
occurng at the-site and nearbyl is suffldent to estlmate the noise levels expected at the site
on a continuous and intermittent basis. Table 3.49 Identifies common activities and
equipment and the associated noise levels This table shows that the noise level at the site
Is usually 30 to 40 dB due to wind noise, rustling of leaves, and birds. However, cutting
trees with cin saws (100 dB), using heavy tcks to iove the trees (95 dB), and road
traffic (-70 dB) all contribute to makig the existing site fairly noisy to those nearby. Most
of these activities are concentrated during the day, when noise is tolerated better than at
night

3.9i TraMc

Traffic in the community is generally light; except for brief periods in some limited areas
(Le, Homer Courthouse Square), there are no significant holdups in traffIc flow. A
summary of the daily vehicle count for selected roads Is presented in Table 3.50. Two main
arteries enter the town of Homer, U.S. 79 and LA 9, with LA 2 and LA 146 being the other
significant roads. Three other larger roads will be impacted by LES: LA 167, which
connects El Dorado and Ruston; 152 (a sbortcutbetween LA 167 near Ruston and the site);
and LA ALT 2.
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Table 3A9 Noise Levels for Various Activities and Equipment (Lord et al, 1980)

Souce Deibds (dB)

normal breathing 10
tiag 'as' 20

8his1criu - 30
,,bray 40
quiet ofice SO
E 3auto trafficat30meter SO
typicalfic e, 60
conver ationalspeech 60
automobile 68
vacuu dcaner at 3 metes 69
busy traffi 70
fici&t trak at 1S meters 75
alam dock et 0.6 meters 80
ridifgt Ld a citdybus 83
pc truck a85s
home shop tools 85
loud rado 8S5
lawn mower 87
heavy track at 1S meters 90
4dre electric generator -94
Motorcyce 95
chain sw
Constwion noise at is met= 11

circular saw 110
rock concert 120
jet tAcoff at 60 metrs 120
threshold of physical pain 130

Table 3.51 shows the number of vehicles registered in Louisiana and in Ciaiborne Parish.

3.10 Cultural, Hlstoric, and Archaeological Resources

Clalborne Parish contains a nmnber of cultural and historic sites, including museums,
historic disticts, national forests, and State parkt 'Me cultufal and architectural trends and
traditions of Clalborne Parish arc influenced by Anglo-Saxon (rather than French) cultures
(Ruston Daily Leader, 1991).

3.10.1 Cultural Resources

The Herbert S. Ford Museum, located in the historic Hotel Claiborne in the Town Square
of Homer, displays artifacts from the North Louisiana Hill country, Including artifacts from
the Pioneer period, Civil War period, and the railroad, lumbering, and oil eras of the region.
The annual 3-day Bluegrass Festival held every summer In Athens [24 kilometers (1S miles)
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Table 3.50 1990 1ocai Daly Traffic Couts, Major Roads Entering Clalborne Parish
(Louisia State Department ot Mtsoportatlon and Delopment, 1990)

Dak Count

Bbadm Road &-gnt3i Sualunka Meltmax

1-20

1-2D

UA 79

US 79

US 79

U.5 79

U.S, 79

U5 79

LA 9

ILA9

LA 9
LA 9
LA9

1A9

LA9

LA9

LA 9

LA2

LA 2

LA 2

LA 2

ILAALT2

ILAALT 2

LA148

LA 146

IA 148

Beten t and L 9 cik

PI= West to "a side of Webster

Picae Initenseeti wh SLA 9 to lntexseedion with & LA 531In Minden

Pica *est sid at Webster PaM to SW body at 1ie

Pin sout borderet aynesvife to north bosder ot Boma

Pica AR State line to comb border ot Hqye

North oc Homre Squat to IA 2

Sout hofHomSqu to LA 146

South of Homer limit

3rd am4thS

Boma dry lmt

Pkc LA 1 LI BlcuWft Parh to IA 517

Prm LA S1i to LA 147

Pkc LA 147 to Chalo ie

Pia south Caoe Se toJuuncta with U1.1±79

PN LA 2 to LAALT 2

Pk= LA ALT 2 to Unioc Parish en

Fm LAR 9 to Isbon

Pkc Lisbon to UVoc Parish Una

U1 79 and 1A9

Pom Sar"t to Shooaao

Pca sboapsco to Homer

Pk= US. 267toLA9

Pioc LA 9 to LA 16

Pica Homer to lIncola oh

3 5d d MOle

Pica Unob he to mVen

13M 171

3150 suso

2170 am

3160 4240

i500 3280

.93

10mm

J,

11
II

6D70

0

2760

720 220

670 170

1760 2120

120 2970

1210 1970

1130 118w

1400 1770

950 1400

2130

1040 1240

Cw .830

690 760

440 680

53 1570

520 1079

J7
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Table 3.51 Registered Vehicles In Loeusiana and Clalborne Parish (Hargove, 1992)

[..s a .. lan.-Lbome Parls

RW sered Per Capita Reistend Per Capta

ivwto obes 198 0.758 14.8 0.84

M dycles 79M678 O09 409 0m23

Tnwks 1345141 0.344 9,109 0523

Buses . . 33,446 - 0.X74 188 0oO.1

House Tlhr 1707 0.040 i,395 0

Other Tra 0.133 3.4 020

south of the site] presents a mix of regional musical stes. The Annual Sidewalk Art Show
In Homer presents regional arts and crafts.

Calborne State Parkl located at thesouthern end of Lake Clalborne, has weekend, vation,
and permanent homes as well as camp sites. Activitiesat the park include boatikg fishing
swimlng, hikin piczidng and camping.

3.10.2 Natlonil Registe of Historic Places

Ihe. United States National Regier of Historic Places has identified nine historic sites
located within Qlaborme Parish (NationbI Register, 1991). Eight of these sites are located
withid a 32-kilometer (20-mile) radius of the proposed facility. Five of these sites, including
a historic district, are in Homer. The remaining historic sites are located In Haynesvlle,
Marsalls, and Summerfield.

Homes' historic district is r y bordered by North Second, East Main South Third and
West Main Streets. The historic district Includes the Courthouse, the Confederate Soldier
Statue, and the Clalborne Hotel (1890) whIdch now houses the Ford Museium.

The Calborne Parish Courthouse, billt In 1860, served as a departure point for Confederate
troops during the Ci War. The building Itself *an example of. the Greek.Revival
architectural stye, Is located at Couithouse Square in Homer.

Tvo additional examples of Greek Revival strctures in Homer are the C*pers-McKenzle
House, located on 612 North Fifth Street (1860) and the Todd House, located on 306 Pine
Street (1872).

The Arizona Methodist Chrrch (1882) is located In thie Armn community, ate
5 km (3 miles) south of Homer.
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The Alberry Wasson Log House and Museum, located approximtel 2.4 kn (15 miles) j i
south of Summerfield, was built in 1850 by Alberry Wasson. The house, which displays
artfacts of the pioneer Wasson family, represents 19th century pioneer architecture.

Table 3.52 provIdes a listing of all historic sites and the location of these sites within
Claibomoe Parish in relation to the proposed site.

3.10.3 Natural Landmarks

The major natural and manmade landmarks in the region consist of Lake Claiborne, a
2,586 hectare (6,400 acre) manmade lake completed in 1966, and Dogwood Trail and
Carney Lake, both located in Kisatchis National Forest (Ruston Daily Leader, 1991)

3.10A Archaeological Resources

The State of Louisiana, Department of Culture, Recreation, and Tourism, Office of Culture
Development has determined that the site for the proposed facility has a moderate potential
for containing archaeological sites. A study conducted by Survey Unlimited Research
Associates May 7-14, 1991, on 97 percent of the land area of the proposed site locatfon, has
concluded that the area contained no historic or prehistoric cultural resources of Importance.
The Office of Cultural Development, Department of Culture, Recreation, and Touiism of
the State of Louisiana indicates that no significant cultural resources will be affected by
CEC construction (Rivet, 1992 and Hobdy, 1992).

The survey identified eight areas of potential historic interest at the site (Shaman, 1991).
A brief description of these sites Is In Table 3.53. ITe potential l resource locations
at CEC site, Identified In Figure 3.2 were found to have no cultural or historic signi.cance.

Pror to this study, one archaeological site was reported within 8 km (5 miles) of CEC site.
This archaeological site, consisting of prehistoric pottery pieces and lithics, Is located at the
8-km (5-mile) boundary southeast of CEC site. The archaeological site has not been
offilly recorded with the Division of Archaeology.

The Claibome Temple mounds, which consist of five Indian mounds dating from
300.500 AD, located off of LA 9, are approximately 16 kilometers (10 miles) north of the
proposed facility location (Ruston Daily Leader, 1990).

3.11 Background Radiological Characteristics

The background radiological characteristics of the proposed CEC site are the result of a
variety of natural and manmade sources of radiation and radioactivity that contributes to
the radiation exosure of the public. The National Council on Rad'atlon Protection and
Measurements (NCRP, 1987a) considers three sources of exposure: naturally occurring
radionuclides (&8, so-called primordial radIonuclides such as uranhum-238, thoriu-232,
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Table 3.52 Clalborne Parish HIstorlc Sites (National Reglster, 1991)

Historic Site Location Distance from CEC

L Ariza Methodist Church

2. Cap MKele House

3 dalborne Parish Courthouse

4. Hom= Istoric Dstiit

I. . W. Todd House .

6. Kagort House

Aroa,
IA .

M Fifth Strcet
Homer

Courthouse Squar
Homer

' Borderedb:..
N. Se=4 -
F. MaiN S2Third
and West Main

306 Pine Street
Homer

* ..JcL ofIA 2
LA SIS
Usbot -

Off US 79
. Haynevmie

*f* * 1A9
* 11 cles southof

Summerleld.

Off LA SIS
M saih

5.6 kmn NE

8kh SW

8km SW

8km SW

8km SW

16m E

7. . W. Buniham House

& Albery Wasson. House

9. WTc Mcbtodlst Church

24 km NW

24 km NE

24 knm S

uranlum-235, potasshim4O and rubidium-87, and cosmogenic radionuclides such as trtiuum,
beiyllium-7, caxbon-14, and sodium-22); external radiation from outer space (cosmic) and
gamma radiation from terrestrial radionulides (eg., potassIumA4% and thorium and uranium
progeny); and internal radiation from radionuldides in the human body that are primarily
Ingested hfi food aid water or Inhaled (e.&; potassium-40, uranium andthorlum and thir
progey, rbllium47, and carbon-14).

The average anmua effective dose equivalent from terrestrial gamma radiation is about
0.28 mSv (28 rmrem), while the average amiual cosmtic ray doseequlvalent at sea level is
about 026 :mSv (26 mrem) (NCRP, 1987a). These two sources of exposure vazy primanily
geogiaphicaW and by altittide, respectively. The prncipal source of coogenic radiation
-exposur, cabon-14, results in an average aimn effective dose eqivalent of about
0.01 mSv(1 Imrem). The largest single contributing source of natural radiation exposure is
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Table 3.3 Areas of Potential Cultural Resources at the CEC Site (Shuman, 1991)

matWO !dentificatlon SHO Desciption

A Site of a colapsed tenant house used btween 1930.
19 (outhouse and waterl also dentfied) along LA 806.

B Remrnant of lestock pens and a water weU.
alongIA8O6.

C Smcered matezab of recent ap (tiles cement, bolts
bicc chain pottey shads) along a loggig roAJ

D East side of lotgg road. Shovel test revealed a
meW hook.

B Possile tenant homesitde

F Glass botle fagments along logging roadL

0 An Isolated pro:ectilo point of Whit Paleozoic Chert
fromo ZOCO B.Q to 500 AJD.

H Carnpng site developed ia the 196Qs by Mr. and Mms LSa *-
failed the age crtion for Nationa Register eligibiliy.I

Ii

from inhalation of Indoor progeny of radon-222 (which comes from the radioactive decy
of uranlui-238 and its daughter product, radium-226). Inhalation of radon progeny
(primarily Indoors) results In an average annual effective dose equivalent of about 2 mSv
(200 mrem). When combined with the other sources, the average U.S citizen receives
about 3 mSv (300 mrem) each year.

Measurements of ecternal gamma radiation and cosmic radiation In the vicinity of the site
(near Ruston, LA) by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORN1, 1981) suggest an average
annual exposure rate of about 1.4x10. C/kg (53 mR). For practical purposes, these
measuremenfs are comparable to the average U.S annual effective dose cquvalent of about
0.54 mSv (S4 mrem) estimated by the NCRP for combined terrestrial gamma and cosmic I
radiation doses (NCRP, 1987b).

in additon to measurements of external penetrating radiation, NCRP (1987b) has also
estimated average concentrations of the principal primordial radionuclides In air, water,-sonl,
and vegetation In the U.S Ihe average concentrations of naturally-occurring uranium (234,
235, and 238 combined) in air, water, soil, and vegetation were estimated to be on the order
of 71@ Bqjml(2il 1 7  UCI/ml),4x10' Bq/ml(lx:10 %CS/ml),7x102 Bq/g(2xl04 gCI/g),
and 4x10¶ Bq/g (10r9 iCI/S), respectively. ORNL estimated that the content of
uranhum-238 in soil near the CEC site was approximately 2x1O4 Bq/g (SxIO 7 pAa/g), or less
than half of the national average (ORNL, 1981).
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Fire 3.28 Locations of Cultural Resources at CEC Slte (Adapted from
Shuman, 1991)
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LBS conducted a preliminary anaysis, of the background radiological characteristics of the
proposed CEC site. Th results are summarized In Table 3.54. The average measurement
for combined terrestrial and cosmic radiation In the table (10 pR/hr) Is comparable to
about 23410" C/kg (88 mR per year), which is somewhat higher t= the ORNL
measurements reported in 1981 (ORNI, 1981) A more detailed preoperational radiological
endronmental monitoring program will be conducted prior to completion of construction
and operation of the CEC, as described in Section 5.12.

Table 3.54 Summary of RadiologIcal Conditions Found at the Proposed Location of the
CEC when Screening Measurements were Perfbrmed Prior to the Preoperational i I

Radiological Monitoring Program (LE, 1994a)

Samplc a Nolda Actty
Sample Tpe Coflecteti Collected Identifew Range Aetyby Mea

Arbore Rartclae 4 nonw (a) (b) (b)

A Pborn Padlodes 4 none (a) (b) (b)

Broad Leaf Vegtaon 12 WCs (a) (c) US p0/kg

SrUtc Wata 21 nono (a) (b) (6)

Groadwar is nO n(a) (O) (b)

sedmnt 16 m"Cs (ad) 644534 1044 pd/kg

Sou 38 37C (a) 1123 698 pd/kg

Direct Ra~diawo (I) 37 noO .06-.015 0.010

(a) OGMa sPrtzswp7 analyss OWN nd ca i metaut*W =nhn ba*kpon
(b) NO nodide IdeMifed tberfor no wdthiy rVangt mean ohim
(c) No rane xk becase q 'one sample swan detamne to 2ha' acdvlzy.
(d) Posbtift Intfcal= at was made laid 16 saof &ka cesiu Is bunm due to muxleu atis falWouL
(e) 1t daikaa cks was mad ha 24 d3 samples
(1) DkeS radiation meamd with hemolumineseet dosxtez (mR)/bouz
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4.0 ENVIRONMETAL OONSE4tENCES

This chapter assesses and anabzes the potential environmental impacts associated with the
construction, operation, and decommissioningof the proposed uranium enrichment facility
at CRC. The 'no-action! alternative is assessed as required by the Council on
Enionmentl. Quality (CEQ) regulation 40 CPR Part 1500 and NRC regulations In
10 CFR Part 51. The environmental analysis contained in this EIS includes all communities
irrounding the proposed CEC site.

Section 4.1 addresses the potential Impacts of site preparation and construction activities.
The Impacts associated with the f4dlity operation are addressed In Section 42. Section 43
presents thp otential Impacts of decontination and decomssioning (D&D).

4.1 Site PreparatIon and Construction Description

This section analzes the potential environmental Impacts associated with site preparation
and constructon of the CEC facility, which Is scheduled to begin with site preparation in
1995. ILES is constructng the 15 million SWU per year plant In three phases, each
producing 0.5 million SWU per year at fill output. Constructing the complete plant will
take place ovr pproxImately 6 years. ES will use construction methods and procedures
designed to miniize ronmental Impacts ([ES, 1994a).

Potential impacts from site preparation and construction activities arise largely from the
alteration of the land surface and are limited to local terrestrial habitats, site hydrology, and
air quality. Construction of the CEC wil not cause the relocation of any family. The land
Is owned by L[S; no family dwellings occur on the site. This section describes each of these
potential environmental consequences.

4.1.1 Hydrology

The potential impacts of site preparation and construction actvities on local hydrology
include changes in the flow rate and direction of surface water, in the elevation and flow
direction of groundwater beneath the site, and in the quality of surfac water and
groundwater.

Site preparation and construction acdvites such as excavation and filling for the facility
foundation, parking lots, and storage yards will alter the topography of the site ([ES, 1994a).
The potential impacts to surface water Include changes in the amount of Infiltration and
nmoff of surface water and effects to surficial drainage patterns. The clearing of site
vbgetation and the movement of construction equipment will compact site soils, decrease
infiltration, and increase both runoff and the potential for soil erosion.
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The facility foundation, tails storage yards, and parking lots will be constructed on the
drainage divide between the Bluegill Pond Drainage Basin and the Lake Avalyn Drainage
Basin (FIgure 4.1). All surface water runoff originating within this area will be routed to

* one outfall at the start of construction activities and discharged to the Hold-Up Basin
(Figure 42). All site runoff will be directed to the Hold-Up Basin to allow for the settling
of eroded soils and sediment. Thb water effluents from the Hold-Up Basin to Bluegill Pond
must meet the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (LDBO) standards for total
suspended solids (MSS) of 4S mg/i LBS estimates TSS in the effluents from the Hold-Up
Basin would range from 0a0 to 20.8 mg/, well below thei LDEQ standard.

Surface runof fro the portion of the Lake Avalyn drainage area to be covered by the
facility (approximately 15 hectares or 37 acres) will be directed to the Bluegill Pond
drainage area. It is estimated that 20 percent of the total annual surface runoff into Lake
Avaly under baseline conditions will be diverted to the Hold-Up Basin as a result (LES-
1994a). The current annual discharge into Lake Avalyn averages 286,000 m3/year
(0.32 ft3/sec). The amount of runoff from the portion of the Lake Avalyn drainage that will
be diverted through the site yard drains Is about 51,000 n/yr, or approximately half of the
measured volume of Lake Avalyn. Therefore, the shoreline of Lake Avalyn Is likely to
recede somewhat, and the lake chemistry may change as a result of the reduced runoff
(LES, 1994a).

Site preparation and construction would contribute to a corresponding decrease in the
average natural annual surface runoff to Bluegill Pond because a portion of its Drainage
Basin will be covered.' It Is estimated that the decrease would amount to approimately
22,400 m3 or nearly 30 percent of the annual surface water runoff of 78,400 n under
baseline conditions (LBS 1993b) On an annual basis, therefore, water nearly equal the
Pond's volume will not be available for natural recharge. This surface runoff, however, will
be directed to the Hold-Up Basin for sedimentation control, ultimately flowing Into Bluegill
Pond. Also, Bluegill Pond will be receiving the diverted drainage from Lake Avay
Accordingly, Bluegil Pond is not expected to experience a noticeable change In water
volume other than volume changes from seasonal variations.

Site preparation and construction activities (ie., soil excavation, filling, grading. paving, and
foundation construction) may also impact the existing groundwater recharge area for the
shallow aquifer. LES defined the existing elevation and flow direction of the shallow aquifer
in the Cocield Formation during Initial site investigation activides. The shallow
groundwater flows southwest and northeast from a divide that runs northwest to southeast
(Figure 3.14). Facility construction activides will create Impermeable surfaces, decreasing
infiltration of precipitation over a portion of the groundwater recharge area. Precipitation
fallhig on this area will be directed to runoff drains rather than Infiltrate shallow
groundwater. No more than 28 hectares of the 179-hectare CEC site (16 percent) will be
affected, and the resulting chaige in groundwater recharge will have no significant impact
on local shallow water supply wells in the vicinity of the site. Shallow groundwater depth
onsite may decline as a result. The amount of groundwater discharging to Lake Avalyn wil
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also be reduced. LES estimates that the lowering of the shallow aquifer will not lkey
1 extend beyond CEC property boundaries and will not affect offSite wells to any significant
degree ([ES, 1994 and 1992h). During construction, site runoff willl be directed to the
Hold-Up Basin (Figure 42). Infiltration of water stored in the Hold-Up Basin to shallow
groundwater may increase the elevation of the underlying groundwater ([ES, 1994a). No
additional liquid effluent discharge to Bluegill Pond is expected during site preparation and
construction. The staff concludes that domestic production of groundwater from offsite wells
should not be adversely impacted.

Construction activities will Include the installation of two water supply wells in the Sparta
Sand Aquifer (Figure 43), each equipped with a 190 liter (50 gallon) per minute pump.
The Cook Mountain confining layer separates the Sparta Sand Aquifer from the shallow
Cockfield Formation Aquifer. No significant immediate changes in the Sparta Sand Aquifer
are expected to occur as a result of the installation and development of these wells. The
long-term impacts of pumping groundwater from these wells during facility operation are
addressed in Section 4.2-1.

Site preparation and construction activities also may impact the quality of the local surface
'water and groundwater. Site preparation will require the clearing of vegetation, perhaps
creating the potential for subsequent soil erosion, espeay during normal precipitation and
storm events.

Surface waters could experience increased sedimentation during such events, as evidenced
by the increased turbidity of Bluegill Pond following the timbering activities conducted
recently on the site (Davis, 1990a and 1990b). LES plans to apply all necessary mitigation
measures during this phase to minimize soil erosion and sedimentation in Bluegill Pond.

Grading of the site to produce a level surface for facility structures and storage yards W
require excavation and filling of site soils, the volume of which Is provided in Table 4.L

* Dies, berms, silt fences, and sedimet .traps will help minimize soil erosion during
construction. The Hold-Up Basin will minimize the amount of site soil released to surface
water. During the construction period, approximately 13,568 me (lI acre-feet) of sediment
is expected to be captured In the Hold-Up Basin (LES, 1994a). Water discharge from the
.Hold-Up Basin to Bluegill Pond is limited td 45 nigflTSS is riquilied by LDEQ standards.

hlis controls the amount of sedimentation In Bluegill Pond. if the capacity of the Hold-Up
Basin Is exceeded, local surface waters may experience a temporary increase in the amounts
of sedimentation and turbidity.

During site preparation and construction, the potential also exists for Impacts to surface
water as a result of fuel or. oil spills from heavy construction equipment and onsite storage
of fuels. These substances may be accidentally released during routine operation of
construction eqipment because of operator error, or from the failure of a fuel storage tank
Mass movement of soils durfug site preparation and construction could potentially disrupt
fuel storage tanks or fuel transport vehicles, resulting in a spill or release of fuel or oil.
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Table 41 Volume of Site Solls to be Cat and Filled for the Construction of
the CEC FaciUty (LES, 1994a)

A i Volume ms Tpe o
-yd3) BSo movement

Faeflity Yard (Controll Amea) . O4O73KM(40O,35) FII

310,23 (405.749) ExavTj~

Hold-Up pasn .21,409 r4MO) .. FM

the volume ofa uelor oil sp is large enoug, or ff a spll loccursin lose proximit to
local, surface water, it may migrate and contnate groundwater or surface water.
However, the quantity of hazardous liquid substances (such as fuel and oil) that will be
stored or transported during site construction Is not expected to be significant, and LES will
have a spill contingencyplan (E, 1993a). CEC Is expected to comply with the proisions
of the EPA NPDES General Permits For Stormwater Discharges From Construction Sites
(EPA 1991).

Ihe presence of high conductivity or preferential flow paths may.increase the potential for
contamiant migration to groundwater. Preferential flow paths at the CEC site include
existig water. wels, tbe installation of new monitorn and. water supply wells,: and
desiccation cracks in soils with a high shirink-swell potential.. Proper phlgging and dosure
of wells will prevent direct continant flow to the shallow aquffer. Installing the water
supply wells through the Cook Mouni confining layer also creates the potential for a
direct hydraulic connection and contamia migration pathway between the shallow aquifer
and the deep Sparta Sand Aquifer. Preferendal contaminnt migration flow paths also may
exist in the areas of the site covered with Sacul soils that have high shrink-swell capabilities.
These.soils swell when sat and shrink when they dry, forming cracks that can provide
pathiways, possibly acelerating the infiltration of surface water to shallow groundwater.

As stated above, b quantities of potentially hazardous liquids stored and transported
during construction are expected to be small. Spill contingency plans should prevent the
.miration of spils to:shallow groundwater. Also, thepossibility exists that the shallow

: . groundwater underneath the site Is not bydraidicaly.connected outside the site boundaries.
Thus. potential Impacts can be prevented, ccntaned, and mitigated.

4.1X2 LAndUse .* .. .. s... ..

'Construction of the proposed uraniuni enrichment facity wfll inpact the exlsting land use
in the immediate 28-hectare (70-acrei area of development Impacts will occur through
dring, grubbing, excoriation, filliig, grading. stock-iing. and building. The impacted area
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consists primarily of recently clear-cat upland mixed forest Approximately 20 hectares
(49 acres) of upland mixed jlne/hardwood forest were harvested in 1990 (LS 1994a). The
area currently consists of early regrowth vegetation such as grasses and shrobs, and some
trees have begun to grow again in the area. The remaining 150 hectares (370 acres) of the
proposed site will primarily remain In its natural state to serve as a buffer zone for the
surrounding land uses (FIgure 4.4) Overall land use impacts appear minimal given the
current state of the envronment at the site, the sie of the facility relative to the buffer
zone, and the historic uses of the area for logging and recreation. The anticipated effects
on the soil during construction activities are limited to apotential short-term increase in soil
erokon. Tis will be mitigated by proper construction techniques, such as Immediate
vegetation of exposed soils and proper grading.

4.L3 BlotIe Resources

During the sie preparation and construction phase of the CEC facility, the vegetation
comm within the 28 hectares (70 acres) will be completely cleared. No chemicals will
b used to co~ntrol vegetation during this activity (LES, 1994a and 1993a). (The vegetation
co ity species arc given in Section 3.5.1 of this BIS.) The Immediate area of impact
constitutes appmate 16 percent of tih total site. In addition, the stresses on the
botanical community at the CEC site consist primarily of recent timbering. About
61 percent of the total land area of the site was timbered in 1989; approximately 94 percent
of the total land area was cleared in the past 10 years (LES, 1994a). 1he young woody
plants typical of the region are expected to reappear, such as sassafas, sweetgum, winged
sumac, persimmon, and loblolly pine. 'In later stages, other commercially Important timber
specIes will dominate the forest, including maple, southen red oak, white oak, bittermut
hickozy, and bhwcl gum. Thus the siting of the CEC facility will have positive impacts on
the botanical community beyond the immediate facility area due to the reforestation of the
surkounding hibitats.

The construction of the two 115-kilovolt V) transmission lines to the site from Haynesville
and Bernice will require the clearing of about 144 hectares of land. These two right-of-way
strips, which are more than 80 percent wooded land, will remain low-cut for maintenance

* of the lines. The displacement of terrestrial wildlife species inhabiting these lands creates
little Impact to the general population of the arCaL

The displacement of terrestrial wildlife species Inhabiting the 28 hectares (70 acres) to be
developed and the Hold-Up BasIn area Is negigible. For example, it is estimated by LES
(1993b) that between 51 and 408 cottontail, 7 sunks, and 1 white-tail deer cduld be
displaced by the construction of CEC A variety of edge and scrub-shrub avians such as the
song sparrow, rufous-sided towhee, and American goldfinch might be displaced. hbis
displacement potential Is not. likely to cause any significant impacts to the wildlife
community. The permanent displacement of the 28 hectares (70 acres) of forest habitat
would be substituted by the regrowth of the surrounding prevalent forest habitats in other
portions of the site. Sknaller species, such as the five-lined skunk, ground skunlk and six-line
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racerunner could be killed by operating machinery and increased traic; however, this would
not lead to significant Impacts to the wildlife populations for the long tem General
diuption of wildlife species In the area would be neglgiblo and Is likely to have only
temporary Impacts.

The recharge alterations of annual runoffs to Lake Avalyn and Bluegill Pond and the lkey
changes of water chemistry are expected to affect the aquatic species diversity structure on
a very small scale. The majority of the aquatic species living In these two manmade water
bodies are tolerant species such as carp, catfish, sunfisb, and bullheads. Others may tend
to avoid areas exposed to temporary increases in turbidity. LES plans to develop an
Erosion Control Plan for implementation prior to site clearing activities. The
implementation of this plan will minimize turbidity and siltation potentials Excavation for
the Hold-Up Basin will result In the creation of about one hectare of new closed surface
water habitat limited to a few. species such as Insects, amphibians, and other small
Invertebrates and plankton. The creation of the Hold-Up Basin would provide terrestrial
wildlife species with additional drinking water sources; it would also provide breeding
habitat for many of the resident aquatic species.

4.1A Noise

.The construction of th facility will require the use of large earth-moving equipment,.
compressors, and generators. Additionally, increased truck and light vehicle traffic flow on
roads and higways in the area will result in increased noise. Tho noise onsite during
construction may also be loud and annoying. As shown In Table 3.46, construction noise Is
generally around 110 dB. Noise will mostly affect a one-mile radius Someone outside the
nearest residence to the site, about 380 meters (1,250 feet) away, Is estimated to receive
about a 70 dB Impact from the construction actiies within the fenced area of the site.
Higher noise levels for a shorter period of time will be caused by road construction and
other short-term construction activities nearer to the residence. Ihis level is similar to the
level that will be generated by traffic coming and going from the site on Parish Road 39.

The level of noise anticipated offiste is comparable to noise levels by a busy road and less
than noise levels found in most city neighborhoods. However, it will be a noticeable
increase over existing local noise levels. The duration of the noise will be limited to daylight
hours during the period of construction. Proper safety precautions will be taken to protect
the hearing of workers at the site.

4.13 TraMce

L8S estimates that an average of 275 construction workers will be employed at any time
during the peak construction period (Years 2-5) (LES, 1994a)N with a maxum in thea fourth
year of 400. Operations workers will average 180, once hil production begins. Th peak
year for combined site personnel is Year 4, with 400 construction workers and 145
operations personnel, totaling 545. Tils represents an average increase of 545 one-way trips
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dali yssuming each worker makes one round trip per day and brings his or her lunch. A
maimum of 1,090 trips per day is expected. This number may Increase slightly Kf
restaurants and hardware and supply stores are convenient. The number of daily trips
estimated for trucks brlnghng construction materials and supplies, as well as heavy trucks,
was detailed In Section 2 of this document.

To calculate trgffic-related impacts, it is assumed that as many as two-thirds of CEC
employees will be relocated from outside the area. It Is fiuther assumed that each worker
commutes 12,000 miles annually and that.10,000 of these miles are driven in local parishes
(an average 21-mile commute). Based on these assumptions, the number of traffic-related
injuries and deaths would be as shown in Table 4.2. The injury and death rates arm based
on 1992 aaiborne Parish accident data obtained from the state of Louisiana (Magri 1994)
and presented In Table 43. . .

Table 4.2 The Annual Impact of Increased Automotive raffic.

Incremental Vehlde Incrse i Vehle- ncrease tn Ve-
Year Milo (in Mlons) - Related Iaries Related Deaths

1 . 1.0 -. 1.01 0.02

2 -2.8 2.76 0.07
3~ Om3 6.3 6.11 0.08

4 O .4.73 .014

5 6' 6C24 018

6 42 4.05 .015

7 ad bca - 233 0.06

Table 43 1992 Traffic -Accident Statistics for asiborne Parish
Loa' Tol Acits ataes Wies

RUra 8Q 4 121

' -' lil* *-"19 0 30

Homer 4 4

.Not Fomd . 3 0 ... . 11

Paih Tot10s ; 4 - 166
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It is cstmated that 2 to 43 round trips (up to 86 one-way trlips) w be made by
commrcial trucks each day. These trucks will come from local and regional contractor
vendors who are accustomed to providing construction supplies and services. It is estimated
that 20 percent of the trucks come from as far as Shreveport (80 kn), 30 percent come from
outside Clalborne Parish (40 km) and 50 percent come from either Homer or inside the
Parish (10 1km). The construction-related tuc transportation would potentially cause
*2.6 inues and no fatalities annually (Wolff, 1984).

Thi ruck count, combining with workers' vehicl, will Increase peak traffic counts by
1,176 vehicles per day, andwill result In a substantial increase In the daily traffic flow along
road IA 9, with traffic Increasing from 1,770 to nearly 3,000 vehicles per day. This amount
of increased traffic on a road would not be noticeable if distributed throughout the day.
The total traffic count, although a significant Increase in traffic locally, Is actually
comparable to current levels In some sections of road LA 9 in the parish. However, the
rush periods at the site may cause tie-ups and minor delays if LBS does not stagger arrival
and departure times during the peak construction phase (the third and fourth years after
breaking ground). If all the workers arrive within a 15-minute span of time, a vehicle would
In effect be added about every 165 seconds to the existing morning and evening rush
hours. This may reduce the average speed on the road slightly during those time periods.
Tho increase in traffic and the large number of very large vehicles may also tauso an
Increase In the rate of road maitenance requirements Potholes will occur more frequently
than before on roadways receiving much of the truck traffic.

Parish Road 39 Is to be reloca d to the west of th CEC sit, requiring the allocation of
nearly 6 hectares of timberland. The relocation effort will be executed by the Claiborne
Parish Police Jury. The Claiborne Parish Police Jury passed a resolution in November 1989
stating that the Parish would authorize and work with LBS on the relocation of Route 39
if necessary for the construction of CEC The Policy JUry has the authority to relocate
Parish roadi (Hardy, 1994).

The relocation of Parish Road 39 wIll add approximately 120 meters (0.075 mile) to the
traveling distance between LA2 and LA9. This Increase would use a very small amount of
fuel Com nes located on Parish Road 39, such as those near Forest Grove Church
south of the site and near Center Springs Church north of CEC may Incur an additional
600 meters (038 mile) to commute between the two churches. Th additional 600 meters
of driving would require a total extra. O.1S liter (0.04 gallon) of gasoline per trip. For
residents immiately south of the southern site boundary traveling to the northern site
boundary, a maximm distance of about 3=200 meters (2 miles) is estimated, Incurring
approxmatly 0.76 liter (0.2 gallon) of extra fuel per trip. Since Homer, the largest nearby
town, is located to the west, it Is conservative to assume that 50 percent of the local fc
goes each way. Therefore, this road modification adds, on the average, less than a minute
to travel times and less than one expected injury every ,000 years, according to
Department of Transportation (DOT) accident data published In SAND84-0062 (Wolfn,
1984). NRC staff concludes that these potential Impacts associated wi the relocation of
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'Parish Road 39. are very small and would not Impose unacceptable risks to the local
community or harm to the environment.

4.16 Air PollutIon

Duriig the constucton phase of the project, fugitive emissions will.be comprised mainly
of dust and vehicle emissions. Details of calculation methodology and assumptions are
provided In the applicants Environmental Report (LBS 1994a). Fugitive dust will occur
due to construction and the initial clearing of 28 hectares (70 acres). Vehicle traffic on
unpaved surfaces, earthmoving, excavag, bulldozing, and wind erosion will be the major
sources of dust. The first S months of earthwork will llybe the period of highest
emissions because the greatest number of construction vehicles ill be operating on all
28 hectares (70 acres) of unprepared srface. Dust generation will be suppressed by
wateriin revegetation of bare areas, covering open trucks carrying dusty material, removing
diri and debris from the road surface, and using contaent methods whenever feasible.

Emissions from worker commuter vehicles were independently estimated by the NRC staff
based on the assumpton that a maximum of 1,090 automobiles (2 cars per employee) would
be added to the area, also considering delivey trucks. The foowig percentages of
automobiles are assumed to apply for these tpes of activities: 80.4 percent automobiles,
11.8 percent light duty trucks, 4.6 percent heavy duty trucks, 3;2 percent heavy duty diesel
trucks. It was further assumed that two-tlrds of the antomobiles would be comparable to
the 1990 emission factor, and one-third would compare to the 1985 emission factor. Annual
emission estimates due to the Increased traffic of the peak year and their relevance to the
EPA National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) de mbdmis levels are presented
In Table 4.4. Thi comparison demonstrates that the emissions are below the de minm
levels. Emissions below the EPAde mhdmls levels are not considered significant for further
assessment or controL

Table 4A Estimated Commuter and Dellery Vehicle Emissions for Year 4

Emdson Factor Total Emisslons Dc Iafbm Lzls
PolUtant (km) (metric oyr) (metric tons/r)

00 7.93 91

HC 35 *36

NOx 132 11 36

Sox .0.12 . . 1 .. 36

TSV 0.25 2 23
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Vehicle emissions are also caused by support and construction vehicles. Predicted support
vehicle emissions are given In Table 45. Emission factors used in determining the emission
rates for onsite construction, provided by the LES based on EPA factors, are given In
Table 4.6 (LES, 1994a). Predicted construcdon vehicle emissions are given in Table 4.7,
assuming that all equipment will be running simultaneously. Projected vehicular peak
emission rates and fugitive particulate emissions are shown in Table 4.8, along with LBS
estimates of fugitive particulate emissions from site preparation activities (MS, 1994a). I
These rates, outlined by Table 4.8, are multiplied by the maximum predicted site boundary
concentratons normalized to a 1.0 g/sec emission ratQ Crable 4.9), and the predicted site
boundary maximum air concentrations of dust and vehicle-emissions are shown In Table
4.10. The maximum predicted air concentrations at the site boundary for the various
averaging periodi were compared to applicable NAAQS. Emissions were assumed to be
produded 10 houirs per day, 5 days per week, 50 weeks per year, over the entire 28-hectare
(70-acre) site. Theresiltingpredicted concentrations are wellbelow the applicable NAAQS
for particulates (Table 4.10).

No NAAQS hae been set for hydrocarbons; however, the total annual emissions of
hydrocarbons predicted from the site are approximately 13,450 kg (14.7 tons), well below
the 36=280-kg (40-ton) level that Is defined by EPA as a significant source of volatile organic
compoumds (VOCs). Air concentrations of the criteria pollutants predicted for vehicle
emissions are all at least an order of magnitude below the NAAQ& Therefore, the
potential emissions are considered to have very small impact. Variation in emissions related
to the seasonal change In gasoline due to Reid Vapor Pressure would not alter the
conclusion of minimal impact.

Onsite vehicle refueling will also cause emissions, but these have been included In the
hydrocarbon emission rates. EPA includes the vapors emitted during refueling in the
emission factor for non-methane hydrocarbons; therefore, no separate emission estimates
.are needed. EPA does not include diesel refueling emissions in the emission factors for
'non-methano hydrocarbons since the low volatility of diesel fuel makes these emissions
relatively insignificant.

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and the Clean Air Act (CAA) have
similar requirements for controllng sudden and unexpected releases of toxic chemicals that
may be gaseous or readily form vapors Compliance with these regulations will reduce the
risk of a release of any type of harmful gas.

Table 4.10 demonstrates that if the emissions came from a point source, It would not be
significant enough to trigger prevention of signifcant deterioration (PSD) permit
requirements. Actual Increases In emissions would exceed predictions because of multiple
uses of cars driven by family members and new residents taking advantage of the area's
e nding economy. However, because the emissions will be spread over a very large area,
the Impact on air quality should be small.
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Table 45 Predicted Support Vehicle Emissions (I$S, 1994a)

Workday
Emission Nuaitr Dally Day Aage

Factor of Mileage Emissions Emisson Rat
c (Om) Vhds OMk) WS j)

Nonmnethan Hydrocabon

U& Datymck I 1O 3 16 48 O0033

Llglt Duty Tn ck L06 1 16 17 o000

HeavyDuty rTck 2.3 1 16 37. 0m103

Totdl 12 0.023

Carbon Mnioide:

U& DutyTruck I1 3 16 246 .0068

U tDutyTrck l 53 1 16 85 O0. 6

Havy Duty Tqrc 20.7 1 16 331 QIC:

Total 662 0.01838

Mtrogen Oxidds

LUs Duty TrackI 0.6 3 16 30 00

IJSU DulyTruklU 0.6 1 16 10 00002

Heavy Duty Truck 1.9 1 16 30 000

Total 70 0.09

Additional emissions will be caused by home heatg use of paints and thinners, aerosols,
and other area source emissions. These emissions, considered minor contributors, are not
included since automobiles create the most emissions. During the winter kison, CO causes
pollutant problems normally associated with crowded streets and parldng garages due
primarily to cold air that lowers the comusion chamber temperature. However, this would
not be a pollutant problem In rural settings or where emissions will be distributed over large
areas, as is the case here. The primary smog-forming pollutants HC and NO., associated
with air Inversions during warm weather, would potentially be of concern In the area,
particulr since emissions of HC from residential and commercial sources are more
snlficant than emissions of other pollutants. The quantities of ¶'P and SO. emitted arc
not considered to be a potential problem.
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Table 4.6. EPA Based Construction Emission Factors Per Vehicle MM, 1994a)

Workday Average EmLon Rates (dhr)

Equipmet Exhaust Carbon Mitrogen Sulf Parllulates
_ydrocxrbons Monoxide Oxides Oxides

Wheeled Tractor 8526 16>77 S75M 44QU9 61.

Scraper 1285 58617 1740.74 210 184

Grader 8.07 6846 324.43 39 27.7

Wheeled Loader 11317 259.58 8 9 82 77.9

Track-Typo Loader 44. 91M5 375 342 2C4

OffRoad Truck 8684 81mm 81 188916 26 116

Roer 30.S8 1373J 3929 305 22.

1 scellaneous 69.35 30637 767.3 647 63.2

Table 4.7 Equipment Inventory and Predicted Total Peak Emlsslon Rates
for Construction Vehicles (LES 1994a)

Workday Average Enlsslou Rates Ws)

Eupment Numbers Ehaust Carbon Nitrogen Sullbr Partculates
Hydrocarbors Monoxide Oides Oxias

Whecled Tractor 1 0.M4 0.451 0.160 .0l 0.017

Scraper 4 0.142 O651 1934 0233 0.204

Grader 1 0.05 0.029 0D90 0.011 0008

heeld Loader 2 O.M3 0144 0.477 0.046 0D4

Track-Typo Loader S OM2 0.27 0.5 0.048 0037

Off-Road Truck S 0.2 1 13S 2.624 0286 0.161

Roller 3 0.2S 0.115 0327 0.025 009

Mscle 1 0.019 0085 0213 018 0.018

Total 0461 2.T25 6346 MM68 OM0

4

I !
j

ii

4.1.7 Socioeconomic and Community Support Senices

During the construction phase, the CEC plant will employ a peak construction work force
of about 400 person, with an annual average of about 200 over the 6-year construction
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Table 48 Predicted Peak Emission Rates (LES, 1994a)

Total Workday
Average Emissous Ws)Polluatd

Vehicle Emissions:

Hydyocarbons OA61 .

2.73

635

Sulfur MUM

PazimAtes

0CAW8

OS07

Pugitive E _ssins:

5.8

Table 4.9 Macmum Predicted Site Bounday Air Concentrations Based on a 10 g/sec
EmIssion Rate (LES, 1994a)

AveraIng Maidmum Mr Concentration DIrection,
im fm RSie

1 Hor 91.8 Southea

3 Hours 38.3 NOrtheat

8Hourt 25.S West

Is 24 Hours 6 West

2nd Highs 24 Hours hA West

I Ycar 1.2 North

period and 275 over the 4 middle years of construction. LS estimates that these jobs will
pay an average of $37,000/year, Including benefits (LES, 1992h), as compared to an area
average of $19,685/year and a national average of $23,348/year for all jobs.

LS has defined a 24-parish labor pool comprising all workers within about 2 hours
commuting time (LES, 1994a). While It Is probable that a high percentage (perhaps
85 percent) of the construction workers will ultimately reside In the 24-parish labor pool,
these workers do not necessarily reside in the area now. During the construction phase, a
s~gnfficant but difficult-toqantify number of workers will come from outside the area
(Mfichael, 1992). lhese workers will be drawn by the high wages offered at the facility and
the depressed state of the construction labor market In the multi-state region which includes
Louisiana.
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There is evidence that suggests that as many as one-half to two-thirds of incremental
construction job opportunities are filled by migrants (Le, out-of-area Individuals)
(Greenwood et aL, 1986). Impacts on rural areas from large-scale construction projects tend
to be at the upper end of that range or higher. .The existence of the pool of workers in the
24-parish region implies a large source of potential construction labor, but these workers will
compete i*th equally qualified workers willing to migrate from other regions. Section 4.5.4
discusses LT plans to hire exsting residents of the Parish and certain other groups of
people in accordance with the Louisiana Eterprise Zone Act.,

The ultimate residence of incoming minas within the 24-parish region is likely to depend
on amenities. A review of the amenities In the region suggests that workers are likely to
migrate to one of the large parishes and commute to Claiborne Parisb.

For quantification purposes, this anals estimates that 40 percent of the workers will be
drawn from outside LES' self-defined 24parih region based on a 2-hour commuting time,

. and 60 percent will be drawn from within the region. Ultimately, 85 percent will live within
the 24-parish region, thus generating Income and tax revenues for these parishes and
constitutig positive socioeconomic impacts on the region. Hiring in accordance with the
Louisiana Enterprise Zone Act will also provide socioeconomic benefits within the region.

The existing large pool of qualified heavy construction workers available throughout the
labor pool win require very little trainig. The relatively small and temporary influx of
labor during the CEC construction period is not expected to strain community services and
facilities, except possibly the police force. The Homer Police Department may be
temporarily strained by the Influx of transient workers and other factors (see Section

.4.1.7.1). Increases in the police force and some community support services, such as job
trainin& may be necessary to satisfy the demand of local residents and to control potential
increases In crime. However, the local fire and police departments will not be significandy
*affected by activities on LBS site since CEO will provide Its own fire protection system and
security staff during construction and operation (LBS, 1994a). Impacts on the real estate
market are expected to be minial. The potental impacts of the construction phase on
hospitals will be limited, as minor work-related illnesses or accidents will be treated at the
site.

42 Operation -

This section assesses the impacts from the operation of CEC under both normal conditions
and postulated accident conditions Ibis section also analyzes the potential impacts from
transportation activities associated with CEC operations.

- T Ahe operation of the CEC fanclity creates the potential for radiological and nonradiological
. impacts. CEC, however, has incorporated selected features and designs to minimize gaseous
* and liquid effluent releases and to keep them within regulatory limits. (LES, 1994a). These

designs Include:
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a. The process systems which handle UP6 operate almost entirely at subatmospheric
pressures. Such operation minimizes outward leakage of UF6.

b. The one location where UP6 pressure 13 raised above atmospheric pressure Is in the
piping and cgllnders inside the autoclaves. Th pressure is still low (179,900 pascals
or 21 psia) The piping and cylinders inside the autoclaves confinr the UF6 Im the
event of leakage, the autoclave provides secondary containment of UP6 In addition,
the higher pressure piping also is separated from the remainder of the piping by a fI-
closed valve.

c. Cylnders of UP, are moved onlywhen cool and when the UF6 Is in sold form. Mis
minimizes the risk of Inadvertent release due to mihanling.

d. Process off-gas, from UP6 purification ano other operations, is passed through
desublimers to solidify and reclaim as much UP6 as possible prior to discharge.
Remaininggases are discharged through bigh-efficiency filters and chemical adsorbent
beds. The filters and adsorbents remove HP and uranium compounds left in the
gaseous effluent stream.

e4 Liquids and equipment that come In contact with uranium compounds in the process
systemsmaybecome contamited. When these liquids and solids (e.g., oils, damaged

* piping, or equipment) are removed for cleaning or maintenance, portions end up in
wastes kd effluent. Different processes are. employed to separate uranium
compounds and other materials (such as various heavy metals) from the resulting
wastes and effluent

L Control 'of wastes and effluents Is accomphed by liquid and solid waste handling
systems and techniques which are descnibed in detail in the LES ER (1994a). Ia
general, basic principles for waste handln are followed In all of the systems and
processes. Different waste pes are collected in separate containers to minimize
conta on of one waste type with another. Materials which can cause airborne
conm inton are carefly packaged; ventilation and filtration of the air in th area
Is provided as necessary. Liquid wastes are confined to piping, tanks, and other

contain bngpits, and sumps are used to collect and contain leaks and spills.
Hazardous wastes are stored In designated areas in carefuilly labeled containers; mixed
wastes are also contained and stored separately. Mixed wastes will not be stored
onsite for more than 90 days; therefore, no mixed waste storage permit will be
required Strong acids and caustics are neutralized before entering the effluent
streami Radioactively contaminated wastes are decontamited insofar as possible to
reduce waste volume.

g. Following handling and treatment processes to limit wastes and ef luent, sampling and
monitoring Is performed to assure regulatory limits are not exceeded in effluent
streams.. Gaseous effluent is monitored before release. Liquid effluent Is sampled



and/or monitored hL liquid waste and sewage treatment systems prior to release.
Solid wastes are sled and/or monitored prior to offiste treatment and disposal.
Samples are returned to their source where feasible to minimize input to waste
streams.

421 Nonradlological Impacts

This section discusses the main nonradiological lfnpact§ on the community from CEC facility
operations. Areas considered are hydrology, land use, blotic resources, noise, air quality,
traffic, socioeconomic community support, and transporaton

42.11 Hydrology

viTe operation of the CEC fadIlty creates the potential for nonradiological environmental
impacts to the site hydrology. These impacts Include changes in the amount and flow
direction of surface water, changes in the elevation aid flow direction of groundwater, and

ntamnant releases of nonradiotogical substances to surface water and groundwater.

Section 4.1 discussed how construction of the CEC facility will result In changes in the
drainage area of both thee Lake vilyn and Bluegill Pond balns. The facility foundition,
tails storage yards, and parkng lots will be constructed on the drainage divide between the
Bluegill Pond Drainage Basin and the Lake Avalyn Drainage Basin (Figure 4.1). All
precipitation fal1ing on these areas during faidility operation Will be routed to one outfll and
discharged to the Hold-Up B sin. Therefore, surface runoff from the portion of the Lake
Avalyn drainage areathat is .covered by.the facility will be directed to Bluegil Pond. As
a result, .water levels in the Lake Avalyn basin will likely be lower during plant operation,

e to hi ecrease hi drainage area. -is would. contribute to the reduction of Lake
Aalyni surface area and probable slight increase in tlie total dissolved solids. On the other
hand, the sediments load to the like would decrease. In balance, however, these charges
would notsignficantly affect the uses of the lake and its productivit. Annual runoff to

tke aydecrease by as much as 20 ercent due to thprofthe pEC facdlity
(LESS'99a)

Operation of the CEC also will result In an Increase of sirface water discharge to Bluegill
Pond. IBS estints that appr6iatey 380,0000m (100 millioh gallons) of surfaie rinoff
would be dsh ed from the yard drain system anualy (LS, 1994a). In addition to this
capture of surfacie water, groundwater pumped from the Sparta Sand Aquifer vill be used
for facility operation. After use the wastewater wll be treated and discharged. This treated
wastewater.will result in an additional 9,460 nS (2,500,000 gallons) of discharge annually to
Bluegill Pond. .Ihe total estimated amouint of liquid effluent and stormwater diswarged to
the Bluegl Pond drainage Is approxmately 389,500 m3/yr (102,500,000 gal/yr). The current
average fOw rate of the stream-that flows from Bluel Pond Is about 286,000 m/year
(LES, 1994a). Tbe flow in this stream cuently is intermittent in nature (section 33.1) and
the epected Increased average flow resulting from the operation of the CEC facility is
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about 7 I/sec greater than the highest flow rate of 19 I/sec measured in January 1990
(Table 3. This slight increase In average flow wi lilccly reslt in a decrease in the
inte at ure of the stream, particularly in diy seasons. This Increase in discharge will
not affect the level of Bluegill Pond because the water level is controlled by the height of
the earthen dam that forms the pond.

Tho operation of the facility may result In changes In the elevation of the shallow and deep
aquifers beneath the site. These changes will be caused by both a combination of decreased
groundwater recharge beneath facility buildings, storage yards, and parling lots and by the
withdrawal of groundwater for use by the CEC ficility.

Decreased Infiltration of precipitation and groundwater recharge wM result from the
exdstence of impermeable surfaces (e¢g, parking lots, storage yards, and building roofs) and
from the routing of runoff from these surfaces to the Bluegill Pond drainage area. Th
decrease In Inltradon to the shallow aquifer will result In a lowering of the shallow water
table directly beneath the site. Thi effect should not be observed beyond the site
boundaries and will not adversely impact domestic production in offslte wells.

Canges I the Sparta S and A fer can be expected to occur as a result of groundwater
withdrawal for facility use. The CEC facility Intends to Install two water supply wells onsite
(Figure 43) These wells will be Installed and screened in the Sparta Sand Aquifer at
depths of 120 m (394 ft) below sea level or 213.5 m. (700 ht) below. land surface
(LES, 1994a). Pumping rates for these two wells are expected to average 27 m3/day
(5 gpm) with a maximum of 82 mO/day (1 gpm). The pumpping of groundwater from these
two iells creates the potentil for lowering the elevation of the potentiometric suace of
the Sparta Sand Aquifer. Specifically, pumping of these two wells will likely result in a cone
of depression in the water table in the Immediate vicinity of the wells. LES performed an
evaluation of the magnitude of the drawdown expected to occur, as a result of withdrawal

* of groundwater from these two wells. LBS estimates that the gu'pfng of the water supply
wells at the site will not be coninmuous. Instead, the whhdra:al well will be pumped
periodically to fill water storage tanks. However, to conservatively csiculat aquifer
drawdown over time, calculations were performed for the aquifer based on continuous
pumping for a period of 30 years. Potential drawdown was also calculated based on
combined pumping rates of 27 m3/day, 82 m3/day, and 273 m/day (5, 15, and 50gpm) for
the two wells. The 273 m/day rate reflects the maximim rate of theowell pumps. The
calculated drawdown of the Sparta Sand Aquifer for each scenario is provided in Table 4.11L

Based on the available information, the Sparta Sand Aquifer will experience a decrease .i
elevation as a result of pumping at site water supply wells. This decrease Is expected to
range from 0.03 to 1.2 m (0.1 to 4 ft) for a 30-year pumping scenario, depending on the
assmed pumping rates and auifer transm esi.te Drawdown tn the Sparta Sand Aquifer
produced by the facility pumping wells is comprd to drawdown caused by the nearest
drigwater well (the Central Claiborne Water System Well No. 4). Using the um
pumping rate for the site water supply wells of 30 m3/day (5 gpm), drawdown at the point



Table 4.11 Calculated Drawdown from the OMfite Claiborne Well No. 4 and the
_ Ozsite LES Water Supply Wells (LE.% 1994a)

Drawdd6 in Meters (feet)

.aa3borne Wel No. 4 LES WUs Total

Phmpbg Ratiee27 v/daY (a;Pm)
Aquofer Tuhsmissivy * 13,000 gpd/ft

At the Southern LES Property Bolndary° 18 (353) 0.13 (RA3M . 1.21 (396

At a Point Leten the Wells .1) 125(4.111 0.104034 1.36 (4A5)

At asiborne WEll No. 4 (3 3.45 (1131) 0.09 (030) 354 (11.61)

Aqtifer 1husmlssvit* 75.000 vndfft

At ffie Suthern Pr Bdundawv (°) 026 (OBO 0.03 (0.10) 0.29 (0.940

At-a Point Betwen the Wells Ca) 0.29 (096) 0.02 (0D8) 0.32 f104)

At Cailorn, Welt No. 4 (3) 0.73 (2AO) 0.02 OQ 7) 0.75 VA)

Pumping Rate = 82 m /day (5 gpm)
Aquifer Teansmisslvty 15,000 gpd/ft

At the Southern [PS Prouertv Boundarv (I) 1D8 (353) 039 (1M) 147 (4.81)

At i POi etehe Wel ) 1-25 (4.11) 03 1(1M) 1a7 (S.14

At Mafbo~e Wcll No. 4 (3) 3.45 (1131) 0.28 (091) 3.72 (I2

Antfrer Twnmlsslvlty a 7SM00 endit

At the Southern 1BS Property Boundarv (3 026 0(84) 0M (029) 034 (1.13)

A a Poitnt Beween the wels ) 029096) 07(024 037 (10)

-,At born Well No. 4 (3) .0.7324 0.7 (0.22) OS C162M

Pumping Rate * 273 m3/day (SO gpm)
Aquffer nninls'ISi C 15,000 gpd/ft

At the Soern LES P tvBoundaril () 11)(353) 13 (427) 238 7.80)

At a Point Betweeh the Wells (2) 1254.11) 1.05 (3.43) 2.30 47)

Ai t orne Well No. 4) 3 (1131) 093(34 437 (1435

AtuIferTsmvtsdvtY a 75.00 WMe t

At the Southern IES Pronerty Bountan °3) 026 GM) 03 (0.98) 0.55 112)

gt R Point E e the Wells (2) 029096 2I f(0O.81) 0:5 (1.77)

At deborne Well No. 4 0 ) 0.73 .40 0.22(0.73) 0 95.3.13)

(1) Ajpr=miteQy 0.8 km (.5 mile) from the location of the [ES war supply wflf.
p) proimattly 24 km (LS Ies) from the location of tbe LES water supply wells.

(3) Approodmatel 4.0 km (25 miles) fom the location of the LBs water supply wells.
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closest to the pumping wells Is approximately 10 to 12 percent of the drawdown caused by
the Central Claibone Water System Well No. 4. At the maximimn pumping rate of
270 mn3/day (50 gpm), the drawdown from the site well and the Central Claborme Water
System Well No. 4 (LS, 1994a) Is approximately equal. While t drawdows is significant
with respect to the drawdown caused by the Claiborne public water supply Wen No. 4, it is
not likely to hav an effect on public water supply wells using the deep Sparta Sand Aquifer
in the vicinity. This drawdown is not significant with respect to the thickness of the sand
layer that comprises the Sparta Aquifer, which Is between 30S and 91.Sm (100 and 300.ft)
In thickness (LES. 1994a). The NRC staff concludes that water pumping at the site will not
have a significant adverse impact on local water supply and wells

The operation of the CEC facility creates the potential. for releases of chemicals to surface
water and groundwater. The sources of these potential contaminant releases are the
discharge of treated wastewater and facility surface water runoE4 the handling and storage
of fuel oil, and other hazardous chemicals; and the deposition of airborne cominants.

Water that Is used by the facility for normal operations (Le, sanitation, laundry, equipment
cleaning, etc.) will be treated before discharge by the facility sewage treatment system.
Treated wastewater will be discharged through an approved National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) and LDEQ Wastewater Discharge Penmit outfall
(LES, 1992e). CEC is expected to comply with the requirements of these permits. The
potential exists for this discharged water to become contaminated with hazardous substances
released during the operation of the site. Surface water runoff from precipitation events will
drain from the tails storage area and other portions of the site and will be discharged to the
Hold-Up Basin-

Parldng lot runoff may contain oil and grease that leaks or drips from facility vehicles.
Discharges from the sewage treatment system and yard drains runoff will be monitored to
detect any potential release of contaminants in liquid effluents to surface water. The
potential also exists for the sediments to become contaminated. Contaminated sediments
could serve as a secondary source of surface water contamition The effluent monitoring
programs are described in Chapter 5. The expected concentrations of each nonradlological
polhtant thatwill be discharged are sted in Table 4.12. 'lhe discharge limits listed in the
table are those expected in the LDEQ Permit, actual nbers could vary.

Calcubtions were performed to compute a conservative estimate of the amount of dilution
that may be expected to occur for nonradiological pollutants in Bluegill Pond. These
calculations do not account for various physical chemical, and biological processes, such as
mixing. absorption, and evaporation, that may affect the actual concentrations. A
conservative value of the total expected outflow from Bluegill Pond was based on measured
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low-flow values reported by LES and the total volume of treated effluent and runoff from
the Yard Drains System:

Cuient Outflow from Bluegi PondR 446,SOO m/yr

Volume of EfMhant Dischagd from FadW fll'r

Total Ouhflow fromBluegS Pond 836,000 m1/yr

a.- Repoftd innmum dbchtaa cm hoeg BluSMod easund in a 1990y 14 U Om S (0 ) (LES. 194
b.- adudes tota dischag of yard drains fraim HoldU Basla and tota d=Useup fru NIDES outfitl to Bluegil

Pond (LS 19934)

-- Ible 4.12 Expected Coicentrations of Nonradiologlcal Pollutants Discharged
to Bluegill Pond

Expected
Concentraon Relpdatoy

In Bluegi Pond lIits In the
Maximum Dally wi Dtion Dh ge

PW=dW Values' Factor f 21 Permits

P. 65 . .-NA b 6.

BOD 30mg/I 143m ./ 4LSm&A

COD 7.m0 / 33.3 mg/ A

TOC .15 mg/I. 7.1m/1 50mg/I

US Sung/i 2AMO/ 20 g/

Ammonia 5m gi 24 mgI S g/I

Curbon Ttnchloride 0.001 og/. 0.0005/ 022 g/

Tota RcIdul ChloWine Os i/ OiA tg/I 2 mg/I

FecaF Caliform .5/100 ml. 7.1/100 ml 200/10D ml

Fluorides ' cSmI c2A .ngF L.0 mg/I

Su.faes *1. ./ . 7.1mg/i 250g/Ac

O*l/Gease 0.:l mg/ , - 0.02 mg/I 10 m/

A bunilxm, Tota 0.1 mg/l 05 O g/I Not Available

Lead ;cisaog/ O.ug/- i3 Ug/

Merey . . *0.00 gs/I 0.014 Yg/I 0.012 Uo

* * l * (MU*)-

- *h FHl deen upo bufp caacit ot efflunt an lbluegil lad Xter ad cannot bc
* tdrhied wit a impfi diution cdlaon. Hower, the antlated pH of the effun Is

* *vbl~hn ft gulatozyOtnmhr.
£MBEQ 994*
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The dilution factor for nonradlological pollutants was assumed to be equal to the total
outflow from Bluegill Pond (including the effluent discharges from the facility) divided by
the total volume of discharged effluent:

(836,000 mi)/(389,500 mn) 2.1 fl
The expected concentratos of each constituent In Bluegill Pond were computed using the
expected maximum discharge limits for constituents listed In the NPDES permit divided by
the dilution factor of 2i. However, even without computing the dilution In Bluegill Pond,
the concentrations of nonradlological pollutants In the water of Bluegill Pond for all the
constituents listed in the NPDES permits are below applicable water quality criteria for the
protection of the warm water species habitat and the drinking water standards of the State
of Louisiana Therefore, the discharge of nonradlologIcal constituents is not expected to
signifly impact surface water quality and the habitat into which the facility discharges
Its treated effluent.

There will be two 37,800-1iter (l0000-gallon) aboveground storage tanks for backup diesel
generator fuel To minize the potential for spills during refueling or leaks from these
tan.s, a secondary steel containment shell will be constructed to encapsulate each tank
(LES, 1992d). Any spills or leaks will, therefore, be confined to the secondary shell and will
not migrate to surface water or groundwater (LES, 912h).|

The release of airborne contaminants through the facility effluent stacks or by voatlon
from spills or bpen containers may.result In the deposition of cont ts on local surface
water. The gaseous effluent and surface water monitoring programs (described In
Chapter 5) will detect airborne as well as liquid releases.

Assessments of the potential environmental impacts to surface water included an evaluation
of flooding potential The site Is located on a topographic high, and no major surface water
bodies exist upstream from the site. The nearest surface water confinement will be the
Hold-up Basin which will be used during constructon to prevent erosion and during
operation to prevent stornwater runoff surge control for the CEC (LES. 1994a). Therefore,
the presence of water in the basin wi likel be Intermittent. Because the outflow of the
basin will be constructed at an elevation that is 6 m (20 ft) lower than the elevation of the b
CEC ficility, it would not be possible for flooding of the Basin to affect the CEC facility.
The Hold-up Basin will have a surface area of approximately 12 hectares or 12,150 nii
(3 acres) and a storage capacity of 46,854 mn (38-acre feet). Flood hazard boundary maps
were developed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) as part of the ."
National Flood fisurance Program. These maps were evaluated to determine if the facility
I is located in or near a floodplain and, therefore, if it Is subject to flood hazard. FEMA
developed flood hazard boundary maps for all of Claiborne Parish, except for those areas
designated as 'areas of minimal flood hazard.L The proposed CEC facility Is located in one
of the areas designated as-an area of minimal flood hazard, and no flood hazard boundary
maps were developed for this area. The nearest mapped flood hazard area is located
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aoxImately 5.2 km (3.2 il) southeast of the southeri boundary of the proposed facility,
along the shore of Lake Claiborne. Therefore, based on flood hazard information
'developed by FEMA, the proposed facility-is not located in or near a flood hazard area.
The Standard Pioject Flood (SPF) and Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) calculated by LES
Indicates that' the site Is not subject to floods from adjacent surfce water bodies
-aS= 1993a). Amy flooding that would occur at the site would be a result of local Intense
precipitation. The maximum water depth that would accumulate from such an event Is 6 cm
(25 Inches). The Separations Building will be constructed 15 cm (6 inches) above the level
*of the ficility yard, 9 cm (35 Inches) above the expected maximum water level during
intense local precipitation.

The same fiity operation activities that may impact surface water quality discussed above,
may Impact groundwater through the Infiltration of conminated surface water. The
potential impacts of facility operation on groundwater quality Include:

* accidental contamint releases firom fuel storage tanks; and.

* infiltration of ctamiated water to groundwater.

Accidental releases to groundwater from fuel storage tank are minimized through the use
of steel secondary containment shells. It is possile that groundwater contamnation ould
occur through Infiltration from surface water, particularly during periods of low flow. It Is
more ie that the sediments would contain the contamint. Cominants to the
groundwater are minimized through compliance with the discharge-permits that limit the
quantity of aminants in the liquid effluent Any contacinant that might reach the
groundwater would be further diluted. Additionally, the shallow groundwater under the
CEC may not be hydraulically connected to the shallow groundwater outside of the facility
boundaries. Groindwater discharges to larious streams during much of the year.
Therefore, the staff does not expect any adverse impact on the groundwater quality.
Monitoring will be performed to confirm this.

42.L2 land Use

T Ihe regowth of the botanical- community surrounding the CEC will continue with the
development of common timber species forming a complete forested system. Te CEC
operation will cause no negative impact to the lAnd use of the Immediate srrning area
beyond those that occur during construction.

42.13 BlottcResources

Biological diversity and ecological health should improve In the nonrpant acreage of the
CBC site. Ts area should mirror the surrounding counursde very well In a number of
years, as the site recovers from fte deforestation. Erosion shoild diminish, which would
improve stream and pond water quality. Transitional areas such as this are also the most
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robust and dynamic systems In a forest and provide food for all types of creatures. The area
immediately around the facilitywill consist mostly of mown grass and some shrubs and trees.
This is a very limited environment for plants and animals, but It Is a small percentage of the
total property area and there Is a very large amount of similar land and National forest
nearby. Consequently, the net effect is that the land used will not be missed as it Is not a
critical habitat. The building of additional homes aid businesses In the parish will have a
more dramatic effect on the availability of space for flora and fauna. Uh size of the lots
and the proximity of the homes may have an Impact on migration patterns and may isolate
some terrestrial populations. Increased traffic may result In Increased road kls, but this
Increase Is expected to be inconsequential when compared to natural die-off.

42.1A Noise

Noise from operation of the plant will be primarily generated by trucks and heavy
equipment moving cylinders and by traffic moving to and from the facility. The noise at the
nearest residence will be due almost entirely to the increased traffic levels. h noise wil
be greater than existing conditions but not noticeably so. The primary difference Is that the
noise level will be more continuous during the day, with levels during the night equivalent
to daytime periods during shift changes.

In general noise in the parish should not be increased significantly except along roads
around the plant at the time of nighttime shift changes. While the noise should not cause
hearing damage or be any louder than in the daytime, the noise levels at some residences
would be high enough to cause some disturbancs of sleep. This would bother most people
for relatively short periods of time as they adjust to the noise.

Electric motors and well-balanced centrifuges that are shock/vibration-mounted should not
generate excessive noise outside of a well-designed building. Noticeable noise from these
sources at .offste locations Is considered highly unlikely.

4.2.L TraMc

Approximately 180 people will be employed as operations staff at the facility. Assuming
that this is the daily employment level, that about 10 to 20 trucks arrive per day (vendors,
supples, and cylinder trucks), and that some people go out to lunch, the traffic count would
be around 33 percent of the number of cars anticipated during the peak construction phase !1

(about 54S vehilces per day). Ths is a 25 percent increase over existing maxmum traffic
counts on the road segments of Parish Road 39 leading to the site. This additional volume
of traffic can easily be handled by the road and connecting roads assuming that they can
avoid Homer's Courthouse Square area to some extent. Also, these increases In traffic load
would be limited to shift change periods. During operation, Increased trafc Is expected to
Increase vehicle related Injuries by about 2.33 Injuries and 0.06 fatalities per year.
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I Ingeneral tafflc in heparh would be expected to Increase slightly along al roads leading
to the plant site; thus, road maintenance costs would also increase, particularly along roads
traveled by heavy equipment and trucks carrying cylinders of uranium hexafluoride.

42.L6 ..Air Pollution

The major sources of nonradiological emissions will be Indirect sources, such as emissions
from vehicles coig to the site and from the electrical generation plants supplying power.
These emissions are relatively minor In nature and will not cause an exceedance of the
NAAQS. Continued use of dust suppression measures will be maintained until parking lots
are paved and exposed soil is successfully revegetated. Emissions of solvents from various
activities should be minor and must comply with Louisiana air pollution regulations, which
require covers on all open sources of emissions when not In use (e.g., degreasers and open
cans of solvents or paint).

CEC operation will routinely release small quantities of hydrogen fluoride (HF) in dilute,
gaseous form, and degreaser from the elevated Separations Building stac rHF is a strong
dehydrating agent and can, in concentrated form, char:wood and paper on contact.
Anhydrous HF and higher concentrations of hydrofluoric acid are very corrosive to sin,
qeyes, lungs, and mucous.membranes. Dilute solutions of HF may induce deep-seated skin
ulceration at somc time following exposure (Drury et al, 1980). In cases of inhalation of
concentrated HF, the respiratory inflammation.and pulmonary edema overshadow the
general espects of fluoride poisoning. Also HF can be absorbed through the skn In enough
quantity to induce fluoride poisoning.: The annual average HF release rate from CEC Is
estimated to be 6.45 kg/yr or about 0.7 g/hr. Combining this release estimate with the
maximm z/Q (approximately 800 m north of the plant stacks) yields an estimate of
1.lxl(Y 7mg HF/rn3. Regulatory limits for HF in the atmosphere have not been established.
The estimate, however, Is a factor of 30 million less tanm the American Conference of
Government Industrial Hygienists (ACGdI) time-weighted average (WA) threshold limit
value of 25 mg/rn for occupational exposure to HF (ACGI, 1986).

Exposure of vegetation to HF can result in fluoride accmuation and external injury to leaf
margins and tps, which often have higher fluoride concentrations than the rest of the leaf
blade. The effects of HF will depend on the stage of development of the vegetation, the
concentration of the acid in the air, the length of the exposure, and the climatic factors.
Exess exposures can. cause, growth. Inhibition, necrosis of foliage, chlorosis, wilting, and
eventual death of the plant. Continuous exposure to BF is more harmful to vegetation than
intermittent exposure (Drury et al. 1980). Most injured plants would probably recover from
short-term and Intermittent exposures (NRC, 1986b). Exposure to concentrations of
airborne fluoride below 8 mg/m for 1 hour Is not generally sufficient to produce injuries
to vegetation (NRC, 1986b). Therefore, the potential impact of small HF releases and the
short period of exposure on surrounding vegetation is expected to be negligible. Similarly.
since the potential HF releases during operation of CEC are very small and intermittent in
nature, no injury to domestic animals or wildlife Is expected.
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The emission of chiorotluorocarbons (CFCs) from the facility would constitute an air
pollutant that would not have an adverse health effect on the community but would make
a small contribution-to the damage to the stratospheric ozone layer. Destruction of the
ozone layer would contribute to increases in ailments and effects on the ervironment due
to increased amounts of ultraviolet light. The annual release rate for Freon R-113 from the
Separations Building Is conservatively estimated to be 8,640 kg (19,000 Ibs). ThS release
rate Is conservative and unlikely to occur. It assumes complete inventozy releas6 and no s
recovery of the Freon R-113. This conservative release rate will yield approximately
t5xlO mg/rn3, for an average annual ambient concentration of Freon R-113 at the point
of maximum concentration, approximately 800m north of the plant stacs This value is
considerably less than the TWA threshold limit of 7,600 mg/n 3 for occupational exposures
established by ACGIH (1986). While the ambient concentrations are miniml and short-
term, the CFCs potential releases would contribute to the long-term effect on the
destruction of the ozone layer.

The Centrifuge Assembly Building (CAB) Is equipped with a general HVAC system with
no effluent fltration or monitoring. Operations conducted in the CAB will not involve
radioactive materials, but will use and release acetone and Freon R-113. Acetone and
Freon R-113 releases during assembly, inspection, and mechanical testing of centrifuges are
estimated to be 100 and 400 kg/yr. respectively. These releases yield ambient annual
average air concentration estimates of W103 mg/ 3 for acetone and 4U10 3 mg/rm3 for Freon
R-113 at the point of maximum concentration, approximately 800m north of the plant stacks.
These potental releases of acetone and freon would not be through the plant slacks. These
two values are small compared to the ACGIH TWA threshold limits (ACGIH 1986). The
TWA threshold limit for acetone ls 1,780 mg/n 3. Accordingly, Freon R-113 combined
releases from the Separations Buildup and CAB are expected not to exceed 4.Ilx(1 3 mg/mr3.

Based on this assessment, the potential impacts associated with the release of all ;i
nonradiological gases during the normal operations of the CEC are negligible in terms of
acute or chronic health effects to exposed individuals or to the environment. The long-term
effect of the release of the Freon R-113 to the environment will be as a potential
contributor to the overall long-term Impact on the stratospheric ozone of global CFC
releases Reduction of the ozone layer will result in increases in ultraviolet-B radiation,
which may damage sensitive plants and contribute to an increase in melanomao In humans.

LJS, however, has IdentifIed potential substitutes for Freon R-11 and Freon R-113. (LES.
1994b). Currently, HFC-134a Is the likely substitute for R-11. It contains n6 chlorine and
has been recommended for short-term replacement of R-1l by the EPA. It has a very low
toxicity.

Because the actual substitute for freons has not been chosen, the discussion here assumes
that Freon R-113 ii used. The impact from the potential substitute is expected to be less
than from freon. LES has stated that a substitute will be used at CEC
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* Potential substitutes for Freon R-113 are ACOre'6000 and 9000 series cleaning agents.
These cleaning chemicals are biodegradable -and not toxic to aquatic life. They are not
,listed. RCRA hazardous waste and bave low vapor pressures that limit volatile organic
compound emissions. Axre6000 and 900D are made up of mixed aliphatic hydrocarbons.
Genera, precautions are required In handing these solvents becaue prolonged epidermal
contact may cause Irritation and swelling. Other adverse reactions may Include nervous
system depression with anaesthetic feeling. These reactions are unlikely, however, with
proper ventilation and worker protection programs. environmental Impacts associated with
these substitutes are expected to be less than those predicted for the CFCs.

-42.17 Socioeconomic and Community Support Services

The following sections describe the social, economic, and co it impacts of CEC
operatons. The towns of Homer and Haynesville have been emha d due to thekr
proximity to the proposed facility location and their status as providers of community

* services.

..41.71 .Public Services

General Bducaton - No negative impact on the local primary and secondary
educational fac'ities is expected. Clalborne Parish currently has a student/teacber ratio
of 15.7:1, which Is better than the State average of 17.1:1. Moreover, the school system
has twice the physical capacity necessary to provide for the current student population
of 3,127, a figure higher than any increase from an influx of families associated directly
or indi with C1C. : ..

*Public Sft - Along with a general Increase in economic actvty, there may be some
Increased demand or expanded business hours and all-night businesses. This would
tend to increase the potential for crime at such busines, as would any similar Increase
in economic activity. CEC plans no night workers during construction, except security,
and only 10 night-shift operations workers.

Clalbore Parish is cuirrntly coping wilt criminal activity arising from cocine and
craac It is believed that most criminal activity occurring relates to drug deaing or
other drug-related. crines (e.g, buiglires and thefts). Section 3.6.2. summarizes
current crime rates. The sheriff of Claborme Parish believes that the parish has Its
shaie'of problems, but is not facing a h mprobIem (Oakes, 1993). The Parish's
risig crime raie Is believed to have been In step with popiation grt dng the last
2 deides (Cicarelll, 1994). Some bellevethat polic resources are strained at present
(Feathrston, 1992), or that the .flucuating natue of past criminal activity is an
indication that there are times of train (Pueb, 1994).

Based on these conditions, local law eiforcement resources are unlikely to be sufficient
to accommodate the Increase i demand stemming from CEC construction and
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operation. Local authorities would need to eWpand the police force to avoid a
deterioration In local public safety service. An estimated two to four more police
officers would need to be added to the local forces at Homer anrd Haynesville beyond
already projected hiring levels. Such an expansion would have effects.on thfe local
government budget, which may or may not be offset by Increased tax revenues arising
from the CEC facility or associated personnel settling within the Parish. This public
safety and budgetay impact may be the most notable negative social impact of the
facility.

* Health end - The Homer Memorial Hospital has 64 beds and the ability to handle
a 30-3S percent increase in patient load without any problems. Since CEC is projected
to have its own first-aid resources, and personnel will commute from beyond the parish
.area, local health services are not expected to be strained or to sustain a negative
Impact due to CEC construction and operations

* Housing - For the last 2 years there has been an oversupply of lower quality and older
homes on the market. However, there are very few homes, apartments, or mobile
homes available for rent. Construction and operation of CEC would be expected to bid
up rental prices and, to a lesser extent, home purchase prices; and will probably
stimulate new construction. Any shift of this nature is expected to be minimal since
there is anl oversupply of homes for sale and people can choose residences over a wide
area.

* Recreatlonal Facilities - Lake Claiborne, Lake Claiborne State Park, Kisatchie U
National Forest, Carney Lake, and the Donogue State Park together receive such a
large number of annual visitors (48,200 in fiscal year 1988-89 for Lake Claiborne State
Park alone), that any increase due to CEC personnel would be insignificant and unlikely
to have a measurable impact.

42.L7.2 Demograpby

* EMu~atimw - Ihe projected peak total employment of 54S in Year 4 (400 construction
and 145 operations personnel) for the CEC facility could have a detectable impact on
total population in the parish area. The effect depends on the concentration of
migrating construction and operations workers, dependents, and secondaiy economic
migrants within Ciaiborne Parish. LBS estimates that about 85 percent of the workers
will live within commuting distance and approxIately 12 percent will move into the
Parish from other areas of Louisiana Over the long-nk, the operations .woriforce Is
projected to be 180 people. The impact of these operations workers and associated
dependents and secondary economic migrants on Claiborne Parish Wi be small.

* E&Wloxment - Operations jobs are likely to be filled by existing residents of the
24-parish labor poot, particularly at the lower-end of the skill and pay scale. At the
higher-end, a greater proportion of migrants will take the jobs. At the very upper-end
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(ag, health physici emica engieer etc), Individuals will mostly be brought in
from existirg high-technology chemical and nuclear facilides in other parts of the US.
in this respect, it Is worth noting that the migration rate for hgh-technology workers Is
not oy high but higher than that for the rest of the work force (Herzog et al, 1986).
This m1gration rate Is a function of the mobility of high-technology workers In the US.
not CECper se. Thus, a ignficant amount of migration for the high- tecnology jobs
can be expected.

On the other hand LES plans to employ people in accordance with the Louisiana
Enterprise Zone Act. Ti requres that LES certf that at least 35 percent of its
employees:

(a) are residents of the same parish as the location of the bess,

(b) receive some form of public assistance prior to employment,

(c) be considered unemployable by traditional standards or lack
basic skills, or

(d) be suect to ay of the above.

Adherence to thli ct will sulstantially improve the job opportunitles of existing local
residents.,

* Within the labor pool, there are undoubtedly numerous individuals with the basic skills
and expence for the lower ad middle-range jobs at the facility. Ihe labor pool I,,
however, highly stratified. Of the adult (age 16 and over) population in the narrow
defined seven-county LBS employment region (as defined by LES, 1994a), more than
30 percent are not high school graduates.. In Clalborne Parish, non-high school
graduates represent almost 47 percent of the population ages 16 and older. In both
cases the rates are disproportionately higher for blacks than whites. Most of the
employed Indivduals of both races work in lower sk lower wageJobs. Tbe lielihood
of job training and operations* employment will be concentrated among a goup of
currently more qualified and more educated Indivdiiuls. These Individuals are
Statisicaly more likely to be white than black. Lesser qualified Individuals In the area
. ill obljobs I the cafeteria, a straon generalplant maintenance, and support
.services areas. Through eperience, trang, d Initiative, employees at the lower end
of the pay scalcwill have thc opportnity toadvace and earn higer wages.

* gocondifltons -Ihie reative absence of industrial operations and anacturing
workers In.the pirish and nerb parishes fi beiaise LES specifically chose to locate
in an area Wth no heavy indu or maifuing employer (see Section 2.7).
While this site selection criterion Is an .diitage I areas likc land cost, or and
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public acceptance (to get the high paying jobs), it Is a disadvantage in getting a skilled
work force from the nearby population.

42173 QualIty of LU

Impacts on the quality of life I Claiborne Parish and nearby communities during and after
construction of CEC will depend on certain factors relating to the Influx of new residents
during construction and operations. The Influx of new residents may temporarily strain
established social and community bonds. Such strains are not unusual and are part of the
normal process of adjustment to an influx of people to a rura area.

The boomtown effect is generally used to describe the consequence of rapid increases in
population (at least 5-10 percent per year) in small (populations of thousands to a few tens
of thousands) rural (30-50 miles or more from a major ct) communities undergoing rapid
increases in economic activity. By these standards, Claiborne Parish would be below the
boomtown threshold because most immigrants are expected to reside throughout the area,
not just Claiborne Parish.

417.A Environmental Justice

On Februay 11, 1994, President Clinton Issued Executive Order 12898 directing Federal
agencies to develop a strategy for assuring envronmental justice in their programs, policies,
and activides Environmental justice refers to Identifying and addrssing, as appropriate,
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of programs,
policies, and activities on minority and low-Income populations. Procedures for
Implementing the Order are still being developed.

The NRC staff has considered the issue of environmental justice from two perspectives:

1. Is there evidence that LES selected the proposed CEC site based on racial
considerations?

2. Will minort and economically disadvantaged populations be disproportionately
affected by the CEC?

The proposed CEC site is located between two predominantly African-American
commtes, Center Springs and Forest Grove. Almost 50 percent of Claibome Parish
residents are minorities.- Many commentors on the DEIS alleged that LES deliberately
chose the site because it was in an Afican-Amerlycan community. However, the
commentors did not cto any specific evidence to support their allegation, but rather relied
essentially on the end-result to support the allegation The NRC staff has carefilly
reviewed public comments and'tho LES description of the site selection process. The LES
process appears to be based solely on business and technical considerations. IThe staff found
no specific evidence that racial considerations were a factor. LBS did consider such factors
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as land cost and financial Incentives offered by governments to attract industr, however,
these items would be considered by any company and are not evidence of environmental
Inusice. . .. . .

Ihe NRC staff also considered whether minorities will be disproportionately adversely
macted by operation of the CeC. The staff recognizes that to the extent the CEC affects

the environment, those living closest will be the most affected. All aspects of CEC
operation will be required to comply with State and Federal environmental regulations. The
staff has not identified any siificant offste adverse Inpacts that would occur as a result
of CEC construction and operation. The minot communities of Forest Grove and Center
S would be inconvenienced by the Parish Road relocation, increasing the driving time
between the communities. The distance between the Forest Grove Church and the Center
Springs Curch Is approimately L km (1.1 miles); the relocation of the road will add
app mately 600 meters (038 mile) to the distance. Relocation of residents will not occur
as a result of facility or road construction.

All effluent releases from the CEC would be below established limits and doses are
expected to be well within the regulatory limits. No significant impacts to the health of local
residents or the environment are expected as a result of. the CEC The NRC staff has
concluded that the Impacts associated with the CEC will be relatively small, and that there
will not be a disproportionate adverse Impact on minority or low-Income populations.
Furthermore, the CEC will bring substantial employment and economic benefits which will
ybenefit the entire population.

In summary, the staff concludes that the prpposed LES facility is not an example of
environmental Injustice. That Is, the staff found no evidence of racial considerations being
used in the site selection process, and the staff does not believe that facility operation wi
result in sgnficantly disproportionate adverse impact

42.L8 Cftral, Historic, and Archaeological Resources'.

* Cuhral - No negative impacts are expected from the construction and operation of the
CEC facility on the cultural resources of the parish.

* Historij -There are no sites of historic significance within the CEC buffer or facility
areas (as defined by the United States National Register of Historic Places). No
negative Impact on the existing nine historic sites within Claiborne Parish should arise
due to the construction, operation, or influx of workers from the CEC facility.

* * &di .logii - A recent study by Survey Unlimited Research Associates concluded
that the CEC site has no historic or prehistoric value. The only major -finding, a
projectile point dated from 2,000 BC to 500 AD, is most likely an isolated Item, and In
the absence of any evidence of occupation (ie, camp site or tool-maling area) indicates
that construction and operation of the CeC facility would have no measurable
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archaeological Impact. This conclusion Is shared by the Division of Archeology, Office
of Cultural Development, of the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism of the
State of Louisiana. It Is Important to stress though, that any new findings as a result
of construction or operations must be immediately reported to the latter office.

42.L9 Transportation

Tne principal nonradlological risks associated with transportation are personal Injy and
property loss suffered in vehicular accidents associated with the shipment of UF6. Using
national accident rates, the potential national impacts due to UF6 feed and product
shipments are less than one Inry (0.5 inluries/yr) and no (0.03 deaths/yr) fatalities per
year. Using local Claiborne Parish accident rates, the potential impacts in Claibome Parish
are no (0.01 injuries/yr) injuries and no (0.0003 deaths/yr) fatalities per year.

423 Radlological Impacts

Public exposure to uranium may occur from routine operations as a result of small,
controlled releases to the atmosphere from the uranium enrichment process lines and
decontamination and maintenance of equipment, releases of radioactive liquids to surface
water, and as a result of direct exposure from storage and transportation of UP8 cylinders.
Direct radiation and skyshine (radiation reflected from the atmosphere) In offshite areas due
.to operations within the Separations Building are expected to be undetectable since most
of the direct radiation associated with the uranium will almost completely be absorbed by
the heavy process lines, walls, equipmeni and tanks to be employed at CEC

Ihe consequence of internal and external radiation exposure, deposition of energy in body
tissues, is represented as absorbed dose. Absorbed dose Is quantified as energy absorbed
per unit tissue mass. The biological effect on individual tissues is estimated by
multiplication of absorbed dose by a factor which accounts for the relative biological effect
of differing types of radiation. This modified tissue dose is called dose equivalent Tho
effect on the whole body Is represented as a risk-weighted sum of the set of tissue dose
equivalents This dose, called the effective dose equivalent (DBD), Is integrated over a
period of years to account for the accumulated effect from a single years exposure. Tis
time-integrated measure of effect is called the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE).
CEDEs representing internal exposures are combined with dose estimates for external
exposure to calculate a measure of effect for both exposure modes. The combined dose is
called the total effective dose equivalent (TEDE).

Tle new NRC 10 CFR Part 20 provIdes an explicit TEDE limit for the public of 1.0 mSv/yr
(01 rem/yr) from all sources, and Includes both internal and external doses through all
pathways (including food) External dose rates cannot exceed 0.02 mSv (2 mrem) in any
1 hour. Further, LBS would be subject to EPA's generally applicable standards In EPA
40 CFR Pars 61 and 190. Part 190 requires that routine releases from uranium fuel cycle
facilities to the general environment not result in annual doses exceeding 0.25 mSv
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(25 mrem) to the whole body, 0.75 mSv (75 mrem) to the thyroid, and 025 mSv (25 mrem)
to any other organ. Part.61 requires that routine releases to the atmosphere not result in
an annual effective dose equivalent exceeding 0.1 mSv (10 mrem).

As the facility design is currently proposed, the major source of public exposure would be
expected to be from atmospheric releases. Such releases would be primarily controlled
through the Separations Building ventilation system. All air to be released from potentially
contaminated areas of the facility would be filtered by prefilters and high efficiency
particulate filters (IEPAi) to remove most of any particulate radioactivity prior to
discharge.

* he operational monitoring program would also be a major part of the radiological
compliance program, since it would Indicate whether the process and effluent control
systems were operating properly. Environmental measurements would also permit estimates
of potential radiological Impacts on local residents in the event detectable radioactivity from
normal operations or accidents was to be found. The results of the environmental
monitoring prorm will be submitted biennially for NRC review. AdditIonally, LES will
inform the staff of significant changes in dose parameters.

The balance of this section presents a discussion of potential Individual and collective
population doses resulting from routine operation of the CEO, a comparison of these doses
to applicable standards, adiscussion of Impacts of potential accidents dAd a summary of the
methods used io develop this assessment. The major assiumtions used In the analysis are
described In the discussion of d6se evaluation and accident evaluation methods in Section
422.1.

422.1 Dose Evaluation Methods

Radioactive material released to the atmosphere, surface water, and groundwater Is
dispersed during transport through the environment and translerted to human receptors
through inhalation, ingestion, and direct exposure pathways. Therefore, evaluation of
Impacts requires consideration of potential receptors, source terms, environmental transport,
exposure pathways, and conversion of estimates of intake to dose. LES presented in its
Vnvironmehtal Report (LES, 1994a) an'6ssessnent of the potenti radiological impacts
associated with its CEC operation. This section presents a summary of the Independent
approach used by NRC to evaluate radiological impacts of CEC operations.

Estimts used In this assessment of the atmospheric and liquid releases of uranium. are
developed based on review of operation of similar existing plants and on engineering
evaluation of equipment function. The annual releases to the atmosphere and surface
waters trom the CEC are estimated to be less than 4Ax1O" Bq (120 pQi) and 1.OxlO" Bq
(28 #Ci), respectively. *
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Tho radiological impact assessment in this EIS Includes consideration of the population
surrounding the proposed CEC out to a distance of 80 kilometers (50 miles) and of a set
of individuals whose exposure would bound all foreseeable impacts related to CEC
operation. The primary component of atmospheric dispersion is mechanical mixing
produced by temperature and wind velocity gradients. For projected normal operational
releases the methods of Regulatory Guide L111 (NRC, 1977c) are used to estimate
concentrations of released material at a range of distances and directions from the release
point. These methods use the Gaussian plume dispersion model and are implemented in
the XOQDOQ computer code (Sagendor4 et al., 1988). Concentrations per unit release
quantity (i.e., Z/Q) predicted using this model and appropriate meteorological data are
summarized in Table 4.13. The atmospheric dispersion modeling predicted that the
maximum annual average air concentration of releases (X/Q = 5.5x1(r7 s/n 3) would occur
approximately 800 meters north of the plant stacks

The total population considered, 349,000, and the distribution by area are presented in
Table 339. The four individuals whose exposures would bound potential impacts were
assumed to be located 800 meters (2,625 ft) north of the plant stacks at a permanent
residence, 570 meters (1,870 ft) south-southeast of the plant stacks at the edge of Bluegill
Pond, 1,235 meters (4,050 ft) south-southeast of the plant stacks at a permanent residence,
and 6,500 meters (4 miles) south of the plant stcks at the northern edge of Lake Claiborne
Tho atmospheric dispersion modeling results presented in Table 4.13 indicate that the
maximum annual average air concentrations would occur approximately 800 meters north
of the plant stacks. Therefore, the individual assumed to be located 800 meters north of the
plant stacks is the maximally exposed individual for the air pathway. The 800 meter north,
1,23S meter south-southeast, and Lake Claiborne residents (6,500 m southeast) represent
individuals expected to live at or near these locations The Bluegill Pond resident
(570 m south-southeast) is a hypothetical indiidual selected to establish the upper bound
of potential Impacts of normal operational releases from the liquid pathway. The residence
located at 1,235 meters (4,050 ft) south-southeast is at the point of potential maximum
exposure for direct and skyshine radiation.

The primary component of dispersion during surfce water transport is dilution due to
mixing of stream and river flows. A simple material balance model using CEC site-specific
surface water hydrology data (LES, 1993a) is used to estimate the degree of dilution and
related concentrations of released material throughout the environment.

While there are no direct discharges to the groundwater, radionuclides deposited onto soils
and sediment could be leached Into groundwater. Using a conservative estimate of annual
atmospheric release rate [4.4x10' Bq (120. iCI)J, the maximum annual average X/Q
(Table 4.13), and a deposition velocity of 0.0l m/s, total deposition for a 30-year period
is estimated to be 7.4x106 mBq/cmr (2.0x10 pCI/cm3). If this quantity of uranium were
dispersed through the upper centimeter of soil, the average uranium concentration would
be 3.7x10M mBq/g (1.0 xl& pCI/g). This is a small fraction of normally occurring uranium
concentrations in soil. Similarly, if all of the uranium contained in a 30-year volume of CEC
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liquid effluent were to accumulate in a 1-centimeter layer of Bluegill Pond sediment,
uranium concentration would be LSxlO2 Bq/g (0.4 pCi/g). Given the conservative
assumptions and the low solubility of uranium in water, this Is an insignificant concentration. i
Thus, significant concentrations of uranium In groundwater are not expected to occur as a
consequence of normal operations of the CEC.

Members of the public may be exposed to radioactive material dispersed In the environment
through Inhalation of air, Ingestion of drinking water, Ingestion of terrestrial foods and
animal product, Inadvertent Ingestion of soil, and direct Irradiation from nuclides deposited
on the ground or present In surface water. Guidance on acceptable exposure models for
these pathways has been published in NRC Regulatory Guide L109 (NRC, 1977b) and
Incorporated Into a variety of computer codes. The GENII code (Napier, et aL, 1988),
which Implements versions of the NRC recommended models, was used to estimate doses
in this EIS. To the extent possible, modeling parameters, such as age specific inlalation and
food consumption rates, were those recommended InRegulatory Guide 1.109 (NRC, 1977b).
For the purposes of these evaluations, individuals were assumed to derive their entire
terrestrial and animal product food consumption from locally-grown crops. A potential
component of offsite radiological impact is direct and skyshine radiation from UF6 cylinders
stored at the CEC At the CEC, site buildings and the surrounding vegetation wil block
a portion of the direct radiation and the low angle component which comprises the majority
of skyshine. The impact of direct and skysHine radiation from stored cylinders on the
surrounding population is expected to be small and is considered in this analystis

Radlonuclide uptake rates estimated with the environmental transport and exposure pathway
models were converted to dose equivalent using metabolic and physical distribution and
energy deposition models. For the evaluations of this EBS, the dose conversion approach
and models recommended in ICRP-26 (ICRP, 1977) and -30 (ICRP, 1979) were used.
Doses estimated using the GENII pathway code were adjusted using the dose conversion
factors (DCF) for adults published in NUREG/CR-0150 (NRC, 1981b). Doses estimated
for the adult age category were converted to dose estimates for the teen, child, and Infant
age categories using the relative age-specific dose factors published in NUREG/CR4628
(NRC, 1986a). Tissue specific dose conversion factors used for comparison with the EPA's
40 CFR Part 190 criteria were those published in NUREG/CR-0150. The DCFs provide
an estimate of the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) that would be Incurred over
a 50-year period due to 1 year's exposure via internal Intake. In all cases, the released
nuclides were assumed to be a soluble form of the uranium-234 isotope as recommended
in ICRP-26 for UP 6 and related compounds. Since the released pardcles would be formed
from vapor phase condensation and would be filtered through BEPA fitters, the average
particle size at the point of release would be small. In order to provide a conservative
impact analysis, the particle diameter in the gaseous effluents was assumed to be
03 microns.
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4122 Dose Estlmates for Atmospheric Releases

Radioactive material would bW rOleased to the atmosphere from the proposed CEC through
a stack at an elevation of 36 meters (120 ft). The source term used for the calculations
Is 4Ax1O EBq (120 pC) per year of uranium Isotopes. Expected exposure pathways Include
inhalation of air and direc exposure from material deposited on the ground. In addition
to these expected routes of exposure, members of the public may also consume food
containing deposited radionuchides and Inadvertently Ingest soil resuspended from the
ground or food (eg. leafy vegetables, carrots. and potatoes) containing low levels of
uranium Potential tissue dose equivalents and effective dose equivalents for the maximally
exosed adult Individuals and the population are presented in Table 4.14.

The distribution of these doses through the various food pathways for an adult at the
80Q meter-north residence Is presented In Table 4.15. The estimates Indicate that the
Inhalation and food Ingestion pathways each contribute aroximately halfof the total dose.
Dose contributions from the ground deposition and plume external exposures are

pprox ely one-millionth of the total projected dose. TEDEs are thus numerically equal

Table 4.14 Potential Doses to AduIl Individuals and the Population
from Atmospheric Releases
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Table 4.15 Potentlal Doses to tho 800meter Resident Adult tot Major Pathways
from Atmospheric Releases

Maximall Eposed Adult Doses (Si)'

nsf uallon TeTdbal Food Antal Product inadetenl
Ingesion Ingestion Soil Ingeston

Gonads x1WO41  LIZWU S 'S 3bW1

Breas .1.211041 72n 5 .6 r104a

Red Bono Marrow 4AWlO 2110 4.1z2 TO3

Lung 210 6.b tt 4=8z04 2.

Thyroid 1ma LIWu 13 3.8xJI

Bono Surfc 6SxlWf9 4.We 4AdO L5S2

Stomahc L7OwnL7tt L4 3 5

Small Itestn L7 xlOu Ux11 2.4xIW" 94 tfr

Upper Lrgp Isin ZU z1 LK12 4A4xf

lo= L argeIeswine 2. 4.441 3S10 4 t

lMdncy 3.3x10 2.2x* 1.8f10 7.2d13

4t1O 3W1O t1 t 3

I ola 1 (S) 10 rm

to CEDEL Potential doses estimated for maximally exposed individuals in the teen, child,
and infant age categories are somewhat higher than the adult doses presented In Table 4.14.
An infant located at the 800 meter residence would be the critical Individual for the air
pathway and could receive a CEDE of 2.4x10 Sv (2.4x10' rem). The largest tise dose
would be 5.4x*1(F Sv (5.4xlO' rem) to the bone surfaco of the Infant. For both maximally
exposed indidualU and members of the population, the estimated doses are a small fircton
of applicable standards and the 1 mSv (01 rem) dose (excluding 2 mSv from indoor radon)
that the indivIdual would receive from natural background sources each year.

4.3 Dose Estimates fbr lquld Releases

Radioactive material would be released from the proposed CEC to surface water in Bluegil
Pond as a consequence of normal operations. Te low levels of radionuclides would travel
with the water from the pond west to Cypress Creek and southward through Lake Clacomne
toward the Gulf of Meico. The source term is conservatively estimated to be LN10x1O Bq
(28 APCi) per year of uranium Isotopes. Potential exposure pathways include drinking water
ingestion, terrestrial and animal product food ingesdon, aquaticpioduct ingestion, and direct
exposure during recreational activities (eg, swimmg, fishing and boating). The analysis
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assumes that water containing low levels of uranium Is used to irrigate crops grown for
human and animal conson. The estimates of population dose are based upon the
assumption that the entire population surrounding the site out to a distance of 50 niles uses
water contalig Ievels of uranium estinated for Cypress Creek, the fst publidly available
source of water off the CEC siie. .Iteseiassumptions provide a very constrvative estimate
of potential liquid pathway exposures. fo~tential tissue dose equivalents and CEDEs for the
m ex ed adult Individuals and the population are presented In Thble 4.16. The
resident assumed to be located 800 meters north of the plant stacks.will not likely hae
access to potentially contaminated water and is therefore not included In the liquid pathway
dose evaluation.

The distribution of these potential doses through the food pathways for the potential adult
resident at Lake Clalborne Is presented In Table 4.17. The drinking water, terrestrial food,
fish, and animal product Ingestion patkways contribute approximately 20, 35, 35, and
10 percent, respectively, of the CEDIL Potential doses from the recreational direct exposure
pathays would be appromately one-millionth of the total estimated CEDJs. TEDEs are
thus numericaly equal to the CEDEs.

* Table 4.16 Potentlal Doses to-Adt ludivduals and the Population from
Jqid Releases ... .

Mwxmay Exposed Indbivd Doses (Sr)l
Tissu ' Populationts maeg Pond lake Cllborue 04crion.Sv)
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Table 4.17 Potentdal Doses to Lakb Claibome Adult Resident for Major- Pathways frm
Liquid Releases

aEpoed Adlta Doses.(Sv)_

Tissue DrInkIn Tnrestr Aquatle Anim
Water Food Product Produt
nsflon Inson Ingesdon Ibgestl0on

Gonads 2M3.1e4 3.6xIW' 43zY 9  ,D
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*Rd Bono Marrw 3L h I
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Smai Intestine 3.sxlr' 4.b19  4-9uWIO
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Potential doses estimated for the maximal eposed individuals in the ten, child, and fnt
age categories range from 2 to 10 times the doses presented in Table 4.16. The critical
individual would be a hypothetical infant located at Bluegill Pond. The potential CEDE
estimated for this Infant would be 61xlO'6 Sv (6.U(10 rem), and the largest tise dose
would be 1.4xlO Sv (1.4xlO rem) for the bone surface. This estimate Is based on the
assumption that the Infant drns milk produced by cow whose entire liquid Intake comes
from Bluegill Pond water. The estimates are therefore highly conservative For both
maximally exposed Individuals and members of the population, the estimated doses are a
small fraction of applicable standards and the 1 mSv (100 mrem) dose that an Individual
would receive from background radiation sources.

4242A Dose Estimates for Direct and SlyshIne RadiatIon !
Cylinders containing UF6 stored at the CEC are a potential source of direct and skyshine,
radiation to residents located near the CEC Surface dose rates from a single cylnder of
UP6 are estimated to be less than 2xlOz Sv/hr (2 mrem/hr) (Friend, 1991). Using this
estimate of dose rate, the maximum annual dose to the 1,23S south-southeast resident from
direct radiation is estimated to be 40177 Sv (6.01102 mrem). Te mmanal dose
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due to skyshine is estimated to be 2.6x10 Sv (2-6 mrem). The estimates are based upon
storage of the maximum number of cylinders allowed by the proposed license conditions
(that is, approximately 4,560 cylinders) and are therefore conservative. The critical organ
for this mode of exposure Is the thyroid for which the annual dose is 2.9i105 Sv (2.9 mrem).
The combined effect of direct and skysine dose from all cylinders is a small fraction of
background radiation and applicable standards.

42.2.5 Evaluation of Cumulative Radiological Impact for Routine Operations

NRC regulations (10 CFR 20.1301) require that the TEDE for members of the public for
routine operations not exceed 1 mSv (100 mrem) per-year. In addition, EPA regulations
(40 CFR Part 190) require that for routine releases to the general environment, the annual
dose equivalent not exceed 025 mSv (25 mrem) to the whole body, 0.75 mSv (7S mrem) to
the thyroid, and 025 mSv (25 mrem) to any other organ. For releases to the atmosphere,
EPA regulations (40 CFR Part 61) require that the annual effective dose equivalent not
exceed 0.1 mSv (10 mrem). The maximum potential cumulative annual impact to any
individual for potential CEC atmospheric and liud releases is esi.mated to be a CEDE of
6.0 pSv (0.6 mrem) to an Infant located at Bluegill Pond. The maximum organ dose was
estimated to be 37 ASv (3.7 mrem) to the whole bone. The whole bone dose represents the
affect on the entire bone tissue, Including.both the bone surface and the red bone marrow.
These dose estimates assume that the Infants milk Is produced by milk cows whose entire
liquid intake comes from Bluegill Pond water. For all pathways (atmospheric, liqulid, and
direct), the critical Individual is an adult located at the 1,235 meter south-southeast
residence. Tbe annual TEDE Is estimated as 2.6x101 mSv (2.6 mrem) and the maimum
annual tissue dose Is estimated as 2.9xl0 mSv (2.9 mrem) to the thyroid. Based on the
conservative assumptions used in the analysis, the maximum doses will be within limits set
by the NRC and -EPA. Actual doses are expected to be lower than the conservative
estimates of this analsi.

4.22.6 Transportation ..

The NRC, in.a prior environmental impact statement,.has evaluated the Impacts of the
transport of radioactive materials (NRC, 1977a). T analysis concluded that wle
average radiation dose to the population at risk from ziormal transportation is a small
fracdon of the limits recommended for members of the general .public from all sources of
radiation other than natural and-medical sources and is a :mall fraction of natural
background dose." Ihis conclusion has been verified for the case of the .CEC using dose
rates measured for full cylinders and conservative modeling assumptions. The analysis
asumed a surface dose rate of 0.02 mSv/hr (2 mrem/br) for a full cylinder and considered
an individual exposed at a distance of 15 meters for i-minute for each feed, product, and
tails cylinder entering and leaving the CEC The 0.002 mSv/yr (02 mremfyr) dose rate
estimated for these conditions would be a small fraction of the dose received from natural
baCgtround radiation or the increased dose 'from. a -short. commerial arlie flght.
Exposures to workers.associated with transportation of all feed, product, and tails cylnders
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member of the ce is a small fraction of the 10 CFR Pert 20 lImit for occupational
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43. Radiologtcal Impaets of DUFc Convehson and U 1 Dispos,

* epleted Uranium tails wil SiPPwd offslte forcnvrin and disposaL Coesion of
DUF6 to UA Wi result in rases of adloatve ,mteai tb air and Water. In addition
to U50 large yandtis of calcIum fludo(Cl7CFA czifta low Muanium centrations,
wM also be geerated. Dio of UA could result in slow releases of uranum and
wanium deay products to the groundwater the disposal hcity. Membes of

e public uld ntact withi the groundwater due to natur flow and mixing or
thr hn. summ te nytical mefth used and the

m atopoteil I t of conrcson of DJUF to Us% and disposal of the UA.
Detailed desc lom of ie analysis 6d results ae presented in A jpendh A.

Ji cts oC Chvesion f*om to U4

BecaOUS theet ari no facilities in the US. whch convert ODUF to tJI% the staff has
assumed a representative coversion idte and'An. Normal o tion of te D'UF5
coersion proe may result In mleieases uranium to thG atmosphrct and surface

w . . TNhtudes of these Impacts wee evaluated usthe dose etmatlon
procedures decribed in Section 42ZL Atmosperlc release-dos pathw Include
Inbalation of air and 1hgestiion aps. quid reiease dose patiways incude Igestion of
drinkingwateranderops. Recs consided w e maxim y epod ndivd g
nea. the plant and the. populaton suruding the plant out to a distance o 80 Inn
(50 miles). For a generic do pUt, the m y idua w assumed
to be located at a residence OS km (31 mile) from the ]plants exhaust stdl and the
population ounridg4 the plant was aumed to Ilude ap a 4KPO0W people.

Ileleal raes of uranium to the atmosphere and csurfce water vvere esiliated as
3.Oxl0< Bqr (8Ox. Cifayr) and mcxl'I B4]yr (52xi Ca/jyr rtcspctivey. Potenti
dose tothe maxay epod adult due to atmospheric recases w estimated as
7.0x1 Sv/yr (M104 m /r). Cece dose was estimated as 3104 person-Svfyr
(3.2rl03 pewrsn-emfyr Mbhe crtW Indiidual for the etmosphecpadthway Is an lnfant
located at the nearest residence. The estimated CBDE for the Iniants 8&l0e Sv/yr
(&&0 r) and the sut dose is SM1 7 Sv/yr (SA4 4i2 mrerufi/) to the
bone,

The potei dose to the rmally exposed adult isa resi of releasU to urfaOe water
was estimated as 3MM1O Svhr (3AO ufreyr). Collectve dbse was estimated to be
L(~cOr3person-Sv15rr (1.OV0pwwo-vem/y*) UTe critial IndMdual for the liquid pathway
Is an hdan located ab the nearest tedecen The estimated CEfDB for the Iant due, to
liquid reles was estimated as23XZ 7Svfyr (2,9*O zrem/yr) and the largest tissue dose
was L*xl Sv/yr (0.18 mrem/yr) 'to th bone.. For both.the atmospheric and liquid
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releases, external exposures are a factor of a million less than the internal exposures. In
additlon to the atmospheric and liquid pathway exposures, an Individual may be subject to
direct and skyshine radiation from cyllnders stored at the conversion site. Direct and
skyshin doses (EDEs) Imparted to the maximally exposed individual were estimated as
1.8x1P7 Sv/yr (I.8x1(r 2 mrem/yr) and 26x104 Svhr (6 mrem/yr), respectively. The critical
organ for the direct/skyshine pathway Is the thyroid with an annual dose of 29i10f Sv/yr
(239 mrem/yr). All estimated doses are small fractions of applicable limits and of the dose
received from background radiation.

Tnacts of Disposal of .1 0,

There are currently no disposal facilities for large quantities of DUFO but it Is plausible to
assume that U308 may be disposed by emplacement in near-surface or deep geologic
disposal units. The quantity of uranium to be disposed is the 30-year CEC tails lnventoi
or 9.1x10 7t kg (2.0x1l03 lb) expressed as U308 (equivalent to a volume of 3.0x104j
[l.1xlO6 fl31). A near-surface disposal unit Is assumed to be an earth-mounded bunker i
(tumulus) with a U308 matrix measuring approximately 61 m (200 ft) long by 61 m (200 ft)
wide and 8 m (26 ft) hgh A deep geological disposal unit Is assumed to be a pre-existing
cavity such as an abandoned mine, with a U30s matrix measuring approximately 100 m
(320 ft) long by 100 m (320 ft) wide and 3 m (9.8 ft) high. The radiological dose limits
specified in 10 CFRPar 61 are adopted as a basis for comparative evaluation. Under this
regulation, annual dose to any member of the public Is limited to 25x1(r4 Sv (25 mrem) to
the whole body, 7.10' Sv (75 mrem) to the thyroid, add 2.5x104 Sv (25 mrem) to any
other organ.

The tails disposal impact analysis method Included selection of assumed generic disposal
sites, development of undisturbed performance anid deep well water use exposure scenarios,
and estimation of potential doses. Exposure pathwa used for the near-surface disposal
case include drinking shallow well water and consuming crops Irrigated with shallow well
water. Evaluation of the deep disposal case included undisturbed performance and deep
well water exposure scenarios In the undisturbed performance scenario, groundwater flows
into a river which serves as a source of drinking water and fish. For the well water use
exposure scenarlo, an individual drills a well Into an aquifer downgradient from the disposal
facility and uses groundwater for drinking and Irrigation.

The release of uranium isotopes and their daughter nuchides from the disposal facility is
* limited by their solubility in water. Solubilities were estimated using the PHREE}Q
computer code (Parkhurst et al, 1980) developed at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).
Maximm inventories of nuclides present in a U1J0* matrix were estimated using
computerized evaluation of the Bateman equation (Benedict et aL. .1981). Concentrations
of radionuclides in groundwater and corresponding doses were estimated using a
combination of an analytic solution to the onue-dimensional flow, three-dimensional
dispersion, transport equation 4eveloped by the USGS (Wexler, 1992) and the unit soil
contamination dose factors developed with the RESRAD computer code (Gilbert et al,
1989). The RESRAD factors incorporate the effects of inadvertent soil ingestion and



Ingestion of crops, meat, and hmilk. Te dose estimates were corroborated using the
PRESID-EPA (Fields et al, 1987) code to recalculate the near-surface scenario Impacts.

Using the environmental characteristics of a humid southeastern US. site and the methods
of this EIS, drinking water and agricultural doses were estimated to be 5.7x104. Sv/yr
(570 mrem/yr) and 3.1x104 Sv/yr (31 mrem/yr), respetvely, for a near sfice disposal
facility. Thcse doses exceed 10 CFR Pan 61 limits, making It likely that a deep disposal site
will be selected.

In order to compensate for the lack of knowledge of a specific deep disposal-site, two
representative sites .whose. gological structures have previously been characterized were
selected for analyi Site I (Rechard, 1993) Is located In a granite formation overlain by
a thin layer of glacial till. Emplacement of the U3Og matrix at Site 1 is assumed to be at
a depth of approximately 290 m (950 ft). Site 2 (Stottlemyre et al., 1979) Is located in a
sequence of Interbedded sandstone and basalt layers.- Emplacement of the matrix at Site 2
Is assumed to be at a depth of 635 m (2,070 ft). At each ofthe sites, vertical fractures
Intersect the emplacement horizon, allowing water to be carried.upward to an aquifer and
then to a river. Tbe fracture sizes, hydraulic conductivities, and hydraulic gradients used In
the EIS analysis are the same as those used In the referenced studies (Rechard, 1993 and
Stottlemyre et al., 1979).

Potential consequences of emplacement of U308 In a geological disposal unit Include It
of radionuclides from drinking water, irrigated crops, and fish. Under the assumed
conditions for the undisturbed performance scenario, groundwater would be discharged to
a river. Under conditions not expected to occur, an Idividual would obtain groundwater
by drilling a well downgradient from the disposal unit. The well take-off point was located
at the center elevation of the aquifer. The horizontal location of the well was the distance
of maximum dose (200 meters) for a take-off point at the selected elevation.

The analysis considers nuclides present in the emplaced U308 and nuclides produced by
decay during transport. By. evaluating solubllity-limited releases, the upper bound of
potential dose was estimiaied in the year of maximum exposure at the granite site (Site 1),
the estimated doses for the well scenario were 1.GxlO' SY (1.6x10; mrem) and 23x10V Sv
(6.23 mrem) for drinking water and agriculture pathways, respectively. For the river
scenario at the granite site. (Sit 1), expected doses were. estimated to be 53xle06 Sv
(S.3xl4T 1 mrem) and 1.0x10X5. gn (L0x1040 mrem) for drining water and fish ingestion
paihways, respectively. In the year of maximum exposure at the sandstone/basalt site (Site
2), expected doses for the well scenario were estimated to be 13x1010 Sv (13x105 mrem)
and L8x10 4 Sv (1c104. mrem) for drinking water.and agriculture pathways, respectively.
For the river scenario at the basalt site, expet doses werc estimated to be L6x10' Sv
(L&I1u rnrem) and 3.0xI044 SY (3OxlO9 mrem) for drinking water and. fish ingestion
pathways, respectIvely..

All estimated impacts for a deep disposal fadlity are less than the 0.25 mSv/Yr
(25 mrem/yr) level adopted from 10 CFR Part 61 as a basis for comparison. For the well
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scenarlo, the estimated dose is dominated by 22mRa origining at the disposal faciit and
its relatively short-lived daughter radlonuclides which develop during transpoiL For the
river scenario, almost all of the 27'Ra originating at the disposal facility decays during
transport and the estimated dose was dominated by the less soluble 1 'U parent nuclide and
its daughter radlonuclides developing during transpori The assumptions used In the
analysis, including neglect of- potential engineered bariers, mass transfer limitations in
releases, and decay and retardation during vertical transfer contribute to a conservative
analysis

If for some reason a deep geological facility Is not selected for tais disposal, the tails can
be stored indefinitely In a retrievable surface facleity with minimal environmental Impacts.
The environmental impacts assoiated with such storage would be coitment of the land
for a storage area, and a small offste radiation dose.

4.23 Camulatlve Environmental Impacts

The cumulative environmental impacts as a result of facility operation include:

* drawdown of the Sparta Sand Aquifer due to water withdrawals for plant operation;

* possible reduction in shallow groundwater levels beneath the site;

* reduction In water levels in Lake Avaby;

* possble accumulation of contaminants In surface water sediments;

* possi'ble bloaccumulation of contaminants in surface water blota;

* reduction in ozone content of stratosphere.

Draxwdown is expected in the Sparta Sand Aquifer duo to water use at the site. Depending
on the scenario considered, drawdown due to site activities ranges from 0.03 to 1.2 m (0.1 to
4 ft) at the facility boundary. The drawdown at the site is'siall and ranges Erom 10 to
12 percent of the total drawdown at the nearest public water supply wel Claiborne Well
No. 4. Normal facility operations are expected to pump water at the lower rates considered,
so that the effect of site water usage on the total aquifer Is expected to be minimal
(LBS, 1993a). -

A potential decrease In the levels of shallow groundwater also exists at the site due to
construction activities. Approximately 28 hectares (70 acres) of the sito will be developed
and largely paved during facility construction (LES, 1994a). Water which would have
infiltrated over this area will become part of the site drainage through the Yard Drains
System and, therefore, be unavailable for shallow groundwater recharge. The developed
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portion of the site is only 16 percent of the total site area. The effect would ocur directly
beneath the site and would unlikely extend offsite.

Loca surface waters are likely to be most strongly affected by site construction and
operation aciities. LES nstimates that 20 percent of the surface water drie to Like
Avalya will be rerouted from facility yard drains to Bluegill Pond. A reduction in the water
level In Lake Avalyn is therefore expected. In the summer months in particular, the water
flow in both Drainage Basins is reduced, so that some recession of the Lake Avalyn
shoreline is likely (LES, 1994a). The effects of this reduction in surface water recharge may
-become more significant during the operating lifeof the facility.

1BS wil monitor surface water effluents to measure releases and to assure that necessary
measures will be taken to meet established NPDES linilts (LES, 1994a and 1993d) and NRC
regulatory standards. Releases of contaminants to site surace waters will, therefore, be
minimized. However, some releases of both radioactive and nonradioactive COntaminants
are expected due to site activities. The potential exists for these cont ts to
accumulate in the sediments of the surrounding surface water bodies. Accumulation of
uranium in the upper one-centimeter layer of Bluegill Pond. sediment for a 30year
operational period is expected to be less than 37 mBq/g (1 pCi/g). The.long-term
environmental effects that result Include the possibility that these sediments will act as a
secondary source of surface water co-tamiation and possibly groundwater contination.

Bioaccuminulation of conta ats released to surface waters is also possible. The uranium
from the facility does not pose a potential bioaccwmuIation hazard, since it does not tend
to accumulate in animal tissue. However, other potential conta nts, in particular, lab
solvents and analytical reagents which might be released (LES, 1992h), may constitute a
bioaciumulation hazard.

Releases of CFCs, HCFC;, perchloroethylene, and carbonlehachloride will contribute to the
long-term depletion of the earthWs ozone layer.

4.2A Adverse Etnvirimental Inpacts that Cannot be Avolded

Certain environmental impacts idue -to CEC sue construction and operation cannot be
avoided. These include: '

clearing of vegetation for facility construction, utility lines, and relocation of Parih
Road 39.*~fltO tlt ieadrlcto fPrs

*. erosion and sedimentation of sirface water and reduction .In water levels in Lake
Avawyn. .

* e rawdown of theSpat Sand Aquifer i

.contminantreleases
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To construct the facility buildings, storage yards, and parking lots, existing vegetation (brush
and forest) must be cleared. The construction of the two utility lines from the Haynesville
and Bernice substations will require clearing of about 144 hectares (355 acres) of wooded
land. The two strips of land will be intermittently cut low. for maintenance of the lines In
addition, approximately 5.7 hectares (14 acres) of timberland will be cleared for the
relocation of Parish Road 39.

Despite mitigative measures, construction and operation.activities are still likely to result
in Increased erosion and sedimentation of surface water. s increase is likely to impact
the blota in the surrounding surface water bodies, including Bluegill Pond, Lake Avalyn, and
the sma streams which drain the site. The impact on these blota will depend upon the
effectiveness of erosion control measures. The reduction In water levels in Lake Ava'yn
would lead to potential increases in total dissolved.sollds and a reduction of surface area
of the Lake. These changes, however, are not expected to have a serious impact on aquatic
life because of the high tolerance of existing aquatic species to environmental changes In
temperature and T

LBS analyzed the drawdown In the potentiometric surface of the Sparta Sand Aquifer as a
result of pumping of groundwater from facility water supply wells. The results of the
analysisIndicate that the facilty wells will cause a drawdown of up to 1 m (3 ft) at the
southern property boundary (LES, 1994a). However, this amount of drawdown Is localized
and small and is expected to be insignificant with respect to the estimated regional
drawdown of 3 to 9 m (10 to 30 ft) caused by large regional water supply pumping centers
in the Sparta Sand Aquifer in northern Louisiana.

Accidental and routine releases of radlologic and nonradiologic contaminants may result In
adverse local environmental impacts. Design, controls, and administrative procedures will
be utilized to minimize the possibility of accidental releases, and contingency plans are being
developed to respond to accidental releases U(ES, 1993a and 1992). The chemicals that
may be released as a result of accidents are uranium, hydrogen fluoride, freon,
fluorotrichloromethane, trichlorofluoroethane, methanol, acetone, perchIoroethylene, and
laboratory chemicals LES determined that acute inhalation exposure presents the most
serious hazard In the event of an accidental release (LES, 1993a). Modelling results
Indicate that potential ofisite Impacts of contaminant releases are minimal (LEs, 1993a).
NRC staff agrees that potential releases of chemicals would have an inconsequential effect
on offsite populations

42. Relationship Between Short-Term Uses and Long-Term Productivity

The affected environment Includes the LES 178 hectares (442 acres) site and surrounding
areas. The short-term uses of the area include the CEC plant, the buffer zone, Bluegill
Pond, Avalyn Lake, sparse residential communities, and recreational areas. The proposed
action will use only 28 hectares (70 acres) of the site for the plant. TMe gaseous and liquid
effluents to the natural environment will be continuously monitored and controlled. The
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site will be decommissioned to an unrestricted use condition at the end of plant life. These
insignificant potential impacts will not lead to any long-term degradation of air, water, and
land or present a danger to human health.

A psitive. effect of the end of the decommissioning phase of the proposed action Is the
enhancement.of the botanical environment and wildlife habitat at the site...

4±2.6 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

This section discsses the irrevrsible and irretrievable commitment of land, water
(hydrology), blotic, building materials, fuel, and chemical resources as a result of the
operation of the CEC facility.

42.6.1 Land

The land area owned by LES is 178 hectares (442 acres), the majority of which will remain
as open or forested land. About 28 hextares (70 acres) of the property will be used for the
plant site and about 6.hectares (14 acres) will be used for the rerouting of Parish Road 39.
An additional 144 hectares (355 acres) will be used for tructing tility lines At the end
of plant operation, the plant site is required to be decontaminated and decommissioned so
that the property can be used for unrestricted purposes. TIh plant site is likely to remain
as an industrial site, and the road is considered permanent.

Due to the nature of the material received, its handling, and the storage method, there Is
verylimited potential for significant volumes of soil to become radioactively contanted
and to require disposal. Estimated uranium deposition for a 30-year period would be
7.4X10(6 mBq/cm (2lO4.pCi/cm1). If this quantity of uraim were dispersed throgh the
upper centimeter of soil, the average uranium concentration would be 3.7x10 BEq/g
(1x104 pCi/g). This is a small frattion of normal background concentration In soil.

Sediments that are generated in the two ponds during the.operational and decommissioning
phases may be slightly contaminated with radionuclides. This is a vohuie that is difficult
to estimate snem most of the sedimieni generated will oc during the construction phase
and the early operational phase before vegetation can limit erosion. It can be assumed that
about two to three feet of sediment will accumulate in the two ponds. However, If all the
uranium contained In a 30-year volume of liquid effluent were to accumulate In a 1-cm layer
of sediment, the uranium concentration would be ixlx0 BqJ/g (0.4 pCi/g).

Part of the ldfill volume in the Parish will be irretrievably, lost due to the presence of the
facility. Additional landfill volume loss will be due.to the people comingto the area to
work at thelfacility or to take advantage of opportunities for bisiness In the area caused by
the plant and the influx of people into a rural setting.
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42A2 Hydrolog

The extraction of groundwater for plant use from the Sparta Sand Aquifer is neither
irreversible nor irretrievable. Water will naturally recharge the aquifer. However, artesian
pressure equivalent to the one prior to use will probably not occur, since current anticipated
demands on the aquifer already forecast a large loss of pressure. This represents then no
loss of water resources, but indicates that increased pumping energy will be required to
obtain them. Groundwater contamination is potentially possible due to the anticipated
presence of contaminants in the ponds but Is not expected. Groundwater monitoring Is
designed to measure the extent of contamination so that only a limited volume is
contaminated prior to detection. This groundwater would be considered lost although
treatment could remove the contamination.

There will be no Irreversible or irretrievable loss of surface water, but due to the
recontouring of the site there is a diversion of water fo different watersheds. This diversion
amounts to a loss or gain In the volume of runoff in the watershed. As the volume is very
small, the amount involved Is not expected to result In a noticeable increase in flooding or
a worsening or mitigation of drought conditions. Some limited effects on fish, flora and
fauna may occur in the area of these upper reaches as available territories or ranges would
be Influenced by the amount of water present and the speed of runofL

4.2.63 Biotic Resources

T venty elght-hectares (70 acres) of the site, plus additional areas for the rerouted Parish
Road 39 and utility rights-of-way, will be eliminated as suitable habitat for animals and
plants. The road is essentially just moving locations and does not result in a substantial
change to the environment. Increased traffic on roads will result in increased traffic deaths
of animals, but should not affect the population of any species adversely. The remaining
land at the site will support more species with more diversity than the previous use allowed.
The two utility strips will be continuously maintained and cut low for easy access and line

aintenance A loss of habitat associated with the building of new homes and businesses
to accommodate the new workers and associated retail/commercial development will
represent a long-term loss of habitat.

42.6A Building Materials

The construction of the buildings at the site represents an Irreversible loss of materials.
Construction and demolition debris will likely be landfilled, while foundations and structural
material will probably remai in use for the Ufe of the building prior to being landfilled.
Items In this category include cement, aggregate, reinforcing and structural steel, lumber,
piping materials, electric wires, insulation, and roofing materials.

Some materials associated with the processing of the uranium will have become
contaminated and will require disposal in a licensed LLW disposal commercial facility.
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42.6S Fuel and Chemicals

During the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the facility, fuel wi be used
to operate trucks and vehicles, and to produce electricity for the operations; The facility will
also be Irretrievably consuming oxygen, acetylene, freon, and other chemicals. The amount

* of fuel and chemicals used by this proposed action Is substantially less than achieving the
same uranium beneficiation using conventionsl gaseous diffusion methods. Uranium tails
(depleted uranium) represent what Is essentially a waste material that currently has very
limited usefulness and whose supply greatly exceeds the ii demand. This material and
the steel cylinders in which it is stored will eventually be disposed of and will represent- an
irretrievable and Irreplaceable loss. Actual losses of chemicals will be small In comparison
with other similar-sized Industrial facilities. The electrical use will be large and represent
relatively tie largest use of resources. During normal operation, the facility Is expected to
use 18 MW. The amount of electrical energy requirid to produce one SWU Is 50 kilowatt
hours The total amount of fuels and chemicals used.will depend on-the total volume of
material processed during the life of the plant. Water usage during operation will range
between 20 to 30 liters per minute (5 to 7 gallons per minute), all of which will. effectively
be discharged after treatment to Bluegill Pond.

The loss of Freon R-113, used as a degreaser, represents a permanent loss of a valuable
chemical. Wile the dhemical will not be manufactured after 1995, Its use would contribute.
to the depletion of available supplies.

It is recognized that fuel usage may be much greater if more Individuals employed by LES
decide to commute from larger towns such as Shreveport or El Dorado.

42.7 Possible- Conflicts Between the Proposed Action and the Okiectlves of Federal,
-Regional, State, and Local Plans and Polices

-At this time, the NRC staff is not aware of any conflict between the proposed action and
the objectiies of Federal, Regional, State, or local plans, policies, or controls for the action
proposed as long as proper agencis are contacteproproper applications are submitted and
proper monitorng and mitigatory measures are taken to protect the environment and public
health and safety.

4.3 Decontamination and Decommissioning

-me primay environmental Impacts of the deconta aion and decommissioning (D&D)
of the CEC Include-alteration of releases to the atmosphere and surroid W waters and
disposal of industrial trash and decontaminated equipment. The steps and activities
undertaken In D&D of the CEC are describMd in Section 2.35 of this BMS. This section
summarizes the potential environental impacts of D&D of the- site through comparison
with normal operational impacts.
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D&D activities are organized Into three steps which are expected to require approximately
7 years. Tho first major step, requiring about 1 1/2 years, includes the characterization of
the site, the development and obtaining NRC approval of the decommissioning plan, and
installation of D&D equipment within the existing facities. The D&D equipment is
comprised of a specialized system to dismantle and decontit centrifuges and a flexible
system for D&D of the remaining plant components The second major step, requiring
about 4 years, involves process system purging. dismantling of equlipment, D&D of
equipment and facilities, and disposal of waste. Equipment which will be removed Includes
all UP 6 containment systems, direct support systems, and radioactive and hazardous waste
handling systems. Site infcastructre, such as electrical power and water supply, heating&
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, and sewage treatment, will remain i n
place. lhe third major step, requiring approximately 1 year, Includes execution of the final
radiation survey. Following completion of these steps, the site will be released for
unrestricted use. An NRC confirmatory survey wil likely be conducted before site release
to ensure compliance with regulatory commitments and lmits.

During the first step (Year 1) of the D&D period, electrical and water use. will decrease
dramatically as enrichment activities are terminated and preparations for D&D are
implemented. Environmental impacts of this phase are expected to be small as normal
operational releases have stopped. During the second major step of the D&D process,
water use will increase and aluminum and low-level radioactive waste will be produced.
Contaminated D&D solutions wiil be treated in a liquid waste disposal system before
release to the environment. The treatment system would be similar to that used during
operations Concentrations of uranium In the effluent will be less than 5 percent of the
10 CFR Part 20. lir for releases to unrestricted areas. CEC plans to sell approximately
4500 metric tons of aluminum from centrifuge casings and 250 metric tons of aluminum
from piping. CEC expects the resale aluminum to contain between 2 and 4 ppm of
uranium The aluminum will have to meet the release criteria In place at the time of
decommissioning Radioactive waste produced annually In the D&D process is comprised
primarily of crushed centriftge rotors, trash, and citric cake. The total volume of low-level
radioactive waste generated during the D&D period Is estimated to be 100 mn (3,530 ft3).
This waste will be disposed In a licensed low-level waste disposal facility. Releases to the
atmosphere are expected to be minimal compared to the small normal operational releases.
The final major step In the D&D process, the radiation surveys, does not involve adverse
environmental impacts.

In summary, the adverse environmental impacts of D&D of the CEC are expected to be . l
small and on the order of normal operational Impacts. The mitigating environmental * I
Impacts include release of the facilities and land for unrestricted use, termination of releases
to the environment, discontinuation of a large portion of water and electrical power
consumption, and reduction in vehicular traffic. The economic cost of D&D borne by the
applicant Is estimated to be approximately 33 million dollars (exclusive of costs for tails
disposition)
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Decommissioning impacts ill be localized In the mninediate CEIC developed site. No
disposal of waste, Including radioactive waste, is expected to take place at the site. Waste
production during decommissioning will Include crushed centrifuge rotors, normal trash, and
citric cake containing uranium. The estimated annual radioactive waste volumes produced
during the midst of this phase would be roughly equal to that produced during normal
operation (LES, 1993d and 1992d). Radioactive wastes in the Initia and final years of
decommissioning would be much lower.

4.3.1 Noise

Noise levels during decommisioning will be generated by heavy construction equipment and
will include substantial banging due to the movement of large pieces of metal scrap. The
noise levels will be similar to those experienced during the construction of the plant. Levels
of 110 dB within the fenced area and around 70 dB offsite are expected. The activity is
expected to occur during daytime and to last for a few months. Nighttime noise levels will
drop to preconstruction levels due to the reduction In nighttime traffic volume.

4..2 Ar Pollution

During the decontamination phase of the facility, transportation and heavy vehicles will
produce exhaust emissions and dust as they move on the road and around the site. The
exhaust emissions are small and will not cause any noticeable change In air quality In the
area The emission of dust from the construction/decommissioning equipment and from
reentrainment of dust and dirt that is carried or deposited on the road will be the most
significant air impact. The amount of dust may be a niisance problem for local residents
and a health problem for workers If no mitigation measures are used, especially during dry
spells.

The use of Freon R-113 as a degreaser In the Separations Building will not contribute
directly to increased tropospheric air pollution, but will contribute to depletion of the
stratospheric ozone layer. Ths depletion will cause an Increase In ultraviolet light hitting
the earth. Negative effects on plants, animals, sea level, smog formation, and climate are
expected. Although the amount released is a small percentage of the total worldwide
release, the chemicals are expected to have an impact for many years while In the
stratosphere. The atmospheric half life of CPGCR-113 is estimated to be between 79 and
96 years (Connell, 1989). While LES does not plan to use CFC-R-113, the substitute has
not been Identified. The staff has assumed the potential Iipacts from the tise of Freon
R 113 to be conservative and the potential substitute impacts would be considerably less.

There is the potential for significant emissions of solvents during the decontamination phase
If solvent cleaning methods are employed. These emissions would be of short duration (e"g,
a few weeks) and would probably involve less than 10 tons of solvent. The revised Clean
Air Act (CAA) will have developed control requirements-for any toxic solvents and, possibly,
developed regulations governing the use of solvents in such applications. Gaseous effluent
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volume that resulted during operation will be slightly reduced because the process off-gas
inputs to the stack will be shut down.

4.33 Traffie

Traffic during decontination and decormissIoning should be less than the amount
experienced during either the construction or the operational phase of the plant The roads
should be able to sustain the flow easily. However, it is expected that the number of heavy
trucks will be substantial for brief periods of time as different wastes are removed.

43A Hydrology

Copsumpdon of water Is expected to increase during the deco oning phase,
particularly during the middle of the 7-year decommissioning phase. This Is associated with
actual decontamination performance. 1iquid effluents will show an increase during the
same period. These effluents will primarily result from the treatment of citric acid solutions
that are used to recover uranium and other metals. Spent citric acid solution will be treated
to assure that discharges meet the liquid effluent discharge limits.

: I

43. Socdoeconomic

The cost for D&D is projected to be approximately $518 million (1996 dollars). Of this
amount, $485 mMion ($16.2 million per each year of operation) is for the disposition of UP'
tails. D&D costs for the facility are about $33 million spread over about 7 years. LES uses
four percent Infatdon for future D&D costs. Deflating LES' 1996 dollars to 1990 dollars at
four percent produces a total cost of about $409 million (1990 dollars), of which
S383 million is for the disposition of UP6 tails. Use of a 4 percent annual inflation rate to
deflate 1996 dollars slightly understates costs expressed in 199O dollars.

In general, labor requirements for decommissionig are.likely to be less than those for plant
operations. With an annual average work force of about 25 Individuals during most of the
decommissioning phase, it is reasonable to assume socioeconomic Impacts like those for
operations, but at a much lower level, probably no more than 15 percent as large as for
plant operations.

.At the conclusion of both the operations phase and the D&D phase, the reduction In direct
and Indirect employment at CEC will Impose socioeconomic dislocations in the area if
Claiborne Pari or nearby parishes are unable to generate. a stable, continuing base of
skilled manufacturing jobs or related activities unrelated to CECs existence. When a large,
high-skill, high-wage manufacturer In a small town closes, direct and Indirect economic and
employment losses are registered and significant outmigration of skilled and younger
workers occurs. This effect Is not unique to CEC, but it has the potential to be pronounced,
In and around Clai'borne Parish because of the wage rates at CEC and the lack of any
comparable manufacturing Infiastructure in the area.
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4A No-Actlon Alternatlve

The no-action alternative Is the- denial of the NRC license necessary to construct and
operate the CEC With this alternative, the Impacts, both positive and negative, discussed
In this chapter would be eliminated. The site Is assumed to revert to its former use,
however, the owner would be free to pursue other uses.

Environmentally, the likely logging at the same rate as before LBS control would lead to
continued soil erosion, surface water contamination, and an Imbalance of biological diversity.
The removal of all trees on the site would expose soils to weather elements and increased
erosion. Increased sediments will potentially affect susceptible surface water bodies in the
area, as previous heavy timbering activities have affected suspended solids in LIake Avalyn
and Bluegill Pond. Truck movements and associated air and noise pollution would be
higher than those predicted for CEC, and increased traffic by loggers and logging tucks will
have about the same short-term impacts as the proposed action on local roads and residents.

Socioeconomically, the no-action alternative would perpetuate the depressed economic
conditions in the area and result in a likely continued outmigration of skilled and higher-
income workers. The region would continue to depend on its current commercial, industrial,
and agricultural base.

Statewide, the impact of the no-action alternative is the failure to obtain a minimum of 450
jobs per year during construction and 600 jobs per year during full operations (annual
averages, including multiplied effects). The actual employment impacts (and thus job
opportunities lost) may be substantially higher.:than these values because of the high
absolute and per-worker expenditures and revenue at CEC

Nationally, the impacts of the no-action alternative would be: (1) no change in the pressure
on other enrichment suppliers to maintain competitive positions in the world enrichment
market; (2) loss of an additional domestic supplier to reduce potential dependence on
foreign sources; and (3) loss of the opportunity to substitute an energy-efficient process for
the older gaseous diffusion process.

4S5 Cost-Benefit Analysis

This section presents and discusses a cost-benefit analysis of the LES facility and concludes
that it Is a large net benefit to the region and to Louisiana. Regional benefits are primarily
in the form of high-paying construction and operations jobs (averaging $37,000 and $44,400,
respectively, including benefits, 1990 dollars) In an area with average earnings about half
those levels and high unemployment and underemployment Analysis of the statewide
multiplier effect of the construction and operations payrolls suggests a benefit to Louisiana
(from payroll earings only) of almost $18 Million per year during the construction phase
and S17 millionperyear.during the operations phase. This estimate, whch maysignificantly
understate the actual multiplied earnings, includes the direct earnings at CEC and the
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Indirect earnings from secondary economic activity. LES estimates multiplied earnings of
$20-21 milllon. This estimate Is not unreasonable. (The effect during each year of the
7-year D&D period Is expected to be no more than 15 percent of a tpical year during
operation.) n

The regional employment benefit begins with an annual average of 200 construction jobs
over 6 years (averaging 275 peryear for the peak year) and 180 operationsJobs. Multiplied
construction and operations jobs across Louisiana are certain to exceed 450 per year and
600 per year, respectivel. Because of thi very high absolute and per-worker expenditures
at =CE the employment Impacts will be higher than these minimum levels. Section 45.1
discusses these issues.

On a State output basis, the multiplied value of the $855 million direct investment and the
$165 million/ear output are estimated at a maximum of $19 billion and $330 million/year,
respectively (1990 dollars). These estimates derive from the direct and indirect effect on i
Louisiana of the total spending to construct the facility and the total revenue received from I
product sales. The multiplied economic outputs in Louisiana, however, are likely to be
considerably lower than these values. As discussed In Section 4.5.1, estimate of state output
based on fnal-demand multipliers overstate the economic impact of CEC on Louisiana. At
the same time, multiplied economic outputs would be increased by LES' spending on
contingencies, capitalized Interest, escalation, and other factors not included in the $855
milliton direct investment estimate.

Although the total benefit to the State from the CEC payroll is large, the distribution of
benefits is likely to be concentrated In the middle income groups. Adherence to the
employment provisions of the Louisiana Enterprise Zone Act (see Section 42.1.72) will
significantly benefit lower Income individuals. However, a complete diffusion of benefits to

- the bottom of the Income and employment distribution Is unrealistic. Studies show that
higher-income households benefit most from the Income generation process. This outcome
Is a function of the spending patterns of the higher-Income and lower-income households
in the U.Sb and is not related to CEC, per se. Lower-income households spend a higher
percentage of their income on goods and services supplied by higher-income households
than vice versa. The employment opportunities from CEC should benefit all economic
groups.

Because the CEC facility Is extremely capital-intensive and has low operating costsj it will
likely be operated for its lifetime even if it is uneconomical on a fiucost recovery basis.
Once the fixed costs of the construction have been incurred, they will not affect the decision
to continme operation. Operations would probably continue, even if the plant cannot cover
its fixed costs since operations would more than cover variable costs, including the
decommissioning trust As long as the plant covers its variable costs (and thus makes a
contribution to fixed costs), it is economical to continue operation. Whle the plant may not
generate taxable income (because of high debt service), property tax revenues (possibly at
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a reduced level) and employment for operations personnel should be realized. Similarly,
the multiplied effects of continued operation should be r6alied.

With one exception, costs to Calborne Parish and the region from hosting the facility are
expected to .be inimal No significant impacts are expected In any local Infrastructure
areas (e.g., schools, housing, water, sewer), and no significant influx of migrants to a
concentrated area Is likely. .Road repair may be necessary on a more frequent basi. In
general, the costs will be diffused sufficiently to be Indistinguishable from normal, although
rapid, economic growth.

The exception appears to be public safety. Even without a boomtown effect, crime can be
expected to increase because of the Influx of additional residents and increased general
economic activity. The high wages offered by LES, the relative lack of traditional amenities
in the area, and the high local unemployment and underemployment, suggest that aaiborne
Parish may need additional law enforcement personnel to address the increased public safety
demand during any large-scale Influx of new workers, transients, and secondary economic
migrants.

4.5.1 Input-Output Multipliers

Construction, operation, and decommissioning of the LES facility will have economic effects
In the State beyond those at the facility Itself These secondary economic effects include
generation of output In other Industries, circulation of wage income, and job creation in
support industries. The cumulative effect of the direct economic activity thus translates into
a multiplied regional effect. Economists use regional input-output (1-0) multipliers for
output, earnings, and employment to measure the effects of changes in economic activity.
These multipliers may be estimated at the level of the nation, the State, or the region (erg,
one or more parishes) and may be estiiated for hundreds of economic activities in the
areas of construction, manufactiing, trade, transportation, etc.

A standard approach to.estimating multiplied impacts is the use of the US. Department of
Commerce's Regional Input-OutputModelingSystem (MS II) (Department of Commerc,
1994 and 1992c). RIMS II reports muliplers for final-demand and direct-effects. Pinal-
demand earnings multipliers measure total (direct and indirect) dollar changes in earnings
in households employed in the State for each additional dollar of output delivered to final
demand. FWl-demand employment multipliers measure total (direct and indirect) changes
In the number of jobs in State industries for each one million dollars of output delivered to
-final demand. Fnal-demand output multipliers measure total (direct and indirect) changes
in State output for each dollar of output delivered to final demand. Direct-effect multipliers
measure the direct-effect of a job or a dollar of earnings (not output) in a particular
industry. .*.

The categories chosen for the multiplier analysis are'construction of Industrial buildings
(140 Industry Number 11.0201) and manufacturing of industrial inorganic chemicals (1-0
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Industry Number 27.0104) Table 4.25 shows the final-demand and direct-effects multipliers
In these industry categories for Louisiana.

Table 4.2. RIMS 11 Input-Output MultIplers for Louislana
(Department of Commerce, 1994 and 199Q2c)

Mut FlualtDemand Dhet xicts
Categry ushy Categor Matipaier MultipfIer

Earnings Construction, lndutrial 0.78 2.08
Budigs

Earnings Manuhcr hdustrial .49 2.2
}nrpnic Chemicals

Employme Construction, Industrlal 373 2.16
Buildings

Employment Manufacuring, Industrial 17.8 3.20
Inorganic Chemicals

The first line of the table says that S1 of industrial building construction in Louisiana
produces a multiplied value of $078 on all tpes of earnings. (construction and
nonconstruction) In the State. Similarly, $1 of output In the industrial Inorganic chemical
Industry generates S.49 of earnings In the State. For employment, each million dollars of
construction spending to final demand (1989 dollars) generates 37.3 job. Each million
dollars of Industra Inorganic chemical output generates 17.8 Jobs.

The direct-effects multiplier column says that each $1 of earnings In Industrial building
construction generates an additional $1.08 In total i-state earnings ($2.08 total). In the
Industrial inorganic chemical Industry, each $1 generates an additional $1.12 ($2.12 total).
Similarly, each job in construction generates 1.16 additional jobs, for a total of 2.16 Jobs.
Each job In Inorganic chemical manufacturing generates a total of 32 jobs.

The conventional Interpretation of the 0.78 final-demand multiplier Is that the $855 million
construction project (averaging $143 million/year over .6 years) would result in a direw and
indirect earnings impact throughout the State of $112 million/year (over the same 6 years)
.The conventional interpretation of the operational earnigs multiplier Is that the
$165 milon annual value of LES' output would translate Into $165 million x 0.9 or

*$81 million In earnings each year of full operations

For employment (including CEC jobs), the final-demand multiplier implies 37.3 jobs per
million dollars (1989 dollars) of construction, or around 5,100jobs (using 1989 dollars). For
operations, the final-demand multiplier implies about 2,800 jobs.
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Use of the direct-effects mulilplier implies fewer than 456 j6bs per year on average from
construction (Le, about 2.16 times the number of direct construction jobs) and fewer than
600 jobs per year from operations (Le, about 32 times the number of direct operations
jobs).

For payro exenditres, the direct-efects multilier suggests total annual sarnihg of about
$S17.7 million fom construction ($8.5 direct and 92 Indiect) and about $17 million from
operations ($80 direct and $9.0 Indirect). Tables 426 and 427 summarize these results.
There Is no direct-effects multiplier for total state output.

Table 426 Estimated Impacts Based on RIMS [I Final-Demand
Multipliers (Department of Commerce, 1994 and 1992c)

Constructlon (6 years) Opeattons (30 yea)

Dolas to Find Demand S143 miion/yr $S15 mllion/yr

Muldplied Earnings $112 mlion/yr $81 Man/yr

e Employmt 5,10/yr 2800/yr

Table 427 Estimated Impacts Based on RIMS [I Diect-Effect
Multipliers (Department of Commerce, 1994 and 1992c)

Construcon (6 ya) Operafons (0 yer)

Dhdt Earnfp u85 mlo/yr S in/y

,Eme mc nt 200'/yr ISO/r

M tiped Eain $17.7 miion/yr $17.0 million/yr

MWied Employment 450/yr 600/yr

As Tables 426 and 427 show, the final-demand and direct-fects multipliers yield widely
differing conclusions about earnings and employment In reality, the multiplied earnings and
employment effects are likely to resemble but exceed the direct-effects values Cble 427).

The' larder estimates ln Table 426 (final-demand) are misleading because a
dispropordonately; large fracdon of CECs per-worker ependitures and revenue will be
spent out-of-state. The out-.oftate spendig including, for examplc, centrifuges, is almost
certainly larger" than that for ordinary industrial building construction or chemical
manuci.' On the other hand, the estimates In Table 427 (direct-effects) are likeely to
be too low because of the disproportionately high absolute and per-worker construction
expenditures and revenue. The positive effect of the high absolute and per-worker
expenditures and revenues is likely to exceed the negative effect of the out-of-state spending.
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(RIMS U accounts for typical levels of in-state and out-of-state spending by Industrial
category. A centrifuge enrichment plant Is not typical- and thus must be reviewed more
an*a cally.)

As the variability of the estimates makes dear, multiplied values should not be regarded as
precise estimates but rather as general Indicators. Variations In spending from year to year,
changes in procurement patterns, availability of expensive capital equipment within the
State, definition and allocation of expenditures amongRIMS I categories, changes in actual
commercial relationships since the most recent multiplier estimation, changes in State and
Federal taxation and regulation, ordinary marketplace variability, and numerous other
factors make precision impossible.

The vahles in Tables 4.26 and 4.27 can be compared to LES' payroll-only multiplier
approach based on an analysis of parish-by-parish primary and secondary income and jobs
generated. LBS (LBS, 1992h) concluded as follows:

The socioeconomic benefits from the project were estimated to be CEC payroll
expenditures for both the construction and operational phases plus the additional
secondazy trade and services Income induced through the economic multiplier. The
estimated Claiborne Parish multiplier Is 1673 if all the workers reside In Claiborne
Parish and 2.817 if the workers live in several parishes throughout the labor supply
area. If all the workers reside in Claiborne Parish, it will induce yearly benefits of
$1.538 million in secondaty. sector Income (construction, transportation,
communications, and public utilides), $1389 million in trade sector Income,
$0.299 million in finance/Insurance/real estate income, $1357 million in service.
sector income, and $7.965 million in other sector income. Given an average
nonmranufacturing per-job earnings rate of $15,059, this should induce as many as
833 low-skill.lobs that basically could be filled by presently unemployed persons In
Claibornmo Parish.

Total economic benefits (based on construction and operations payrolls only) are
estimated at $20.0 million if all the workers live in Claiborne Parish and
$21. million if the workers are diffused throughout the area.

Thus LES' parish-by-parish payroll-only approach produces results that are generally similar
to estimates derived from the RIMS U direct-effects multiplier analysis. The direct-effects
earnings estimates from RIMS I are about $17-18 million compared to LES' $20-21 million.
The direct-effects employment estimates are about 450 for construction. and 600 for |
operations, compared to LES' estimate of just over 1,000 (induding the jobs at CEC). Since
the direc ts multipliers discussed above understate the actual earnings and employment
impact of CEC (because of the extremely higb absolute and per-worker construction cost
and revenue stream), LES' estimates are not unreasonable.
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* Use of RIMS n final-demard output multipliers for iniial building construction and
industrial inorganic chemical manufacturing Implies total multiplied output of $1.9 billion
for construction and $330 million/yr for operations. This Is based on final-demand output
multipliers of 2.27 and 2.01 for the construction and mactg categories, respectively,
direct construction costs of $855 million, and revenue of $165 million/year.

RIMS lI notwi d ing, It Is unlikely that actual multiplied output will be $1.9 billon from
construction and $330 million/year from operatdons. Ihe veiy high levels of construction
costs per worker and revenue per worker and the vezy specialized nature of the technology
and raw materials Imply larger out-of-state expenditures for CEC than are representative
of industrial building construction and industrial inorganic chemical ma fa ing in
Louisiana The potential for overstating multiplied output using the RIMS II final-demand
multipliers can be inferred by comparing the final-demand estimates of employment and
earnings In Table 4.26 with the much lower direct-effects estimates In Table 4.27. (There
Is no direct-effects multiplier for output) As the discussion. accompanying these tables
suggests, the multiplied In-state effect of CEC is much more likely to resemble the direct-
effects values than the final-demand values.

On the other hand, multiplied output associated with construction would be Increased by in-
state spending for. costs not Included in the $855 million direct-cost estimate. Costs
associated with escalation, capitalized Interest, contingencies, and certain other factors would
all increase total state output. On the whole, construction and operation of CEC will
produce a large multiplied Increase in state output but less than the $1.9 billion
(construction) and $330 million/year (operations) values implied by the RIMS II final-
demand multipliers.

4.52 Property Values and Amenitles

LES is likely to have a significant effect on local housing values .and, ultimately, amenities.
There is considerable evidence to suggest that property values and amenities are enhanced
In counties wiffi large Indusl taxpayers (e.g, fossil power plants) (Gamble ind Downing
1982) These benefits are not only va the direct payment to the taing jurisdiction, but
through the increased value of real property as the benefit stream to the property.owners
Is capitalized into property values. The 10-year property tax abatement will mitigate this
effect to some degree.

The facility Is likely to increase both housing and land prices because of increased demand
(eg., from migrants) and because of the benefit-capture effect just descrie This is a
benefit to all existing property owners, including those acquiring property prior to the actual
receipt of the tax revenues The magnitude of the benefit Is difficult to quantify but is not
neggble: Real estate prices in the area are likely to be bid up in anticipation of the
property tax stream.
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4.53 Tax Revenues

Property taxes for the first 10 years of plant life are estimated at SS,400/year, based on
1 percent of the land cost LES' 10-year tax abatement would apply to the CEC faility site
anywhere In Louisiana. Post-abatement taxes are estimated at $7.9 million/year, based on
0.75 percent of the Initial book value of the facility. LES will also pay a one-time Clalbom e
School Board tax of about $S million (LEAS 1992h).

Primarily because of high depreciation and Interest charges, the project is projected to have
cumulative taxable losses for Income taxes through 2005. LES forecasts nominal annual tax
liabilities after 2005 ranging from $5 million to $130 million. As discussed In Section 4.5.5,
the realization of high tax liabilities could be affected by the competitiveness of the
enrichment market.

4.SA New Jobs and Increased Leal Income

Ihe facility will employ an average of about 200 construction people per year for 6 years
and an average of 180 operations people over the 30-year life of the facility. Average
annual earning, including benefits, are estimated at about $37,000 and $44,400 for
construction and operations workers, respectively. LES estimates that 85 percent of the
construction workers and probably an equal or greater percentage of the operations workers
will be existing residents of the 24-parish labor pooi. LS adherence to the employment
provisions of the Louisiana Enterprise Zone Act will increase the construction and
operations employment opportunities of the exsig residents of alborne Parish and, to
a lesser extent, other nearby parishes. Operajonal obs can be mostly filled with local
workers because the required skills mix at the facility is similar to that for other heavy
chemical or Industrial facilities in the 24-parish area. Only the radiological and specialized
chemical or nudlear-related jobs are unlikely to be filled by local residents. Shorter-term
constructionjobs, especially high-skill constructionjobs, are more likely to atract temporary
workers from outside the area The bigh wage rate proposed by LES wiMl be an especially
strong magnet for outside workers. As outlined in Section 4.2.L7. LES must employ
people in accordance with the Louisiana Enterprise Zone Act. Adherence to this actes
requirements will confer significant employment benefits on a significant number of
generally lower income or previously unemployed individuals and existing residents of
Claiborne Parish. Decommissioning jobs are likely to resemble operations jobs, but at no
more than 15 percent of the level during operations.

4.3.5 Overall Project Economics

LBS estimates the direct capital cost of the plant, including interest, property tax and
ransmion facilitis, to be approximately $855 million (LES, 1992h). Escalation,
capitalizd Interest, contingencv, decommissioning, and replacement centrifuges raise the
total investment to about $1.6 billion (1990 dollars) (A. 1992h). Operating costs are not
included in this estimate.
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The ultimate realization of these estimated costs depends on numerous factors, some of
which are outside LES!' control (erg, regulatory factors). Other factors depend on the
experience of LES and its partners. Urenco has experience building and operating gaseous
centrifuge enrichment plants. Urenco has built and operates gaseous centrifuge enrichment
plants in Capenburst (UJL), Almelo (The Netherlands), and Gronau (Germany). In
addition, LES partnersw parent companies have significant experience In the construction and
operation of nuclear and other large industrial facilities in the US. For example, Duke
Power Company, Northern States Power Company, and the Louisiana Power and Light
Company operate 11 nuclear power plants. Fluor Daniel is a major architect-engineering
firm that has built large industrial facilities worldwide. This experience should help the
partners to control costs. The absence of any experience (by any commercial entity) In
constructing centrifuge etirichment plants In the U.S. still creates project uncertainties and
may lead costs to exceed contingencies

On the revenue side of the Income statement, there Is some question about the commercial
viability of C.EC As discussed in Section 1.4, in May 1993, the U.S. agreed to buy LEU
containing the equivalent of 5.53 million SWUs per year from Russia during the 1999-2013
period. This period approximately coincides with the first IS years of CEC production. The
Russian supplies represent about 15 percent.of projected world SWU demand or more than
50 percent of projected U.S. demand.

If LES constructs the CEq, it w6uld be one of the lowest variable cost SWU suppliers in
the world. Because of its low variable costs, CEC would operate under most world SWU
supply scenarios. Thus, the employment benefits are likely to be maintained under most
scenarios. Because of the potentially large price-depressing impact of the Russian LEU
sales, the plant runs a high risk of not being able to cover fixed charges (including an equity
return). Under these conditions, the plant would earn no taxable income, pay no income
taxes, and ultimately become Insolvent. This Insolvency would trigger defaults and asset
writedowns that could reduce property tax payments. The ability of CEC to fund the
decommissioning trust out of operating income (before debt service) would not be affected

4.6 Impact on the Local Government for Services Required

The staff concludes that the costs the project will impose on the local government for
required services are minimal. Impacts are expected to be very small in the areas of:
housing; housing prices (except as noted In Section 4.15); noise or aesthetic disturbances;
overloading of water supply and sewage treatment facilities; crowding of local schools,
hospitals or other public facilities; or the overtaxing of community services. In particular,
this report notes the current excess of public educational Infrastructure in the area (partly
a remnant of the collapsed oil and gas market and the out-migration of families) and the
relatively small number of in-migrant children compared to the existing school-age
population.
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Larger potential impacts are possible on the police and justice systems. The construction
phase at CEC and the transitions from construction to operations and from operations to
D&D are likely to show an Increase In the transient population, dislocations associated with
crime, and changes in levels of undesirable activities. The local jurisdictions should be
aware of these potential effects, none of which are unique to CBC, Oalborne Parish, or
LouWfana.

4.5.7 Value of Enridthed Uranium

At full output, CEC would produce 15 million SWls of enriched uranium per year. Based
on a 1990 market price of $110/SWWU, the value of the uranium enrichment service would
be approximatey $165 million/year.

4.5.8 Summary

On balance, CEC should be a major socioeconomic asset to Homer, Clalborne Parish, and
neighboring parishes. A relatively large number of high wage Jobs will be provided in an
economically depressed region. The negative impacts of CEC are likely to be smilar to

-those of any relatively large-scale socioeconomic development in a small, rural area. These
Include possible Increased aime, changes in quality of life, and changes in property values
(some positive, some. negative) that some existing residents may find undesirable.
Radiologicaland chemical impacts from the facilit are expected to be minimaL Asideifrom
the crie Issue and property values, the costs of CEC to the local population and
munclpalities should be minimal.

I.
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5.0 EFFLUENr AND ENVIRONME AL MONITORING PROGRAMS

'This section discusses the radiological and nonradiological environmental and effluent
monitoring programs to be conducted before facility startup and after the commencement
of operations. Federal and State requirements are Identified and compared with the
proposed CEC programs to determine adequacy. The effluent and environmental
monitoring programs provide Indication of leakage from process systems and quantification
of actual impacts of facility operation. Sections 6.4 and 83 of the LES Safety Anaysis
Report (SAR) provide more details about the proposed effluent control and monitoring
systems (LBES 1993a).

5.1 Preoperatlonal Environmental Monitoring Programs

5.1.1 Fugitive Emissions Monitoring

If a license is granted for construction and operation of the CEC, fugitive dust and
hydrocarbon emissions such as diesel exhaust may result from earthmoving and other
construction activities at the site (see Section 4.1.6). However, as discussed in Section 4.1.6,
the emissions are expected to be too small to require formal monitoring.

5.12 Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program

The preoperational program will focus on collecting data to establish baseline information
useful in evaluating future changes In potential environmental conditions caused by CEC
operation. The data will help support critical pathway analyses, including selection of
nuclide/media combinations to be encompassed into the operational surveillance program.
Radionuclides will be identified using technically appropriate, accurate, and sensitive
analytical equipment. The proposed preoperational program is designed to be more
extensive than the operational program in order to provide a broad knowledge able to
accommodate changing conditions around -the site during construction, operation. and
eventual decommissioning, as well as adapt to changing regulatory requirements. This base
of knowledge can help assess the proper operation of containment and effluent controls in
a licensed facility as well as radiological Impacts on site environs, estimate potential impact
on members of the publi, and detenmine compliance with applicable radiation protection
standards

This program will be initiated at least 2 years prior to the operation of the facility in order
to develop a sufficient data base for comparison with the proposed operational radiological
monitoring program as wel as to provide experience for improvement. Table 5.1 describes
the preoperational and operational radiological monitoring programs. As proposed, samples
of ambient air, surface water and groundwater, soi, sediment, and vegetation will be
collected and sent to a qualified laboratory for analysis through a reliable shipper. Sample
tansmittal forms will accompany each shipment Samples will be packed to ensure integrity
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Table 51 Summary of Preoperational' and Operational EnvIronmental Radiological
Monitoring Sampling Programs and Locations at Proposed CEC Site

(LES, 1994a and 1994c)

Smnpllng FrWq q and
Pathway/SampU Type Samples and Collectons

Airborne Pa API - One sample located i secto ih Air sampler with a
Mhe highest prciafg wind directioL To be particulate Ole operating
located In the area ith t hhes X/Q for y, collected and
that sector near the site boundary. nlzed veekly.

AP2 - One sample located In th sector with Also, f ite AP.36J4otopc
the second lighest prvalg wind direction. anab for 2U, SU,
To be located in the area with the haghest Q and' haU be
for that sector near the ste boundaty. conducted oan a

semiannual composite
-3 - Ono sample located ear the resident sample during operation.

who Ii ma'dmaI* exposed from the gasous
-y.

AP4. One sample located in the vest sector.
To be located na tie it boundary
corresponding to the highest rOQ in that sector.

APS - One sample located in dth east sector
ncar the site boundary corresponding to the
highest z/O In that secto.

AP6 - One sample ocated in the south sector
near the site boundary corresponding to the
highest j/Q in that sector. T locatonS of the

orne particulates sampling are shomn In
FWgure S.L

AP7 - One sample blated in the north sector
near the se boundary, ce nn to the
highest z/Q fbr that sector. If this sector is
alreay represented by another ai samplimg
site, then AP7 wll not be needed.

ArboarvS S1-S16 - Samples to be collected near the site Preoperational grab
boundary in each ctor. One sample per samples collected and
sector. analrd quarter,

operational grab samples
collected semiannually.
Combine samples from 16
sectors into 4 cmposte?.

'I

II
4!

II

I

4
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Table 5.1 Sunmary of PreoperatlonaP and Operational Environmental Radiological
Monitoring Sampling Programs and Locations at Proposed CEC Site

(LES, 1994a and 1994c) (Continued)

Sampling Fr.quenq a. #
POthwy/Samnple Type Samples and Latations Collccuons

Ahbornp/Vgetation V1.V16 - Samples to be colected near the the Preopraionu grab
boundary In cach sector. One sample per samples colectd and
sector.analyzed quarter,

operational grab samples
colcted smiannualy at
*t sme time as so
sample Collection.
Combine samples from 16
sectors into 4 compoite.

Ujuld/Groundwate GW (We A) Peo al om, se Properadoal grab
Figure 52 for well ompl to be collected
OW2 (Wel #B1) and analyzed uarterl,
GW (Wel oC1) ope.ational grab samples
GW4 (Wel #D1), Ptoperu al l.. to be colected and
GWS (Well #El) analyzed seilanmualy.

liquid/Surface Water SW1- bxflow to Lae Avalyn see fir S for Preoperatlonal grab
sur6ce Wae sampling lcatons saples to be coected
SWS - Inlow to BluMenE Pond and analyzed qunatlry
SW6 - BluegM Pond, near th opesratonal samples
SW * Outflow from Bluegil Pond collected continuously to
SWB - S-it Drainage tream= obtain monthly Integrated
SW9 - Outflow at di western propert , c po*e
boundaiy.
SWl- H old-up Bisin, Preopertfionil only
SW2 - Inflow of __ 06k to Like

Lud/Sorele SS1 -To be coalected near dAt mtfo of,: Pseoperatonal grab
Sedi Bluegi Pond. s"- ples'ceC d and

852 - To be coiected near the fnflow of analyzed quarterly;
Begil Pond from th& RId-Up Bi : operational grab samples

,'SS3 - To be collected dea the south horfo (composite) colected and
BluegM Pond. analyzed sCmiannUAy.
SS4 -To b collected nar the th shor of
Bluegill Pond.
SSS -Tolbc cotd cirf a.ee watrsliteat
-Lak Cabom -'.

.__

f*
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Table L6 Summary of PreoperatlonaP and Operational Enwironmental Radiological
Monitoring Sampling Programs and Locations at Proposed CEC Site I i

(LES, 1994a and 1994c) (Continued)

Samplng Feqnq and
P Sam lT SaPles and L.tons colecios

Ulqud/Botom Sediment BS1 . To be collected fim the east end of PaoffonA grab
Bleg Pod les cletd and
BS2 - To be colected firm te center of anabyed quarterly;
Bluegill Pond. opcational grab samples
BS3 - To be collected fro the wes end of (composite) clected and
BluegM Pond. aad iannualy.
BS4 - To be collected fm fthe center of the
HowUp Basin.
BSS - To be colleted nea surface water
location at Lake CMa a

..,

*reopeWOUP Is de&Wed uasou bth beguincg of di prepwalm up lo t eceip of 1kensed sue mateaL
b Semnx d9AlZ bs ac as Mo=lo

Omnposi t - n ter NNE, NA, EE
Oupos 2 .set EL ES 6 SSSB .
CmPost 3 a secons SSW. SW, WSW

L Cmposft 4 - se= W, WNW, NW, NNW
lP oeraftW we& 0WX On A GM a GWI. GW2, xWand GOW for u operWtional prorN to

scitib h s s eflecd In hS MS.

during transit and perishable samples will be refrigerated as necessary. Samples requiring
long-term compositing will be stored ln a manner to ensure their Integrity until the
composite analysis Is performed. During the course of the program, improvements to the
program or unforeseen changes to the sampling sites may be made. The rationale and
actions behind such decisions will be documened, and any changes to the required program
will require NRC approval.

The proposed atmospheric iadioactiity monitoringp was developed on the basis of
plant design data, demographical and geographical data, meteorological data, land use data,
and projcted radioacte effluent estmates to determine the expected concentrations and
deposition of airborne radioactivity in the evironment around the facility as a result of
operation. The background data will then be used to determine the Incremental increase
in committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) attributed to facility operation. Because
the anticipated operational releases are expected to be very low and wfl' rapidly dilute by
dispersion, It will be difficult to detect small increases in naturally occurring uranium in the
enirons. Therefore, the majority of the air monitoring sites will be in the prevailing wind
direction and within 1.6 kilometers (1 mile) of the facility. The sampling filters will collect

I

OII

I'

iI

Si

I
4I
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.1 Air Particulate (AP) Sampler Locations at CEC (LES, 1994a)
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a firaction of the radioactive particles that may be released to the atmosphere during future
operations, and the fraction collected at any given location will depend upon meteorological
conditions during the sampling period. Air samples from the site boundary will be
continuously collected for weekly gross alpha counts for each collection site. CEC has
committed to re-evaluating the location of airborne radioactivity sampling stations within
66 months after commencement of the onsite meteorological monitoring program and every
5 years (66 months maximum) thereafter. Any necessary changes shall be made within
6 months of the re-evaluations (LES, 1994c).

The proposed lower limits of detection (LLD) for gross alpha in the various media to be
sampled are showm in Table 5Z The LL, 3.7x10le Bq/ml (1.Q 1O7 pCi/ml) for air (if afl ,i
due to uranium), is less than 3.3 millionth of the most restrictive solubility class In the
10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table 2 limit for each uranium nuclide. Background levels
of uranium In air are on the order of 7.4x10r Bq/ml (2x11?0 p0n/m) (NCRP, 1987b).
Because these LID will permit detection of background levels of uranium in air, NRC
concludes that the LU) are acceptable for the atmospheric radiological environmental
sampling programs at LES.

Table 5.2 Proposed Lower Limits of Detection (LLD) for Gross Alpha for
Environmental Monitoring Analyses (LES, 1994c)

LIM
s=Ple-.

ampe Bq1=m or 8 I.3/m1 org

Water 3.7ixe LOXl(TU

Ak 37x1WT-'

Soid/Sedment 1411 0

Vegctatim IWO 1WO

Jii

II

.I

JI:

Trace amounts of radioactive materials may also be contained within Bluegill Pond and the
Hold-Up Basln. To assess the background levels of uranium In the liquid pathway, surface
water will be sampled quarterly from both of these water bodies, as well as from Lake
Avalyn, Cypress Creek, and connecting streams as shown in Figure 53. Groundwater
sampling will be based on available hydrological data. Groundwater will be sampled from
-at least one well on the site, at one residence or business less.than 3 kilometers (2 miles)
from the facility in a location where groundwater can be potentially affected by operation
of the facility, and at other groundwater wells as shown in Figure 52. Groundwater wells
will identify any changes in the elevation and flow direction and permit shallow aquifer
monitoring In all directions hydraulically downgradlent from the facility. Deep groundwater
from ithe Sparta Sand Aquifer will also be monitored from the two onsite facility water
supply wells and the offsite Central ClaIborne Water System well. As stated in Table 52,
the gross alpha (assumed to be uranium) LU) for water samples Is 3.7x10V Bq/ml
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(lMx1(2- Ci/ml), which represents 33xMM4 h of the .nost restrictive 10 CFR Part 20,
Appendix B. Table 2 limit fMr each uranium nuclide. Becas6 bakground levels of uranium
In water are on the order of 3.7x1 7 EBq/mI (I.OxI(Yu.Ca/ml) (NCRP, 1987b), NRC
concludes that the LUD will enable CEC to detect background levels of uranium in water
and represent an acceptable water monitoring prograsn In addition, LID at this level
ivould help ensure compliance with the EPA's proposed uranium drinking water limit of

11 Bq/l (30 pa/I) during the operational period.

As noted In Table 5.1, soil sampling will be performed quarterly In all 16 compass sectors,
and composited Into 4 samples. Sediments in the Hold-Up Basin, Bluegill Pond, and Lake
Claiborne wil be sampled quarter_ as shown in Table 5.1L Badgound levels of uranium
In soil are on the order of 6.6x1(1Bq/g (lMx10' .CI/g) (NCRP, 1987b). The proposed
LLD for gross alpha (assumed to be uranium) In soil or sediment is L.xOV Bq/g
(3&tiO! ,paC/, which corresponds to 1 percent of the current NRC Branch Technical
}Position for burial of uranium-contaminated soil onsite that can be rileased for unrestricted
usc following decommissioning of a facility (NRC, 1981a). NRC regards this Lt as
adequate for a newly licensed uranium operation because it would permit detection of
background levels of uranium In soil or sediment with reasonable statistical certainty.

Vegetation sampling will also be conducted quarterly near the soil sampling locations
around the site boundary, as nioted In Table 5.1. Ihe 16 compass sector samples will be
composited Into 4 samples using the same scheme as for soil. As shown In Table 52 the
gross alpha LW (assmecd to be uranium) In vegetation is.3.7s10W Bq/g (l.OxQlO 10 paCJ/g).
Bcae background levels of uranium in vegetation are on the order of 3.7xi0s Bc/g
(1.Ox1lO pCl/g) (NCRP, 1987b), NRC concludes thit the proposed LLD for the CEC
preoperational monitoring program for vegetation will permit CEC to detect background
levels of uranium with reasonable statistical certainty.

S.13 Nonradlologlcal Envronmental Monitoring Program

Nonradiological gaseous and lquid effluents, while not within NRCs regulatory pureiew,
must meet the apprioprate Federal and State staiidards. CEC has no identified monitoring
program for n.nrdloacte effluents released to the atmosphere. 'CEC operations are not
classified as a major source generation under Clean Air Act (CAA) definitions; however,
CEC Is required to ifie for an air quality permit under the LDEQ air regulations. This
permit will Identify air quality monitoring program to fulfill the permit requirements.
Tbe proposed CEC monftohiig and sampling program for chemicals In liquid effluents is
'described in the NPDES Application to EPA and the Discharge Wastewater Permit
Application to LDEQ (LES, 1992e). Proposed admnrtivb and expected regulatoiy limits
for chemicals Li sewage treatment discharge water :are presented in Table 4.10 To
demonstrate compliance with these standards, LES could be required to collect and analyze
representative samples; however, LS Is committed to meeting these standards and will be
required to do so In order td receive the necesaiy approvals for nonradiological discharges.
When these standards are met, no significant impacts can reasonably be expected to occur.
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Chemical constituent quantities, which will be discharged to the natural environment in
facility effluents, will be maintained below concentrations established by the State of

ouisiana and Federal regulatory agencies as protective of human health and the natural
environment

Surface water samples have been collected at several locations within and outside the plant
site and analyzed to establish site "baseline water quality conditions. The shallow onsite
groundwater and the deep Sparta Aquifer zone underlying the site have also been
chemically measured to establish baseline groundwater quality conditions of the fality
site. Collection locations and tabulations of this baseline information are presente4 in
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.32 of this BIS.

Prior to facility operation and continuing on a quarterly basis thereafter throughout the life
of the plant, additional ground and surface water samples will be collected, anable and
.-compared to the baseline data to monitor any Impact facility operations might have onwater
quality. For both surface water and groundwater, a list of the physlochemical parameters
that will be analyzed, along with the expected analytical methodologies for each, is
presented in Table 5.3.

Waters to be analyzed include lakes, ponds, streams, groundwater, and stormwater.
Physiochemical data will be collected from the two water bodies onsite, Lake Avalyn and
Bluegill Pond, including nutrient and mineral content, dissolved oxygen, pH, alllinity,
specific conductance, temperature, and water leveL Except for nutrient and mineral content,
all other parameters will be measured on a quarterly schedule to document seasonal
fluctuations prior to plant operation. Width, depth, and velocity measurements will be taken
for the streams in the area. Groundwater samples will be analyzed for particle size
distibuton, bulk density, porosity, and total organic carbon. Monitoring wells have been
Installed on the property to retrieve these samples. Slug tests will be performed on each of
the wells to obtain hydraulic conductivity estimates. Two- and three-dimensional shallow
groundwater level contouring will be performed for the area of the site. Deep groundwater
will be evaluated for the possible effects of anticipated water withdrawals from the Sparta
Aquifer. Prior to facility operations, measurement of water levels In representative
preoperational survey wells will continue on a quarterly schedule to document the seasonal
range of groundwater fluctuations at the site.

The stormwater monitoring program will be initiated during construction of the facility.
Stoiarwater monitoring during facility construction will be conducted annually and used to
evaluate the effectiveness of measurements taken to prevent the contamination of
stormvater and to retain sediments within property boundaries. The Hold-Up Basin will
be used as a sediment detention basin during construction, and the construction phase
stormwater monitoring win be conducted at the discharge from the Hold-Up Basin to
Bluegill Pond. As showrn in Table 5.4, the preoperational stormwater monitoring program
will require measurement of oil, grease, total suspended solids (TSS), biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD) over 5 days, chemical oxygen demand (COD), phosphorus, nitrogen, pH,
and nitrates in an annual grab sample.
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Table S3 Surface Water/Groundwater Chemistry Monitoring Program (LE, 19-94a)

Pbndocma Measuement Aabla Methodoloy

Temperature Thermistor Themometer
pH Elecrod
Condn y Mecrial Conductc
TrnsparcyA Secchi Disk
T d Nephomeqc
Total tusxdd Soids Gmvkmete
D isole 0 Pobe
Total Sodab GOramuIn

Total A lay Potenconettcl Titradon
Calium AA/ICP
Masnesim AA/ICP
PotassiM AA/ICP
Sodium AA/ICP
Coderide Colorimetic
Fluoride oCorimetbic
Hardness (CaCw Equen Calc on

Se AA/ICP
Berylum AA/ICP
Antimony AA/ICP
Zinec Cold Vapor A.
Thalum AA.ICP
AJOrSeID8C AA/ICP.
Selenium Colarimetulo

AA/ICP
Chromium AA/ICP
Copper AA/ICP
NIc AA/ICP
Lad AA4ICP

Sulfate Turbidimetrc
Total OrganIc Cazbo, TOC Analr
Nitrite & Nitrat Nitrogn . . Co'trIC
Ammoniaogen ! . Colorlsimeic
Total Ph spioe . ,Colorimet&.

Limited to mnifac watereenml ay
ID 4"ta to* Idwa

,M kx * Ox .f~ - A. nA P A
hout k{ J kx Fok~* 'x

t
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Table SA Pieoperatlonal and Operational Storm Water
Monitoring Programs (LES, 1994a)

Monitored Parameter Monitorlng Frequenq Sample 71pe

Preoperational Operational

Oil and Grea Annual Quaterly Grab

Total Suspended Solids Annuda Quarterly Grab

BOD Annual Quarterly Grab

COD Annual Quarterly Grab

Total Phospborus Annual Quartedy Grab
Total gelda Ntrogn Annual Quartemy Grab

pH Annual Quartery Grab

Nitrate plus Nbe Nitrogen Annual Quartarly Grab
Uralum (gross !Pa) _uartel Grab

Frequen d paranmeters il be sd by ft discaweppdrnnfcsroadolcpraet=

The air monitoring program contains meteorological and air quality monitoring omponents
Meteorological conditions at the facility location will be evaluated to characterize the LBS
site climatology and provide a basis for predicting the dispersion of gaseous effluents. Data
used in the analysis will include wind, precipitation, and temperature. During the
construction phase, CEC will Initiate its meteorological monitoring program. LS has
included a meteorological tower and Instruments in its plans and intends to Install
meteorological instrumentation in accordance with NRCs Regulatory Guide I23. The
tower will be located south of the plant. The distance from the tower to obstructions will
be approximately 10 times the obstruction height In accordance with ANSI/ANS 25-1984.

The instruments will be located at a height of approximately 36.6 m (120 ft), which Is the
height of the top of the stacL 'he location complies with the gulde, but the temperature
and wind speed and direction will be slightly different than those collected using
conventional weather station locations (temperature at 2 m elevation, wind speed at 10 m
elevation). The net effect vwll be to Indicate higher wind speeds with fewer changes In
direction than at the normal elevation. Temperatures will fluctuate more rapidly at
sundown/sunrise, and extremes will not be as large closer to ground level Atmospheric
dispersion models developed using weather service data may have increased error, but this
should not be substantial due to the error Inherent with most model estimates. The
instruments intended for use are presented in Table 55.

The logged data will be processed on a computer for generation of joint frequency
distributions of wind speed and wind direction as a function of atmospheric stability on an

;i
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Table 5S Meteorological Instrunments (LES, 1994a)

t nang Auracy Response

wind peed 0 - 100 mph. 05 mph

wAnd diret L5% 17

temperatuc -50 to W'C 0.10C 10 see

data ogertranlator 10 wee

annual and monthly basis.. To ensure a 90-percent data recovery rate, instruments will be
serviced as needed according to the manufacturers recommendation

Air quality data for existing levels of Clean Air Act (CAA) Criteria Pollutants will be
presented and compared to the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). More
detailed information on the proposed preoperational environmental monitoring programs
Is given in Section 6.1 of the LES ER (LES, 1994a).

52 Operational EfMuent Monitoring Programs

Public exposure to uranium may occur as the result of small, controlled releases from the
uranium enrichment process lines, during decontamination and maintenance of equipment,
through releases of radioactive liquids to surface water, and transportation of UF6 cylinders.

As the facility design is currently proposed, the major source of public exposure is expected
to be from atmospheric releases. Such releases will be primarily controlled through the
Separations Building ventilation system (LES, 1994a). All air to be. released from
contaminated areas of the facility will be filtered by prefilters and high-efficiency particulate
air filters (HEPAs) to remove most airborne particulate radioactivity prior to discharge.
The programs to measure such releases are discussed below.

S.1 Radiological Gaseous Effluent Monitoring Program

Moinimun, NRC requirements for monitoring radioactive effluents associated with normal
operations were presented in the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) for
proposed 10 CFR Part 76 (NRC, 1988a). It was recommended that effluent releases during
normal operations and the flow of the diluting medium (air) be measured, that the releases
be as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA), and that concentrations of hazardous
materials from effluents at or beyond the exclusion area boundary during normal or accident
conditions not create any undue risk to the health and safety of the public (NRC, 1988a).
This Is reiterated In a draft NRC Regulatory Guide (NRC, 1992). The draft NRC Guide
incorporates the elements of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between EPA and
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NRC regarding nonreactor facility effluent controls that would restrict offsite doses to an
ALARA goal of 0.1 mSv (10 mrem) (TEE) per year (57 FR 60778,12/22/92). The LES
effluent monitoring system will be capable of measuring the entire range of releases for
normal operations and severe accidents. In addition, the proposed system can provide a
measure of flowrate in the exhaust stadk and the concentration of effluents being released.
This wi permit determfiation of the release rate from the stack (i.c., pa/rn' x m0/sec).

As discussed in Section 42, UF6 bydrolyses in the presence of water vapor in air to -form
several byproducts, Including hydrogen fluoride (HF). HF monitors are located in areas
where there Is a potential for UF6 to be released to the atmosphere upstream of air filters
in the ventilation system. The applicant estimates that these monitors will be capable of
detecting OS ppm of HF. Because air exhaust systems operate continuously during both
normal operations- and abnormal conditions (minor accidents), the monitors will provide
continuous monitoring of any gaseous HF releases (accompanied by uranium as U0 2F2) that
might enter the ventilation exhaust ducts. Should the HF monitor alarm due to high HF
concentrations In the GEVS, CrC will remove and analyze the isoldnetic filter for gross
alpha dail until the levels rcturn to normal (LO, 1994c).

The gaseous effluent monitoring system will be a passive, continuous air sampler that will
provide a weekly filter sample for analysis. The applicant has proposed as a license
condition that the LID for weekly gross alpha measurements be- 3.7ulOt Bq/mI.
(ft1lD pCI/ml) (less than 2 percent of the Table 2 limit for any uranium isotope). These i
levels are above the normal background level of uranium In air, which is on the order of
7Ax1O"3 Bq/ml (21107 pCi/ml) (NCRP, 1987b);. The LLD for uranium isotopic analyses
done In response to running quarterly analyses (Le., in excess of gross alpha action levels)
shall not exceed 3.7x1' Bq/ml (1.Ox1O' pCi/ml) for each of the uranium isotopes, M3(U,
235U, and 23 U (LS, 1994c).

Should the weekly gross analysis exceed the quarterly action levels of 4.4x10V Bq/ml
(12t10" pC/mi) for Unit 1, and 5.6x1T10 Bq/ml (LSxlO1l pCI/ml) for Units 2 and 3, an
Investigation Into the source of the elevated activity will be performed by CEC I the action
levels for gross alpha are exceeded by the quarterly average, isotopic analyses shall be
performed. Further, isotopic analyses shall be performed on all semiannual composites of
Isokinetic samples, with an LU D not in excess of 3.7xl1( Bq/ml (1.Ox10l 7 pCi/ml) for each
of the uranium Isotopes discussed above. The CRC Manager and Compliance
Supirintendent will be notified whenever action levels are exceeded, and the cause will be
detsrmied and corrected (LES, 1994c). ane NRC stafEfinds that this be qate of grossid
and Isotopic D forweted quarterly. and semiannual samples wtll bt adequate to provide j
early warnings of potential problems in the process confinement and treatment systems.

522 RadIological Uquld Effluent Monitoring Program

All potentially contaminated liquid effluents generated In the facility (primarily in the
Separations Building) will be collected in one of several waste tans prior to release to the
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eronment. More details are provided in the SAR, and the discussion here will be more
general. A summary of the proposed liquid effluent system and flow paths were presented
in Figure 212. All potentially contaminated liquid effluents are batch releases from storage
tanks after the tank contents have been sampled and anabzed (prior to release to the
Sewage Treatment System). This provides assurance that the concentrations at the point
of release are far below the NRC 10 CFR Part 20 concentration limits in Appendix BA
Table 2, and that the water quality meets the requirements of the Louisiana Administrative
Code and US. EPA Water Quality Standards and Criteria.

Water from building roof drains, yard drains, and stormwater unoff will flow to the former
Hold-Up Basin. Stormwater samples will be taken in accordance *ith the NPDES permit;
these samples will also be analyzed for gross alpha. The proposed action level for gross
alpha In stornwater Is 7.5 Bq/ml (20 pCi/liter) above the background level (LES 1994c).
These liquids will be continuously discharged to Bluegill Pond, where the combined liquid
flow will be sampled continuously for the composite monthly environmental monitoring
an3alyses

The ANPR guidance for sampling and measurement of radioactivity also applies generally
to monitoring liquid effluents from the proposed facility (NRC, 1988a). Because essentially
all of the radioactivity in liquid effluents will be removed and converted to solid waste prior
to release, the concentrations of radioactivity In such effluents under normal operating
conditions are expected to be very low.

CEC has proposed that all potentially contaminated liquids must be within 5 percent of the
NRC Part 20 concentration limits (LES, 1994a) prior to release to the Sewage Treatment
System and 05 percent following treatment and release to Bluegill Pond. If the 05 percent
action level Is reached, the CEC Manager and Compliance Superintendent would be
notified; and the cause would be Invesdtgated, corrected, and documented. NRC finds those
proposals acceptable. CEC has proposed a gross alpha 1W for the discharge sample from
the Liqud Waste Disposal System of 5.6x10Y BEq/ml (LSx1(0 pCi/ml). The LI for the
Sewage Treatment System Discharge is .6xl 7 Bq/ml (lSx1 0 puCI/mi). CEC willbe able
to measure background levels with this LIW. Therefore, the staff finds the LW to be
acceptable. Because rTc Is a long-lived contaminant found In some enriched uranium that
may result in inadvertent contamiation of UP6 cylinders and CEC product, CECwill collect
semiannual composite samples of the liquid effluent for 'rc analyies (LES, 1994c). The

* LT .nil not exceed l.1xl(2 Bq/ml (3.(hlO' pCI/mi).

Additionally, LBS has committed to sampling the sewage sludge for possible uranium
a n on a semianmnal basis. The LBS action level will be.7.SxlO' Bq/g (20 pCI/g).

.If the action level Is exceeded, LES will Investigate and take any necessary corrective action.
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523 Radiological Efuent Monitoring Under Accident Conditions

Tbh minimum NRC recommendations for monitoring radioactive effluents from a gaseous
enri ent facility were presented in the ANPR for proposed 10 CFR Part 76 (NRC
1988a). For accidental gaseous discharges, the ANPR required an appropriate mean be
provided to measure both the amount of radioactivity in gaseous effluents under accident
conditions and the flow of the medium (Le, air). This guidance applies to CEC,
and such measurements can be done by several independent systems.

For the serious accidents considered In Section 4 of this EIS, CEC Intends to isolate the part
of the Separations Buildling In which the accident occurs by turning off the ventilation system
serving that room. Once ventilation flow stops, the only releases will result from small
leakage pathways out of the room Because each room has its own air mover, air flow up
the stack will continue from the balance of the building, creating a small negative pressure
In the ventilation system of the shutdown room The small difference In atmospheric
pressure between the shutdown room and the remainder of the operating ventilation system
will In turn create a small flowpath from the room, through the ventilation ducts, and up the
stadck unless a leak-tight damper can be dosed to totally isolate the rmom.

While no effluent monitors in the shutdown section of the ventilation system would be able
to provide a quanitative estimate of the release rate from the room (the flowrate would not
be known), the slightly negative pressure in the shutdown ventline should help to ensure that
airflow goes Into the room containing the accident, through the ventilation system (where
It Is filtered), and up the stack where it can be measured. There will be at least one HF
monitor in the ventilation system coming from the room where the accident occurred.
Assuming this monitor survives the design basis accidents (DBAs), it can be used to provide
live-time monitoring and alarm capability for UF6 releases during post-accident recovezy
operations.

ln the case of liquid effluents, all releases will be in batches sampled before release; and
all liquids leaving the site will be added to the normal continuous flow of sewage treatment
water that will be continuously sampled, composited, and analyzed quarterly. Due to the
batch nature of potential radioactive releases to the sewage treatment water, an accidental
release from failure of a single liquid waste line or tank is unlikely to reach the sewage
effluent due to the series of holding tank in the liquid effluent treatment system. For
emple, the facility will be designed so that If a line or taik fails or overflows, the contents
wvll flow to a floor drain that will divert the flow to another holding tank. However, If an
accidentwere tooccur resulting in a serious liqWd effluent release, additional samples could

.be taken asnecessary for laboratory analysis of releases on a more frequentbasis (eg, daily *
or hourly) for gross alpha and beta radioactivity screening (high analytical sensitivity will not
be required for such samples).

Liquid effluent sampling during accident conditions should be easy to Implement. More
frequent sampling and simple gross alpha/beta counting will detect concentrations ranging
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from below NRC release limits up to concentrations far above the limits. While such
requirements should be spelled out In emergency proceures, the technology should not
represent a problem In implementation. Any accidental releases will be monitored and
compared to preoperational data to help assess the extent of the release.

52A Nonradlological Effluent Monitoring Program

Specific Information regarding the source and characteristics of ali nonradiological plant
wastes that will be collected and disposed of offsite, .or discharged In various effluent
streams is provided In the LES SAR (LES, 1993a). Chemical constituent quantities that will
be discharged to the natural environment in facility effluents will be maintained below
concentrations established by State and Federal regulatory agencies as protective of human
health and the natural environment.

PrIor to initiation of facility operation, and continuing on a quarterly basis thereafter
throughout the life of the plant, additional ground and surface water samples will be
collected, analyzed, and compared to the baseline data to monitor any impact the facility
operations might have on water quality. Locations where water samples will be collected
on a quarterly basis during fcility operation are shom In Figure 52 and Figure 53. A list
of the physlochemical parameters that will be analyed for surface water and groundwater,
along with the expected analytical methodologies for each, Is presented In Table 53.

Stormwater monitoring will be conducted quarterly upon Initiation of facility operatiwi.
Operational phase monitoring will be conducted upstream of the former Hold-Up Basin in
order to demonstrate that runoff does not contain pollutants potendally resulting In the
creation of contaminated sediments. A list of parameters to be monitored and monitoring
frequencies are presented In Table 5.4. The proposed operational monitoring program is
based upon the requirements contained in EPA's final rule for Drinldng Water Standards,
and NPDES Permit requirements.

The proposed monitoring and sampling. program for chemicals in liquid effluents Is
described in the NPDES Application to the EPA and the permit application to the State of
Louisiana (LES, 1992). It Is the NRCs position that nonradlologcal liquid effluents, while
not within its regulatory purview, must meet the appropriate Federal and Statestandafi
To demonstrate compliance with theeso standards, LBS will be required to collect and

* analyze representative samples. LBS must meet these stajdards In order to receive the
-necessary approvals for nonradiological discharges. As long as these standards are met, no
significant Impacts can reasonably be expected to occur (see Section 42.2.1). To ensure the
recevig waters onsitc and In offsite areas are not impacted by liquid effluents, LS will
conduct an operational environmental monitoring program at the site, as well as at nearby

(LS,. 1994a and 1993a)..

As already discussed, liquid wastes that may contain measurable concentrations of chemicals
will be treated by evaporation and other means to remove chemicals and uranium, and the
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remaining liquid wastes will be reduced to solids for traditional solid waste disposal. Those
liquids that can be recovered and recycled (eg.. Fomrblin 0Oi) will be reused to reduce waste
production and cnts. Non-aqueous liquid wastes such as lubrication oils and solvents wI
be disposed using approved methods.

As discussed earlier,. the gaseous chemical effluent of major concern for the CEC facility Is
HF from the hydrolysis of UF6 released Into either the HVAC system or the gaseusm
effluent ventilation system (GEVS) for release out the stack. These releases are monitored .i
In the. ventilation system by -the effluent monitors, as discussed In Section 52L M.he!
simultaneous loss of the total inventory of all other chemicals onsite was shown to have no
signifcant offiste consequences.

To show compliance with the aean Water Act (CWA), LBS must provide evidence of
continuing Section 401(a)(1) certification into the licensed period. Therefore, to ensure that
the NRC is informed of any changes in the effectiveness of Section 401(a)(1) certification
(once received), LBS has agreed to inform the NRC within 30 days if the State-permitting
agency revokes, supersedes, conditions, modifies, or otherwise nullifies the effectiveness of
the StateIssued permit for the discharges of liquid effluents. LBS has frther agreed to
Inform the staff within tS days of any violations of the State-issued discharge permit aLS
1994c).

5.3 Operational Environmental Monitoring Program

The operational environmental monitoring programs discussed in this section are generally
a continuation of the preoperational programs already discussed. Tberefore, excepting
changes In frequency of certain sample collections and action levels, the technical
requirements are so similar they need not be discussed again.

53.1 Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program

Direct radiation In offshte areas is eipected to be undetectable because the low-energy-rays
associated with the uranium will be almost completel absorbed by the heavy process lie,
equipment, and cylinders to be employed at CEC Therefore, there are no requirements
for offshte measuement of external radiation.

lTe Opertional Radiological Envionmental Monitoring Program Is basically a conuaton
of the preoperational program, as summarized in Table 5.1 With the exception of
monitoring for airborne particulates and surface water, the frequency of sampling of other
media will decline from quarterly to esemiannually. Airborne particulate sampling will
continue to be collected weekly as during the preoperational program, while surface water
sampling will be increased from quarterly grab samples to either continuous monthly
composite samples (where practicable) or monthly grab samples The LDEQ has indicated
that the effluent discharge (Outfall 001) will be relocated to discharge below Bluegill Pond.
Potential uranium accumulation in the sediments could occur in the streambed. Therefore,
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the NRC staff recommends the streambed sediments be added to the monitoring program.
The L1, frequency, and action levels would be the same as for. the remainder of the
sediment sampling.

The LU) will remain -the same as during the preoperational monitoring program. The
proposed LIWD are summarized in Table 52 The NRC finds that the sampling program and
LLD for the operational program lly comply with NRC requirements and will be able to
detect any signs of radioactive ac ation In the environment, and will therefore help to
provide assurance in the future that operational doses to the public will be AIARA.

Table U6 Proposed Action Levels for Gross Alpha Environmental
Analyses (LES, 1994a and 1994c)

Sample Type _ Action Level

ASoi//mel Ba/m (pd/g) . ..-; 1 (P.O")

V Cfttb% Bolht WhO (3R1G 4 (LO4A'

Proposed action levels are given in Table 5.6. Tho action level (the level at which CEC will
Ikestigate.causes of eleated releases, and initiate corrective action, if necessary) proposed
for gross alpha-(assumed to be urium) in ambient air (Ls1.1° Bq/ml or. 3x10l" 1CX/ml),
will be 3,000 times the UD for uranium Isotopes. This Is about ISO times the typical
background level of uranium (NCRP, 1987b), but only 01 percent of the 10 CFR Part 20
offiste concentration limit for uranium [Le, corresponding to a CEDE of 0.0005 mSv
(0.05 mrem)]. In the event anygrossradoactivitymeasurement exceeds an action level, the

.sample will bo subjected to prompt Isotopic analysis. The level provdes reasonable
= that the detection capability will quickly identify any significant release problem

and lead to prompt mitigation of the releases.

The proposed action level for gross aliha (assumed to be uranium) In surface or
groundwater (3.0x1l iaC/ml or .11X10r Bq/nlm) will be 300 times the LW for uranium
isotopes, about 3 or more times the average backg d leve, but only 0.1 percent of the

- new NRC 10 CFR Part 20 concentration limit for uranium In water. A person d g
water at this concentration for ayear would sustain a CEDE of SxI0 3 mSv (0.05 mrem) over
.the following 50-yeartperiod. NRC finds thatthe proposed action level fot surfce water
or groundwater will provide reasonable assurance that CEC will maintain offsite
concentrations well below.the NRC limits- Also as shown in Table .4, LES will sample
stormwater for uranium with an action level of 20 pCI/L

The proposed action level for gross.alpha (assumed to be-uranium) in soil or sediments
[1 85x1' Bq/g (5.OxlO' ,Ci/g or 5 pci/g)] wi be about 17 times the LU and about
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.10 times the average background uranium concentration. While there are no regulatory
limits for uranium In soil or sediments listed in the new NRC Part 20, the NRC Branch
Technical Position (NRC, 1981a) will restrict uranium in soil remaining onsite following
decommissioning of a facility (L.e, unrestricted use of the site) to 1.11 Bq/g (30 pCi/g, or
3.OxlO 5 pCi/g). Therefore, the proposed action level will be about 20 percent of the level
of the NRC Branch Technical Position, at the upper range of background uranium
anticipated for the LES site. The NRC staff finds this proposed action level to be
reasonable for protection of public health and safety.

The roposed action level for gross alpha (assumed to be uranium) in vegetation
[3.7x4O Bq/g (1.Ox1O p(tC/g or 0.01 pCi/g)J Is 100 times the ILD, and about 10 times the
typical background level of uranium in vegetation (NCRP, 1987b). While no regulatory
limits for uranium In vegetation are listed In the new NRC Part 20, consumption of 190 kg
of vegetation (NRC Regulatory Guide 1,109 usage factor for adults) co g
2.6k10 Bq/g (0.07 pCi/g) of uranium results in an EPA 'bone dose of about 0.1 mSv
(10 mrem). The proposed action level corresponds to a 'bone dose-of about 0.14 mSv
(14 mrem); somewhat high for a newly-licensed facility. Therefore, the staff recommends
an action level of 1.85x104 Bq/g (0.005 pCi/g) to provide assurance that CEC will take
prompt action to mitigate unacceptable releases from the facility.

Atmospheric releases will be the major source of public exposure, but will typically be
diluted by factors around a million before reaching the nearest resident. Therefore, CEDEs
to Individuals in the offslte population will only be a small fraction of doses calculated for
hypothetical exposures at the point of release.during normal operations. Similarly, liquid
releases, likely to be a secondary source of public exposure, will typically be diluted after
release by orders of magnitude in surface waters or groundwater, resulting in much lower
offslte doses. Based on these considerations and the fact that the LBS facility will reflect
the latest design and iechnology for gaseous centrifuge enrichment, the NRC staff finds that
the proposed LBS faclit, coupled with an effective environmental monitoring program, Will
be able to limit all effluent releases and offdite concentrations to an ALARA level.

53.2 Nonradlologlcal Environmental Monitoring Program

Ihis section describes the operational surveillance monitoring program that will be
employed by CEC to measure potential nonradiological chemical impacts upon the natural
environment. CEC will continue the preoperational monitoring program at 10 sampling [
locations for surface water and 7 locations for groundwater ([ES, 1994a). These numbers
may be revised based on the EPA and State of Louisiana's future monitoring requirements.

The ability of both regulatory agencies and CEC operational personnel to detect and correct
any potentially adverse chemical releases from the facility to the environment will rely on
baseline chemistry dita to be collected as part of the preoperational monitoring program.
Data acquisition from these programs encompass both on- and offsht sample collecton
locations and chemical element/compound analyses commonly mandated by: Federal and
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State NPDES permit and the Lisiana Discharge Wastewater permit compliance and
programs.

The range of chemical surveillance and analytical sensitivity Incorporated into all the
planned effluent monitoring programs for the facility should be sufficient to predict any
relevant chemical interactions In the environment related to plant operations. In addition,
to ensure that the faclits operation will have no substantial environmental Impact, the
CEC intends to limit chemicals In all ficility effluents to levels below those prescribed by
the State of Louisiana and EPA as being protective of human health and the natural
environment

The stormwater monitoring program also continues the preoperational monitoring program,
but the sampling frequency Is Increased from annual to quarterly grab samples The
program Is summarized In Table 5.4.

Meteorological monitoring during facility operations will consist of measurements of wind
speed, wind direction, onsite temperature, and temperature difference (to estimate
atmospheric stability). Data will be sampled once every 10 seconds. From these samples,
hourly averages will be compiled and then used to produce joint frequency distributions of
wind speed and direction as a fumcion of atmospheric stability on a monthly basis. The
monthly data will be used to construct an annual joint frequency distribution at the end of
each calendar year.
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6.0 FEDERAL AND STAT ENIYRONMENTAL REQUIREMENT

IUi chapter summarizes the major Federal and State of Louisiana environmental
requirements applicable to the construction and opoaon of the Claborne Enrichment
Cernter (CEC.

Atomkcn EzzAct of 1954, at amen (42 U.&C 2011 et e.)

The Atomic Energy Act (ABA) -of 1954, as amended,. and the Energy
* Rganization Act of 1974 provide NRC with licensing and regulatory authority

for nuclear energy uses within the commercial sector.

UI NudearR daWy mm Nodie of Reipt qfAppffcant for we Nofice of
Av Mat of App#wder Ehvmz=a Repo Notc of Of Imiwzce Of
lMe, and Notioe of Heing and C<dsslon Onfer, Lodkza Energy Sen, LP,
aboe Enrichment CeAt e, Doddet Na o7307 May 1S, 199L

The o on Order established special standards and.instructions, Including
those contained In the draft 'General Design Criteria contained in the Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaling for 10 CFR Part 76, which apply with the same
force as final NRC regulations. The Order specified that for the propose of siting
and desgnig a facility against accidental atmospheric releases of UF&, health and
safety criteria contained In NUREG-1391 shall apply.

National EmenWaiPok iyActof1970, asameided (42 U5&C §4321 et seq.)

Ihe National Environmenta PolicyAct (NEPA) establishes national environmental
policy. and goals for the protection, maintenance, and enhancement of the
environment to assure for all Americans a safe, healthful, productive, and
aesthetically and culturally pleasing environment. NEPA provides a process for

plemening these goals within the Federal agencies; NEPA requires Federal
Government agencies to prepare a detailed statement on the environmental effects
of proposed.Fcderal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment NRC implements NEPA in 10 CFR Part 5. regulations..

ean AlrAc& as ameded (42 U.&C f 7401) .

The Clean Air Act (CAA) establishes the legal basis for. promulgation of
regulations for the preservation, protection, and enhancement of ar quality. The
CAA requires EPA to set standards for ambient air quality and hazardous air
pollutants.
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e-7etm- Wafer.c4 as wmnwded (33 UC.& g1251 d seq)

The Clean Water Act (CWA) requires EPA to set national effluent limitations and
water quality standards, and establishes a regulatory program for enforcement. The
State of Louisiana sets water quality standards for receiving bodies of water. These
standards are applied througb the National PollutantDischarge Elimination Systemt
(NPDES) permits issued by EPA. According to Section 401 (a)(1) of the CWA, the
State Is required to certify that the permitted discharge will comply with aIl
limtations necessary to meet established State water quality standards, treatment
standards, or schedules of compliance. The NPDEB permit program controls the
discharge of pollutants Into U.S. waters, and requires routine monitoring and
reporting results.

&rource Conseava*n ad Recovey Acd (RCRU) (42 USC 1 6901 etse)

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) administered by EPA,
provides 'cradle-to-grave control of hazardous waste. RCRA Is designed to
regulate hazardous waste by Imposing management requirements on generators and
trspor of hazardous wate and on owners. and operators of hazardous waste
treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD) faciities (40 CFR 260.270) The State of
Louisana regulates hazardous waste and hazardous components of radioactive
mixed waste. Radioactie component Is regulated by NRC under the Atomic '
Energ Act of 1954. The regulatory authority Is applied through RCRA operating
permits for an Interim status (RCRA Part A Permit) or permanent operation
(RCRA Part B Pehmlt). RCRA closure plans are required to Identify procedures
for removing hazardous waste management imits from service and programs to
prevent both short. and long-term threats to human health and the environment

ComPdM*0a Emw nme Rapeon, Compensbfo awd LZaiHf-Ad (42 U.C 1 9601
d seq)

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and IUabBiity Act
(CERCIA), and Its major amendment, the Sup erfimd Amendment and

R thor on Act (SARA), requires facilities to establish liability, Investigatei
and remedate the sllls of hazardous substances that could endanger public health,
welfare, or the environment. The PEergency Planning and. Community
Right-to-cnow Act (EPCRA) was enacted as a free-standing provision of the SARA
i 1986 EPCRA (42 U.S.C § 11001 d seq. also nas SARA ntle If,
requires facilities to notify local and State emergency planning entities of the
presence of potentially hazardous substances In their facilities and report the
Inventories and environmental releases of those substances.
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Safe D&dg WaterAd (42 tLL&C f 3Of et seq.)

'Ihe Saf Drinking Water Act (SDWA) provides for protection of public water
ppy systems and underground sources of -drinking water. 40 CIR Part 141.2

defines public water apply systems as systems that provide water for human
consumption to at least 25 people or at least 15 connections. Underground sources
of drinking water are also protected fiom co nt releases and spills by this
Act

Noise Conrol Act of 197 (42 U.&C 1 4901 d seq.)

The Noise Control Act transfers the responsibiity of noise control to State and
local goverments. Commercial facilities are required to comply with Federal,
State, interstate, and local requirements regarding noise control

Nafkldr odc Prwvaonu Act of 1966 (16 U.&C I 470 etseq.)

The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) was enacted to protect the nation's
cultual resources. The NHPA is amended by the Archaeological and Historic
Preservation Act (16 US.C I 469a et seq.). i amendment directs Federal
agencies In recovering and preserving historic and archaeological data that woild
be lost as the result of construction activities.

Hwi rw = Ma eto r& Th= Wxo1adA a (49 U.&C 1 1801d seq; 7hEe 49 CFR Pts 106-179)

The Hizardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) regulates trnsportation of
hazardous material (including radioactive material) in and between States.
According to HMTA, States may regulate the transport of hazardous material as
long as they are consistent -with HMTA or the Department of Trans~ortailon
(DOI) regulations that are posed in Title CFR Parts 171.177. Other regulations
regarding packaging for transportation of radlonudcides are contained In ntle 49
CFR Part 173, Subpart L

Stanard fOr PnWtctio Agafrzs Radiaton (Thk 10 CPR Part 20)

Tbese regulations establish standards for protection against radiation hazards arising
out of activites* under licenses Issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC and are issmied pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.- The regulations apply to all persons who
receie, possess, use, or transfer licensed materials
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&wiS cental Stdw foir the Urnhm Rd FM ye Fit 40 CFR Part 190 Subpart B)

The provisions of this subpart establish the maximum radiation doses to the body
or organs resulting from operational normal releases and received by members of
the public

Emindn Smndwdz fr NRC Lfwsd Facie Me 40 CPR PaI 61 Subpart 1)

The provisions of this subpart establish limits on emission of radionuclides to air
such that the public would not receive an effective dose equivalent exceeding
0.1 mSV/yr (10 mrem/yr).

Dometi Liwsig of Source M]ar (i10 CFRPart 40)

The provisions of this regulation establish the procedures and criteria for the
issuance of licenses to receive tile to, receive, possess, use, transfer, or deliver
source material

Domestie Lcesin of SpeaMzddar Matea Ida 10 CFR Parl 70)

Tho regulations of this part establish procedures and criteria for the Issuance of
licenses to receive title to, own, acquire, deliver, receive, possess, and initially
transfer special nuclear material; and establishes and provides for the terms and
conditions upon which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission will Issue such licenses.

PaCkagng rd TmsdTon= oqf Rmffixava Maters (Te 10 CFR Pot 71)

Thi regulates shipping containers and the safe padkaging and transportation of
radioactive materials under authority of the NRC and DOT.

Oc tWonaSf and Health Act of 1970 (29 CFR Parts 1900.1999)

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) Is designed to increase the safety
of workers In the workplace. It provides that the Department of Labor is expected
to recognize the dangers that may exist In workplaces and establish employee safety
and health standards. The identifcation, classification, and regulations of potential
occupational carcinogens are found at 29 CFR 1990.101, while the standards
pertaining to hazardous materials are listed in 29 CFR 1910.120. OSHA regulates
miigation requirements and mandates proper training and equipment for workers.
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Afr Q0affty RPg=uafkorzs isiw Cod4 T 3!e 33&wi ved Qa
PatfX

These nrles and regulations establish the permitting (Certificate of Approval)
requirements for activities that would emit any air cont ts produced by a
process other than natural.

Water Qat RquZa= (Louiu Admbdoude Co4 Th 33, Erwlm a Qalrjy
Part w

Ihese regulations establish the Louisiana Water Discharge Permit System
(LWDPS) requirements. The regulations specify effluent standards for facilities
vith sanitary discharges of less than 9,500 liters or 2,500 gallons per day (§709.13)

and costruction stes where thef distrbed area is larger than 2 hectares or 5 aaes
(§70911. The water quality regulations also institute the requirements for spill
prevention and the surface water quality standards Chapter 15 of these regulations
establishes Water Quality Certification Procedures, which pertain to all facilities
applying for Federal licenses.

Harno= Waste (LoEsian AdmInsratw Code 7ke 33p, Eniwrm a Q&arl Part

These regulations establish the permitting requirements for the generators of
hazardous waste.
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7.0 AGENCIES CONSULTED

During the preparaton of this EIS, several local, State, and Federal agencies were
consulted These agencies are listed below.

U.S. EPA, Region VI
National Weather Service Station, Shreveport, IA

Stae Agens

Department of Environmental Quility
Office of Water Resources
Office of Air Quality and Radiation Protection
Water Pollution Control Division
Water Quality Management Division

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Department of Transportation and Development
Department of Culture, Recreation, and Tourism
Department of Public Safety and Corrections

LcdAges

El Dorado Airport, El Dorado, Arkansas
Claiborne Parish Health Department
Claiborne Parish School Board
Mayor, Haynesvllle, LA
Homer Memorial Hospital
Homer Police Department
Claiborne Parish Sberiffs Office
Homer Aviation Airport
Haynesvlfle Police Department
Homer Chamber of Commerce
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8.0 EIS PREPARERS

The o ations and fndivid listed below are the principal
preparation of this Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Table
Specific chapt to which each principal contributor provided input.

contributors to the
8.1 smmares the

Contibuor

U& Nadear RquyfbaW Commkhdon (NRQ

Mirr Horn, MS.
Envionmental Systems eeig

Yawar FartaL, BS., CHP
Nuclear Engineering

Udia A. Roch6, Ph.D.
Physical qmhetry'.

Edward Y. S. Shum, PhD.
Nuclear Chemistry

NRC ProJect Manager (Environmental)
Environmental Engineer

NRC Project Manager (Project)
Health Physics . .

Senior Physical Chemist

Senior Environmental Engineer

Sdne lplc&Mn It-M~oia Corpoation (SAfC)

1 Lbm Zeltoun, PhD.
Fisheries Sciences

Joseph D. Price, PhD.
Chemical Egineering

Reginald L Gotchy, PhD., CuP
Radiology and Radiation Biology

Brian D. Hills, B.S.
Chemical Engineering

Samuel P. Fguli, MS.
Geology

Harry L Chernoff, M.B.A.
Information Management Systems

SAIC Project Manager
Senior Environmental Scientist

Senior Chemical Engineer

Senior Health Physicist

Senior Air Quality Scientist

Senior Hydrogeologist

Senior Economist
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-SdeizcA4ppffcadons Inmt Cai om~rtln (SAiC) (Cone'd)

Gabriel Sanchaez, US.
nternaional Business

Gary MA DeMoss, M yEA
Engineering Admr tratlon

Enronmen Analyst

Senior lransportiatlon Analyst

Table 8.1_Pklndpal Contributors to the EIS ___

________ oiddos 2 41 61I8 A 3

NWC

mcxduomdm& x x x xxx x x x x
Y" awumaaMO X X X . - - X X

UIda RoC" Ph.D x___ x X x

!dwazd sum,Ph.D. x x x I X I

ThhaOIU~..x x x x I X I x x x '

kq x*%nxx x x x x x
~hM=r EngfnecXhi II__I_

Rad!OIu m=d Rageda MOIDU I___I

BiftsD Wm. H3.3.R 1 1 X
O=Iemk EnsinceAts___

Saud P. fp]gzL MS. XX X

Oui7 I~L Dd~ck MBA. X

Oubdd Sancbmr M.S. I X
Inm~nadood Bde _ _

III

.i

ii

I.
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APPENDIX A

ASSESSNT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF
-BEPJ:ED U 6S DISPOSION

The depleted [}6(UJE P6 s d eM eigplercento )UF,6 )P exiting the separation cascades will contain between 0.2 and 0.34
weight percent of 5U and may be a potential resource. However, given the current large
supply and limted s likely that the tails will ultimately require
long-term disposal. The tails possession limit for the Clalborne iment Center (CCE)
will be 80,000 metric tons (88W20 tons) of DUP6, or the amount produced after 15 years of
production of DU 6, whichever is less. Thus, no later than 15 years after commencement
of CEC operations, the depleted tails will begin to be transported offsite- Due to the
reactivity of DUF6 with water, long-term disposal of DUP6 will require conversion to a more
chemically stable form The following analysis provides a conservative assessment of the
potential impacts of converting DUB6 to triuranlum octoxide (U3O) and disposal of the
U308.

A1 Chemical Conversion of Mc to U305

A variety of uraniu om p nds, Including uranium tetrafluoride (UF), uranium dioxide
(UOA), uranium tioxide (UO), and U30b are more stable in a geological environment than
UIp The uranium fluorides, including UP4, are less stable than the uranium oxides and
produce hydrogen fluoride (HP) In reaction with water.- Thus, the oxide forms are more
favorable for long-term disposal. In the presence of oxygen (0°) as is unavoidable in the
conversion process, U02 and U03 are oxidized to U30 (Katz and Rabinowiteb, 1951).
U30 Is readily produced from LW6 and has potential long-term stability in a geological
environment.

Ihree primary chemical processes are available for conversion of UP6 to U308. In the first
process, UP6 is reduced to UP4 through reaction with hydrogen. The UP4 is subsequently
reacted with water to produce U30s. In the second process, U16 is reacted with water to
produce uranyl fluoride (UOP 2), which is subsequently converted to ammonium diuranate
[(MQUUO2 7 The (WNIUA Is then caldned to form U30. In the third process, UP6
is reacted with steam In the gas phase to produce UOF2, which is then reacted with
hydrogen (Hi) and 02 to produce Us0s., Each of these three processes wil gener BP
containing smafl amounts of uranium. The second process entails aqueous phase ractons,
resulting In more complicated waste management. Both.the first and third processes.use
gas phase reactions which produce byproduct streams which are more readily managed. The
third process entails reaction steps used by commercial facilities in the US. and Europe.
Based on these oseratons,he thcrtl chemical proces was selected as the basis for this
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AML1 Generic Conerion Plant Site Description

The generic conversion plant site selcted for evaluation covers an area of approximately
405 hectares (1,000 acres) and is located in the midwestern US. The site has a relatively
mild continental climate with warm summers and mild winters. Total annual precipitation
s apprimat 104cm (41 in) and winds are moderate with an annual average speed of

33 /s 7A mph) Meteorologcal conditions are generally neutral, n Pasqul aasses C
and D, 50 percent of the time Stable meteorological conditions, Pasquill Class F, occur
12 percent of the time The conversion plant Is located adjacent to the banks of a major
river which has an average flow of 45 m0/s (1,590 fW/s). Population density In the vicinity
of the plant Is low, and the total population within an 80 km (50 ml) radius Is approimately
400,000 people. Tbe nearest resident Is located near the plant boundaq approximatel
500 m. (1,640 ft) from the plis gaseous effluent release point.

A1L2 Generic DIUF Converslon Process Descriptlon

The generic process for conversion of UP6 to U30 utizes a two-step reaction scheme
supported by effluent controls for particulates released to the atmosphere and dissolved
species released to surface water. The nominal capacity of the plant is 5,700 metric tons of
UF6 per year (6,270 tons/yr), allowing conversion of the expected Inventoy of CEC DUF6
in a mat 20 years of operation. A process flow diagam of the conversion process
Is presented In Figure A1 and the reaction stolchlometty Is summarized In Table A.1

Table Al Reaction Stolchometry fbr Conversion of DUFg to V108_
RctIon 1: Hydmy* of U 6

UP6 + 2RI0 .> UV,1 + 4JBP

Reaction 2: anvrson of Uo02 to U30,

3U0 2F2 + 3H2 + 02 '> U30, + 6HF
Reaction 3: MutanUzadon of HF

2Uf + C(OH > CaW2 + 2!H0

.I
I

I.

II

.1I

"I

ii
.I

Feed DUF6 Is transportedto the conversion plant site and stored on the site in Type 48G
yinders, each contalinng up to 12.7 metric tons (14 tons) of DUF6. In the Initial step of

-the proces DUF6 is vaporized in an autoclave and fed to a hydrolysis reactor. Uhe
hydrolyss reactor operates at temperatures in excess of 300° C (5700 F) (Chemical
Abstracts, 1986), producing solid UO2F2 and gaseous HP. The solids and gases are
separated in a series argement of porous metal filters. The particulato/gas separation
efficiency of each filter is on the order of 99.9 percent (NRCq 1984). After the gases are
cooled, they are routed to the HF scrubbers. Tbh solid UO2F2 Is fed to the second stage
reactor, the conversion reactor. In the conversion reactor, the U0 2F2 combines with H. and
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* Figure Al Process Fow Dlagram of the DUFS Coaveislon Process
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0, at temperatures In excess of 750° C (1,380° F) (Harrington and Rueble, 1959).
Additional HF Is generated in this reaction step. The H2 used in the process is generated
by catayc dissociatlonof ammo (NHi ) while the 02 is introduced as air. Porous metal
filters in series are again used to separate the U30, productfrom the reaton gases The
gas Is combusted to consume residual HV, cooled, and transferred to the scrubber system
Product U30 Is transferred from the conversion reactor by a conveyor systm and loaded i
into drum for storage and ultimate disposal. At the specified UF6 feed rate, the plant
would produce approximae 4,550 metric tons/yr (5000 tons/yr) of U30s. !
AL3 Generic DUF6 Conversion Process Waste Management '|
The HF scrubber system uses a spray tower and packed tower operated in series to remove
uranium particulates and HF from gases which are released to the atmosphere. The HP
absorbed into the alkaline scribber solution contains small amounts of uraniuu. As the

.

scrubber solution Is contacted witih slaked lime [Ca(OH)j in a series of settling tanks, the
HP Is neutralized and converted to solid calcium fluoride (CaF). The reaction solution Is
transferred to lined settling ponds where the solids and water are separated. On a dry
weight basis the maximum uranium content of the CaF is estimated to be 0.05 Bqfg
(1. pCT/g). Approxmately 3Ax.107 liters per yea (9.O c10*1 gal/yr) of water are estimated
to be released to the environment from the scrubber system In order to provide a
conservativ basis for impact analyi, all of the uranium entering thbc scrubber system Is
assumed to be released in the liquid effluent. Thus, the liquid release source term is
approximately 12x10" Bq/yr (5=200 pCa/yr).

The primaty sources of releases to the atmosphere are the HP scrubber off-gas and dust
from the product load-out system. Particulate removal efficiencies are 80 percent and
99 percent for the spray tower and packed tower, respectively (Cheremisinoff and Young,
1976). Assuming approxmately L92x10+t Bq/yr (5,200 pCf/yr) enters the HF scrubber.,
approime 3x10 5 Bq/yr (10 /yr) will be released i the scrubber off-gas. Product
dr loading operations wM be conducted in an area vented through fabric filters. Based
upon experience with similar systems (NRC, 1984) and assuming a fabric filter efficienc
greater than 95 percent (Per and Chilton, 1973), approximatey3.0x10 4 weight percent of
the U30,, wi be lost to the atmosphere. Based upon a U3,0& production rate of
4,550 metric tons (S,000 tons), approximately 2B9xi07 Eq/yr (780 pQI/yr) of uranium wM
be released to the atmosphere from this source.

MA Dose Estimates for Generic DUFj Conversion Plant Operation

Radioactvematerialwould be released to the atmosphere fromthe generic conversionplant
at a helht of 20 m (65 Mt). The source term for the release Is a matel
2.9&11 Bq/yr (800 CaI/yr) as describd in Section A.13. Expected exposure pathways
include fnhalation of ak, cou on of crops, direct exposure to the effluent plume and
soi, and inadvertent ingestion of sol Potential internal doses to the maximally exposed
adult individual and the population surrounding the plant site for the atmospheric pathway

I
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are presented In Table.A2. External dose to the whole body of an adult individual due to
airborne and deposited uranium Is estimated to be approimae 52xl. Sv/yr
(5.2x1e 10 mremfyr). The critical individual for this pathway Is an Infant located at the
residence nearest the plant. The estimated committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE)
for the infant Is 8.8x10' Sv/yr (8.8x103 mrem/yr)N and the largest tissue dose Is estimated
to be S.4x107 Sv/yr (5.4xl:0 mrem/yr) to the bone. For both the maximaly exposed
IndividuMl and thb-surrouning population, the exposures are only a small fraton of both
-background radiation and applicable limits, incding the limits specified In 10 CFR Part 20,
40CFR Part 61, and 40 CFR Part 190.

Table A.2 Potential Internal Doses to the Maximally Exposed Adult Individual
and the Population Surrounding the Generic DUFg Converlon Plant

Atmowpher Pathay Uquid Phwa

Mreted Organ Indmvdal Population ndivdual Popultien
* - (ST) (csonS) (S) (Prson-S)

Gonads 25xW0' 1.W10 32xW

Brcast .710 740.7 71fx0

Red Bono Marow 6A4xIl 2.9zW4 311 93_tt4

Lung 23x1d 13%W 231 41x20

Trod* 2.5x1(O i12zW4 L2uiw 3.8zW0

Boc Surfac 9WO110 : 4x 40 2

stomach 2.911%1 la3de 10 1.6XW

Sa1 hIntse 3.9111 1AW7. i3i-' 35xle

Upp Lap Intene 33101  4.7k1 7.A1e 2.3x

Loe Larg Intstin 4.2d0 LSxWl 23dO 11C

Kidney . 4.7xlO 4 2 6.6MW3

CEDE. 7.Oudef 3 3Mile 1LWx

.Radoacie material would be released to surface water from the plants waste management
systems. The upper limit: on these releases is estimated to be 1.92x1lO Bq/y
(SO0 ,uCl/yr) as discussed In Section AA.3. Potential exposure pathways include ingestion
of drinking water, crops and fisb, and external exposure from boating and swimming.
Potential Internal doses for the maximaly exposed adult Individual and the surrounding
population for the liquid pathway are presented in Table.A.Z IUquid pathway external
exposures are a small fraction of the internal exposures. The critical individual for the
liquid pathway is an Infant located at the residence nearest the planL The estimated CEDE
for the IMfant is 2S9x0e Sv/yr (2.9xl 2 mrem/yr), and the largest tissue dose, Is estimated
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to be 1 0810 Sv/yr (18101 mrem/yr) to the bone. Individual and collective doses are both
nun fractions of background radiation and applicable hilts, Including those specified in
10 CFR Part 20 and 40 CFR Part 190.

The potential effect of depleted uranium storage at the conversion site is eposuro of a
receptor to gamma rays, bremsstrablung, and x-rays due to direct and atmosphere-reflected
(skysbine) ra onof radiation. For the purposes of this analysis all cylinden of DUF 6
produced during 30 years of CEC operation are assumed to be stored In an unstcked
rectangular anray, on level ground, located at a distance of 1 km (0.6 mile) from the resident
nearest the conversion site. The Inter-clinder spacings proposed for the CEC were adopted
as a representative basis for this conversion plant anals. In this storage conftguaton, the
front row of cylinders would contribute almost all of the direct exposure, as radiation from 4
cylinders in the Interior of the array would be absorbed in surroundig cylinders A
cylinders would contribute to skyshine exposures.

Surface dose rates from a single cylinder containing DUF6 are estimated to be less than
2x1WV Sv/hr (2 mrem/hr) (Friend, 1991). Using this estimate of dose rate, the average
annual dose to the nearest resident from direct radiation from all cylinders Is estimated to
be 1M810 Sv (1.8x11 mrem). Doses from skyshine were estimated using a computer code
which applies the point kernel approach to calculate photon scattering dose. Tho annual
dose (EDE) due to skyshine from all cylinders of DUF6 is estimated to be 2.6x104 Sv
(2.6 mrem) while the maximum annual tissue dose Is estimated to be 2910l4Sv (2.9 mrem)
to the thyroid. The combined direct and skyshine dose from all cylinders Is a small fraction
of background radiation and of applicable limits, including those specified In 10 CFR Part
20 and 40 CFR Part 190.

A.LS Cumulative Impacts of Generic DUFs Converson Plant Operatlon

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations (10 CFR 20.1301) requIre that the total
effective dose equivalent (ME) for releases related to routine operations should not
exceed 1 mSv/yr (100 mrem/yr). In addition, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
reguations (40 CFR Part 190) require that for routine releases to the general environment,
the annual dose equivalent should not exceed 0.25 mSv (25 mrem) to the whole body,
0.75 mSv (75 mrem) to the thyrold, and 025 mSv (25 mrem) to ay other organ. For
releases to the atmosphere, EPA regulations (40 CFR Part 61) require that the annual
effective dose equi t should not exceed 0.1 mSv (10 znrem). For the critical ndiduaL
'the cumulative annual CEDE (atmoipheric and liquid pathways) Is estimated to be
3MAl04 mSv (3.811P mrem) and the cumulative anmnal tissue dose is estimated to be
2.3xlO' mSv (2.3xl0l mrem) to the whole bone. ITe whole bone dose represents the effect
on the entire bone tissue, Including both the bone surface and the red bone marrw. The
annul TEDE (atmospheric, liquid, and direct pathways) is estimated.as 2MMx10t mSv
(2.6 mrem) while the m um annual tisse dose is estimated as 2.9x10P mSv (2.9 mrem)
to the thyroid. Each of these doses Is significantly lower than applicable limits and
background radiation. Based on the analysis results presented above, It is concluded that
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operation of the DUF6 conversion plant is expected to have negligIble radiological Impacts
on the environment.

A2 Disposal of U308

U30s may be disposed by emplacement In near-surface or deep geological environments.
Techtologies applicable for near-surface disposal units Include lined trenches, above- and
below-grade vaults, and tumuli. This analysis asspmes that the near-surface disposal unit

is a ttmilus with a 2-m thick compacted clay cover. Deep d&sposal facilities appropriate for
disposal of uranium compounds nclude pre ing mines and facilities engineered
specl6l* for disposaL Th analss assumes that the disposal facility is preexisting (that
is, an abandoned mine or natural formation) with a minimum of engineered bariers. Me
objective of this analysis is to develop estimates of Impacts for coiditions which may be
expected to occur at a carefully selected site.. The analysis Is not intended to assess generic
impacts under 11 possible geologcal conditions

The quantity of uranium assumed to be disposed Is the 30-year CEC tails Inventory (the
amount adopted for analyzing the conversion of DUF6 to U300, or approxhnately 9.' 07 kg
of U30p . The crystal density of U30g Is reported as 83 ..g/cm3 (.Katz and
Rabinowitch, 1951), while bulk defisity can be as low. as 3.0 to 4.0 g/c3  (Chemical
Abstracts, 1986). In order to provide a conservative analysis, abulk density of 3.0 g/cm3 was
used In this analsis.' The U30) disposal volume Is thus approximately 3.kxlO"4 m3. Inital
actividtes of 23U and 234U are estimated to be approximately 9.6x10 14 and 2.7x10 Bq
(2.6io+4 and 73x10+3 Ci), respectively.. Consistent with the assumpton of production in
a fluldized bed process, the particles are assumed to have a small mean size with diameters
on the order of 50 microns. For the near-surface case, the thicknass- of the disposed
material is assumed to be 8 A, coverlng an area approximately .61 m long and 61 m wide.
For deep disposal cases, the U3pss Is ssumed to be emplaced at a hicikness of 3 m, covering
an area approxImately. 100 in long and 100 m wide.

The following sections present discussions of the approach used for the analysK anaysis
methods and models, and the results of the analysis. The dose limits specified In 10 CFR
Part 61 are adopted as a baiis for comparative evaluato Under this regulation, annual
dose to any membr of the public is limited to 25xl0( Sv (25 mrem) to the wbole.body,
7.S10x Si (7S mrem) to the thyrold, and 2.5x10'4 Sv (25 mrem) to any other organ.

A21 Disposal Analysts Methods

The wIs disposal Impact analysis approach includes selecon of representative dLosal
sites, development of undisturbed performance, exposure scenarios, and selection of
consequence estimation models. The characteristics of the sites selected.for near-surface
and deep dsal are descnibed in the following paragraphs Exposure scenarios selected
for evaluation of near-4irfce disposal included drinking of well water and consumption of
c crops irrigated with water drawn from the well. Evaluaiion of the deep disposal case

.I.ncluded undisturbed performance and well water exposure paths. In the undistuibed
performance case, gioundwater flows to a river which serves as a source of drinking water
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and fish for an Individual member of the public. For the well water exposure scenario, an
individual drills Into a deep aquifer down gradient from the disposal facility and uses the
water for drinking and irrigation. lI mits were not placed on the length of the evaluation I
period, and doses reported are the maimum that would be estimated for any time in the
future.

The release rate of uranium and daughter radlonuclides from the disposal facility Is limited 4
by their solubility in water or by the total Inventory of radionuclide present at the time of
release, In the case of a solubility limited release, the amount of radionuclide trnsported

* from the disposal facility Is equal to the solubllity multiplied by the'flow rate of water
through the facility. If the amount of a radionuclide present in the facility at a given time
period Is less than the amount of that radioiuclide which could be removed during the time
period by solubility limited release, the release could be considered Inventory limited. For
example, because an extremely small quantity of 2Ra would be Initially present in DUF,&
initial release of 2fRa from the disposal facility would be inventory limited. As time passes,
the facility inventory of 221Ra would Icrease and a transition from inventory limited to a
solubility limited release would occur. In order to provide a conservative assessment of
potential Impacts, inventory limited releases were not considered In this analysis,
solubilities are estimated using the PHREEQE computer code (Parkhurst et al., 1980)
developed at the US. Geological Survey (USGS). Maximum concentrations of
radionuclides present in the disposal unit are estimated using a computerized evaluation of
the Bateman equation (Benedictet eaL, 1981). Concentrations of radionuclides in
groundwater and corresponding doses were estimated using a code developed for this
analys his code uses a combination of an analytic solution to the one-dimensional flow, 31
three-dimensional dispersion equation developed by the USGS (Wexler, 1992), and unit'soil
contamination to dose factors developed with the RESRAD computer code (Gilbert et al,
1989). The code is capable of modeling retardation and decay during transport The
RESRAD factors incorporate the effects of direct exposure, inadvertent soil ingestion and
Ingestion of crops, meat, and milk. In the analytic solution code, drinking water doses are
estimated as the product of predicted radionuclide water concentration, waier intake rate
(0.73 m3/yr), and radionuclide Ingestion dose conversion factor. Doses from fish ingestion
are estimated as the product of water concentration, bloaccumulation factor, consumption
rate, and ingestion dose conversion factor. Bloaccumulation factors are the same as those .
used in NRC analysis of decommissioning scenarios (Kennedy and Strenge, 1992). The dose
conversion factors are consistent with present Federal regulatory guidance (Eckernman et al.,
1988). The estimations were corroborated using the PRESTO-EPA (Fields et al, 1987)
computer code to recalculate near-surface disposal scenario impacts. PRESTO Is a pathway
analysis code developed for analysis of impacts of disposal of radioactive waste.

For deep disposal, intrusion Into the emplacement horizon is not an expected event.
However, direct, Inadvertent drilling into the U 3 08 as a result of resource exploration was
considered. The EPA has proposed occurrence frequencies for intrusion events due to
exploratory drilling for resources Into a deep disposal unit (EPA, 1994). The recommended
occurrence frequencies are 3xU10 boreholes/km 2/ for sedimentary formations- and
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3x104 boreholes/kin/yr for other geological formations Due to the relatively small area
of the disposal facility, the estimated frequency of occurrence of this event is small, on the
order of 3x140/yr. Also, groudwater flow rates through the facility would be low and the
water extracted as a result of exploratory drilling would not likely be used for potable or
Irigation purposes. Thus, the radiological consequences of groundwater brought to the
surface through direct intrusion into the U30& would be Insignificant The consequences of
drilling into the U30s could Include transport of approximately 0.2 in3 (7.7 ft3) of U308 to
the surface with the drilling mud and cuttings. The material would most likely be deposited
In the drilling mud pond. The potential impacts, including exposure of workers to
resuspended, contam ted dust would be smnall and transient For these reasons, the
Impacts of drilling into the U`308 were not evaluated In detail.

In the well scenarlo, the horizontal and vertical locations of the well and its take-off point.
respectively, are Intrinsically uncertain elements of the scenario. A water well is more likely
to be screened In the upper rather than the lower portion of a deep, homogeneous, hard-
rock aquifer. In this analysis, the well take-off point Is assumed to be at the center elevation
of the aqufer. One horizontal location of the well is as likely as the site of a well as any
other. In order to provide a conservative analys the well was located at the distance of
maximum dose for the center elevation of the aquifer.

Al22 Near-Surface Dlsposal of U130

The estimates developed in this analysis focus on the Impacts of disposal of U30g. Prior
analysis (Kozak etal., 1992) considered potential impacts of disposal of UPF, UP4, and U1303
In nea-surface disposal'facilities. The characteristics of the disposal site were those of the
humid southeastern US. This prior analysis noted that reaction of UP6 and UP4 with water
would produce quantities of HF which could compromise the integrity of the disposal ficility
and significantly ditb the environment. Consequently, drinking water, intruder

''construction, and Intruder agricultural scenario doses were unacceptably high for the
fluorinated waste forms. The Kozak analysis also included consideration of potential
Impacts of near-surface disposal of U1308. Release of uranium was modeled as being
controlled by its solubility, which in the oxygenated near-surface environment was estimated
as less than 2.4x103 g/L Th Kozak analysis concluded that doses would exceed the
2.5x10 Sv/yr (25 mrem/yr) limit spefied in 10 CFR Part 61. Using Infiltration rate and
aquifer flow rate for the humid southeastern site, the doses presented in Table A3 were
estimated using the methods of this Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for -release from
a near-surface U30s disposal facility. It should be noted that the estimated doses are
significantly above the limits specified in 10 CFR Part 61, even though the reported results
do not include the potential effects of ingrowth of uranium daughters or of intruder
construction scenarios. The analytic model and PREY results are consistent, indicating
similarity of the pathway models. Because for near-surface disposal of U303, projected

.doses exceed 10. CFR Part 61 limits, a deep disposal site is most likely to be selected for
ultimate disposition of depleted uraniim.
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Table A3 Drinkdng Water and AgrIcultural Scenario Doses
for Near-Surface Disposal of 1 130 b (Svfyr)

Anabc Flow/
RESRAD Mom PRESIO

Dznkld Water Dose S.7xW3 SM!

AgrinluDos 3Dx f 4 * 7x3,r

A23 Deep Disposal of IJO,

At the present time, candidate sites for the deep disposal of U30& have not been identified.
In order to compensate for lack of detailed Inowledge of a specific site, two sites, whose
geological structures have previously been characterz have been assumed and analyzed.
The characteristics of these sites are representative of natural variability and epected
conditions for deep disposaL For each of the sites, release of radionuclides would be
controlled by solubility limited dissolution In water flowing through the disposal facility. The
effects of potential engineered barriers and retardation during vertical transport are
neglected.

Generic Deep Disosa1 Site Descripdos

The characteristics of the two sites used for evaluation have been developed in prior studies
of radioactive waste disposal. The sites are assumed to be located l the US. and have the
geological structures depicted in Figure A2. Site 1 (Rechard, 1993) is located in a granite
formation overlain by a thin layer of glacial till. Te disposal horizon Is located at a depth
of 290 m (0.18 ml) below ground surface. It is Intersected by vertical fractures, allowing
transmisson of water upward through the U308 matrix to a horizontal fracture zone (deep
aquifer), which in tun carries water toward a river. Site 2 (Stottlemyre et aL, 1979) Is
located in a sequence of interbedded sandstone and basalt layers. The U308 Is emplaced
In a sandstone layer 63S m (039 ml) below the ground surface. Local upward flow carries
water through the U30 matrix to a cemented sand and gravel strata (deep aquifer) which
intersects with the river. The fracture sizes, densities, hydraulic conductivities, and
permeb itl used in this evaluation are the same as those reported in the original studies
(e., Rechard, 1993 and Stottlemyre et aL, 1979). A list of the groundwater flow path
parameters and the values used for analyzing the transport paths Is presented in Table A.4.

Sdubily Esqimates

-The solubility of a radionuclide in groundwater depends on the concentrations of naturally
ocuring tons In the groundwatcr and on the physical/chemical characteristics, for example,
pH, el, and- temperature of the water. Thus, in order to predict representative
concentrations of a dissolved specie, the characteristics of the groundwater must be
established. The chemical analysis for an actual near-surface groundwater (WVNS, 1993),
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1. -

Table AA Flow Path Parameters for Generic Deep Disposal Sites

Hydaulic
Conductvity Flow Area Gradient

(myr) (=2) (n/Mr)

Site 1 (Gant)

Vertia Pt 8a3 4.0 0.0

Hoontal Path 309 7x QOQS

Site 2 ( d /a)

Verticd Path 0.04 L14dO 00o

Horizontal Path 308.7 Z.bd10 0AS

II
which has the characteristicssimflar to deep groundwater, was selected for this assessment
The most significant characteristics of the groundwater selected for this analysis are
presented In Table A5. Also included in the table, for comparison purposes, are ranges of
characteristics of deep groundwater and of uranium mine water reported in a study of
radioactive waste disposal (KBS, 1978). The literature values indicate that the selected
groundwater analysis is representative of conditions expected for deep disposal locations.
Solubilities for individual radionuclides based upon that groundwater were calculated using
the PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al, 1988) computer code and thermodynamic data from the
CODATA data set maintained by the International Atomic Energ Agency (Muller, 1985).
Tne calculation procedure involves Iderifying dominant solid phases, and the sum of the
concentrations of all aqueous forms of an element is reported as the solubility of that
element Ihe results of the calculations are presented in Table A.6.

.I,

Table AS Characteristics of Ground Water Used for Deep Disposal

Selected Ground Deep Grond UranIU Mine
Constituent Water Water Ranges Water Ranges

0(Mg/L) 4.4 5-50 5.16

HCOqI (mg/L) 205.7 60400 183 - 441

S042 (Mg/L) 1782 1-15 1S - 863

pH 7.8 72485 6.S - 7.8

CH (mv) -1M 60- -89

Rcdx Patendal

.1

I
.!I
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Table A.6 Calculated Solubilitles of Elements In Selected Deep Ground Water'

Nu Solubltty Doi Domt
NOcM(g Sand Asias Aqueous Phase

oUm - We UOx U(O) 4

-him sor13 AOX nstoHh*

Radi_ m _XlI. RaSO4. Ra+2

Deep gdwatc 2as t ca r acteristics gin I Table AS.

Radlonucilde Transport

Groundwater seeping vertically through the disposal facility is assumed to carry dissolved
radlonuclides upward tb a more permeable unit (aquifer). After entering the aquifer, the
radlonucides are dispersed upward and transported horizontally through the aquifer by the
predominantly horizontal flow. The effects of miing In the horizontal flow are represented
by inclusion in the model equations of a term for hydrodynamic dispersion. The magnitude
of the mixing Is quatified bW longitudinal' and transrerse dispersion coefficients whose
values for fractured granite and for sandstone formations are estimated based on review of
field experiments (Waldrop, 1985). Values of longitudinal dispersion coefficients of 30.9 and
61.7 mJ/yr were selected for the granite and sandstone/basalt sites, respectively. Values
adopted for trasverse dispersion coefficient are one-tenth the magnitude of the longitudinal
coefflcients based on data review (Waldrop, 1985) and theoretical considerations (Bear,
1972). Radionuclides dissolved in groundwater are adsorbed and exchanged through contact
with the surrounding solid phase and thus travel at a lower velocity than the groundwater.
Eperimnl observation of utranium, thorium, and radium In fractures at a mine site
(Dearlove et a4, 1989) and at hard rock sites in general (KBS 1978 and National Research
Council, 1983) indicate that the ratio of water to radionuclide velocity for these
radionuclides ranges from several thousands to tens of thousands In these environments
The recommendation (KBS, 1978) of retardation coefficients greater than 1,200 for uranium,
thorium, and radium was adopted for this assessment.

Impacts of Deep Disposal of U3%,

Potential radiological exposure pathways related to emplacing U3 01 In deep geological
environments include consumption of drinking water, irrigated crops, and fish. Under
expected conditions the groundwater would discharge to a river prior'to intake. In this
analyis, the Aiver ib assumed to be located 5 kilometers from the disposal facility. Under
conditions which are not expected to occur, an individual would obtain water by drilling a
deep well downgradlent from the disposal facility. The analysis established that maximum
dose for the mid-aquifer elevation well take-off point would occur at a distance of
200 meters at both the granite and sandstone/basalt sites.
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The analysis considers radionuclides present In the emplaced U30 and radionuclides which
may be produced by decay of parent radionuclides during transport Because of low
solubility and short half-lives, decay daughters of radium originating at the disposal facility I
would not make a significant contribution to dose at the 200 m well and river locations. I
Due to the relatively high solubility of radium and the relatively low solubility of uranium
and thorium, radium originating at the disposal facility and its shorter half-life daughters ii
growing In during transport would dominate dose at the 200 m well location. At the
5 kilometer river location, radium originating at the disposal facility would have decayed to
comparably Insignificant levels and radionuclide concentration levels would be controlled
by the uranium Isotopes. The assumptions of secular equilibrium of the daughters of radium
with radium at the 200-meter well and other daughters of uranium with uranium at the 5 *

kilometer river locations are applied to assess the contribution of daughter Ingrowth during
transport.

Estimates of doses for the well scenario for the granite and sandstone/basalt sites are
presented In Table A.7. Dose estimates for the river scenario for both sites are presented
in Table A.X At the 200-meter well, the parent radionuclide which dominates the estimated
dose is "Ra, while at the river, 23U is the dominant radionuclide.. Each of these estimates
is the maximum annual dose that would be predicted for any time in the future.

For all of the results presented, estimated impacts are less than the 025 mSv/yr
(25 mrem/yr) level adopted from 10 CFR Part 61 as a basis for comparison. The
assumptions applied in this analysis, Including neglect of engineered barriers inventory
limitations, mass transfer limitations in release, and decay and retardation during vertical
transport contribute to a conservative analysis.

Table A.7 Estimated Peak Doses for Well Scenario (Sv/yr)

Granite Site Sands tone/Basalt Site

Drinking Water. Agricultaral Df~ldng sWater Apicnltural
Knudlde Dose Dose Dose Dose

MUt Swam0~ 23A104  .233d040 LO11cr21

234U1 5.3deO 1.6x10 4  2JdOO 10L~

MM 33d L&W1t 6  Ude 9AMM

26a49x104 Ode1 4.Ox1r41 1.Od1

MIRa Dav~I~m ILweO i.0110 8.X1042 8.d0a1

jiI

I
I
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Table AS Estimated Peak Doses for River Scenario (Sv/yr)

Granite Sie Sandstne/Basat Site

Drnking Water Fshgestion Water fsh Ingestion
NuCnde DOSE Dose Dosi Dose

23V 17 33XIWtr 7.glcdl6 Lab

mu Man 4,1aI 7  88 1 5  - .2xWIS

23 ~ AD1r6 47

Z% O 24zr 6 4O1D 7A1x¢I2

MRa Dagbters 2.9z S.ixL16 B.&ircS it S14
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